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Chapter 1: Introduction
An Interdisciplinary Dialogue on Deafness, Marginality
and Context
"By focusing closely on particular individuals and
their changing relationships, one would
necessarily subvert the most problematic
connotations of culture: homogeneity, coherence,
and timelessness" (Abu-Lughod 1991:154).
“I[i]t seems most useful to us to redefine the
fieldwork “trademark” not with a time honored
commitment to the local but with an
attentiveness to the social, cultural, and political
location and willingness to work self-consciously
at shifting or realigning our own location...”
(Gupta & Ferguson 1997:5)

The articles assembled in this doctoral dissertation are based on intermittent
ethnographic fieldwork spanning over 16 years among the Negev Bedouin
(the native Arab inhabitants of the southern arid region of present-day Israel),
and address different research question that arise from their experience with
deafness and with the various interventions related to deafness. Deafness
among the Negev Bedouin is of anthropological interest in several respects:
(a) due to high rates of deafness, unique shared signing communities emerged;
(b) despite general neglect and discrimination of the Negev Bedouin, deafness
became the target of diverse state interventions; and (c) a myth of isolation is
often invoked in recent publications on a locally emerged Bedouin sign
language presumed to provide a “natural laboratory” for the emergence of
human language.
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(a) Shared signing communities: The extent to which deaf people are
disabled varies considerably between different groups within the NegevBedouin society (see chapter 2, 3). Exceptionally high rates of deafness occur
within several Negev Bedouin groups. These high incidences account for
significant differences in the experience of deafness by both deaf and hearing.
Among the Al-Sayyid Bedouin the incidence is 2.5-3% constituting one of the
highest worldwide incidences of congenital deafness documented so far. Most
significantly, both deaf and hearing people are exposed to signed
communication from a young age, using an indigenous sign language that
emerged over 80 years ago (see chapter 4). I introduce the term shared
signing communities to refer to such conditions where hearing and deaf
signers jointly participate in visual language from an early age. The majority
of deaf people among the Negev Bedouin are – like the majority of deaf people
worldwide – born into families with no previous experience with deafness or
signed communication. This renders the Al-Sayyid experience an opportunity
to study an indigenous sign language and explore the unique social
arrangements that have developed to cope with deafness, as well as the
impact of the introduction of state interventions targeting deaf people.
(b) State services and interventions: The Negev Bedouin constitute one of
Israel’s most marginalized minority groups, many still residing in settlements
formally unrecognized by the state, therefore lacking basic infrastructure,
including water or electricity. Nonetheless, various state services and
intervention programs target deafness, which includes deaf education and the
introduction of genetic counselling and Cochlear Implants. These
interventions have various unintended consequences, including the
stigmatization of deafness and the amplification of gender disparities. The
politics of such specialized interventions are often overlooked, for they are
perceived to be based on the judgment of experts. In the case of the Negev
Bedouin, these professional discourses should be examined in the light of the
experiential knowledge gained by deaf people and their hearing relatives in
shared signing communities. At stake are (for all Negev Bedouin) the complex
relations between a disadvantaged minority and the dominant society, its
institutions and ideologies (see chapters 3, 5 & 6).
(c) The myth of Isolation: The Al-Sayyid and several comparable cases
have drawn the attention of scholars from various disciplines, most notably in
Deaf Studies and sign language linguistics. This literature often employs
romanticized notions of isolated village communities, overlooking their
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complexity, striping them from context and fixing them in a-historical time.
The quest to study the conditions that engender language have made the
study of relatively young sign languages a cutting edge theme in modern
linguistics and cognitive sciences. Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL) is
currently one of the most celebrated cases of a so-called emerging (sign)
language isolate. This literature in particular, upholds the impression that the
language and its users are isolated (see chapters 2 & 4). While there is little
doubt that ABSL is indeed a language-isolate in the strict sense of the word (a
language with no demonstrable ancestral language), it certainly did not
emerge – as claimed – in the absence of any linguistic models or external
influences. I consider what is masked by assumptions of social isolation, and
argue that it is not merely the result of an uncritical application of social and
anthropological terms. The slippage from “language isolate” to “isolated
community” conveniently corresponds to scientists’ longing for a natural
laboratory of a linguistic vacuum.
My analysis of the Al-Sayyid signing community shows that, while the sign
language developed locally, it is also the product of a complex historical and
political context.
My research illustrates how particular aspects such as local accounts of
deafness or the disparities between deaf and hearing men and women, can be
better understood in terms of marginalization, rather than romanticized
notions of isolation. Additionally, my analysis attests to how social structures
and practices in shared signing communities should be examined for how they
may both facilitate and restrict deaf people.
The growing interest in the Al-Sayyid, by medical practitioners, scholars
from various disciplines and the general public has had impact on both the
course of my fieldwork and research focuses. These interventions and
research projects became part of my subject matter as well as brought me into
dialogue with diverse fields such as genetics and linguistics, pleading for
better incorporation of the social and political contexts in which both state
interventions and academic studies operate.
The articles bundled here address diverse aspects of deafness among the
Negev Bedouin; each represent a dialogue with different fields of knowledge
production and interests. Whereas this research project utilizes different
analytical perspectives and interdisciplinary academic sources, my core
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methodology is anthropological. In what follows, I will attempt to outline what
such an anthropological perspective contributes to these debates.
First, this introductory chapter opens with a short introduction to of the
Negev Bedouin and a sociolinguistic sketch of the Al-Sayyid. The second part
then concerns my fieldwork and outlines my activities over a decade and a
half of engagement with the Negev Bedouin. The third and main part of the
chapter reflects upon my interdisciplinary engagement, followed by a fourth
part in which I outline my anthropological perspective. Finally the chapter
concludes with an outline of the subsequent chapters.

‘ARAB AL-NAQAB, THE NEGEV BEDOUIN
The Arab populations of the southern arid Negev region of present-day Israel,
make up part of the Arab inhabitants of historical Palestine remaining in the
territory which in after 1948 came under the control of the newly founded
State of Israel.
These Arab/Palestinian citizens of the State of Israel are often referred to
as an ethnic or national minority. In the Arab world, they are commonly
referred to as ‘Arab 48’ or ’Arab al-dakhil’ (the Arabs of the interior), terms
avoiding the explicit mention of the State of Israel. Conversely, within Israel
they are commonly referred to as ‘Israeli Arabs’ or ‘Arviyey Israel’ (‘Arabs of
Israel’); to avoid any mentioning of a Palestinian nation. Different terms have
been employed to address the nature of their structural subordination and
exclusion within the Jewish State of Israel, including, internal colonialism
(Zureik 1979), strangers in their own land (Rouhana 1990) ‘subtenants’
(Benziman & Mansour 1992), and ‘trapped minority’ (Yiftachel 1999;
Rabinowitz 2001), terms which refer to their marginalization twice over by
both Israelis and Palestinians.
The native Arab inhabitants of the Negev are also commonly referred to
as Bedouin, alluding to their nomadic past. I primarily use the term “Negev
Bedouin” as a relatively accessible English translation of the term used locally
in Arabic: ’Arab Al-Naqab. Throughout the Middle East, the term Arab is often
used to designate various Bedouin groups inhabiting a certain region.
Prior to 1948, Negev Bedouin largely relied on semi-nomadism living off
combined agriculture and pastoralism. After 1948, only a minority of the
Bedouin remained within the boundaries of the Negev, where they were
confined to an enclosed area and kept under military administration until
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1966. 1 Through the establishment of urban settlements, the Israeli
government made a concerted effort to concentrate the Bedouin into stateestablished townships and to minimize their use of land resources. The
current Negev Bedouin population amounts to 210,000 and they make up
roughly a fourth of the otherwise predominantly Jewish-Israeli Negev
inhabitants. Approximately half of the Negev Bedouin reside in townships
established by the state while the remaining half inhabits settlements lacking
basic infrastructures. The latter are mostly unrecognized by the state, and
some are in the process of gaining formal recognition.
Poverty and unemployment rates are among the highest in Israel;
Bedouin (men) are mostly confined to the lower strata of the labour market.
Child mortality rates among Negev Bedouin are alarmingly high, the highest
among Israeli citizens. Other demographic characteristics include common
consanguinity and polygyny and the highest fertility rates in the country.
Consequently, the Negev Bedouin have a very high proportion of young
people; more than half of the population is under the age of 14.2 Having said
this, however, it should be noted that within contemporary Negev Bedouin
society there are also considerable differences in livelihood, lifestyle, political
identities, education and gender segregation.
Whereas the Negev Bedouin constitute one of Israel’s most marginalized
minority groups, they are – and were historically – embedded in wider
networks in present-day Jordan, Egypt, the Palestinian West Bank and Gaza,
and elsewhere in Israel (Parizot 2004). Thus, employing the term Bedouin is
neither self-evident nor without problems. It requires examining any
demographic, and otherwise perceived distinctiveness of the Negev Bedouin,
as possibly related to their actual shared historical background, as well as to
the state’s segmentation practices and discourses. The reinforcement and
construction of ethnic and religious divides among the Arab inhabitants of
historical Palestine is one element of an elaborate system of control (Lustick
1980) aimed to obstruct political mobilization.
At the same time, not unlike the so-called “noble savage”, the imagery of
the Bedouin is entangled in symbolically contradictory and ambivalent

1

Whereas prior to 1948, the estimated number of Negev Arabs was between 65,00090,000 (Falah 1989), by the beginning of the 1950s it dropped to 11,000 (Marx 1967;
Falah 1989; Meir 1997).
2 The Negev Bedouin Statistical Data Book, No. 3. 2010; The Galilee Society 2010.
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concepts; it ascribes backwardness in a romantic disguise appealing to the
archetype of a legendary Arab past. Such imagery is found throughout the
Middle-East, and is common among both Jews and Palestinians in Israel. The
Negev Bedouin are subject to the paternalism of modernization policies, and
their direct self-governance is restricted by assigning administrative unites
such as the "Administration for the Promotion of the Bedouin"3 (see Swirski
2008 for more examples of such sectoral institutions). The Negev Bedouin are
simultaneously constructed as a demographic and geographical threat, and as
the “good Arabs” within the state (Cohen 2010), suggesting they are less of a
security threat than their fellow Arab/Palestinian citizens of Israel. In practice
the latter category was reinforced by enabling the Bedouin to join the army on
a voluntary basis, thereby establishing a distinct ‘privileged’ category. Thus,
one aspect of Negev Bedouin distinctiveness concerns their predefined
relationships with the State of Israel.
The next section provides a detailed sketch of the until recently
unrecognized village of the Al-Sayyid Bedouin, with whom I resided
throughout my fieldwork years.

AL-SAYYID: A SOCIOLINGUISTIC SKETCH 4
The village of Al-Sayyid is located in the northern Negev, its inhabitants are all
related through kinship and named after their common ancestor who settled
here in the mid-19th century. Al-Sayyid is home to a shared signing
community where deaf and hearing signers use Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign
Language (ABSL), an indigenous sign language that has emerged over the past
90 years.
Following the practice of cousin marriage, Al-Sayyid’s grandchildren
intermarried: four of these unions bore deaf offspring. The first deaf siblings

This administrative body is the transformed version of a previously existing body
whose initial goal was to complete the resettlement of Bedouin and to resolve the
land disputes.
4 A slightly modified version of this sketch is forthcoming in Zeshan, U. and C. de Vos
(eds.) [in press]. Sign Languages in Village Communities: Anthropological and
Linguistic Insights. Sign Language Typology Series 4. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter &
Ishara Press.
3
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were born between 1924 and 1940. The Al-Sayyid are now estimated5 to
number 4,500 men, women and children, of whom nearly 130 are deaf. These
deaf individuals are distributed throughout Al-Sayyid’s major lineages
representing five apical ancestors, each a son of Al-Sayyid the founder.
To this day kin-endogamy (between and within these lineages) accounts
for over 60% of marriages (see chapter 4). Genetic research,6 conducted
among the Al-Sayyid in the early 1990s, identified autosomal, recessive nonsyndromic deafness, associated with intermarriage. Demographic and
genealogical data I have been recording since 1995 show a stable incidence of
congenital deafness of 2.5–3%.(see chapters 2, 3 & 4) 7 The recessiveness of
the genetic mutation, the fact that the majority (80%)8 of deaf individuals
were born to hearing parents, and the fact that deaf adults were until recently
always married to hearing partners, further contribute to the blending of deaf
and hearing.
Not only did kin-endogamy induce high incidences of deafness, it also
accounts for a dense social network in which both hearing and deaf people are
embedded. Many members of the community have at least one deaf individual
among their household members, in-laws, peers, or neighbours. Consequently,
all deaf and many hearing Al-Sayyid infants are exposed to signing from birth,
within the family environment, with additional (deaf or hearing) adult models
in the community.

Obtaining accurate and reliable demographic data is obstructed by the fact that
unrecognised (or newly-recognised) settlements are only very partly included in data
published by the Israel Central Bureau of Statistics (ICBS). Additionally, The Al-Sayyid
now reside under different municipal jurisdictions, and some still reside outside the
jurisdiction of any local or regional council.
6 Scott et. al. (1995, 1998). These publications are also often quoted to state that all
deaf individuals are “descendants of two of the five adult sons of the founder” (Scott
1995:965). However, this conclusion was based on partial data collected at the initial
phase of the genetic study. Also the use of the term tribe to refer to the Al-Sayyid, used
by Scott et. al. and in several other publication, is inaccurate.
7 Last updated survey conducted in the summer of 2011 listing 130 congenitally deaf
individuals (see chapter 5). Higher rates noted for the Al-Sayyid case are mostly based
on (over)estimations of the number of deaf individuals or outdated figures for the
total population.
8 Based on my last survey of the total deaf population (rather than a sample) in
summer 2011.
5
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Sited on one of the highways connecting the northern Negev and the
Dead Sea, the village of Al-Sayyid lies less than 20 kilometres from the Negev’s
district capital of Beersheba. In fact, this highway divides the original village
into two parts and beside the road are situated several garages, grocery
stores, and one of the village’s four mosques. In the village there are several
smaller grocery stores. The larger part of the village, south-west of the
highway,9 is spread at the foot of a moderate hill, on top of which the village’s
first school and clinic are located. The village now has three elementary
schools and two (Health Maintenance Organization) clinics. Until 2005, AlSayyid was one of the many Bedouin villages officially unrecognized by Israeli
authorities due to the state’s refusal to recognise or negotiate land claims.
Despite the current process towards recognition,10 most parts of the village
still lack basic infrastructure, including paved roads, running water,
connection to the national electricity network, sewage and waste disposal.
Most homes are modest cement-brick constructions of two to four rooms
with flat tin or concrete roofs. There are also several new two story red tiled
houses belonging to the few more affluent residents.11 Generally, village
homes are arranged in compounds of several households of extended families.
The village is made up of several dense clusters of multiple compounds, as
well as slightly more dispersed compounds. The geographical distribution of
the residential clusters partially corresponds to the five main lineages. Many
dirt roads crisscross the village leading to its residential clusters,
neighbouring villages and the adjacent highway. Most households have a
television12 and, increasingly, more men and women have mobile phones, but

The smaller north-eastern part of the village is contiguous to one of the seven
Bedouin state established townships, and has access to limited municipal utilities. It is
no longer part of the Al-Sayyid village as defined in the state recognition plan.
10 It has been in the process for several years now, but a master plan for the village is
still in preparation and negotiation. An approved master plan is required for the
provision of many services and building permits. Connection to running water supply
and the paving of several asphalt roads are underway.
11 With the prospect of full recognition and lowered risk of demolition, these houses
were built by several businesses owners (such as a garage or construction company)
and a few young dentists and lawyers.
12 Several Israeli and Jordanian channels offer limited but regular on-screen sign
language interpreting, to ISL and LIU respectively.
9
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only a few have an internet connection. In most (multiple-household)
compounds there is at least one car owner.
Most deaf and hearing Al-Sayyid signers are embedded in several diverse
language communities. Hearing signers communicate in both sign language
and the local spoken Arabic dialect. Literacy in Hebrew and/or Arabic is
increasingly common. Additionally, most men and increasing numbers of
women regularly communicate in Hebrew for work, administrative or medical
matters. The majority of deaf signers are, or have been, members of student
signing communities at school and boarding school outside the village, where
communication between students was mostly based on Israeli Sign Language
(ISL). Since people regularly move between languages, code switching and
mixing are common. Deaf signers may code switch or blend ISL and ABSL,
while many hearing signers often switch between speech and sign, use signed
Arabic, or voice over their own or other people’s signing in mixed-group
interactions.
Neighbouring Al-Sayyid are two villages inhabited by two groups of the
Qderat Bedouin (see chapters 4 & 5) that exhibit comparable rates of deafness
and hearing signers. Here too, shared signing communities have emerged. The
first Qderat deaf descendants are coevals of the first deaf Al-Sayyid siblings
and their deaf descendants started attending the same schools around the
same time13. Despite the fact that they can easily demonstrate several obvious
lexical variations, the signing of the Al-Sayyid and Qderat is mutually
intelligible and they do not consider their signing to constitute separate
languages. Moreover, comparable lexical variation exists within the Al-Sayyid
community. Both hearing and deaf people often refer to it as ‘our language’.
Many lexicalized signs bear evidence for the historical depth of ABSL. For
instance, the sign for ‘adult woman’ or ‘mother’ is based on the iconic
representation of a form of veiling no longer practised. Similarly, the sign for
‘butter’ derives from the iconic representation of the churning of milk, rarely
seen nowadays, for in most households butter is no longer domestically
produced. The compound place name COW-THERE (pointing to the actual
north), referring to the region where some families took their cattle to graze

13 For over 30 years deaf Qderat and Al-Sayyid students have had regular contact;
together they made up a third of the deaf students at the relevant elementary schools.
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in spring, is still used by some to sign ‘Tel-Aviv’ (or more generally to indicate
the country’s central urban agglomeration).
ABSL is used in diverse settings and communication contexts, from casual
conversation to resolving disputes and storytelling, and from transactions in
local garages or grocery stores to the simultaneous home translation of
broadcasted news and other TV programmes. More formal medical,
bureaucratic and legal interactions (in Hebrew or Arabic) are often
interpreted into ABSL by accompanying relatives. State funded interpreting
services (ISL/Hebrew) are also increasingly employed in such formal settings.
Even within the village, ABSL is no longer used exclusively. Like schools
outside the village, Al-Sayyid schools take a Total Communication approach14
to deaf education, based on ISL. Al-Sayyid deaf staff members (along with the
non-Al-Sayyid teachers of the deaf) insist that the language of instruction
should be exclusively ISL. However, hearing Al-Sayyid staff and peers (lacking
command of ISL) regularly use ABSL to communicate with their relatives on
school grounds.
Signing is not restricted to deaf signers; in fact hearing signers
outnumber deaf signers. Roughly a third of the hearing population is observed
to sign regularly. Whereas there are 130 deaf signers, there are more than 700
hearing signers, even when only the most immediate signing relatives are
included. This minimum estimate is based on a sample survey comprised of
only those hearing signers, such as siblings (and half-siblings), partners and
children of deaf individuals, that were regarded by other household members,
including at least one deaf relative, as competent signers. Yet (unquantified)
ethnographic data indicates that there are many more hearing signers than
this partial survey suggests, because there is a significant number of hearing
signers who have no immediate deaf relatives.
However, the relative ease of communication between deaf and hearing,
as well as the status of signed communication, does not solely depend on the
number of fluent hearing signers. Indeed, hearing Al-Sayyid use the local sign
language with varying degrees of proficiency. Some use local signs only to

14 This educational approach advocates using all potential sources of linguistic input
(signed, spoken, written and amplification), in practice it often consist mostly of a
manual code for the expression of spoken language (Marschark & Spencer 2009).
Most special education schools for the deaf in Israel take the Total Communication
approach (Weisel & Zandberg 2002).
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accompany spoken Arabic. But, even those least proficient often demonstrate
awareness of the pragmatics of signed communication and can discuss
practical matters fairly easily, preferring translation for more intensive
interaction; skilled signers can readily be found to mediate, translate or tutor
others in improving their signing skills. Largely due to this widespread
awareness and experience of the viability of signed communication, deafness
in Al-Sayyid does not make for social marginalization or isolation; deaf people
are not categorically shunned or stigmatised. Rather than being considered a
defect or disability, deafness is commonly perceived as a condition requiring
the use of signed communication.
As manifested in both common attitudes and practices, this relatively
inclusive social reality is grounded in daily experiences that contest the
disablement of deafness. There is no evidence that additional characteristics
are perceived as inherently attached to deafness, nor are certain social roles
or activities reserved for deaf people. The absence of local myths to account
for deafness discloses the common perception of deafness as a form of human
variation that does not require explaining or fixing.
As a consequence, attempts to reduce the rates of deafness by means of
genetic testing and counselling were not received without controversy;
compliance to the program was low. Likewise, most (hearing) parents were
initially reluctant to respond to the active promotion of cochlear implants
(CIs). However, over the last five years, after parents were convinced it would
increase their children’s opportunities, as many as 14 Al-Sayyid children have
been implanted.
The status of deaf people is gradually being eroded by the differential and
restricted structure of their opportunities. The education available for hearing
Negev Bedouin is rather dismal, but deaf education has fared worse. While
hearing children have been able to attend school since the late 1960s, deaf AlSayyid children started attending a Hebrew school for the deaf in Beersheba
only in the early 1980s. Later, some of the male deaf students could also
continue on to receive vocational training at a more distant boarding school.
Only in the 1990s were the first classes for deaf students opened in Arabic
schools, and in 2004, the first kindergarten (followed by elementary school
classes) opened in Al-Sayyid. Out of the total of 134 deaf descendants among
all generations of Al-Sayyid, only 14 have never had any form of schooling,
and deaf people attend school for longer on average compared to their
hearing peers. Nonetheless, literacy among most deaf students remains poor.
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The separate and mostly inferior schooling available for deaf students
presents the most obvious structural disparity between deaf and hearing AlSayyid. This schooling has not been designed to prepare students for
matriculation certificates, and so higher education has not been available to
deaf students. Their options are limited to a few vocational training
programmes.
During the adult lives of the first deaf descendants, farming and animal
husbandry – the previously dominant sources of livelihood – became severely
restricted and income increasingly depended on wage labour. Bedouin men
generally inhabit the unskilled, lower strata of the Israeli labour market, with
unemployment rates among the highest in the country. Among the Al-Sayyid,
sources of income are diverse, including jobs as watchmen, mechanics, tractor
or truck drivers, or seasonal agricultural or construction workers. Many
commute daily or weekly to work all over the country. There are small
business owners and over a dozen hearing young men who have studied
abroad in medicine, dentistry, pharmacology and law. Though there is a
growing number of both male and female teachers, Bedouin women are
otherwise rarely involved in paid labour. Among young deaf Al-Sayyid women
however, the rate of employment as trained and untrained educational staff at
the local schools is slightly higher than that of their hearing counterparts.
With poor literacy but relative ease of access to a limited number of vocational
courses, most deaf men and women occupy the middle to lower range of
occupations. The recent recession has left many hearing and most deaf men
unemployed and dependent on welfare benefits with occasional informal day
work.
Over 30 years of separate deaf education (and consequent differential
work opportunities) have reduced the social space shared by deaf and hearing
Al-Sayyid and transformed deaf people’s social networks. This has
contributed to the emergence of deaf sociality associated with the use of ISL,
as well as a preference for deaf-deaf marriages. In 2004, the marriage of a deaf
Al-Sayyid woman to her (non Al-Sayyid Bedouin) classmate constituted the
first deaf-deaf marriage among the Al-Sayyid. Since then, half (7out of 14) of
the marriages of deaf Al-Sayyid women have been with deaf partners almost
exclusively from outside the community. Deaf-deaf marriages were initially
received with some apprehension, as many deaf and hearing considered the
familiar arrangement (the marriage of a deaf and hearing signer)
advantageous. Besides, family members and deaf candidates often lacked the
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social networks to arrange deaf-deaf marriages. This illustrates that whereas
the sociolinguistic space shared by deaf and hearing Al-Sayyid is generally
accommodating for deaf people, established structures and practices may – as
any social configuration elsewhere – both facilitate and restrict (deaf) people
(see chapters 2 & 3).
Since 2005, a team of four linguists15 has published extensively on the
linguistic structure of ABSL. They argue that ABSL lacks phonological
organisation but recognise grammatical regularity at the syntactic,
morphological, and prosodic levels. Much of their work is based on the
premise that ABSL is an isolated language and Al-Sayyid an isolated
community, often overlooking the widespread bilingualism of both deaf and
hearing signers. From the late 1990s the Al-Sayyid have received occasional
media attention from regional, national and international media. The
linguistic publications have further expanded publicity for ABSL, turning it
into one of the most celebrated cases of what is perceived to be an emerging
(sign) language, now at the centre of several academic debates. Publicity
among the general public has also increased with two documentaries and the
publication of a popular science book (see Appendix for published essay book
review). All told, this publicity has left various marks on local attitudes
towards ABSL.

A DECADE AND A HALF OF RESEARCH AMONG THE AL-SAYYID
The sociolinguistic sketch presented above and the remaining articles
assembled here, are all based on ethnographic fieldwork, mostly carried out
among the Negev Bedouin, over a period of over 16 years. I was first
introduced to the family which later became my host family, in 1995 and my
first in-residence fieldwork was carried out in the spring of 1996.
Throughout these years I have witnessed many developments unfold,
some anticipated and others entirely unpredictable. I have seen little children
grow into adulthood and held their own children in my arms and I have
attended the second and third weddings of those who had earlier decisively
condemned polygyny as a “primitive” and “old fashion” practice in which they
would never engage. Houses were demolished and rebuilt; the first Bedouin
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Sandler et. al. 2005 and other publications by these authors.
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young women graduated from university; a new class of Bedouin young
professionals emerged; and numerous new NGO’s were established-some
evolved to make significant contributions, some survived and many withered.
I also witnessed the introduction of several –some more and others less successful state intervention programs directly related to deafness, including
the introduction of genetic counselling and cochlear implants. The first school
for the deaf in Beersheba was closed down, the education for deaf Bedouin
students shifted to classes for the deaf in schools of the general Bedouin
education system and thus shifted from Hebrew to Arabic; a new generation
of bilingual signers emerged who chat online and SMS regularly. These
developments all impacted both the course of my fieldwork and my research
focus over these years.
Representing and analysing the temporal aspects of the social
phenomena we study poses several challenges. The early tendency in
anthropological writing to erase time has made it guilty of “othering” its
subjects and of reifying notions such as culture (Fabian 1983; Abu-Lughod
1991). In the early phases of my anthropological training and fieldwork, I felt
challenged by the evidence of a rapidly changing social reality and the
common reference by my interlocutors to the past. Professor Emmanuel Marx
had alerted me to the pitfalls of such “now versus then” narrative frames; so
that, rather than take references to the past at face value, I learned to
appreciate what these narratives were revealing about the now, and then.
Eventually I gained an additional (admittedly less original) way of allowing
me to address this temporal challenge: with the perspective of over 16 years
of research I can anchor the analysis of change in my own observations of
various national and local developments, and among the Negev Bedouin and
the Al-Sayyid in particular. While I can now speak of a concrete past, my own
perspective has also changed over these years, as is evident among others
from the different literature I consulted and some terms and analytical
concept not used uniformly over the chapters.
As advantageous as an enduring acquaintance might be for the purpose of
social analysis, this situation has its own drawbacks; it produces
overwhelming amounts of data and makes one relentlessly aware of the everchanging, volatile nature of social life and the multiple versions of any social
reality. Additionally, the Negev has not been a new terrain. I partially grew up
in the Negev and completed my high school education in Beersheba: my
family migrated to Israel and settled in the Negev when my father was invited
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to join the establishment of a new geology department in the Ben-Gurion
University of the Negev. Although I had left the Negev after completing high
school, throughout most of the years of my fieldwork my parents remained in
the Negev. This background was also creatively summoned by my hosts and
interlocutors to adjust my identity as they presented it to different contexts.
Sometimes I was presented and labelled as foreign, removed from the laden
Jewish-Arab relations; at others, I would be rooted in local contexts as the
daughter of an esteemed professor at the university where small but
increasing numbers of young Bedouin women and men studied.
My ethnographic project can roughly be divided into three periods (1)
1995-1999 (total of 8 months of in-residence fieldwork), (2) three long
fieldwork stints in 2003-2005 (a total of 18 months16) and (3) several shorter
fieldwork stints and bi-annual visits between 2007-2012 (a total of 6
months). During the last of these visits (two weeks in June 2011 and several
days in January 2012), fieldwork included a comprehensive survey.
The first period of my fieldwork (1995-1999), carried out within the
framework of my MA thesis, was most significant for the establishment of my
contacts among the Al-Sayyid. My MA research project investigated the social
construction of deafness among the Al-Sayyid. I conducted community-based
fieldwork residing with a host family among the Al-Sayyid for a period of five
months and several months more over the years that followed17. Although it
soon became clear that multi-sited ethnographic fieldwork was necessary to
capture the multiple lifeworlds, language communities and power relations in
which deaf and hearing Al-Sayyid were embedded, Al-Sayyid remained my
residential base. And the same family has remained my host family
throughout these years.
It was during these years, since 1995, when first introduced to my host
Al-Sayyid family, that I established strong contacts with several families, and
an expanding network of both deaf and hearing relatives and friends. From
1995 to 2003 when I was otherwise residing, studying and teaching in Tel
Aviv, I regularly visited the Negev (in addition to several month of inresidence fieldwork). These included casual and festive visits, such as

January-March 2003, November 2003-April 2004, September 2004-March 2005,
July-Aug 2005, July-Aug 2006, amounting to a total period of 18 months.
17 April to August 1996, Aug 1997, June 1998, June-July 1999
16
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weddings, but also other events or tasks that I was summoned to participate
in, such as sulha (conflict resolution), and escorting people to clinics, courts
and women to birth.
By the end of 2003, after a year of working on another research project, I
decided to continue my main research focus on deafness and signing among
the Negev Bedouin for the purpose of my Ph.D. research project at the
University of Amsterdam. During the first two years (the second and most
intense fieldwork period) I spend more time in the Negev than in Amsterdam.
In the years that followed (the third period) I resided in Amsterdam, I visited
bi-annually and maintained several long distance contacts. The possibilities to
maintain long-distance communication were expanded during this time.
Initially contact was maintained by occasional phone calls and letter
correspondence with several deaf and hearing individuals. But gradually more
people had mobile phones and in recent years internet connections and video
calls are also becoming increasingly available.
During these years I have also engaged in several other projects and
developed several other research interests. One such research project
examined the encounters between Bedouin and Jewish women in the regional
hospital, addressing question of gender, nation and citizenship (it resulted in
the article that makes for chapter 6 of this dissertation). Another project was
an ethnographic study of an experimental grassroots educational project at an
elementary school in one of the Bedouin townships. This study examined how
different participants including both students and staff, engaged with the
project drawing on resources in the community and its physical
environments. This school was also one of the first Bedouin schools to have
inclusive classes for deaf students. The resulting report was later integrated
into a report submitted by the Ben-Gurion University of the Negev to the
Israeli ministry of education. Other opportunities to collaborate with several
grassroots organizations related to my research interests, further enhancing
my inquiry and contributed to my deeper involvement and understanding of
the situation in the Negev. These include serving as advisor to grassroots
organizations that are addressing the problems met by various sectors and
interest groups, including health issues in unrecognized Bedouin villages, the
rights of Bedouin women, and educational advocacy by parents of deaf
students.
However, I turned down several invitations by medical and linguistic
teams to serve as advisor on projects related to deafness. While I was happy
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to reflect on their interventions in light of my own experience and to share
with them the insights from my own study, I declined these invitations when I
realized how our respective disciplines understand collaboration with those
studied (or interdisciplinary collaboration18). I could best encourage them to
establish their own local relationships, advising them to be aware of how, in
the face of neglect and discrimination, people’s cooperation is often
accompanied by implicit -but high -expectations and hopes. However, the
growing interest in Al-Sayyid, in particular, eventually had a major impact on
the unfolding of my own research trajectory. As more was published on the
Al-Sayyid I became increasingly implicated in interdisciplinary exchange.

INTERDISCIPLINARY DIALOGUE
Al-Sayyid has been the target of several research projects and interventions.
While I considered these activities an integral part of my field of inquiry, these
projects also brought me into dialogue with different fields of knowledge
production. This dialogue enabled me to advocate closer examination of daily
practices and interactional patterns, on the one hand and plead for better
incorporation of the social, sociolinguistic and political context on the other.
It is the joining of these two enterprises, best captured in two epigraphs to
this chapter, the “ethnographies of the particular” and the creating of new
connections as we redefine our subject matter, that I consider to be the
essence of my anthropological approach.
While I was studying the Al-Sayyid several studies were published,
mostly by linguists and few linguistic anthropologists, documenting
comparable cases where high incidences of deafness facilitated the emergence
of sign languages shared by deaf and hearing. These cases attracted the
attention not only of geneticists, but also increasingly that of scholars in Deaf
Studies, disability studies and sign language linguistics.
While my anthropological inquiry is informed by the relevant work produced
by scholars in these fields, it is also produced in the tension between engaging
in dialogue with them and my conviction that the study of deafness can make
a contribution to the social sciences, broadly, appealing to scholars not
necessarily interested in deafness as such.

18 I was not convinced that they considered anthropology could offer them particular
analytical insights, rather they were interested in what they consider raw data.
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Additionally, while neighbouring (and partially overlapping) fields of
inquiry might benefit from a more cautious and critical use of concepts
developed in anthropology and in the social sciences, I submit that
anthropology should engage with the afterlife of the concepts it developed,
including -and maybe particularly- those that were reconsidered (or even
discarded) within anthropology but then went on to gain stronghold in other
disciplines. Within anthropology concepts too often fall from popularity or
disappear without their drawbacks or the good reasons to abandon them
being spelled out (I here think of notions such as kinship and community).
One concept that has been thoroughly and sharply reviewed is the notion of
culture itself (e.g. Abu-Lughod 1991; Kuper 1999).
While anthropologists have relentlessly documented the contradictory
nature of social life, in many other fields of enquiry notions as culture are still
assumed to denote a coherent property. Moreover, other disciplines often
expect anthropology to provide them with the “stuff” of culture: such fixed
cultural notions run the risk of becoming so rigid that they might as well be
considered innate (Abu-Lughod 1991). Thus, engaging in interdisciplinary
dialogue sometimes entails stating that which might seem redundant and
obvious within one’s own discipline: such as pointing out that kinship
diagrams do not reflect actual social relations, that despite cultural idioms,
kinship is seldom the only source of networks of affiliation and collaboration,
or that common accounts and discourses are not mere reflections of some
cultural logic or belief, but should be understood as a practice within the
specific context in which they arise. I believe it remains the work of
anthropologists to challenge the grip of such notions in other disciplines (as
well as in popular public discourse).
In this sense, each of the articles assembled here, though they are
connected by their core theme, makes a new start. Each article takes a
different angle to engage with debates in fields of inquiry working with quite
different sets of assumptions than mine. This is manifest not only in the
content of these essays but also in their place of publication and the literature
with which they engage.
The article that makes for chapter 2 (Kisch 2008a) was published in
Medical Anthropology; chapter 3 (Kisch 2004) was written for an edited
volume entitled Genetics, Disability, and Deafness published by Gallaudet
University Press (the primary publisher of academic book series and journals
in Deaf Studies); chapter 4 (as well as the Sociolinguistic Sketch integrated
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into this introduction) are forthcoming in a volume entitled Endangered Sign
Languages in Village Communities with a mostly linguistic audience to be
published by Ishara Press, specializing in publications on sign language and
Mouton de Gruyter; chapter 5 ( Kisch 2007a) was published in Disability
Studies Quarterly; chapter 6 (Kisch 2008a) was published in Anthropological
Quarterly. The appended essay book review was published in Sign Language
Linguistics. Below I briefly describe the growing academic interest in shared
signing communities and outline how my engagement with the different
disciplines evolved.
When I first visited the Al-Sayyid the most prominent academic interest in the
high incidence of deafness among the Al-Sayyid was on the part of geneticists;
high prevalence of particular genetic conditions facilitates identifying the loci
of genetic mutations. This knowledge was produced in the context of the
possible intervention to reduce the incidence of deafness. A genetic study
identifying the genetic locus of deafness among the Al-Sayyid was completed
shortly before my arrival (Scott et. al. 1995). It was followed by an attempt
with limited success to create a genetic database, and a pre-marital genetic
compatibility testing and counselling project. Despite the intent of the genetic
programs, carrier screening did not become a standard premarital procedure.
Even so, genetic testing introduced the notion of carriers as well as of genetic
incompatibility. These notions have been creatively used, for instance, when
in the absence of genetic testing, families alleged genetic incompatibility to
disqualify potential marriage unions as well as already settled engagements,
that have fallen out of favour for other reasons. Actual testing is mostly
restricted to individuals and some couples, typically the initiative of highschooled potential brides. I argue these cases illustrate the status and
confidence of educated young women in finding a marriage partner; while
most brides with a lower education, and their families, consider genetic
testing itself to hamper marriageability, a significant risk in comparison to the
avoidance of the specific so-called genetic risk of having deaf children.
My first English language publication (chapter 3, this volume) resulted
from an invitation to participate in a conference at Gallaudet University (the
only university worldwide that offers a bimodal-bilingual, American Sign
Language and English, education program), which was intended to generate a
long-avoided dialogue between Deaf people, Deaf Studies and geneticists
reflecting on the interventions and knowledge they produced. My
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presentation there was the only one concerning a case of exceptionally high
incidences of deafness.
I initially framed my work mostly in the context of the literature on
deafness and deaf sociality. However, as the literature and references to the
newly documented comparable cases, in general, and to the Al-Sayyid in
particular grew, I increasingly engaged with the assumptions underlying their
comparative sociolinguistic and linguistic analysis.
The best-known case of a shared sign language was reported in the
ethnographic-historical study with the revealing title, “Everyone here spoke
sign language” (Groce 1985), exploring the shared lives of deaf and hearing
signers on Martha’s Vineyard during the second half of the 19th century
(Groce 1985; Lane et. al. 2000). Other cases since documented are: Desa Kolok
on Bali, Indonesia (Branson et al. 1996; Hinnant 2000; Marsaja 2008);
Adamorobe in Ghana (Nyst 2007; Kusters 2012); and a group of villages in
Ban Khor, Thailand (Woodward 2003; Nonaka 2004, 2009).
Spread as they are over the globe, each of these cases is embedded in a
distinct social, economic and political context. However, they all involve
locally-emerged sign languages used by deaf and hearing members of
relatively small groups with high incidences of congenital deafness i.e. 1 to 2
per cent (as compared with the expected rate of 0.1 per cent of congenital
deafness in the general population). In other aspects, including those related
to the position of deaf people, these cases vary considerably.
To refer to these comparable cases I have introduced the term shared
signing community (Kisch 2008a, chapter 2 this volume). Though I recognize
the limitations of the term “community”, too often vaguely used to imply very
diverse social features (Creed 2006; Joseph 2002) I use the term in the
restricted sense of a linguistic speech community following (Hymes 1974). I
introduced the term to capture the unique sociolinguistic circumstances
where sign languages are developed and used by deaf and hearing alike, a fact
often downplayed by both linguists and Deaf Studies scholars. My term has
been adopted by some linguists to denote shared signing communities (e.g.
Zeshan & de Vos, in press), and to correspondingly denote shared sign
languages (e.g. Nyst 2012), yet problematic terms such as “village sign
languages”, “isolated deaf communities”, and “deaf villages” are still
commonly used in the literature.
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My conclusions were reached in view of two dominant lines of inquiry taken
by different disciplinary approaches to shared signing communities. Both
suffered from rather romanticized notions of bounded, traditional, village
communities and isolation. Deaf Studies focus on the circumstances for the
emergence of so-called Deaf communities and Deaf identity (e.g. Schein 1992;
Bahan & Pool-Nash 1995; Woll & Ladd 2003; Monaghan 2003), and mostly
consider shared signing communities as their contrast or as embryonic Deaf
communities. Also in disability studies attention to these cases is often related
to the absence of stigma and disablement (e.g., Scheer & Groce 1988; Oliver
1990; Ingstad & Whyte 1995). In Deaf studies this perspective produced a
range of conclusions, from the romantic extreme myth of a “Deaf Utopia”
(Kusters 2010) to sceptical allegations of deaf people’s “false consciousness”
in such circumstances. When presenting my work on Al-Sayyid in Gallaudet
University in 2003, for instance, several Deaf commentators suggested that
the absence of a distinct Deaf identity within conditions of perceived
integration represented a form of “false consciousness”. Strongly inspired by
an ethnic minority politics frame (Nakamura 2006; Davis 2008), this
perspective is grounded in a form of identity politics dominant in the
American Deaf Community, and much of Deaf Studies.
While I have benefited from the scholarship of both deaf studies and
disability studies, it has also been challenging to engage with it. Both are
transdisciplinary enterprises that emerged from social movements: analogous
to what Strathern (1987: 268) writes about feminist studies, Deaf studies and
disability studies “…know themselves as an interest group. There is certainty
about the context”. To complicate matters further, despite overlaps and
alliances between Deaf and Disability Studies, they exist in an uneasy tension,
largely as a result of common ambivalence among deaf people towards
disability as a category of affiliation (Burch and Kafer 2010). Besides,
anthropologists are under-represented among both disability studies (Kasnitz
& Shuttleworth 2001) and Deaf studies (Senghas & Monaghan 2002) both of
which largely rely on studies conducted in the global north. In the case of Deaf
studies, this has resulted in a rather uniform notion of culturally Deaf,
conveyed in terms such as Deaf community or Deaf identity. These terms are
marked by an uppercase Deaf to distinguish the socio-cultural from the
physiological condition of deafness.
Over the years I have experimented with various terms in an attempt to
do justice to the social reality I was studying, and at the same time
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accommodate cross disciplinary dialogue. Initially I had used the deaf/Deaf
distinction mostly to note the absence of these reified uppercase objects of
study. I also tried to accomplish the same thing without using these terms, still
to convey that deafness did not serve as a postulate for social alignment as a
distinct social group (chapters 2 and 3), elsewhere I wrote of various
manifestations of deaf alliance (chapters 2 and 5). But as my study extended, I
witnessed increasingly more variation, including the emergence of new forms
of deaf sociality, still I felt uncomfortable and limited by any terms requiring
binary classification. I sought a way to avoid having to draw the line between
those who embrace a familiar Deaf identity, those who don't, and those
cultivating a less pronounced or simply different sense of being deaf. Several
times (chapter 5) following Senghas and Monaghan (2002), I employed a
combined d/Deaf to surmount the binary.
I was intrigued by Ladd’s (2003) notion of Deafhood as an analytical
category of subjectivity instead of an effort to label identities, for I found it
particularly useful for imagining a range of shapes such a sense of being might
take. Even so, rather than evoking further discussion within Deaf studies, the
term— still marked by the use of the uppercase Deafhood—is subject to the
same binary thinking. More recently, I see new possibilities in the more
general and open notion of deaf sociality to which I was introduced through
the excellent work of Michele Friedner (2010, 2011), who was also grappling
with the conventional terms in her study with young deaf people in urban
India. This term seems to accommodate a nuanced analysis of the myriad
manifestations of a collective deaf experience, as well as to facilitate the
spread of insights from deaf studies more broadly to the social sciences.
My work has brought me into dialogue with another discipline interested
in sign languages and shared signing communities, namely linguistics. Many of
the linguists directly involved in the study of shared sign languages are
concerned with their endangerment as revealed by the title of the edited
volume (Zeshan & de Vos, in press) Endangered Sign Languages in Village
Communities (see also Nyst 2007, 2012; Nonaka 2004). However, the more
dominant line of inquiry is informed by the growing interest of modern
linguistics and cognitive sciences in sign language linguistics. The quest to
study the conditions that engender language and the origins of human
language and its structures (e.g. Senghas 2005; Arbib 2009; Meir et. al. 2010a),
has made the study of relatively young sign languages a cutting edge theme.
ABSL is considered to be a (sign) language isolate. Based on my own research
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there is little doubt that the sign language of Al-Sayyid is indeed a languageisolate in the strict sense of the word: a natural language with no
demonstrable ancestral language. However, it certainly did not emerge in a
“linguistic vacuum” (Fox 2007:280) or in the absence of linguistic models or
external influences (Aronoff et. al. 2005; Meir & Sandler 2008). Moreover, in
this literature there is a slippage from “language isolate” to “isolated
community”, and a general failure to mention prominent features of the
dynamic sociolinguistic landscape in which the signers of this “language
isolate” operate; most pointedly this setting includes widespread schooling
and bilingualism, increasing literacy rates and the socially, economically and
politically marginal, rather than isolated, position of the Negev Bedouin. Since
2005, more than a dozen linguistic articles have been published on the AlSayyid Bedouin Sign Language. These are often cited in many other
publications, and a popular science book was written about the ABSL research
project (see book review in Appendix). In all these texts the Al-Sayyid are
repeatedly portrayed as reputedly remote, isolated, and insular.

MARGINALITY AND CONTEXT
Studying people in context has been one of anthropology’s distinctive features,
one with both theoretical and methodological importance (Strathern 1987;
Dilley 1999; Hazan 1995; Fabian 1995). Malinowski insisted that practices
and ideas were to be analysed as intrinsic to a specific social context, playing
an important role in the emergence of the discipline. Defining such context is
anything but a straightforward task, however. Anthropology is not the only
discipline concerned with context. Different disciplines, most notably
philosophy and linguistics (and schools within these disciplines) offer diverse
definitions of context in general, and would thus arrive at different
conclusions as to what should be considered as relevant to a particular
phenomenon. In linguistics, context can range from implying the mere
semantic environment of a word, to a range of social and cultural features
considered relevant to linguistic analysis, as suggested by the works of Dell
Hymes (Duranti and Goodwin 1992).
Engagement in the interdisciplinary debates discussed in the previous
section, encouraged me from early on to consider the possible contribution of
my anthropological training and approach to such a dialogue, consequently it
made me recognize two inseparable ingredients of an anthropological
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approach to context. In this a sections I outline my anthropological
perspective .
Anthropology is equally committed to examining the context in which
social phenomena are embedded and perceived locally, as to exploring the
ways people and social phenomena are embedded in broader social contexts.
The two epigraphs of this chapter encapsulate these two inseparable
ingredients of context in an anthropological approach. The first quote from
Abu-Lughod (1991) emphasizes the need for “ethnographies of the
particular”, the lives of particular individuals and their daily practices. The
second quote from Gupta and Ferguson (1997) emphasizes the need to define
our subject matter with attentiveness to all relevant connections (Abu-Lughod
1991) including the particular social, cultural, and political location (Gupta &
Ferguson 1997). This tension has made me increasingly aware of processes of
marginalization and contextualization, leading me to several conclusions not
restricted to the study of deafness.
Marginality can be seen structurally as a disadvantaged position, as
distant from the centres of power, influence and control. Yet, when
considering context more closely a more complex structure emerges.
Examining the particular social cultural and political location most often
reveals that people are entangled in more than one and often incompatible
structures of power, and when these structural constraints are examined from
within the context of their own experience and the desires that inform their
subjectivities and strategies- we can learn how people employ their local
resources to manoeuver within the structural limitations of their locations.
This dialectics can only be understood if we heed anthropology’s pleas to
understand the people and social phenomena we study both from within the
context of their own lived experience and as embedded in broader social
cultural and political structures.
Over the years, I have employed different analytical tools to deal with this
dialectics and explore the implications and dynamics of social marginality. In
particular, I examine marginality in the context, and as a consequence, of
multiple and incompatible power relations. Only retrospectively I recognized
that marginality and context gradually emerged as reoccurring themes
underlying many of my issues with the literature I engaged with on deafness
and on the Negev Bedouin.
I here briefly mention some of the analytical concept I had employed over
the years. In chapters 2 and 3 (Kisch 2008a, 2004) I considers the
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permeability of languages in relation to dominant forms of discourse, drawing
on Talal Asad’s (1986) notion of the inequalities of languages, which enables
me to better understand encounters between marginal minorities and
dominant establishments. In analysing the dialectical communication web in
chapter 2 (Kisch 2008a), I use Dumont’s (1980) notion of dialectical hierarchy
to illustrate how social asymmetries are seldom reducible to one-dimensional
hierarchies. Gender well illustrates that seemingly fixed hierarchies are
reversed when men have restricted access to women’s discourse. Yet men’s
consequent reliance on mediation does not result in social subordination - just
as in the case of sign/speech translations among the Al-Sayyid that despite the
asymmetry does not result in subordination. In chapter 3 (2004) the earliest
of these articles, I respond to attempts to understand local accounts of
deafness as reflecting cultural beliefs. Analysing the context summoned by
those providing the accounts, reveals that they should be understood as
responses to the genetic study and counselling project.
In chapters 5 and 6 (Kisch 2007a, 2009a), I draw on Abu-Lughod’s (1990)
notion that women juggle between various incompatible power relations.
Chapter 6, concerning encounters between Bedouin and Jewish women in an
Israeli hospital, shows how Negev Bedouin women enmeshed in patriarchal
gender relations, political discrimination, changing regimes of production, and
medical regimes of reproduction carve out a space to negotiate the dilemmas
(as well as new technologies) introduced by these changing power relations.
To question the usefulness of thinking of deaf Bedouin women, (or of
disability, gender and ethnicity more generally) in terms of triple marginality I
also draws on the notion of intersectionality (Chapter 5). This notion allowed
me to analyse how the structural location transforms the experience of being
Bedouin, woman and deaf. However, I also consider state agencies as
representing one of multiple and incompatible power relations in which
Bedouin women are entangled.
From within this dialectical analytical approach I try to understand the
tendency to depict the Al-Sayyid as an isolated (insular, remote, selfcontaining, closed) community. I also attempt to respond to this tendency by
underscoring the significant difference between isolation and marginalization.
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OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS
Chapter 2, entitled “The Social Construction of Deafness in a Bedouin
Community in the Negev”19, provides an in-depth analysis of the Al-Sayyid
shared-signing community and advocates closer investigation of both
facilitating and disabling social practices, in the study of comparable cases.
Based on the analysis of two extended ethnographic events this article
analyses the shared use of sign language, the asymmetry it entails, and the
manifold forms of translation and mediation that take place among the AlSayyid. The chapter argues that, despite the asymmetry constituted by deaf
people’s reliance on signed communication, in contrast to hearing people’s
access to both spoken and signed modality, deafness cannot be reduced to the
disabling absence of speech or dependency on translation. It show that
among the Al-Sayyid reliance on translation and mediation is not restricted to
deaf people; for, local communication patterns involve many different forms
of translation, including signed, spoken and written language modes in
Hebrew, Arabic and more than one sign language. The chapter demonstrates
that ABSL should be examined within a multiplex of languages, language
modes and domains. Using the example of gendered discourse it demonstrates
how asymmetries are irreducible to one-dimensional hierarchies. I argue that
so long as deaf people will be located in positions that allow them-like their
hearing relatives- to also provide translation, their reliance on translation of
spoken communication need not result in disablement or cause social
isolation. This chapter also responds to several problems within the literature
on comparable cases, especially the terms used to describe and classify them. I
introduce the notion of a shared signing community, as a type of speech
community where deaf and hearing share unique experiential knowledge,
grounded in daily experiences with deafness, and signed communication.
Although this chapter was originally published in “Medical
Anthropology”, it does not focus on medical aspects of deafness, but rather
demonstrates that, in the context of a shared-signing community, deafness is
not easily subjugated to its medical model. The next chapter explores the
responses to one of the interventions contributing to the medicalization of
deafness among the Negev Bedouin.

19

Originally published in Medical Anthropology. 27(3):283-313. 2008.
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Chapter 3 entitled Negotiating (Genetic) Deafness in a Bedouin Community
was originally published in an edited volume20 resulting from the earlier
mentioned conference Genetics, Disability, and Deafness held at Gallaudet
University in 2003. Genetic research among the Al-Sayyid, completed shortly
before I started research, confirmed that deafness among the Al-Sayyid was a
recessive inherited condition ascribed to intermarriage. With the onset of
genetic research medical perspectives of deafness were introduced among the
Negev Bedouin, followed by efforts to create a genetic database for purpose of
genetic counselling. Compliance was low, however. Having examined the local
accounts of deafness among the Al-Sayyid Bedouin, I argue that rather than
reflecting ignorance of the genetic explanation of deafness, they should be
understood as responses to the genetic study and counselling project and as
attempts to negotiate it. This chapter concerns the impact of the introduction
of such medical models; it explores the local accounts of deafness in response
to the medical establishment’s presumption that the high rate of deafness
necessitates intervention into one of the most sensitive social arenas:
marriage arrangement. Local accounts of deafness, my research suggests, are
mainly offered out of concern with the implications of the genetic explanation.
For deafness is generally perceived as manageable. Finding suitable marriage
partners (for deaf or for hearing individuals) is a source of growing concern,
however. Considering discourse not merely as a key to cultural
representations and local theories of procreation, but as a practice, reveals
that the local explanations of deafness can be understood as attempts to
negotiate the prescription of genetic counselling. The genetic explanation is
partly employed when convenient, but in seeking a marriage partner, people
consider many factors over the avoidance of one specific genetic risk.
Chapter 4 is entitled Demarcating generations of signers in the dynamic
sociolinguistic landscape of a shared sign-language: the case of the Al-Sayyid
Bedouin21. This chapter examines the challenges involved in identifying

20 This chapter is a slightly modified version of the chapter published in Van Cleve,
John Vickrey (ed). 2004. Genetics, Disability, and Deafness. Washington DC: Gallaudet
University press. pp 195-227.
21 To appear in Zeshan, U. and C. de Vos (eds.) [in press]. Endangered Sign Languages
in Village Communities: Anthropological and Linguistic Insights. Sign Language
Typology Series 4. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter & Ishara Press.
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generation of signers in shared signing communities. It is directed to a mostly
linguistic audience, particularly those studying shared sign languages. The
chapter provides a detailed analysis of my most recently updated survey
among the Al-Sayyid, including a concrete proposal classifying deaf Al-Sayyid
signers into four generations of signers and sub-cohorts, a detailed profile of
each cohort, and guidelines for incorporating hearing signers into this
structure. One purpose of this detailed proposal is to inform the further
investigation of ABSL by resolving several common misconceptions with
regards to ABSL and making my data on the variation and multilingualism
among its users available. However, the main purpose of the chapter is to
serve the study of comparable shared sign languages by advocating a better
incorporation of hearing signers, and recognition of dynamic sociolinguistic
networks, too often assumed to be embedded simply in primary kin-networks.
It addresses the confusion caused by mistaking structural generations of
descent (typically represented in kinship diagrams) for social or cultural
generations, of actual contemporaries with shared experiences and language
input. I considers the relevance of these categories and kinship diagrams to
the task of identifying sociolinguistic generations of signers, emphasizing the
importance of complementing kinship diagrams with an analysis of actual (kin
and non-kin) social relations.
The case of Al-Sayyid illustrates the processes by which signers are
embedded in multiple language communities: in particular, changing work
and marriage patterns mediated by schooling, differentially shape the social
networks of Bedouin (deaf and hearing) men and women. I argue that
recognizing the social factors that transform the sociolinguistic networks of
signers, is imperative in order to consider all possible avenues for language
exposure, spread, and transmission. Linguists hoping to identify independent
developments within these relatively young languages, must consider
communicative input broadly as well as the possibility of contact-induced
change; both have too often been overlooked.
Chapter 5 entitled Disablement Gender and Deafhood among the Negev ArabBedouin 22 , explores the different lived experiences and structures of
opportunities of deaf Bedouin men and women. While chapters 2, 3 and 4

22

Originally published in Disability Studies Quarterly 27(4) .2007.
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focus on the Al-Sayyid shared signing community, this chapter analyses
several intersecting factors shaping the differential state of deaf men versus
women among the Negev Bedouin more generally. I show that the extent to
which deaf people among the Negev Bedouin are disabled varies considerably.
Most deaf Bedouin are born into families inexperienced with deafness,
which makes for an important distinction between deaf Bedouin. But
disablement also considerably varies along gender lines; having different
social implications for Bedouin men versus women. Because gender
disparities among the Negev Bedouin are too often simply ascribed to so
called traditional gender relations, the role of state agencies in reinforcing
gender disparities is often overlooked;. I therefore demonstrate the combined
impact of both new-but limited -schooling opportunities not equally available
to men and women and of changing marriage patterns.
I also show how marriage patterns and schooling opportunities shape the
emergence of a new sense of Deafhood among young deaf Bedouin, also
varying along gender lines. I argue against an approach reducing the condition
of deaf Bedouin women to triple marginality resulting merely in intensified
oppression. To do justice to the lived experience of Bedouin deaf women, their
positions and structural constraints are examined from within the context of
their own experience and the desires that inform their subjectivities and
strategies. Thus illustrating how they employ their local resources to
manoeuver within their often limited structures of opportunities. The chapter
provides an analysis of the intersection of deafness and gender, focusing on
the way marriage and schooling inform the lives of deaf Bedouin women and
men, shaping their lived experiences and structure of opportunities.
Chapter 6, entitled Reproductive Encounters: Negev Bedouin Women's
Experience of Childbirth in an Israeli Hospital23, is the only chapter not directly
related to deafness. However, it arose not only from my fieldwork among the
Al- Sayyid and the countless times I accompanied women to visits at the
maternity wards, it also emerged from similar analytical concerns. Like the
previous chapter on deafness and gender, this chapter demonstrates the ways
women juggle between different power relations and manoeuver within their
limited structures of opportunities.

23 Originally

published in Anthropological Quarterly 82(30):719-754, 2009.
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This paper examines the encounters between women on two sides of a
socio-political divide: for several days during and after birth, Israeli Jewish
and Arab-Bedouin women, share intimate space and daily routines. It
analyses the significance of Bedouin women’s encounters with unfamiliar
women, both Jewish and Bedouin, for what they reveal of Bedouin women’s
negotiation of self and other. In the context of the unmediated knowledge
Bedouin women establish about the Other, they reflect critically on their own
society and engage in complex deliberations among themselves related to
childcare and motherhood, generating a broader critical debate. The hospital
is, thus, not merely a site where health-related values and practices are
enacted, but one where they are formulated, negotiated and challenged, vis-àvis others. The chapter argues for the significance of studying what I here call
“lay encounters” for what they betray of the larger social context in which
they are embedded. It shows how hospital maternity wards present an
unusual encounter zone embodying various contradictions, especially for
those Bedouin women who do not move freely in public space, particularly in
spaces that are mixed by gender and ethnicity.
Chapter 7 is the concluding chapter and reverts to the issued raised in the
introduction. It revisits the main arguments and indicates new directions for
further research.

Chapter 2:
The Social Construction of Deafness in a Bedouin Shared
Signing Community1
Abstract
Among the Al-Sayyid Arab-Bedouin, the use of an indigenous sign language is
widespread and provides the foundation of a signing community shared by
hearing and deaf people. Cases with comparable high incidences of deafness
have in recent years stimulated debates in diverse academic disciplines.
Lacking an accurate term, they are regularly referred to as ‘‘Martha’s Vineyard
situations’’ and have often been oversimplified and romanticized. This article
provides an in-depth analysis of a Bedouin shared-signing community and
advocates closer investigation of both facilitating and disabling social
practices, which would also allow better examination of comparable cases.
This article concentrates on the shared use of sign language, the asymmetry it
entails, and the manifold forms of translation and mediation that take place.
Whereas most hearing Al-Sayyid persons have access to both spoken and
signed modes of communication, deaf people’s communication remains
largely restricted to the signed mode (hence, the asymmetry). However, in
contrast to the common reduction of deafness to the disabling absence of
speech or need for translation, deaf people’s need for translation is not
unusual among the Al-Sayyid; local communication patterns involve many
different forms of translation between different spoken languages, written
languages, discourses, and social domains. Additionally, ample translators are
readily available. Moreover, the common familiarity with deaf people and sign
language facilitates the production and sharing of a unique experiential
knowledge, grounded in daily experiences and practices. In this context,
deafness is not easily subjugated to its medical model. However, encounters

1

Originally published in Medical Anthropology. 27(3):283-313. 2008.
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with the medical and educational establishment present a series of challenges
that may severely exacerbate deaf people’s structure of opportunities. Finally,
I consider the attempts made so far to classify comparable cases;
unfortunately, these mostly attempt to classify deaf communities rather than
the broader category of signing communities. I thus maintain that the term
‘‘shared signing community’’ most accurately captures what these cases have
in common: the pervasive use of signing by both hearing and deaf.

INTRODUCTION
’Awaad,2 a deaf man reaching his forties, recalls his first (and last) school
experience.
‘‘When the school here was opened, we all went. I marched with my
brothers to the hut that was placed on the top of the hill. We were excited
and the whole way we talked [’Awaad’s hands reveal they were signing].
We wondered how the teacher would be, he wasn’t from here. He was
brought from afar.’’
Pausing, ’Awaad rearranges the pillows he was resting on and then
invests his elbow as well as his enthusiasm into them, and signed ‘‘Then I
stopped going. The teacher sent me home.’’
’Awaad’s elderly mother, who was present, said doubtingly, ‘‘Is that a
teacher? And he doesn’t even know one can speak with his hands? Here
every one knows.’’
’Awaad has long since married one of the Sheikh’s daughters and they have
five children. His hearing wife and children communicate with him in the local
sign language, the same language that ’Awaad, his hearing parents, and his
siblings have used to communicate with since he was a young child. Like many
other Al-Sayyid3 of his age, ’Awaad makes a living from driving heavy
mechanical equipment; he is known as a skillful driver. He can read and write

2 To conceal people’s identities, personal details have been slightly altered and
pseudonyms are used for all individuals.
3 In my unpublished Master’s thesis (Kisch 2000) and in Kisch (2004), I have used the
pseudonym Abu-Shara for the descent group’s name. However, Sandler et al. (2005)
have revealed the actual name while they among others refer to my work;
consequently, I have ceased to use this pseudonym.
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only a little—whatever he managed to pick up from his brothers when they
would return from school.
’Awaad’s elderly mother, who never attended school herself, recognizes
and, more significantly, has the experiential knowledge that a visual-spatial
mode of communication can express the full complexity of human experience
and serve as a vehicle to impart knowledge. This understanding can hardly be
overestimated, bearing in mind that the recognition of sign language as a
genuine language was disputed within scholarly linguistics until the late
1960s. This shared experiential knowledge constitutes a unique linguistic
community, shaped as it is by an indigenous sign language shared by hearing
and deaf people.
Whereas hearing signers also share spoken language, deaf signers’
communication remains largely restricted to the signed mode. Hence,
although both hearing and deaf people constitute this shared signing
community, the asymmetry between deaf and hearing signers among the AlSayyid should not be overlooked. This article focuses on this aspect of the AlSayyid shared-signing community and explores the communicative patterns
that challenge the reduction of deafness to a disadvantaged absence of speech.
I argue that the multiplicity of lifeworlds and languages, which comprise
this social reality, result in a complex communication web that requires many
translations. Translation is not only taking place between spoken and signed
languages but also between different spoken languages, written languages,
discourses, and social domains. Thus, deaf people’s need for translation—in
their case, of spoken language into sign—is not unusual. This communication
web facilitates but does not solely determine the status of deaf people and the
relationship between deaf and hearing individuals.
I use the term community to indicate a linguistic speech community4—in
this case, a signing community. Unlike most signing communities, the AlSayyid shared-signing community is not a ‘‘capital D’’ Deaf signing
community; in fact, it is not a deaf community as such. The capitalized ‘‘Deaf’’
was introduced by Woodward (1972) to mark cultural identity as distinct

4 I here draw on the common extension of Hymes’ (1974) definition of speech
community. The term was originally designed to contrast with the written mode of
language. However, it can be appropriately extended to the signed mode (Senghas &
Monaghan 2002).
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from the physiological condition of impaired hearing. The concepts of Deaf
culture, Deaf community and Deaf identity are widely used within the
sociolinguist literature on deafness. In their thorough review of this literature,
Senghas and Monaghan (2002) discussed the ways the deaf/Deaf distinction
has been employed and the possibilities to surmount its binary. The term
‘‘Deafhood,’’ which was introduced by Ladd (2003), underscores a d/Deaf
sense of being. As an analytical category of subjectivity rather than labeling
identities, I find it particularly useful for imagining a range of shapes such a
sense of being may take. A growing body of literature revealing the ‘‘many
ways to be Deaf,’’ well demonstrated in an anthology by this title (Monaghan
et al. 2003), provides ample examples indicating that deaf people’s
experiences, identities, lifestyles, and languages, are historically and culturally
constructed. It is to this literature this article hopes to contribute.
One early and well-known example of this diversity was the case of
Martha’s Vineyard (Groce 1985; Lane et al. 2000), documented by Groce’s
revealing title ‘‘Everyone here spoke sign language.’’ A number of academic
debates in diverse disciplines have inspired a growing interest in what is often
depicted as Martha’s Vineyard situations or look-alikes. These range from
debates concerned with the circumstances under which Deaf communities or
identities evolve (e.g., Schein 1992; Bahan and Nash 1995; Woll and Ladd
2003; Monaghan 2003), the study of disablement and non-medical models of
disability (e.g., Scheer and Groce 1988; Oliver 1990; Ingstad and Whyte 1995),
endangered languages (Nyst 2007; Nonaka 2004), and the emergence of new
sign languages as a prism to the origins of human language and its structure
(e.g. Senghas 2005).
Rather than directly engaging with all the above debates, this article
provides an in-depth analysis of a Bedouin shared-signing community and
advocates closer examination of both facilitating and disabling social
practices, which would allow better examination of comparable cases.
So far, a number of comparable signing communities have been
documented. Like the former Martha’s Vineyard and present-day Al-Sayyid, all
involve communities where high rates of deafness occur, an indigenous sign
language is shared by many hearing people, and a relative lack of disablement
has been observed. Additionally, most of these studies do not reveal a
dominant sense of Deafhood or Deaf alliance. These cases include a Mayan
village in Yucatan (Johnson 1991; Shuman 1980a, 1980b), Desa Kolok in Bali
(Branson et al. 1996, 1999), Ban Khor in Thailand (Woodward 2003; Nonaka
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2004), and Adamorobe in Ghana (Nyst 2007). A full comparison of those cases
would exceed the scope of this article; however, in the concluding discussion I
will briefly discuss these cases and the attempts that have been made to
encompass them in broader classifications. I maintain that existing attempts
are insufficient and are actually set up to classify sign languages or Deaf
communities. They subsequently impose the logic of these typologies on the
above cases, overlooking many of their unique social features. Lacking any
other inclusive label for those comparable cases, I tentatively use the term
shared signing communities.
While I will return to this literature in the concluding discussion, there
are two common assumptions that need to be mentioned to account for the
following introduction on the Negev-Bedouin. Occasionally romanticized
terms such as ‘‘natural integration’’ of the disabled, ascribed to so-called
simple or traditional societies are evoked; I wish to join Ingstad and Whyte
(1995) in rejecting the usefulness of such notions. In addition, isolation is
often assumed to endorse the existence of these shared signing communities.
Washabaugh (1979) suggested referring to several cases, comparable to AlSayyid, as ‘‘isolated deaf communities.’’ Similarly, Lane et al. (1996), drawing
largely on the case of Martha’s Vineyard, suggested that geographical isolation
is essential for communities to be what they term assimilative. Moreover, in a
recent linguistic study on the structure of the Al-Sayyid sign language, Sandler
et al. (2005) referred to Al-Sayyid and its sign language as isolated. Sandler et
al. failed to mention significant language contact and bilingualism.5 Below I
demonstrate that referring to Bedouin communities in the Negev as isolated
would be inappropriate even if, at large, they are socially, economically, and
geographically marginalized.

At least one of Sandler et al.’s (2005) informants, who they consider secondgeneration signers, is bilingual, and the remaining have either siblings or children
who are users of ISL. Although this would only strengthen their findings concerning
the independence of Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language, their failure to mention these
contacts results in misleading impressions such as in Senghas’s (2005:464) statement
that ISL is not used locally. I have in the past presented my reservations concerning
the portrayal of the Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language as isolated, by indicating
various forms of language contact, such as common bilingualism among deaf signers,
lexical borrowing, and the existence of regional dialects or accent differentiation
(Kisch 2006).
5
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RESEARCH SETTING
The Negev-Bedouin
The native Arab inhabitants of the Negev, commonly referred to as Bedouins,
are former nomads. The Negev-Bedouin population of about 170,000, which
constitutes 25 percent of the population of the Negev subdistrict, mostly lives
apart from its Jewish inhabitants. Very few women are involved in wage labor
and most men are enrolled in the lower strata of the Israeli labor market.
Poverty and unemployment rates are among the highest in Israel. Sixty
percent of the Bedouin population is under the age of 16, fertility rates are
among the highest in the country, and polygyny and kin-endogamy are
common.
During the past decades, following the establishment of the state of Israel,
the Negev-Bedouin people have undergone drastic economic, social, and
political upheavals that have profoundly restructured their social
organization. Nearly half of the Bedouin population resides in semi-urban
townships established by the state in its effort to settle the Bedouin in a way
that would minimize the use of land resources. The remaining Bedouin
settlements are formally unrecognized by the state and thus lack basic infrastructure (i.e., roads, water, electricity, and sewage).
As citizens of Israel, the Arab-Bedouin benefit from national health
insurance and fall under the compulsory schooling law. However, neglect and
discrimination have led to severely inadequate health, education, and welfare
services and facilities for most Arab-Bedouin. For instance, while state
authorities are investing in reducing congenital diseases among the Bedouin
population, Supreme Court intervention is repeatedly necessary to instruct
state authorities to establish health clinics in Bedouin villages or to connect
schools or residences to the water system.6 Furthermore, the use of existing
services remains subject to physical access obstacles and language barriers.
Within contemporary Bedouin society, the socioeconomic gap is
widening, and there are considerable differences in education, lifestyle, and
gender segregation. Among the Al-Sayyid, illiteracy rates are high among
women and elderly men. Meanwhile, in recent years, several younger men

e.g., Israel High Court of Justice (HCJ), 2000, verdict #4540, HCJ, 2001 verdict #3586
and HCJ, 2004 verdict#786.
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have obtained academic professional education mostly by studying law,
pharmacology, or medicine abroad.
Kin-endogamy is the most prevailing form of marriage among the NegevBedouin, and is accountable for most cases of congenital deafness.
Consequently, exceptionally high rates of deafness occur within distinctive
large descent groups. The highest rates occur among the Al-Sayyid—the
community in question here. Thus, the extent to which deaf people are
disabled varies significantly between different groups within the NegevBedouin society.

Al-Sayyid
Al-Sayyid is the name of a large descent group that inhabits one of the many
formally unrecognized Bedouin settlements in the Negev. All inhabitants are
kin related and are named after their common ancestor Al-Sayyid, who
migrated to the Negev nearly 200 years ago. An exceptionally high incidence
of deafness among the Al-Sayyid was identified by genetic research as nonsyndromic, autosomal, recessive deafness ascribed to intermarriage (Scott et
al. 1995, 1998). While the expected rate of congenital deafness is
approximately 1 to 1.77 per 1000, among the Al-Sayyid it is above 30 per
1000. The Al-Sayyid consists of some 3,700 people, about 120 of whom are
deaf.8 Deafness first occurred in the lineage’s fourth generation. The first deaf
descendant was a woman born in the 1920s. She and her three deaf brothers
have all passed away in recent years. However, some of the first deaf
descendants (also of the fourth generation) in other Al-Sayyid clans are still
alive. The current young descendants among the Al-Sayyid belong to the sixth
to eighth generations from their common ancestor; among them are deaf

The precise number of cases of profound early onset nonsyndromic hearing loss in
Israel is unknown but it is expected to be approximately 1 in 1,000 children. This rate
is higher among the Arab–Palestinian population due to consanguinity in Arab
villages (Jaber et al. 1998). Shahin et al. (2002) established that prelingual hereditary
hearing impairment occurs in the Palestinian population at a frequency of
approximately 1.7 per 1,000.
8 The estimate made by Sandler et al. 2005 is rather overstated; Al-Sayyid deaf
descendants in all generations would hardly reach 150. It seems this overestimation
is related to inadequacies in their genealogical recording.
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descendants belonging to all five major clans, representing the five sons of the
common ancestor.
Thus, over the past 80 years, a local indigenous sign language has
evolved. Many lexicalized signs bear evidence for the historical depth of this
sign language. For instance, the sign for adult woman or mother is based on
the iconic representation of a burqa (a traditional form of veiling) no longer
practiced. Similarly, the sign for butter derives from the iconic representation
of the churning of milk, rarely seen nowadays, for in most households butter
is purchased rather than produced. While most of the younger generations
who have attended deaf schools were also exposed to Israeli Sign Language
(ISL) and occasionally use it among themselves, the local sign language is
widely used by all generations to communicate.
Not all hearing Al-Sayyid master the local sign language; in fact, they sign
with varying degrees of fluency. Some might use local signs only to accompany
spoken Arabic (thus using signed Arabic),9 while others might be capable of a
simple chat in sign language but prefer translation for more intensive
communication. Nonetheless, the familiarity of hearing people with sign
language is in itself extremely significant for the experience of deafness as a
condition calling for the use of signed language (as opposed to a spoken
medium of communication) is community wide. Even if one is not a fluent
signer, familiarity with the local sign language still contains a basic
recognition and practical knowledge that sign language is a language.
Indeed, referring to deaf people as Atrash ‘‘mute’’ (in the sense of
speechless), is more commonly used than the term indicating the lack of
hearing Akhras, ‘‘deaf.’’ The local sign language is regularly referred to as the
‘‘language (of the) mute’’ in expressions such as, ‘‘He speaks better mute than
me.’’ It is also commonly referred to as collectively belonging to the
community by its hearing members, who easily distinguish it from other sign
languages. Thus, when observing Israeli Sign Language (ISL) or Jordanian Sign
Language (LIU) on television, hearing people would often comment, ‘‘This is
not at all like our signs.’’

When signing Arabic, the structure and concepts of spoken Arabic are maintained,
but words are accompanied or replaced by signs borrowed from the lexicon of a sign
language. This would be the case for any manual coding of spoken language;
comparably in the United States, signed English normally draws signs from American
Sign Language.
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In Al-Sayyid, endogamous marriages are not merely responsible for local
high deafness rates, they also account for a dense social network in which
both hearing and deaf people are embedded. Most deaf people, elsewhere as
in Al-Sayyid, grow up in families of predominantly hearing people.10 Unlike
many other deaf individuals growing up with hearing parents and siblings,
deaf people in Al-Sayyid are from a young age familiar with other deaf
children and adults. Hearing people among the Al-Sayyid are also likely to
have several deaf people among their immediate family or household
members, in-laws, peers, or neighbors. Consequently, all hearing and deaf
people are exposed to the viability of fluent communication in sign language
and to assimilated, well-integrated deaf figures in the community. It is this
familiarity with deaf people and signing that constitutes the valuable
experiential knowledge shared by this community.
There is no evidence that additional characteristics are perceived as
inherently attached to deafness, nor is deafness subjugated to its medical
model.11 While perceptions and attitudes are important for the understanding
of deafness and disablement, the daily practices associated with deafness
should not be overlooked. I shall therefore emphasize the social arrangements
and practices related to deafness among the Al-Sayyid and communicative
patterns in particular.
The deaf in Al-Sayyid do not constitute a distinct social group nor does
deafness make for social marginalization or isolation. Until recently, deaf
people expressed little preference to associate distinctively with other deaf
people. However, the younger generation, which has been attending deaf
schools, is increasingly informed by an emerging sense of Deafhood.
Elsewhere (Kisch 2007a) I explore this process among the Negev Bedouin and
its gendered nature.

10 Most genetic mutations responsible for deafness are recessive. Therefore, 90
percent of deaf children are born into hearing families (Lane et al. 1996).
11 ‘‘The medical model of deafness is one based on deficit theory and holds that
deafness is the pathological absence of hearing and that such a hearing-impaired
individual is therefore disabled because of faulty hearing’’ (Senghas & Monaghan
2002:77). The medical models of deafness are a major source of perceptions and
practices disabling deaf people.
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Many hearing children were enrolled in school when, in the 1960s, a local
village school was opened in Al-Sayyid.12 Only in the 1980s were the deaf
children enrolled in the Israeli education system and began to attend a Jewish
school for the deaf in the nearby district city of Beersheba. After 1967,13 one
father from Al-Sayyid arranged for three of his children to attend a school for
the deaf in the West Bank.14 Recently, the deaf school in Beersheba has closed
down and since 1997, most deaf Bedouin children have been assigned to
newly opened classes for the deaf in a growing number of local Bedouin
schools.
Aside from the education system, which separates deaf and hearing, no
social events, roles, or activities in the community are reserved for deaf
people due to their deafness. It is for the purpose of observing the embedded
social roles, daily practices, and events that anthropological fieldwork and
participant observation was employed for this study.

Fieldwork
I first became acquainted with people from among the Al-Sayyid in the winter
of 1995, after which I often visited the village and started to conduct research.
My first block of intensive fieldwork (i.e., residing with a family in the
community) was five months during the spring and summer of 1996. Ever
since, I remained in close contact with a number of families and regularly
visited and conducted additional fieldwork of one to two months each
summer. In 2004–2005, I conducted multisited research during 16 months of
fieldwork throughout the Negev. My primary host family remained among the
Al-Sayyid. I briefly elaborate on this household setting, its members, and my
exchange with them to illustrate two points. First, this allows me to illustrate
the typically dense social-kin network, which exposes most Al-Sayyid to the

12 Before that, very few children received a formal education; mostly sons of Sheikh’s
were sent to Ottoman or British mandatory schools (Abu-Saad 1997).
13 After Israel’s occupation of the West Bank following the 1967 war, contacts with its
Palestinian population were resumed.
14 This was a school with a strong oralist (vs. sign) policy. Nevertheless, it seems that
during the time the Al-Sayyid siblings spent there, they were exposed to LIU, a version
of which was most likely used among some of the deaf students. However, since both
children and parents were unhappy with the distance from home, this arrangement
did not last long.
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local sign language. Second, since translation stands central to my core
argument, I wish to present the role of translation in my relationship and
exchange with my hosts.
When on fieldwork I resided with Umm-Bassam (literally, ‘‘mother of
Bassam’’) and the extended household of her husband Abu-Bassam and his
other wives. Here, as a woman, I was comfortably surrounded by a number of
women; the patriarch’s three (later four) wives, his elder daughters who had
not yet married, and the wife of the eldest son, Bassam. The guidance and
patience of these women were essential to my ongoing process of learning
and the negotiation of my expected and possible range of conduct in this
gender-segregated society. As most women’s command of Hebrew is limited,
their company also had a major role in the improvement of my spoken Arabic
in the local dialect. This setting was consciously chosen to allow training in the
local sign language and to avoid exposure to communication in ISL only.
Umm-Bassam, Abu-Bassam’s first wife, has four deaf offspring. AbuBassam’s deaf mother resided nearby (until her death in 2003). She was the
eldest deaf woman among the Al-Sayyid. The majority of the compound’s
residents are competent signers. The elder deaf grandmother, the hearing
partners of Umm-Bassam’s deaf son and daughter, and the rest of the hearing
members of this extended household exclusively use the local sign language
for signed communication.
Umm-Bassam is a fluent signer; before the birth of her own deaf children
she had learned to sign, both from the deaf cousins she grew up with and from
her mother-in-law. The second wife does not sign very fluently, although one
of her father’s wives was a deaf woman. She could, however, effectively
communicate with the deaf members of the household. The third wife, Aziza,
is a competent signer. She grew up as a neighbor of her deaf uncle and often
looked after her nephews, several of whom are deaf. Bassam, a young deaf
man and Umm-Bassam’s eldest son, lives on the same compound with his wife
and family. His wife learned much sign language from her husband but was
also previously exposed to sign language, as her father married a deaf woman
when she was still young. A few years after my first fieldwork block, AbuBassam married a fourth wife, as an exchange bride to one of his daughters.
This young woman had several deaf siblings and is also a fluent signer.
Further, I wish to employ the frame of this dense social-kin network to
advance the underlying premise of my argument concerning translation.
When I initially started my fieldwork, I had some familiarity with ISL, which
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most of the Al-Sayyid children are exposed to at school. My mother (and
father) tongue is Dutch, but I received my high school education in Hebrew
and chose Arabic as an additional language in my high school curriculum.
Thus, although I could communicate from the onset at a basic level and did not
need to employ a translator, my first major project was to improve my
competence in the locally spoken Arabic dialect15 and to learn the indigenous
sign language.
I had many interlocutors, teachers, and mentors. Some of the children
were especially keen on teaching me new words, writing them down in my
notebook or pointing out new expressions (both in Arabic and in sign
language). In return, I was able to assist them with homework or television
subtitles in English or Hebrew. I was often asked to read and translate
documents, make bureaucratic inquiries, or accompany people for their affairs
in town to translate and mediate between the various social worlds I moved
between as a foreign woman. I, too, needed far more than the occasional
straightforward and contextual translation; conducting anthropological
fieldwork is essentially about translation and mediation in a deeper sense.
This was one of the key forms of exchange that took place between my hosts
and me. Practices of translations and mediation are essential to the
understanding of the detailed ethnographic accounts that follow next and
constitute the core of my analysis.

ASYMMETRY AND THE DIALECTICAL COMMUNICATION WEB
The local sign language is shared by hearing and deaf people. As discussed
earlier, although hearing members might sign with varying degrees of fluency,
hearing people’s familiarity with sign language is in itself extremely
significant. Yet, even if we suspend the issue of fluency, it still remains that
most hearing Al-Sayyid have access to both spoken and signed modes of
communication, while deaf people’s communication remains largely signed.
This asymmetry could have made primarily deaf people dependent on the

15 By the time I started this research, my command of Arabic was a rather awkward
blend of the formal (classical) Arabic because I had only studied years previously in
high school, and the various Palestinian and Egyptian spoken dialects I had been
exposed to or used in the years since.
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translation of spoken language, on mediation, and on developing alternative
channels of indirect access to information. But it did not.
This asymmetry should be understood in light of a given dialectical
communication web that is comprised of a multiplex of languages, language
modes, and domains, many of which need to be translated and mediated to
various members of the community. The local sign language is the first
language of all deaf members of the community and of many hearing
individuals who were raised by a deaf parent or sibling. Younger deaf people
(who have attended the deaf school) are also fluent in ISL, yet only few are
(even partially) literate in Hebrew or Arabic. Arabic is the first language for
most hearing members of the community; many can also communicate in the
local sign language. Some hearing women and most hearing men also speak
Hebrew. The majority of hearing young men and women are at least partially
literate in Arabic, fewer also in Hebrew, and even fewer can speak or read
English.
The languages, language modes, and domains involved are therefore
numerous and overlapping. The languages involved are Hebrew, Arabic, the
local sign language, ISL, to a certain extent English,16 and marginally LIU.17
Language modes are signed, spoken, and written. Language domains,
representing discourses not shared by all, include gendered discourses,
religious discourses, medical discourses, and others. Members of the
community are located at diverse overlaps of these communication domains
and are therefore in a position to translate or mediate for different people in
different situations, while in other situations they rely on mediation and
translation by others.
Thus, I argue that the reliance on translation and mediation is a common
practice and not restricted to deaf people. This complex communication web
makes it impossible to reduce hierarchy to a single resource or axis: hearing–
deaf, speaking–signing, men–women, adult–child, literate–illiterate, et cetera.

16 Exposure to English began during the British mandate period. Today it is studied at
school, broadly introduced by television, and is often related to consumption (such as
labels of products and instructions of equipment).
17 Exposure to LIU has become widespread since the introduction of electric
generators and satellite television. This has made it possible to watch Jordanian
channels in which quite a number of programs are broadcast with simultaneous
translation to LIU.
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Many of the asymmetries involved are themselves dialectical. The following
ethnographic cases reveal the complexity at stake.

The Confrontation: An Extended Case
Among the Al-Sayyid, families are large and many people reside in shared
households and courtyards. Social gatherings with many participants
frequently occur spontaneously. Commonly, such gatherings include deaf and
hearing, using both signed and spoken communication. This case study
illustrates the complexity of translation practices that often take place. Deaf
people are not coddled, and signed communication is fully exploited for both
its qualities and shortcomings, as is spoken communication.
I will not extensively elaborate on the nature of the dispute reported
below nor the detailed content of the exchange. Rather, I will attempt to
highlight the nature of the exchange as such, illustrating the code and mode
switching and blending, the altering primacy of sign and speech, and the
constant translations and mediations.
It has been a few weeks now since Maysha has left her husband and
returned to her natal home with her baby daughter. This is an approved
response by women to disputes with their husband or his kin. Eventually,
the husband (or his delegates) usually comes to demand her return. It is
on this occasion that a woman’s grievances and claims can be presented
and supported by her kin, to be negotiated or resolved. Maysha’s
husband, Suheib, came while her father was absent. Maysha did not come
to welcome him at the shiq (the men’s hosting space); he soon left.
The next day Suhieb came again and waited with Maysha’s elder deaf
brother, Bassam, for Maysha’s father to return. Suheib and Bassam know
each other well; they were classmates at the school for the deaf in
Beersheba. Now they sit together, but say little. Suheib addresses Bassam
in ISL, attempting to exclude some of the others present; Bassam does not
collaborate. Suheib sends one of the children to call me, hoping he can
recruit me to his side. However, while I am crossing the domestic
compound toward the shiq, Abu-Bassam already approaches and the
‘‘show’’ is about to begin.
The members of the extended family living in the compound gather on
the grounds in front of Umm-Bassam’s entrance. (Umm-Bassam is AbuBassam’s first wife, and mother of 13 children, including Bassam and
Maysha). After a while, Maysha also appears and sits in the doorway with
the baby in her arms. The audience is mostly hearing, but most of what is
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being communicated is signed. Besides Suheib himself, both of Maysha’s
deaf brothers and her younger deaf sister are present. Maysha’s father,
Abu-Bassam, stands in the middle, with the rest sitting and squatting
around. Suheib drags a chair from the courtyard on which to sit. His
younger brother, who accompanied him, sits at his feet.
Abu-Bassam takes the lead, for his daughter’s grievances have become his
own. The dispute is now between families. What further exacerbates the
conflict is that Abu Bassam has personally been implicated; his integrity
has been questioned. Some of Suheib’s relatives had suggested that what
Abu-Bassam is actually after (and the reason Maysha is under his roof
now) is his daughter’s social security allowance. Abu-Bassam needs to
assert that the only way Suheib can take his wife home is when he will
take better care of her. For his part, Suheib has to insist on his wife’s
immediate return, but at the same time to endure, remain calm, and
appease his opponents.
Abu-Bassam does not sit as he signs and speaks, but is performing,
moving around and turning about. Addressing himself to Suheib he signs
fluently, accompanying his assertions with a mix of speech consisting of
single words or occasional sentences. At other times he speaks fluently,
using some signs to accompany his Arabic. The following exchange takes
place:
Voicing over with partial speech Abu-Bassam signs, ‘‘Each month I
slaughter two [heads of sheep] to feed [my family]. Your [father], he
butchers only one [sheep] a year and still he cries about it!’’
Laughter passes through the audience. Although evening is falling, all
present can see or hear the exchange. Suheib looks restrained, lights a
cigarette, and responds dismissively.
Having been countered by Suheib’s indifference, Abu-Bassam now insults
Suheib in speech, unaccompanied by sign. Maysha smiles in the dim light,
and looks at her elder deaf brother Bassam. Bassam, realizing he has
missed something, immediately looks at Maysha for translation. Maysha
translates the insults discreetly. However, all present are aware that the
smallest remark left unsigned will be translated to Suheib by his escort
younger brother.
Resuming the floor, Abu-Bassam reproaches Suheib, again in sign
language. Not all can follow it, however, because he is directly facing
Suheib, voicing only fragments of speech. Those sitting opposite Suheib
cannot see Suheib’s or Abu-Bassam’s signing; Abu-Bassam’s back is
blocking their view.
Abu-Bassam’s third wife, Aziza, who can see both Abu-Bassam and
Suheib, promptly translates the exchange into speech. She speaks, of
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course, without removing her gaze from Abu-Bassam so that she doesn’t
miss the fine details.
In the midst of Abu-Bassam’s next accusations, Suheib abruptly turns his
eyes away from Abu-Bassam, fixes a fierce gaze on his wife Maysha, and
then angrily signs to her ‘‘Is this what you told them? Did I ever say such a
thing? What are you up to?!’’
Maysha lowers her eyes, ignoring her husband’s direct, signed reproach.
She thus breaks off his address, just as Abu-Basaam’s statements were
rudely interrupted a few minutes earlier. Abu Bassam was cut off the very
moment Suheib looked away, and the eyes of the entire audience turned
with Suheib’s gaze to Maysha.
Pointing to his daughter, Abu-Bassam regains the floor and addresses
Suheib, ‘‘A mother has to feed her child, and she sits hungry!’’ He speaks
and signs brusquely, then signing at Suheib, ‘‘Shame on you, miser!’’
Suheib, signing calmly, provokes Abu-Bassam by mentioning the social
security money.
Abu-Bassam is furious, ‘‘Do I put the money in my pocket? How come?
Does she not eat? Wash? She has an [social security] allowance and with
it I buy everything she needs!’’ He points at the drying laundry and at an
empty can of milk powder that is dumped in a corner.
As the discussion goes on, Abu-Bassam continues demanding that Suheib
take better care of his family. When he feels he is repeating himself, he
threatens to break up the marriage and then pretends to send Suheib
away. But at this point the display is so clearly a show that Abu-Bassam
then resumes a more fatherly tone.

This provides only a small segment of that evening’s drama. The social
situation, the constant simultaneous translations, the multiple language use,
and the mediations or manipulations are not uncommon. They occur in many
daily interactions, illustrating the situated nature of the structural and
practical hierarchies that frame daily social communications, and illustrates
the practices that bypass and negotiate these constraints.
However, this particular tense encounter was characterized by several
exceptional features. Normally, Suheib does not need to be accompanied by a
translator when visiting in the village; he can randomly rely on any of the
many potential translators to be found in the village. But this time, he needed
to ensure that he had a reliable translator. Abu-Bassam, accompanying his
speaking and signing with an expressive performance, was also out of the
ordinary. Abu-Bassam is a fluent signer and does not normally sign his speech
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or overvoice his signing. He resorted to dramatic acting out since the
substance was not directed only at Suheib; additionally, he was encircled by
his audience. The exchange was essentially public and designed to confront
and discomfort Suheib, while vindicating himself and his daughter.
Throughout, primacy was given alternately to sign or to speech, fully
exploiting each mode’s advantages and disadvantages. Suheib was
disadvantaged whenever things were left unsigned, yet his brother conveyed
translation promptly. Abu-Bassam was disadvantaged whenever Suheib
simply looked away, not attending to his show.
Obviously, Suheib was in the unfavorable position here, not as a result of
his deafness but as a young husband confronted by his wife’s allies who
accused him of misconduct. Aware of his unfavorable position, Suheib
arranges to be accompanied by his brother to serve as a language broker. The
remaining deaf people present did not require any more translation than do
those hearing when various people sign simultaneously or out of their sight.
Suheib’s situation highlights the significance of the potential translators.
His brother could follow both speech and sign (but not ISL). In some cases, ISL
may be used, just as Hebrew could be used, to prevent someone present from
understanding. Often, deaf people have preferred translators. Aziza often
voiced the signed parts of conversations into speech for some of the hearing
family members. Maysha had long been her brother Bassam’s preferred
translator. She was a skilled signer and close in age to both Bassam and their
older deaf sister and eventually married their schoolmate. When she learned
her first Hebrew words, Maysha was assisted by her deaf siblings, who also
taught her some of the school (ISL) signs.
The need for translation can indicate situational dependency, but the
existence of a preferred translator indicates the possibility of being particular
in choosing one. Indeed, the need for translation creates an asymmetry. In the
confrontation portrayed above, the asymmetry resulted largely from Suheib’s
dependence on his own younger brother’s translation. In much the same
manner, some of the hearing people in the community need translation to
sign; Abu-Bassam, who is illiterate, depends on his children when confronted
with written documents, and Maysha was expected to allow her father to
mediate her demands. Yet, in other situations, Abu-Bassam, Suheib, or Maysha
might be in the position to mediate and translate for someone else. And as
suggested in the next case, Abu-Bassam may need mediation to gain access to
women’s discourse.
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Gender Asymmetry and Mediation
Although gender constitutes a rather different social category than deafness,
among the Al-Sayyid—as often is the case in gender-segregated societies—it
also involves practices of translation and mediation. These are instructive in
demonstrating the range of communicative practices at work, as well as to
illustrating the dialectical nature of some of the hierarchies involved; social
asymmetries are often irreducible to one-dimensional hierarchies. 18
Seemingly fixed hierarchies are reversed when considering men’s reliance on
translation and mediation given their restricted access to women’s discourse;
yet, this need for translation does not result in social subordination.
As the following case will demonstrate, women have broader access to
men’s discourse than men have to that of women. However, given the
dominant patriarchal order, this asymmetry cannot be seen as socially
subordinating men. Nevertheless, women are exposed to men’s discourse,
owing to their frequent social transparency19 and by means of information
conveyed by sons to their mothers.
Khalil (10 years old), the youngest sons of the first wife in my host family,
often competes with his one-year-older deaf brother, Nuri, to join their
father on his visits. One day, when Khalil and Nuri had yet another
struggle on this matter, Khalil loses and stays home. Later on, he asks me
to help him with his homework. After completing his homework, we are
warming up in the empty shiq.
‘‘So why were you so eager to join your father?’’ I ask.
‘‘It’s very interesting to visit people, to see who comes and goes, and all
the arguments,’’ he says excitedly.
I know that at his age, he would not be expected to participate or say
much and that he would receive little attention, even if it became late and
he fell asleep in a corner.

I borrow here from Louis Dumont (1980) who uses the term dialectical hierarchy;
although his concern is more conceptual, he also uses gender to demonstrate
dialectical hierarchies.
19 Women often assumed the status of non-participant and silent observers of men’s
gatherings when they engage in tasks such as serving them tea or food. An elaborate
illustration of the separate social worlds of Bedouin men and women can be found in
Abu-Lughod (1988, 1985).
18
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I therefore ask, ‘‘But isn’t it tiresome to just sit there the whole evening?
What do you need this for?’’
He looks at me, puzzled with my ignorance, and says, as if it was more
than obvious, ‘‘How do you mean, I can tell it all to my mother!’’
While women have access to men’s discourse, men are rarely exposed to
women’s discourse. Women’s conversations fall silent upon the arrival of a
man. Daughters, as opposed to sons, are taught from a young age not to
disclose whatever they have learned from women’s conversation. Hence,
women have better access to men’s discourse than men have to that of
women. Of course, this does not imply that men are subordinate to women.
Men’s need to seek translation and mediation of the content of women’s
discourse is thus comparable to deaf people not having direct access to
spoken language. An example follows.
Dhiab and Watha have been married for over three years but have no
children. Lately they have turned to the hospital’s fertility clinic. AbuDhiab (Dhiab’s father) has given them a ride to the hospital a few times
and is aware of the treatment they are receiving but has a hard time
figuring it out. He is, however, very attentive to any signs: the frequency
his daughter-in-law goes to the local clinic and her persistence in her
daily prayer and fasting (women do not fast or pray during
menstruation).
Watha and Dhiab live in the same courtyard as Dhiab’s parents. Watha is
on good terms with her sister-in-law and father-in-law’s co-wives and
most of them are kept informed. However, Abu-Dhiab does not manage to
obtain any information from them. As he testifies, ‘‘She went for another
test, I wasn’t told a thing. It’s been for a while that I’m guessing.’’
On one of the following feast days, an old aunt comes for a visit. She is an
elderly woman, pleasant but authoritative. Abu-Dhiab takes notice of her
opinion, and treats her with special respect. This particular night he
insists on driving her home himself, and waits patiently although she had
announced her departure a few times already. In the car, assuming that
she has been updated during the evening, Abu-Dhiab finally conveys his
doubts and guesses to the elderly aunt, and she clarifies some of the
indications he could not decipher.
Like many other Bedouin men, Abu-Dhiab needs mediation to women’s
discourse. Furthermore, as for other men and women from his generation, he
cannot read or write and requires mediation to written modes of language.
Abu-Dhiab often sends for one of his daughters to read his documents; of his
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20 children she is the only one, so far, who completed high school. When
facing a document in Hebrew, his oldest son Dhiab, a young deaf man, may
assist him as well. Dhiab did not complete a high school education but he did
attend the Jewish-Hebrew School for the deaf in Beersheba and can read some
Hebrew.
The previously mentioned contest between Khalil and Nuri discloses
another aspect of the asymmetry between deaf and hearing children that
results from the role of passive participation in the socialization of children.
One should not conclude that this implies exclusion because much of the daily
communication is signed or translated in many ways and routes. Children gain
valuable social knowledge from their observations, as they are often passive
witnesses to adult communication. Additionally, Bedouin children at an early
age recognize that their observations can be translated into social capital, to
be spent or withheld. They thus learn to whom they may disclose what.
Children often are alert observers, messengers, and watchful ‘‘scouts’’ sent by
other adults, mainly women. However, they are not expected to make any
comments, ask questions, or call for any attention. Deaf children are often
preferred scouts to collect signed communication, and as other children, they
announce approaching guests and other events they eyewitness in
neighboring households or in the male hosting spaces. Not only verbal
communication is significant and reported, but signed communication is just
as valuable. As the previous cases demonstrate, deaf children contribute and
fully participate in this race to deliver news, mainly as daughters and sons to
their own mothers.
Channels of mediation are shaped by gendered and generational
asymmetries as well as by the asymmetry between hearing (speaking and
signing) and deaf (signing). The intersection of social structure, networks, and
the communication web compose the position of all community members.
Furthermore, hearing and deaf men and women are also differentially affected
by the provision of services, intervention programs, and the discourses they
employ.

Permeability, ‘‘the Inequalities of Languages,’’ and Disablements
It would be too convenient to confine my analysis to the asymmetries
discussed in the previous sections. In recent years, it has become increasingly
evident that the local communication web is permeable to several more
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global, structural, and authoritative discourse asymmetries. Encounters with
the medical and pedagogical discourses introduce such asymmetries. These
processes must be highlighted, even if only briefly, as they significantly
restructure the shared lives of deaf and hearing among the Al-Sayyid.
I suggest that encounters with the medical and pedagogical establishment
and discourses are marked by what Talal Asad called ‘‘the inequality of
languages’’ (1986:156), referring to the permeability of respective languages
in relation to dominant forms of discourse. While Asad used the concept to
address the constraint of ‘‘cultural translation’’ in ethnographic work, I find
the notion useful in a broader context as well. It is relevant to the encounters
between marginal minorities and dominant establishments in general and to
the authority of professional discourse versus lay discourse in particular.
From the 1980s onward and until recently, deaf Bedouin children were
sent to a school for the deaf in Beersheba, where they were taught to read and
write Hebrew. The entire school staff was Jewish and Hebrew speaking,20 and
the language of instruction was signed Hebrew.21 Only few pupils achieved full
literacy in any language. This school belonged to the Special Education
division, 22 and the curriculum severely restricted its pupils’ future
opportunities. Most of the school staff was unaware either of the social
realities of their students’ lives or of their harsh sociopolitical conditions.
Following the concern expressed by parents from different Bedouin families
throughout the Negev about their deaf children’s exclusively Hebrew
education, classes for deaf children were subsequently opened in primary
schools in three Bedouin townships, and the larger Hebrew school for the
Deaf in Beersheba was closed. The staff in these new classes is Arabic
speaking and indeed more familiar with their students’ general sociocultural
environment. Yet so far, little specialized training has been introduced other
than a basic course in ISL, the signs of which are now mainly used to
accompany spoken and written Arabic. The staff is mostly unaware or
dismissive of the favorable linguistic setting of the signing communities from
which some of their students come. Based on ignorance and prejudices, many

For several years, a single Arabic-speaking teacher was employed, part-time, to
introduce the students to Arabic language.
21 Signed Hebrew is Hebrew accompanied or coded by signs (borrowed from ISL).
22 This also meant that its curriculum did not meet the standard academic level.
20
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of the teachers assume that all deaf children suffer isolation and neglect at the
hands of their stigmatized families.
Because of the authority ascribed to educational staff and establishment,
many parents attribute a higher status to signs used at school. Not unlike the
hierarchy between ‘‘high’’ (classic) literary Arabic 23 language and ‘‘low’’
(colloquial) languages, the local sign language is often, even locally,
underrated. One typical remark was made by a hearing-yet-signing parent of a
deaf student: ‘‘The school’s language is the language of knowledge. It is a
literary classical language, and much better than our popular local signs.’’
Educational arrangements present a series of challenges to an already
existing social world shared by deaf and hearing. Elsewhere (Kisch 2007a), I
argue that existing poor educational opportunities provide deaf children with
different and restricted vocational options and life trajectories. Most saliently,
the position of deaf people erodes as a result of the unequal access to written
modes of language.
The story of ’Awaad, presented in the opening of this essay demonstrates
how access to new resources (such as literacy) might become an axis of
erosion in the status of deaf people. As long as deaf people can draw on a
variety of resources, they occupy viable positions in society. When deaf people
are equally able to provide translation and mediation, their need for
translation of spoken communication need not result in disablement or cause
social isolation.
Medicalization is another force reshaping deaf people’s position in the
community. The medicalization of deafness has occurred through two major
developments: a genetic intervention program attempting to reduce the
occurrence of deafness in the community and the introduction of audiometry.
When deafness is reduced to an undesirable trait, encounters with the medical
services become a source of stigmatizing narratives and practices. Elsewhere
(Kisch 2000, 2004), I have elaborated on the local accounts regarding the
origins of deafness. I have argued that such local accounts portray implicit yet
complex negotiations of the extent to which deafness is perceived as a
problem that calls for intervention. The pursuit of a cure or prevention of

23 Arabic is a diglossic language; i.e., it exhibits a strict distribution of formal vs.
informal usage (Ferguson 1996). These different registers are often considered to
establish bilingualism.
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deafness was not common among the Al-Sayyid and none of the local accounts
of deafness is reserved to explain deafness. Hence, there are no local myths to
account for the origin of deafness; not of a particular individual’s deafness, nor
of the high occurrence of deafness. Increasingly, the genetic explanations and
prescriptions are in various ways incorporated and translated into local
discourse, but people remain far more invested in seeking possible marriage
unions than in the avoidance of one specific ‘‘genetic risk.’’ Nevertheless, the
language of ‘‘genes,’’ ‘‘risk,’’ and ‘‘defects’’ is gradually infusing local discourse.
The local experiential knowledge of both deaf and hearing members of
the community is challenged by the authoritative knowledge claimed by
pedagogical and medical discourse. As Washabaugh usefully pointed out, the
force of negative attitudes is felt when they are ‘‘woven into the institutional
organization of deaf people’s families, schools, and communities’’
(1981b:241). Thus, not only the authority of these discourses is at play here,
but the ways they reshape and deteriorate deaf people’s structure of
opportunities is also involved.

DISCUSSION
Comparable Cases
A number of studies have reported cases comparable to the Al-Sayyid sharedsigning community. In this section, I will outline several of the similarities and
differences between these cases. Such an overview will reveal some of the
challenges faced by the attempts to classify these cases and will facilitate the
examination of those classification offered so far. In all cases— involving
village communities where high rates of deafness occur—an indigenous sign
language is shared by many hearing people and relative lack of or reduced
disablement has been observed. Other objects of comparison are marriage
patterns, the effects of the introduction of formal education, and other
interventions that single-out deaf people. Most diverse and debatable are the
various manifestations of deaf alliance.
The most evident similarity is that all studies concern social groups,
among which a high incidence of deafness is related to endogamy and, thus,
likely to involve a fairly dense social network. During the second half of the
19th century, the rate of deafness on the eastern and central part of the island
of Martha’s Vineyard was between 2 and 4 percent (Groce 1985; Lane et al.
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2000). The Vineyarders shared common ancestry and village endogamy was
common (Groce 1985). Among the last eight generations of the Balinese
village of Desa Kolok, 2 percent are deaf (Branson et al. 1996; Hinnant 2000).
In Adamorobe, it seems a stable rate of deafness of 2 percent has persisted for
several centuries now (Nyst 2007). In several villages of the Thai Ban Khor
community, 1 percent of the population is deaf (Woodward 2003; Nonaka
2004). All these rates are significantly higher than the expected rate of 0.1
percent of congenital deafness in the general population. The study of a Mayan
village in Yucatan, Mexico, reported that 3 to 4 percent of the villagers were
deaf and that village endogamy was common (Johnson 1991). However, the
total population concerned in the Mayan case is very small, deafness lacks
significant generational depth, and all deaf individuals belong to only four
nuclear families in the village (Shuman 1980a, 1980b; Johnson 1991). Taking
this into consideration, Al-Sayyid, with about 3 percent of its population deaf,
represents the highest rates among contemporary cases.
These numbers alone do not designate a shared signing community. The
most significant similarity between these cases is that an indigenous sign
language evolved, and fluency in sign language is widespread among the
hearing members of the community. Although little information is provided
with regard to the actual diverse degrees of fluency, it is this common
familiarity with sign language that allows me to label all these cases as shared
signing communities. It is also significant that none of the cases report stigma
attached to signing. Apparently, in all cases, people’s understandings of
deafness are grounded in daily experiences and practices. It seems that as I
have argued for the case of Al-Sayyid, the high rates of deafness and the dense
social (kin) network facilitate the production and sharing of this unique
experiential knowledge.
Another prominent point of resemblance is the impact of education in
these communities. In most cases, education involved separation among deaf
and hearing and differential access to literacy. When deaf schools were
attended, they also introduced deaf students from shared signing
communities to deaf students from elsewhere and often exposed them to
national sign languages and Deaf communities associated with them.
Nonetheless, in Desa Kolok and Al-Sayyid, the provision of education
most evidently contributed to the unequal opportunities for deaf children
compared with hearing children. In Desa Kolok, the first local school
(established in the 1950s), was not attended by deaf children; it seems that
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only by the 1990s some deaf children from Desa Kolok started attending the
regional school for the deaf (Branson et al. 1996). Branson et al. (1996)
reported that this situation raised concerns among the villagers. Similar
concern among the Al-Sayyid parents highlights their conviction that deaf, just
as hearing, children would benefit from education and can achieve literacy. In
both settings, literacy became increasingly important, yet deaf students enjoy
only meager opportunities to achieve it when compared with their hearing
peers.
At the time Johnson’s study was carried out at a Yucatec Mayan village,
deaf children did not attend school. Still, the author insisted that because of
the nature of the local economy and the generally poor level of education this
did not limit their access to economic or social resources (Johnson 1991). In
contrast, the Vineyard’s deaf children obtained free education sooner than
their hearing peers, yet they had to leave the island to attend the nearest
school for the deaf, thus introducing them to the developing American Deaf
community and joining them to its establishment (Groce 1985; Lane et al.
2000). Interestingly, Groce (1985:57) mentioned that many of her informants
erroneously considered the manual alphabet to be somehow more ‘‘real’’ sign
language. This reveals the oppressive potential of pedagogical authority
discussed earlier with regards to the situation in the Negev.
Marriage patterns expose further differences. In the studies by Groce
(1985) and Branson et al. (1996, 1999), the majority of deaf people were
married to hearing partners. And, as among the Al-Sayyid, there is no evidence
that any stigma is attached to hearing people for having a deaf partner. In the
Yucatec Mayan case, the situation was quite different because deaf people are
reported to face severe difficulty in finding marriage partners (Johnson 1991;
Shuman 1980a, 1980b). Not one of the deaf women was married (Johnson
1991). In the village of Adamorobe (Ghana), it is mostly deaf men rather than
deaf women who face difficulties in finding marriage partners (Nyst 2007).
In this respect, it is also important to note that in Al-Sayyid, unlike
Martha’s Vineyard and Desa Kolok, deaf-deaf marriage has occurred only very
recently. The one deaf-deaf marriage so far was initiated by a young deaf man
from outside the community who married his classmate who happened to be
from Al-Sayyid (for more details on this significant development, see Kisch
2007a). However, in Martha’s Vineyard and Desa Kolok, deaf-deaf marriages
were common—accounting for about a third of the cases (Groce 1985;
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Branson et al. 1999)—and pre-existed the encounter with deaf schools and
deaf individuals from other communities.
Finally, the cases differ most with respect to such questions of deaf
alliances and an emergent sense of Deafhood. The manifestations of deaf
alignment are not only most debatable but also seem to be most dynamic. A
correlation between deaf education and deaf alignment is not evident in all
cases. Johnson (1991) reported that deaf men tended to associate with other
deaf men more than with hearing members of the community. Additionally,
both Johnson (1991) and Woodward (2003) reported that deaf people did not
show any interest in associating with deaf people in neighboring villages.
Desa Kolok presents the most distinctive evidence of in-group deaf
alignments, 24 which do not stem from contact with pre-existing Deaf
associations. Branson et al. (1999) stated that while in Desa Kolok there is a
clear Deaf community, and the deaf are perceived to constitute a
subcommunity within the village, they are fully integrated into village life
(Branson et al. 1996, 1999). However, Hinnant (2000) listed several pivotal
village activities and organizations in which deaf people do not participate.
Furthermore, several other activities have become associated with deafness.
Deaf people share various social roles; they are in charge of the water system
and have their separate dance troupe (Hinnant 2000, Branson et al. 1999).
From the data provided by the studies of the Balinese case, I also infer that
deaf men and women are not equally involved in such activities.
During my first years of research among the Al-Sayyid, I noted that deaf
people very rarely maintained regular contact with deaf people outside their
kin-based community, although there are several other Bedouin communities
in the Negev where deafness is common. This was even more striking given
that some young deaf adults had deaf schoolmates from throughout the
Negev. Yet they did not maintain contact with them. It is only more recently
that such contacts have occurred. Several deaf men, most of whom have
attended a deaf boarding school in the center of Israel, occasionally attend
activities in the deaf club in the nearby city. Deaf schools, along with deaf
clubs, are often referred to as the two constitutive sites of ‘‘Deaf culture’’
(Ladd 2003; Senghas & Monaghan 2002). Both in Al-Sayyid and on Martha’s
Vineyard, the developments in deaf education are allied with an emergent

24

Goffman (1963) introduced the terms in-group and out-group alignments.
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sense of Deafhood. Interestingly, such developments in the Negev differ
significantly between young deaf Bedouin women and men (Kisch 2007a).
In all these cases comparable to Al-Sayyid, the changing structures of
opportunities in the field of education, employment, and marriage pose a
severe challenge to the shared signing community. Similar challenges are
introduced by discourse and practices such as medicalization on the one hand,
and notions of Deafhood on the other. All reveal the complex dynamic under
which such unique social realities are found.
A comprehensive comparison of the different cases documented so far is
beyond the scope of this article and would easily provide for a separate
expanded article. Moreover, in some cases only preliminary or chiefly
linguistic studies have been published, providing little data concerning
medical interventions, gender differences, and the extent to which deafness
serves as a postulate for social alignment as a distinct social group. Such data
would contribute to our understanding of the circumstances under which
Deaf communities evolve, as studied by Schein (1992), Bahan and Nash
(1995), and others. Such data would also contribute to our understanding of
the diverse social conditions that facilitate the emergence of sign languages
and the possible role of both deaf and hearing signers in the emergence and
transmission of particular sign languages.
Further research into medical interventions might reveal not only the
early phases of disabling processes but also less familiar modes of its
contestations. For instance, among the Negev-Bedouin it seems, at least for
the time being, that hearing and deaf members of shared signing communities
such as Al-Sayyid are more resilient to medical authority and question it in
different ways than other Negev-Bedouin. In the debate on the formation of
Deaf communities, oppression and alienation are often perceived to be ‘‘the
motor that drives the Deaf community’’ (Schein 1992:204). In the context of
this debate, shared signing communities are often examined as an absence (of
a Deaf community) or in search of embryonic deaf communities. However,
shared signing communities are seldom isolated; in several of the shared
signing communities, processes are underway that increase deaf people’s
engagement in already existing Deaf communities with which they are
increasingly involved. Additionally, we should avoid overlooking the other
factors and processes that maintain or alter a particular shared signing
community and the extent to which they may both facilitate and restrict
different manifestations of Deafhood. Branson et al. (1999) rightfully pointed
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out that it is often assumed that a Deaf community must exist for sign
language to emerge. I believe it is largely this line of inquiry that inspired and
dominates the existing classification attempts discussed in the following
section. This dominant concern with the genesis of Deaf communities often
results in too little attention to the role of hearing signers and the interaction
between deaf and hearing members of the community.

Classifications
As mentioned earlier, a number of attempts have been made to classify the
above-cited cases comparable with the Al-Sayyid signing community. The
available typologies (according to attributes) and taxonomies (according to
genesis) vary from efforts to classify sign languages to attempts to group
whole societies according to their acceptance or adaptation to deaf people.
However, these lines are not always consistently followed. I will briefly review
and comment on these models in order to clarify why I did not employ any of
their suggested classifications. Composing an alternative and more inclusive
model to classify signing communities would be beyond the scope of this
article.
Confusingly, the cases of shared signing communities are often classified
within the range of d/Deaf communities. Senghas and Monaghan (2002)
accurately commented that Martha’s Vineyard may best be seen as ‘‘a
community with deaf members, rather than a Deaf community or community
of deaf individuals.’’ This comment applies for all the above cases. While they
could be classified as a unique type of signing community, they are not a type
of deaf community. It seems these classification projects are strongly inspired
by the telling absence of a Deaf community; thus, they implicitly wish to
understand the actual absence of a distinct deaf community despite abundant
deaf people and the existence of a sign language.
Woodward (2003) offered a typology of sign languages and distinguished
among indigenous sign languages, original sign languages, and modern sign
languages. However, the author also intermittently classified the communities
related to these languages. For instance, Woodward wrote: ‘‘In indigenous
signing communities, deaf people are well integrated into the village
community’’ (2003; 296). The remaining models available do not classify sign
languages or signing communities but rather, attempt to classify deaf
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communities or even societies at large. Washabaugh’s (1979) early distinction
between isolated deaf communities, developing communities, and bilingual
deaf communities clearly referred to a supposed evolution toward the last
category. Bahan and Nash (1995) suggested a distinction between
assimilating communities and suppressing communities. Lane et al. (1996,
2000) suggested assimilating societies versus differentiating societies.
Lane et al. also proposed three essential ingredients for a community to
be what they term assimilative: ‘‘several generations of Deaf people (which
assures the transmission of language and culture); a relatively high incidence
of Deaf people (which motivate hearing people to learn the signed language);
and geographic isolation encouraging intermarriage (which perpetuates the
deaf population) and face to face communication’’ (1996:206). While
intermarriage might be considered an essential ingredient here, it is worth
noting that the exercise of endogamy is more often the result of complex
social structures and practices than of geographic isolation. However, in a
later article, Lane et al. (2000) refined the earlier reference to intermarriage
and the prevalence of deafness; they suggest that different genetic patterning
contributes to the spread of sign language into the hearing environment.
Recessive genetic patterning (joint with kin-endogamy) undeniably
contributes to the blending of deaf and hearing people. Yet one cannot
attribute the different social realities deterministically to a genetic pattern.25
More recently, Woll and Ladd (2003) have suggested a less-static model
by considering the multidimensional characteristics of Deaf communities.
Based on three major dimensions,26 they draw a space within which they
place three examples of deaf communities: single communities, integrated
communities, and oppositional communities. In addition to recognizing

Given the recessive deafness among the Al-Sayid, it indeed displays a generally
scattered pattern. Only four deaf parents have deaf children, all have hearing partners
and both deaf and hearing children. Two of these deaf parents create a generational
depth of three successive generations of deafness; a deaf grandfather who has deaf
and hearing children; one of his deaf sons has deaf children as well. These cases then,
display a pattern similar to dominant deafness. Persistent intermarriage will increase
the occurrence of such generational continuity.
26 The three dimensions suggested by Woll and Ladd (2003) are: the axis of attitudes
to deaf people, the size of the deaf population, and the life choices available for deaf
people.
25
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internal variation between some of the cases mentioned here,27 they make an
important contribution by taking into consideration the degree to which deaf
and hearing people’s life choices differ. Nonetheless, I reject the notion that
what is at stake are d/Deaf communities.
This notion is a major obstacle to applying all above-mentioned
classifications; shared signing communities clearly exemplify that signing
communities do not necessarily neatly coincide with d=Deaf communities. I
have also rejected the notion of isolated communities, or so-called traditional
or simple societies, because I have argued that it is precisely the complexity of
social structure and arrangement that plays a significant role in shaping the
unique social reality among the Al-Sayyid.
I do not suggest that the communication patterns examined here fully
account for the uniqueness of other shared signing communities, nor does it
solely determine the relationship between deaf and hearing among the AlSayyid. However, I do wish to advocate closer examination of daily practices
and, specifically, interactional patterns. Social arrangements shared by deaf
and hearing as well as those that single out or target deaf people need to be
explored. Attitude statements do not always correspond with actual social
practices and interaction. Examining the impact of practices rather than
merely attitudes and representations may refine the implicit assumptions in
some of the above classifications, which assume some kind of ‘‘natural’’
adaptation, shared cultural ideology, or benevolent choices28 made by a
hearing community to accept deaf people. I doubt the usefulness of such
terms; rather, I suggest the need to explore the extent to which social
practices in shared signing communities facilitate or confine deaf people’s
experience.

27 Woll and Ladd’s (2003) reference to my earlier work on the Bedouin case includes
several inaccuracies. In contrast to their indications, deaf Bedouin children are not
better educated than their hearing peers, Al-Sayyid deaf women are not exclusively
married as second wives, and in Kisch (2000), I provide different demographic data
and avoid the term tribe in reference to Al-Sayyid.
28 e.g., Woodward (2003) refers to the ways in which ‘‘Deaf and hearing people in Ban
Khor have chosen to respond’’ to the high incidence of deafness (2003:290).
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CONCLUSION
Linguistic communities do not simply share a language; they also share
knowledge of its patterns of use (Hymes 1974:51). It is not surprising then
that Deaf signing communities have been observed to have distinct rules for
attention getting, turn taking, polite discourse, joking, name giving, and other
behaviors related to language (Lane 1992). However, among the Al-Sayyid,
such signing practices do not mark Deaf culture or single out deaf people but
are shared by both hearing and deaf signers.
A decade has passed since I first conducted research among the Al-Sayyid,
and many changes have taken place. A new generation of children has been
born and many of those who were still school pupils when I began my
fieldwork are parenting young children now. Different intervention programs
have been launched and expired, changes have been introduced in the
structure of the education system, a father’s committee has been established,
and new campaigns were initiated (several having actual consequences),
while others have disintegrated. Furthermore, the economic and political
situation has also posed new challenges. These processes all provide
indispensable context and raise many new intriguing questions.
It was not the aim of this article to offer a comprehensive analysis of all
these dynamics. I restricted my discussion to a particular aspect of the unique
social reality concerning disablement and deafness among the Al-Sayyid;
namely, the shared use of sign language, the asymmetry it entails, and the
manifold forms of translation and mediation taking place. I have argued that
the Al-Sayyid shared-signing community presents several accommodating
circumstances. Both deaf and hearing people grow up familiar with deafness
and sign language so that deafness is experienced as manageable and is not
stigmatized or assumed to have other consequences than the need for a
different communication mode. In this context, the accumulated experiential
knowledge of both deaf and hearing people means that deafness is not easily
subjugated to its medical model.
At the same time, a sign language shared by many hearing people does
not erase the asymmetry I have underscored. Despite hearing people’s
familiarity with sign language, it still remains the case that deaf people need
mediation of what is being spoken. It is this asymmetry I attempt to address,
not by rendering it irrelevant because it does indeed pose a challenge.
However, the asymmetry occurs within a larger context of similar
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asymmetries and mediations. I do not suggest this is the only constitutive
factor or that similar social dynamics constitute deafness in comparable cases.
Calling attention to this dialectical communication web and the social
complexity it entails in itself implies there cannot be one single factor.
I have attempted to delineate a communication web comprised of
numerous language modes and domains that involve constant translation and
development of alternative channels of communication and indirect access to
information. Individuals’ access and situational position vis-a`-vis these
communication resources, I claim, challenge hierarchical frameworks.
Consequently, reliance on translation and mediation is not exclusive to deaf
people among the Al-Sayyid. Participation and access to this structure
provides a valuable basis on which members further extend their social
resources and networks, allowing for their participation in society at large
and its multiple lifeworlds.
However, social processes that may marginalize and exacerbate the
position of deaf people were also evident. Local experiential knowledge and
practices are challenged by the authoritative knowledge claimed by
pedagogical and medical establishment. These processes not only introduce
stigmatizing narratives but also create differential life trajectories, changing
and restricting deaf people’s structure of opportunities.
Deaf people live in various lifeworlds, as do others among the Al-Sayyid.
Altogether, they inhabit the margins of Israeli society. Yet, unlike many other
deaf people in the Negev, for many deaf among the Al-Sayyid, deafness did not
result in disablement. These deaf people became capable members of their
community, well equipped with social networks and resources to cope with
social challenges within the community and beyond. However, if deafness
preconditions their access to other economic and social resources (such as
literacy), they might also lose the means that enable them to participate in a
complex communication web with mutual mediations and translations.

Chapter 3:
Negotiating (Genetic) Deafness in a Bedouin Community1
In the winter of 1995, I became acquainted with the inhabitants of a Bedouin
settlement in the Negev Desert of Israel. The inhabitants are all of common
descent, and are named after their common ancestor, Al-Sayyid2. This group,
now in its seventh generation, numbers about 3,000 people, nearly 100 of
whom are deaf3. The use of an indigenous sign language is widespread among
the Al-Sayyid, and it provides the foundation of what I call a shared or
integrated signing community4, shared by hearing and deaf people alike. Since
my initial visit, I have spent three intensive anthropological fieldwork stints, a
few months each, living with one of the families and engaging in participant
observation. The first and longest stint was five months during the spring and
summer of 1996.

A slightly modified version of this chapter was published in Van Cleve, John Vickrey
(ed). 2004. Genetics, Disability, and Deafness. Washington DC: Gallaudet University
press. pp 195-227.
2 In the original publication of this chapter (Kisch 2004), and my unpublished
Master’s thesis (Kisch 2000) I used the pseudonym Abu-Shara. However, Sandler et al.
(2005) have revealed the actual name Al-Sayyid, while they among others refer to my
work; consequently, I have ceased to use this pseudonym. However, I maintained the
pseudonyms used for all individuals. To further conceal individuals’ identities, some
personal details were slightly altered.
3 These figures were based on the data I had available in 2002.
4 In the original article (Kisch 2004) I have used the term “integrated signing
community”, however in later publications I have modified it to be “shared signing
community” to underscore the defining sociolinguistic practice of signing shared by
deaf and hearing.
1
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Though deafness is common among the Al-Sayyid, pursuit of cure or
prevention of deafness is rare. The first time I heard of any such prescription
was from Hakima, a woman in her fifties. Most of her children have already
married, and yet caring for some of her young grandchildren is part of her
daily domestic routine. Hakima’s father-in-law was deaf, as are two of her
grandchildren. Previous to her marriage more than thirty years ago, however,
Hakima could already communicate quite fluently in the local sign language,
as her mother’s younger cowife was a deaf woman.
Hakima, lately complaining of headaches, asked me to accompany her to
one of the elderly local healers. While on our way, Hakima told me that one of
her daughters-in-law had been instructed by a healer in the further north
Palestinian town of Dahariya not to breastfeed her newborn child. He
suggested that otherwise the child might be deaf like some of his nephews.
Hakima then complained that today’s young women are so eager to waste
money on milk substitutes that they find the strangest excuses.
Before we left the local healer’s house, I asked the healer if she was ever
asked for intervention regarding deafness. She looked at me with amazement.
I turned to Hakima and answered the healer with a supposed example: Has
she ever been visited by pregnant women who sought a solution for deafness?
She answered in a derisive tone, as though she was being bothered with
trivialities,
I treat problems [as she spoke, she stiffened her face to demonstrate
suffering]5 . . . deafness [her face brightened up] is from God.
Another man from the Al-Sayyid, who also makes amulets, said, in response to
a similar question: “God creates a deaf person, gives him a good job, grants
him with good looks, a good brain, there are hearing people who don’t have
any of this.” In both cases, a contemptuous tone accompanied their words, and
later on, both went on to proudly demonstrate that they only treat cases of
real suffering.6

5 Square brackets ([ ]) indicate either descriptive elaborations of the interaction or my
own comments and questions.
6 Seemingly, it can be argued that the scornful tone of the local healers does not stem
from the fact that deafness is not defined as a sickness or as a problem, but from their
experience of the situation as unsolvable, and their avoidance of failure. However,
nineteenth-century European history saw several stubborn attempts to cure deafness,
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Hakima, like many other deaf and hearing members of this community,
regularly encounters different attitudes, discourses, and practices in which
the endeavours to heal, fix, and avoid the birthing of deaf individuals is
assumed to be fundamental and crucial. The medicalization of deafness is
being introduced into this community through two main factors: a genetic
intervention program that is attempting to reduce the occurrence of deafness
and special education programs for deaf children that promote audiometry
and hearing aids. Medical discourse is translated and partially reproduced in
local discourses but not fully embraced.
The exposure to medical discourse occurs in various settings, and
genetics in particular has acquired a powerful grip on popular imagination
(Nelkin and Lindee 1995). Medical and scientific discourse is commonly
employed in the promotion of health and cosmetic commodities. Medical
discourse is also introduced through high school education, as in lay
encounters with various members of the dominant Jewish society. In such lay
or semiprofessional encounters, modernization theory and the utilization of
modern state services such as health services are often introduced. When it
comes to deafness, however, for most members of the community, medical
discourse is most prominently conveyed through the actual genetic research
conducted and the subsequent attempts to introduce an intervention
program.
Several years ago, a genetic research team from the nearby district
university hospital7 identified recessive, nonsyndromic, autosomal deafness
among the Al-Sayyid (Scott et. al. 1995). The study used rapid screening tools
to determine carrier status for this specific mutation (Scott et. al. 1998). About
100 members of the Al-Sayyid participated in this research, providing
genealogies and blood samples. This was followed by attempts to inform and
induce more members to provide blood samples and develop a genetic
database and consultation project to enable the disclosing of genetic
compatibility to potential marriage partners without having to initiate a

among them surgical. Although none proved to be effective, their practice persisted
for several decades (Branson and Miller 2002; Volkov 1998).
7 The Soroka medical center, Ben Gurion university.
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special mutual test, and without disclosing individual carrier status. 8
However, compliance was limited.
I did not follow any actual counseling sessions during my fieldwork for this
study, but I did witness people’s decision-making process in daily life and the
way in which they acted and referred to medical discourse and medical
reasoning. In light of the growing exposure to medical discourse, it seems that
a complex negotiation process is being held as to the plausibility of the genetic
explanation of deafness and its resulting implications. Direct or spontaneous
discussion of the findings of the genetic study and its ramifications is
infrequent and tends to be indirect and implied. Detection of a child’s deafness
or the presence of a deaf person do not provoke discussions about the origin
of deafness. Deafness, to a large extent, is not perceived as something that
calls for explanation. Thus, dealing with the question of deafness and its
origins predominantly followed referrals to the medical discourse, or simply
to the attribution of deafness to consanguineous marriage.
Before turning to these local accounts, I will provide some necessary
context with two brief introductions. First, I will introduce the Bedouins
residing in the Negev, the southern arid region of Israel. Second, I will
concisely portray the nature of this shared signing community. Following this
general introduction, I will turn to the primary concern of this paper: the local
accounts of deafness and what I consider to be their significant subtexts.

SOCIOPOLITICAL SETTING
The native Arab inhabitants of the Negev are former nomads, commonly
referred to as Bedouins. Since the establishment of the state of Israel, they
have undergone drastic economic, social, and political upheavals that have
resulted in deep destruction of the social organization. The Israeli government
made a concerted effort to settle the Bedouins in a way that would minimize
the use of land resources through the establishment of urban settlements. At
present, seven such townships exist, gathering nearly half of the Bedouin
population living in the Negev, which is estimated to be more than 120,000
people. The remaining Bedouin population is deprived of basic infrastructures

8An individual carrier detection program could more easily stigmatise women for
“genetic incompatibility” and severely hamper their marriage prospects.
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(roads, water, electricity, sewage), as they inhabit settlements formally
unrecognised by the state. The community discussed in this paper resides in
such a settlement.
The Bedouins constitute 25 percent of the population of the Negev
subdistrict and live separately from its Jewish population. However, the lack
of economic activities in both the unrecognised villages and the townships as
well as the scarce qualified manpower render the population dependent
economically on the Jewish sector and very sensitive to economic recessions.
Most men, but only a few women, are enrolled in the Israeli labor market;
unemployment rates are among the highest of the country. Within
contemporary Bedouin society, there are considerable variations in education,
lifestyle, and women’s status. Among the Al-Sayyid, illiteracy rates are still
high among women, as well as among elder men. Among the younger men,
though, several have in recent years attained an academic professional
education and studied law, pharmacology, or medicine abroad. Sixty percent
of the Bedouin population is under the age of sixteen, fertility rates are among
the highest in the country, and consanguinity and polygamy are common. All
Bedouins, as citizens of Israel, obtain a national health insurance and fall
under the compulsory schooling law.
Access obstacles, state priorities, and language barriers limit actual
exercise and use of these rights and services, however. The government
implements policy that is perceived to meet state interests (such as security,
population control, and controlling welfare expenses), but other affairs suffer
neglect. A case in point is the state’s interest in reducing the rate of children
who are born deaf, or for that matter, of children that require special services.
State authorities have invested considerable funds in a scheme to reduce
congenital diseases among the Bedouin population, and part of the genetic
intervention program mentioned here is financed by such funds. At the same
time, little if anything is done to improve the poor living conditions among the
Bedouins.9 Supreme court intervention has been required to force the state to
provide some basic rights and services, such as instructing state authorities to

9 With regard to the unrecognized settlement, one could even claim the contrary—
some of these conditions are manipulated to advance the implementation of state
policy to reduce land use and negotiate land claims (Abu Saad 1997).
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establish health clinics in Bedouin villages and to connect schools there to the
water system.10

SHARED SIGNING COMMUNITY
In this paper, I refer to the Al-Sayyid as a “shared signing community,” but I
recognize that community is a problematic and frequently criticized term.
Here I am using it only in the restricted sense of a linguistic speech
community.11 The widespread use of the indigenous Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign
Language12, shared by hearing and deaf people alike, is the foundation of this
shared signing community. The anthropological and sociolinguistics literature
contains evidence for few other such shared signing communities (Branson et
al. 1996; Johnson 1991; Groce 1985). The best-known research is Groce’s
study of the Martha’s Vineyard community. I use the term here to distinguish
the Al-Sayyid from other signing communities that consist mainly of Deaf
people.
Harlan Lane et al. (2000) have argued, in their historical comparison of
Deaf communities in New England in the early-nineteenth century, that
beyond the prevalence of deafness, different genetic patterning contributes to
the spread of sign language into the hearing environment. Given the recessive
pattern among the Al-Sayyid, deafness is indeed widely distributed among

A series of petitions have led the Supreme Court to reaffirm that the establishment
of health clinics in Bedouin settlements is an essential service that the government
must provide. HCJ 4540/00 (Israeli High Court of Justice 2000, verdict # 4540). In
1998, the Supreme Court’s intervention was needed to instruct the ministry of
education to connect all Bedouin schools in unrecognized settlements to the water
system at once. The ministry argued in its defence that the settlements are temporary
and are to be replaced by permanent ones. The school at the unrecognized settlement
discussed here has been operating for more than thirty years.
11 A speech community is defined by Hymes as “A community sharing knowledge of
rules for the conduct and interpretation of speech. Such sharing comprises knowledge
of at least one form of speech, and knowledge also of its patterns of use” (Hymes
1974:51). Hymes’s definition is tinted by the referral to spoken language to indicate
the actual use of language in interaction. The term does, however, apply to signed
language as well.
12 Labeled Abu-Shara Sign Language (ASSL) in the original Article, in accordance with
the pseudonym (see .fn. 2) .
10
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families in the kin group.13 Social realities are not determined by genetic
patterns. However, genetic patterning may contribute to the blending of deaf
and hearing people. Among the Al-Sayyid, most hearing people are familiar
with deaf individuals; many have a first- or second-degree deaf relative. All
hearing people are exposed to the viability of fluent communication in sign
language and to assimilated, well-integrated deaf figures in the community.
Most hearing Al-Sayyid are familiar with the local sign language, though with
varying degrees of fluency. This implies not only ease of communication
within the community, but a perception of deafness as merely a condition
calling for use of signed language rather than spoken communication.
I wish to underscore the distinctiveness of this social reality: deafness
does not produce social marginality or isolation, nor does it serve as a
postulate for social alignment as a distinct social group. There is no distinct
Deaf community in spite of abundant deaf people and the existence of a local
sign language. All married deaf people have hearing spouses. No social events
roles or activities are reserved for deaf people due to their deafness, except
within the education system, which has brought about separation between
deaf and hearing.
I have argued elsewhere (Kisch 2000; Kisch 2008a) that deaf members’
status, like that of hearing members’, should be seen in light of a given
dialectical communication web. This web is comprised of multiple languages
(Hebrew, Arabic, Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language, Israeli Sign Language);
language modes (signed, spoken, written); and language domains
representing discourses not shared by all (gendered discourse, medical
discourse, religious discourse, and others). Many of these need to be
translated and mediated to various members of the community. Members of
the community are located at diverse overlaps of these communication
domains and are therefore in a position to translate or mediate for different
people in different situations; yet in other situations, they would rely on
other’s mediation and translation. Thus I have argued that the reliance on

13 Only four deaf parents among the Al-Sayyid have deaf children; all but one have
hearing partners and both deaf and hearing children. Two of these deaf parents create
a generational depth of three successive generations of deafness; a deaf grandfather
has deaf and hearing children, and one of his deaf sons has deaf children as well. In
Desa Kolok, such generational continuity is more common (Branson et al. 1996).
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translation and mediation is common practice and not restricted to deaf
people.
This background is crucial to understanding the context in which the
subsequent local accounts of deafness take place. The communication web is
permeable and dynamic, enabling the infiltration of stigmatizing narratives
that may marginalize and exacerbate the position of deaf people. These
processes most evidently occur through encounters with the medical and
education establishment. Interactions with the medical and educational
establishment can be depicted by what Talal Asad (1986) called “the
inequalities of languages,” referring to the permeability of respective
languages in relation to the dominant forms of discourse. While Asad uses this
concept to address the constraint of “cultural translation” and ethnographic
work, I find the concept useful in a broader context. It is relevant for the
encounter between a linguistic minority and the dominant establishment, as
well as to the authority of medical discourse versus local lay discourse.

TRANSLATING MEDICAL DISCOURSE
Medical discourse is anchored in scientific discourse. Scientific discourse
presumes to constitute a representation of the scientific object, that is,
laboratory facts without mediation or human agents (Latour 1993). Local
discourse, however, refers to medical discourse as a supplier of one
explanation among many, and thus emphasizes the involvement of mediation,
often explicitly referring to the “explanation of the doctors.”14 This implies
that one could question the exclusiveness of the explanation, negotiate it, and
examine it according to its agents, prescriptions, and implications.
It seems that even a speaker who refers to the medical explanation as a
definite, all-embracing explanation does not necessarily grant it precedence.
Hence, it is not the “knowledge” of the medical explanation but its positioning
in the local discourse that raises important questions concerning social
preferences. Every account presents different paradoxes among various social
considerations. The paradoxes and the attempts to settle them are the
background for offering the local accounts. The examples in the following

14 I therefore use the terms medical discourse and medical explanation alternately
throughout this essay.
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section provide the background for the local accounts that follow and release
them from the narrow question of knowledge and ignorance.

“The Doctors Say”
Exposure to medical discourse occurs in diverse settings. For most members
of the community, however, medical discourse related to deafness was most
prominently conveyed through the actual genetic research conducted in the
community and subsequent attempts to introduce an intervention program.
Most members of the community are aware of the existence of the genetic
claims, even though compliance to the genetic intervention program was low,
and even though they might not fully comprehend the concept of recessive
hereditary traits or statistical probabilities. It became common knowledge
that the medical view denounced consanguineous marriages, but it was not
always clear who was regarded as a “relative” by the medical view. The
following cases demonstrate the clear presence of the medical explanation in
the local discourse and how members of the community selectively refer to
the medical discourse.
The following account was given by Abu Saalem, a man in his late fifties,
who married two women, both his cousins. All of his children are hearing; one
of his many grandchildren is deaf.
Today one hears from the doctors that if you marry from outside the
family, you will not deliver mute [deaf children] . . . I don’t think that this
has anything to do with family or blood. . . . A matter of retardation, that I
do believe, I think it’s from the blood. Today they [the doctors] can check
if one is suitable for the other or not; it’s a new thing! If it is the same
blood, a retarded child will come. I can believe that. But mute [deaf]—this
isn’t connected to this thing, I’m sure . . . I don’t believe this thing.
Abu Saalem is clearly familiar with the genetic claims; he is even familiar with
the genetic testing. Yet with regard to deafness, he chose to phrase the
doctors’ position simply as a recommendation to refrain from consanguineous
marriage. In other words, his initial account reduces what the doctors state to
terms of marrying within or outside the family.
Most local references to the medical explanation treat it as an explanation
that ultimately denounces consanguineous marriages. This is so in spite of the
fact that, ironically, the applied model, as proposed, was intended to
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emphasize that the Al-Sayyid could marry each other while still minimizing
the chances of bearing deaf children. Testing couples for genetic compatibility
would accomplish this.
The medical explanation is present in the community, but it has traveled
a long way from the laboratory and the medical discourse that serves it,
through the language of genetic counseling, to the way it is used in the local
discourse. In a study that focused on nonexperts’ definitions and perceptions
of the risk values presented by the genetic counselors and the medical team, it
was argued that a lot of the information regarding the risk is lost in
translation. Thus, likelihood was translated into absolute theoretical
categories, and risk was converted to prohibitions and clear prescriptions
(Parsons and Atkinson 1992).
Among the Al-Sayyid, the same individual may translate the medical
discourse in different ways, depending on context. I find Rapp’s (1988, 1999)
notion of negotiating most appropriate to understanding these seeming
inconsistencies.15 Rapp contends that genetic counselors themselves deal with
the translation of medical discourse into popular and more usable language.
In this process, many concepts are under negotiation, albeit not formally. Not
only is medical knowledge constructed, but power relations and popular
social knowledge are also established.
While some reproduce the medical discourse selectively, others
reproduce it quite extensively but restrict it to certain situations while
rendering it irrelevant to others. One example of such a rendering was
provided by Ikhsen. I met Ikhsen in the shack that served as the local medical
clinic. He noticed me talking to a deaf woman, and after he inquired about me
with one of his sisters-in-law, who was also present, he turned to me. Because
he insisted on staying in the shack, most of the women went outside to wait.
His sister-in-law stayed inside.
Ikhsen: We have all become deaf at Al-Sayyid, there are a lot of deaf
people. Every family you will encounter has two or three, and there are
also a lot of heart diseases in every family. We have a long list of diseases!
. . . Deafness is not a disease; it’s from marriage. . . . If our sons go and

15 See also Jansen (2000) discussion on the manner by which certain cultural idioms
related to procreation can be employed to negotiate gender relations and other
aspects of the changing social relations.
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marry outside, far away, it will be much better. [I asked Ikhsen: And what
about the daughters?]
Our daughters? The elderly will marry them.
He smiled when he said this. I looked at his sister-in-law, who sat beside me.
She sighed and raised her hands. He had said the last sentences in Hebrew,
and she did not understand them.
Then Ikhsen continued: They want . . . do you think it is better for a
woman to go and get married far away?! She doesn’t know who these
foreign in-laws might be. It is better for the women to marry nearby! [But
didn’t you say that deafness is from marrying relatives? I ask] Yes, this is
a problem. But it’s still better to marry here.
Marriage outside the family has long been accepted for men and could even be
a source of prestige for them, but for women, the contrary is true. They are
expected to marry inside the family. Men often adopt prescriptions to refrain
from consanguinity themselves, and at the same time, adhere to consanguinity
as far as their daughters and sisters are concerned. Men regularly use medical
discourse in reproducing patriarchal principles, according to which the
introduction of brides from other social groups is desired.16 However, handing
over daughters as brides to foreigners can be undesirable. When
nonreciprocal social relations are involved, the receiving of brides—from a
group that one would not marry his daughters to—can be understood as an
act of domination. The hypergamous principle sustains an endogamous gap
between men and women. Thus, elite groups have high rates of endogamy
among women, although men take brides from other groups (Kressel 1992).
When referring to the past, people often suggest that there was a lack of
alternatives to consanguinity, even if its consequences were known. As the
following account illustrates, this incongruity is not a new one. Fawaz is a
rather affluent man in his late forties with a number of deaf siblings. He has
two wives, both of Al-Sayyid. Fawaz told me about his elder father’s
consultation with doctor Ben-Assa many years ago.17

16 Such a marriage is not looked down upon and can serve to establish hierarchic
relations or alliances between individuals and groups.
17 Dr. Binyamin Ben-Assa (1917–1976) served between the years 1954 and 1972 as
government physician for the medical service for the Bedouin. He made a significant
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Abu-Assa, after research, suggested that if they wanted to get rid of all
this phenomenon [deafness]—just stop marrying one another, and there
will be no more deaf-mutes. At that time, if you say something like that to
the elderly—owwa! Abu-Assa examined this thoroughly; this thing comes
from the blood not being compatible. He told them! They listened and
knew, but they didn’t have a choice . . . they were interested, but there
was no one to give them [brides].
The argument put forward here, that consanguinity is a last resort, is a
common one. It relates to power relations, class, and prestige within the
Bedouin society. Higher rates of kin endogamy are common among Bedouin
who lack claim to noble origin (Marx 1967).18 Fawaz hinted at the existence of
class differences in the past. Others indicate that they exist today as well.
However, it appears that Fawaz was too proud to enhance this image, and
therefore, he added, with a smile,
I will tell you the reason exactly; they know that there is a 90 percent
chance that their son will be mute [as a result of consanguinity]. The
problem—we have pretty girls—it hurts to give them away.
The reproduction and representation of the medical discourse has yet another
discursive value, that is, its contribution to one’s presentation of self. In a
sociopolitical setting strongly dominated by popular policy concepts of
“tradition” and “modernity,” people are often conscious of the binary division
that regards the acknowledgment of scientific authority as a basic condition of
being modern. To demonstrate one’s familiarity with the medical discourse is
therefore a way to associate one’s self with modernity. I do not wish to imply
that it is therefore a superficial practice; rather, embracing the biomedical
discourse and the concept of the modern are among the multiple and often
conflicting internalised idioms and positions of this community. I then wish to
join Abu-Lughod’s reservation from what can be perceived as Goffmanesque
“empty acts of impression management” (1986:238).

contribution to the understanding and treatment of morbidity among the Bedouin
population in the Negev.
18 Kressel (1992).suggests that such rates might be an indication of communal social
isolation. However also groups with high rates of kin-endogamy collaborate in various
social, political and economic activities across endogamous groups.
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Speculating
The medical establishment’s model presupposes that the high rate of deafness
necessitates intervention in one of the most sensitive social arenas, marriage
arrangement. My research suggests that the local accounts of deafness are
offered mainly as a result of concern with the implications of the genetic
explanation. Deafness is commonly perceived as manageable, but finding
suitable marriage partners (for deaf or for hearing individuals) is a source of
growing concern. From this point of view, it is possible to view the local
accounts as alternatives to the medical explanation.19
Local accounts draw on various existing idioms related to procreation.
The attitude towards the origin of deafness is mostly speculative; most people
I spoke to raised a variety of possibilities and did not necessarily endorse one
particular stance. Offering one explanation usually led to it being challenged
by another. As a result, a new version would be offered, and so on. This
dialectic situation makes it difficult to present the different accounts for
deafness as an organized typology. Hence it would be most constructive to
observe how people frame their speculations.
Abu-Musa is in his fifties. He has two related wives and twelve children.
Several of his siblings are among the elderly deaf people in the community. He
said the following things to me while helping depict Al-Sayyid genealogies.
One of the sons of our ancestor Al-Sayyid [the ancestor of the whole kin
group] took a wife from the Shrukh [a different family from another
region]. My father married one of her daughters, and from this union
came three mute and three speaking. Then it spread. [Through their
children? I asked] No, not at all.
I think deafness isn’t a disease; it is God’s way. It’s being said it comes
from kin-marriages, but I do not believe.” [So what do you think? I ask]
“When one plants seeds, one watermelon comes out like this and another
like that. [With his hands, he demonstrated a round one and an oval one.

19 The academic discourse on “explanations” (and definitely the discourse on “belief”)
in itself might reflect a series of assumptions, which are related to modern science.
Thus, these terms might grant authorization to the medical discourse (Good 1994).
Due to the lack of a more suitable term, I have used the term accounts, despite the
problems involved in its use.
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And this one is not as good as the other? I ask.] It’s a very good one; a
watermelon did come out, didn’t it?
Today the doctors say it is bad to marry in the family. You must mix, they
say. I see some who married not at all from their relatives, and they got
much worse. If only the child was mute! But this child is retarded. There
is much worse than muteness; the mutes manage; they manage very well.
But the retarded, there is no question of managing. There is a difference
between hearing and not hearing, I say it, but I don’t believe it’s from the
family. You know, personally, I don’t believe as the doctors say; [he raises
his voice determined] “yes!” I say; maybe it’s not certain.
The words of Abu-Musa underscore a few general attributes of the local
accounts of deafness. As mentioned earlier, it is significant to observe the
presence of the medical claim in local discourse. It is also significant to note
that Abu-Musa left room for multi-causality. This in itself challenges the
genetic explanation—which is exclusive—and makes it negotiable.
Abu-Musa employed several challenging possibilities; each one of them
refers to existing local notions related to procreation. It is possible to highlight
these notions, recognize their subtext with regard to the medical discourse,
and follow how they give rise to yet another translation or elaboration
drawing on medical discourse and yet other local idioms. Abu-Musa started by
suggesting that deafness was “brought into” the family by brides from outside
the Al-Sayyid family. The subtext suggests a subversion of the medical
discourse on inbreeding. While medical discourse denounced consanguinity,
Abu-Musa referred to the patriarchal notion that related women, belonging to
the same kin group, carry the familiar, acclaimed family traits. In contrast,
unknown women carry unknown traits. As I will further clarify, this account
entails some negative connotations about deafness and women.
Abu-Musa then suggested that deafness reflected a difference in seeds.
This is a common patriarchal metaphor, often referred to as “the seed and the
soil” (Delaney 1991; Leach 1969). In sharp contrast to the previous notion of
“brides from outside,” the idea of “soil” deprives women of any significant
contribution in determining the major character of their progeny. Deafness is
then a patrilineal trait (represented in the seed). The idea links this natural
metaphor from agricultural reproduction to God’s way, which does not
require explanation or intervention, but acceptance. This led Abu-Musa to
express his doubts as to the extent to which deafness is a problem at all.
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Despite the occurrence of the accounts depicted above, “min Allah” (from
God) is by far the most prevalent response to dealing with the origins of
deafness. In fact, this response does not constitute an explanation of the
source of deafness, but rather draws attention to God’s mysterious ways. It
does however have a subtext.20 The will or way of God is an expression for
that which is beyond investigation or change (Comaroff 1981). Referral to
“God’s will” sees the situation as “natural,” as no more than a variation that
needs no explanation.21 This argument implies that causality is not relevant.
Perhaps the search for explanations should not even be attempted, for the will
of God is beyond human comprehension. Such comments often act as a closing
remark at the end of a long and intricate conversation on the origin of
deafness, or as a means for cutting it off. It suggests that the answer or source
of the phenomenon should not be sought in human action.

“Brides from Outside”
Let us have a closer look at Abu-Musa’s first account: deafness was introduced
by “brides from outside.” This is the only account that implies a negative
association with deafness. It suggests that deafness is not an accepted family
feature but rather a tainted element from the “outside,” as it “blames” foreign
women. While this characterization can be seen as compatible with the
medical discourse, in its attempt to present deafness as an undesirable
contaminating element, with regard to marriage arrangements, it implies the
opposite. The genetic project points to consanguinity as the source of
problems, but the foreign brides account suggests that “mixing” with foreign
families might be a source of unknown and possibly undesirable traits.
Pointing to “brides from outside” as accountable for deafness is akin to
the medical discourse that describes deafness as undesirable. It stigmatizes

The attributing of phenomena to God’s will is prevalent in another way, which is
common in the Christian, puritan world (Groce 1985) but is not depicted in this
instance. The will of God as an explicit expression of punishment or warning is a
meaning that attributes moral and ethical contexts to the phenomenon.
21 In a study conducted in India, a process is described that leads deaf people and
their families to accept deafness as “Prakritic”—a religious Hindu perception of
“naturalness,” which relates to the natural in a sense of belongingness to the world
order. Therefore, this perception also releases believers from feelings of guilt and
searching for remedies (Jepson 1991).
20
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deafness, but it also stigmatizes women as carriers of undesirable foreign
traits. It is therefore not surprising that women in their alternative
speculations would question both of these notions. Furthermore, women have
their own reasons for preferring to marry within their familiar kin group—
because that is where their social network can be put into action and serve as
a source of social power.22
Samira is a woman in her forties who is married to her paternal cousin.
She demonstrates the advantages of being married to a relative: their
household is surrounded by those of her brothers and her mother, and she is a
cherished sister, authoritative and full of humor. Samira dismissed the idea
that the foreign origin of her maternal grandmother would be the reason for
her mother’s and brother’s children’s deafness.
A man will never take responsibility upon himself, never say about
himself that he has flaws; and a man has many flaws. [Samira laughed and
continued.] Yes, that old woman was from the Shrukh [family], but the
Shrukh, they don’t have mute people at all! [So where is this story from? I
asked.] I don’t know; it’s a mistake . . . but there is no mistake in deafness,
it is from God.
Samira was familiar with the doctors’ approach; her response to the
compatibility tests indicated she was far from ignorant regarding the
possibility of having such tests performed.
“I know the doctors say in our family there are many problems because
people marry each other. But look. If everyone does the test, they’ll stop
marrying one another altogether! There are people who married from
outside—but the child still has problems.”
Samira did not discard this idiom on the whole, but she rejected its association
with deafness.

22 The structural, material, and ideological analysis of kin-endogamy is the subject of a
classical and extensive anthropological debate (Abu-Lughod 1986; Bourdieu 1977;
Kressel 1992; Khuri 1970).
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Inheritance, Blood, Seeds
Like Abu-Musa, Samira wished to relativate the cruciality of deafness. Like
Abu-Musa (who used the watermelon metaphor), Samira too referred to God
and nature.
It’s from God . . . For example, in agriculture, the root sprouts into seven
generations. Here, take us; my mother is mute, and I don’t bring any deaf
children. Perhaps my daughter will not, perhaps my daughters’ daughters
will; perhaps my sons’ sons will; it is present in the inheritance. It passes
on in the blood; it is mostly present in the man. You plant a watermelon, a
watermelon comes out; you plant a melon, a melon comes out. What you
plant is what turns up. . . . It is from the man, not from the woman.
Images from the plant realm are used to illuminate that this is a “natural”
phenomenon. Indeed, as Mary Douglas points out, “natural symbols” have the
power to camouflage the cultural as the natural, which is not subject to human
act (Douglas 1996). According to the dominant metaphor of “the seed (semen)
and the soil (womb),” women are connected to the “natural” world (Delaney
1991; Ortner 1974). A woman nurtures and supports (pregnancy, breast
feeding), but she does not determine the newborn’s essence. As Samira clearly
suggests, if one would plant a melon seed in different soil, one still would not
get a watermelon.
Samira summarized this perspective: “The woman doesn’t place
anything! She doesn’t do anything, doesn’t implant and doesn’t uproot.” All the
women burst into laughter. Samira’s deaf mother was also present, and until
that point, one of the young women translated to sign. But Samira obviously
wanted the stage for herself. At that point, she was at the peak of her
enthusiasm and was speaking and signing dramatically. Later on, in response
to other comments made during the conversation, she relented a bit: “Most is
from the man, not from the woman. . . . Maybe 1 percent from the woman and
50 percent from the man.”
Samira was negotiating, sometimes even negotiating in numbers.
However, the consistency of her words does not lie in presenting a seamless
theory, but in the discursive value of her arguments. In that respect, her
message is consistent, and the women’s laughter implied that they clearly
recognized the meaning: “Don’t burden women with all this.”
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The underlying concepts employed by Samira, Abu Musa, and others
should be highlighted: inheritance, blood, and seeds (the Arabic word means
both seeds and semen) cannot be understood without their patriarchal
context.23 These terms do not refer symmetrically to men’s and women’s
procreative contribution in determining their children’s blood. Some accounts
may appear as local versions of the medical account, but they often carry a
quite contrary subtext in which matrimonial pairing is rendered irrelevant.
Referral to blood emphasizes men’s role in procreation. Thus, it enables a
challenge to the medical-genetic assumption that interference is needed in
marital pairing. The term blood often refers to social relations more than to an
individual’s body.24 Unlike in genetics’ reference to blood tests representing
the genetic makeup, the term blood, as locally used, represents one’s
patrilineage. It is irreplaceable and not related to marital pairing, and as such
challenges the possibility of preventive action. Bourdieu (1977) demonstrates
the possible variation in male and female reading of kinship relationships.
These cultural idioms can indeed be read and employed in various ways. They
are gender dependent, and men and women use them differently with regard
to the context and subtext of such readings.

“Khulf”
The following ethnographic example demonstrates yet another account of
deafness. Furthermore, it calls attention to the fact that not all wish to
propagate endogamy or to praise the family’s endemic traits. Many, wishing to
conform to modern discourse and its rejection of what is perceived to be
“traditional,” condemn consanguinity. Yet it is not just the elderly who
combine various explanations and draw on local theories of procreation to
negotiate the genetic implications.
Faher is an educated and rather religious young man, married to his
second cousin, and father of several hearing children. Obviously, he has
incorporated major aspects of the genetic discourse.

23 The term Wirathat Dam represents a patrilineal heir who receives his inheritance
due to blood relatedness. Damaya, the diminutive of blood (Dam), “suggests that
maternal links are recognized, yet as a weaker form of kinship” (Abu-Lughod
1986:51).
24 See Abu-Lughod (1986).
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We have many healthy children; they are OK. But if you will check their
head, bones, heart, you will find many shortcomings. Why did God choose
to do this to us? That is helpless talk. Will we blame and burden Allah for
everything bad? [These things were said in the presence of both his
parents, who were expressing their scepticism. He impatiently turned to
his father.]
That’s why they ask at the hospital: Your father, does he have
anything? Sugar [diabetes]? Heart? That is the way it goes; hereditary,
from one generation to the other! [I then asked Faher again regarding
deafness: So that is what you think it is?]
When it comes to deafness there must be something else. [Why? I
asked.] I know people who don’t have deafness in the family at all, and it
still happens. There is something in heredity, but the first reason for
deafness is different. When a pregnant woman sees something, she gets
so engaged with it, that almost the same element is marked in her child.
Faher here referred to yet another local idiom, a form of marking, locally
referred to as “Khulf,” which is often mentioned in relation to deafness and
other conditions. For example, the first daughter of a young couple I knew had
fair hair, despite the fact that both of her parents had dark curly hair. I was
acquainted with her mother well before she married. I used to visit her often
while she was pregnant, and I joined her at the prenatal care clinic. On one of
my later visits, her sisters told me, while she brushed the toddler’s hair: “She
[the mother] was keen on you and brought like you. She marked through you.”
The mother was perceived as the active agent who marked the child she
carried, though the marking was not intentional. It is noteworthy however
that it was not the person who evoked the mother’s attention that imposed his
or her traits on the newborn. This is an important distinction. If the beggar,
the fair-haired person, or the deaf signer were perceived as the active party
(as the people who imposed their characteristics on the newborn), it would
suggest that they possessed extraordinary or even witchery powers, and thus
the marking would be unavoidably stigmatizing. Though compassion was also
mentioned with regard to marking, different things can be perceived as
occupying one’s attention about deafness, such as some other prominent
feature of the person. A woman once illustrated Khulf by suggesting that she
might have marked her son with deafness following her admiration for a
neighbor who was a strict and sturdy educator. He was deaf, and she used to
observe him while pregnant.
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What then is the subtext or discursive value of this account? Unlike
genetic explanations, marking is typically monogeneric, that is, it has nothing
to do with marital or procreative pairing. It is related to what is perceived to
be female nature, challenging the idea that anything can or should be done
about it. Like other accounts, it is a speculation drawing on an existing idiom,
and it is not presented as an all-embracing explanation of people’s deafness.
Faher even extended Khulf to a broader theory on deafness. He
emphasized that it was not deafness in itself that evoked marking, but it was
the visibility and appeal of signing. In this way, he attempted to offer an
alternative explanation for how a child can be born deaf, and he suggested
what characteristic about deafness could draw the attention of a pregnant
women. Faher also applied the Khulf idiom to provide an account of the high
prevalence of deafness among the Al-Sayyid, he thus concludes “We live close
together, signing is everywhere, and signs engage one’s attention.”

Stigma
It is possible to examine two aspects of each local explanation of deafness. One
refers to the meaning an account attributes to deafness, that is, what can be
learned about perceptions of deafness from a certain way of explaining it. The
other aspect relates to the offering of an explanation as practice and its role in
the local discourse. The first aspect is secondary to this paper, which focused
on the latter. However, although attitudes towards deafness are complex and
even ambivalent, local accounts reveal a relative lack of social labelling.
It is significant that there is no single local myth as to the origin of
deafness—neither of a particular individual’s deafness nor of the high
occurrence of deafness. None of the idioms (whether “brides from outside,”
“seeds,” “marking,” or others) is reserved to explain deafness only. These
modes of explanation also are used to account for other differences between
members of the family (height, hair color, character, or general resemblance).
To clarify this last point, it might be useful to resort to a comparative
example. I once visited a young woman, Hannan, from a neighboring kin group
where deafness had not occurred before she was born. The difference
between her account and those of the Al-Sayyid women was striking. She kept
on referring to her deafness in the following terms:
It’s difficult, very difficult. What can I do? I did not do anything wrong. My
father, his heart is in pain over me. Where doesn’t he drag me to? He
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begged that I be cured, and there is no one to help. [Her mother said,]
Look at her, like a flower, pretty and doesn’t hear and doesn’t speak, poor
thing. . . . May God watch over her . . . . Lord of mercy.
Among Hannan’s kin group, deafness calls for a cure. Moreover, it seemingly
needs to be confirmed that she is intelligent and has other good qualities. The
tendency to attribute a wide range of faults due to one human feature is one of
the characteristics of social labelling (Goffman 1963). Hannan’s deafness was
explained by a specified event of maternal fright, a negative form of marking.25
I am this way from my mother’s belly. My mother remembers that when
she was pregnant, she once woke up in fright from an airplane. . . . She too
cried over me. . . . There was this noise like an explosion, and she felt
something wrong.
From my acquaintance with Hannan and her family members, as well as with
other Bedouins around the Negev, I learned of the common perception of deaf
people as handicapped and ill-fated. This contrasted sharply with the absence
of similar accounts among the Al-Sayyid, hearing or deaf. Deaf people among
the Al-Sayyid do not offer personal explanations for their deafness or for the
deafness of others. However deaf members of the community, as others, have
their own situated perspective with regard to deafness, marriage, and the
social priorities entailed.
I visited Hannan with her former classmate Sabriyah. Sabriyah, herself
deaf, was still unmarried at that time, but all three of her deaf sisters and her
deaf brother had long been married. When Sabriyah declined two different
offers to marry a foreign man (not from the Al-Sayyid family), she told me,
And if I marry this man [from a village in the south of Mount Hebron],
who will I be there? How will they treat me? Where will I go when there
are problems? Here we know each other; and if I have problems, I am
close by. If he is rude to me, I will go to my neighboring sister. If he

25 According to Groce, maternal fright was one of the most common explanations in
the nineteenth century for all sorts of congenital defects, which were caused by panic
or anxieties of the mother during pregnancy. In 1863, an article by Hawkins stated
that nine out of every ten cases of congenital deafness emanate from the mother’s
anxieties. He even suggests that sequential births of deaf children are caused by the
mother’s fear of giving birth to another deaf child (Groce 1985, 119–120).
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decides that my daughter should stop going to school, I will make a
commotion; I will turn to everyone and not let this happen, whether she
is deaf or not! [A year later, she married Said Al-Sayyid , then fifty years
old, becoming his second wife.]
Sabriyah’s situation raises the question of whether, and to what extent, a
genetic characteristic will be permitted to override social factors in a woman’s
preferences of a potential marriage partners, and whether it will determine
her identity and those of her future children. As a deaf woman in Al-Sayyid,
Sabriyah has social resources that are based on a dense and accessible
network. She perceives herself as an active and resourceful agent in the future
of her children, deaf or hearing. Later in life, the future of her children and
their status will influence her own status. What would Sabriyah’s status be,
and what social resources would be available to her as a foreign, deaf bride, if
she married a stranger? How would his family members communicate with
her? How would she and her children be treated, and what behaviors or
characteristics would be attributed to her deafness? It appears that Sabriyah,
like other women, even when aware of so-called genetic risk, were not
interested in the social risk required to find the answers to these questions.

CONCLUSION
I wish to conclude by returning to my initial remark on the multiplicity (and
often seemingly contradictory) causality often present in local accounts of
deafness and what might seem as incredible inconsistency. Faher initially
criticized his parents for not understanding the simple principle of genetic
inheritance. Willing to define the situation as a problem, he also argued
strongly that heredity alone does not explain deafness. Faher altered what he
perceived as strictly modern concepts with ones that might be seen as
strikingly exotic. Abu Saalem was fascinated with the ability of doctors to
check people’s blood for congenital defects like retardation, but maintained
this could not be relevant to deafness. Ikhsen related consanguinity to both
deafness and heart disease. He resorted to genetic discourse to support the
patriarchal practice of importing brides, but genetic considerations seemed to
lose their relevance when it came to local women. At first glance, the use of
different, sometimes contradictory, explanations by the same person may
seem inconsistent. However, this is so only when an attempt is being made at
drawing cultural cosmologies of conception. Rather than try and solve these
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contradictions in an effort to formulate a unified theory of procreation, I have
tried to demonstrate the way these explanations function in particular
circumstances. In other words, I examine discourse as a practice and not
merely as a key to cultural representations. Language and reasoning are not
merely reflections of beliefs or ideas; they are modes of action. I do not wish
to argue that Bedouins are more inconsistent than others. Rather, my working
assumption was that social life and cultures are not consistent. Knowledge is
situated, and people’s statements in particular are highly situational. The
consistency of the various accounts lies in their discursive value or subtext.
A range of deliberations mask or play down genetic considerations in
matchmaking, and local speculations provide valuable insights into the range
of competing considerations. People extract their explanations from the rich
pool of perceptions and explanation patterns to which they are exposed.
People modify the use of several explanations anchored in different
dimensions of social life and discourse, and they sometimes choose conflicting
ones. They make creative use of them in different contexts, while negotiating
their contents. As a result of this, new subjects and contexts emerge. The
discursive value of the explanations enables constant changing of the thematic
frame in a particular conversation.
Medical discourse is translated and partially reproduced in local
discourses but not fully embraced. Referrals to medical arguments or medical
authority are highly situational and contextual. The genetic medical discourse
is also subject to discursive interpretation, and therefore it does not easily
impress its logic on local discourses.
The genetic explanation and prescription on procreation is partly
represented in Al-Sayyid, but people in the community consider many factors
other than the avoidance of one specific genetic risk in seeking a marriage
partner.

Chapter 4:
Demarcating Generations of Signers in the Dynamic
Sociolinguistic Landscape of a Shared Sign-Language: the
Case of the Al-Sayyid Bedouin1
Signing communities emerging in the context of high incidences of deafness
have attracted the attention of scholars of different disciplines, most notably
in Deaf studies and sign language linguistics. Linguists believe that signlanguages emerging in these circumstances may provide a rare opportunity to
study new language isolates, the study of which holds the promise of
contributing to some of the key questions of modern linguistics, particularly
with regard to the conditions that engender language (Senghas 2005; Arbib
2009; Meir et. al. 2010a).
However, the study of emerging sign languages has been criticized for
exclusive emphasis on the innate language capabilities of the human brain and
disregard for social, pragmatic, and environmental influences (Russo and
Volterra 2005; Fusellier-Souza 2006; Arbib 2009; Nyst 2012). Two studies in
particular have become renowned for their claims of witnessing the
emergence of (signed) language in the absence of existing language models.
The study by Kegl et. al.(1999) documented the emergence of Nicaraguan Sign
Language (NSL) by deaf children brought together in a school for deaf
students in Managua. Senghas et. al.(2004:1779) argued that NSL has arisen
within a community that lacked exposure to a developed language. Meir and
Sandler (2008:292), studying the Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL),

1 Forthcoming in Zeshan, U. and C. de Vos (eds.) Sign Languages in Village
Communities: Anthropological and Linguistic Insights. Sign Language Typology Series
4. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter & Ishara Press.
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have described it as a “Language out of nothing…developing without a
language model”. ABSL is one of the sign languages emerging in the context of
high incidences of deafness.
Signing communities and sign languages emerging in the context of
exceptionally high rates of deafness have been referred to using a variety of
terms (for discussion of these alternative terms see Kisch 2008a)2. In my
study of the Al-Sayyid Bedouin, I have introduced the term shared signing
community (Kisch 2000, 2008a), later adopted by Nyst (2012) to
correspondingly denote shared sign languages.
In shared signing communities deaf and hearing infants are exposed to
signing from birth, within the family environment, with additional (deaf and
hearing) adult models in the community. In these unique sociolinguistic
conditions, signing as a practice does not single out deaf people. Thus, the
term is meant to capture and emphasize one of the prominent features that
these cases have in common: signing is not what deaf people “do”, but rather a
medium for deaf and hearing people to communicate.
Consequently, a large proportion of language users (namely all hearing
signers), are bilingual in the local sign language and the local spoken language.
In this respect, no shared sign languages can be considered to develop without
exposure to a language model (for similar emphasis see Arbib 2009).
Demarcating generations of signers is an important element in the study of
young sign languages3. The number of times such an emerging linguistic
system is passed down to a new generation is considered significant for the
identification of new linguistic properties (Senghas 2005; Goldin-Meadow
2005) and practices. However, intergenerational transmission is just one of
the sociolinguistic features involved in shaping a language. Although linguists
hope to identify independent developments within a language, it seems

I here avoid the term “village sign language” (Zeshan 2006; Meir et. al. 2010a); from
an anthropological perspective the term “village” is of little descriptive or analytical
value.
3 Not all shared sign languages are considered young or emerging languages. Several
are no longer traceable to their first users (see Marsaja 2008 for Kata Kolok, Bali; and
Nyst 2007 for AdaSL, Ghana). Other cases have been observed to be endangered
(Nonaka 2009).
2
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imperative to consider communicative input broadly as well as the possibility
of contact-induced change. Both have too often been overlooked.
The challenges involved in identifying generations of signers are different
when considering a language emerging within a student community as
compared with a shared signing community. NSL was passed to a new
successive cohort of 15–20 learners each year (Senghas et. al. 2004; Senghas
2005). Though controversies arise with regard to the communicative input
that students experienced before entering the school and the possible
influences of gestures and written language (Polich 2005; Russo & Volterra
2005), their exposure and contribution to the emerging signing community of
NSL was clearly marked by their year of enrolment4. By contrast, signers of
shared sign language and ABSL are exposed to the emerging language early in
life, in a multigenerational family environment. Sandler and her colleagues
(Sandler et. al. 2005, 2011; Aronoff et. al. 2005, 2008; Padden et. al. 2010;
Meir et. al. 2010a; Meir 2010) base their analysis of ABSL on their
identification of three generations of signers. They define these generations in
very general and often inconsistent terms 5 , and do not present their
considerations in choosing these classifications.
This paper examines the challenges involved in identifying generations of
signers in shared signing communities. Based on the analysis of the diverse
available communicative input and the observed shifting sociolinguistic
landscape of the Al-Sayyid shared signing community, four generations of
signers are identified. The purpose of this exercise is twofold: to inform the
further investigation of ABSL and to serve the study of comparable shared
sign languages by identifying the social factors that transform the

The challenge in this case is how to batch the cohorts into generations of signing.
Some critics have questioned Senghas et. al.’s (2004) choice of 1984 and 1993 as
demarcation line between these cohorts of signers.
5 They define the first generation in terms of structural generations “The first
generation in which deafness appeared in the community (the fifth since the founding
of the community)” (Sandler et. al. 2005:2662; Aronoff et. al. 2005:31), while second
generation is defined in terms of a general age range (in their 30and 40s one in her
20s), and third generation in the most general terms (teenagers and children). Meir
et. al. 2010b:310 “second generation signers (in their 40s) and four third generation
signers (in their teens and early twenties)”. In some cases generations are not defined
at all (Sandler et. al. 2011).
4
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sociolinguistic networks of signers, too often assumed to be embedded simply
in primary kin-networks.
The case of Al-Sayyid illustrates the processes by which signers are
embedded in multiple language communities. My intention here is not to
determine the actual impact such sociolinguistic dynamics might have on the
grammatical skills (of different generations) of ABSL signers, but rather to
facilitate the identification of such variation and its possible correlates.
The first part of this paper briefly introduces the history of the Al-Sayyid
descent-group, and examines the usefulness of kinship diagrams. It addresses
the confusion often caused by mistaking structural generations of descent for
social or cultural generations, and considers the relevance of these categories
and kinship diagrams to the task of identifying sociolinguistic generations.
The second part presents the four generations of deaf Al-Sayyid signers,
including four sub-cohorts (summarized in Table 1). Before presenting the
detailed profile of these generations, the case of hearing signers is addressed,
including my suggested guidelines for incorporating hearing signers into this
structure.
The third and last part examines the major social factors that have
transformed the sociolinguistic landscape of Al-Sayyid deaf signers. Schooling
introduced deaf students to a new sign language and signing community and
reduced the social space shared by deaf and hearing signers in the Al-Sayyid
shared signing community. Schooling and the subsequent marriage and
labour patterns transformed signers’ sociolinguistic networks.
This analysis is based on data collected over a decade and a half of
anthropological fieldwork and participant observation among the Negev
Bedouin and a total of over 30 months of in-residence fieldwork based in AlSayyid. Several demographic and genealogical surveys focusing on Al-Sayyid’s
deaf population were conducted in 1995-1999, 2004-5, 2007 and most
recently in 2011, and were supplemented by data obtain from the ministry of
education and ministry of interior.
When I first visited the Al-Sayyid in 1995 I could communicate at a basic
level and did not need to employ an interpreter. However, given the
collaborative nature of the ethnographic method and the common practices of
sign/speech mediation among the Al-Sayyid (Kisch 2000;2008), I could rely
on ad hoc spontaneous interpreting when necessary. In the course of my first
fieldwork months I could increasingly communicate directly in ABSL, my main
mentors being the members of my extended host family, at the time including
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2 deaf children, 2 young deaf adults, an elderly deaf grandmother, and many
competent hearing singers. In my immediate host family, only one member
could speak Hebrew, serving as a compelling incentive for improving my
competence in the locally spoken Arabic dialect 6 . To improve my
communication with other (mostly non-Al-Sayyid) deaf signers encountered
throughout my fieldwork, I also took three ISL courses, two of which were
provided by qualified deaf instructors at The Institute for the Advancement of
Deaf Persons in Israel (DPII).
This paper is based on data collected by means of fieldwork interaction
and observation conducted predominantly in the locally spoken Arabic dialect
and in ABSL, occasionally in ISL, and rarely in Hebrew. The latter two are used
by interlocutors in specific contexts such as encounters involving non-Arabicspeaking service providers or young deaf adults’ who use ISL with
schoolmates, and Hebrew for Short Message Service. Unless otherwise stated,
the conclusions below are based on participant observations of recurrent and
shifting linguistic behaviour over an extended period of time. When analysis is
based on self-reported behaviours, semi-structured interviews, or singular
events, this is explicitly stated.

THE AL-SAYYID DESCENT-GROUP
The Bedouin are former nomads and the native Arab inhabitants of the Negev.
Al-Sayyid is the name of a large descent group that inhabits one of the many
Bedouin settlements in the Negev. Until recently it was formally unrecognized
by the state and therefore still lacks basic infrastructure and facilities. The
number of inhabitants is estimated to be over 4500, with nearly 130 deaf
individuals distributed throughout the Al-Sayyid lineages. For the purpose of
this article an updated survey listing all deaf individuals was conducted in the
summer of 2011.
All Al-Sayyid are kin related and are named after their common ancestor
Al-Sayyid, who migrated to the Negev nearly 200 years ago. Al-Sayyid had
sons and daughters from two wives. Five of these sons (level 2, fig. 1) are
today considered the apical ancestors of the Al-Sayyid’s major lineages. At the

6 My native language is Dutch, but I received my high school education in Israel, and
my Hebrew education program included classical Arabic as second language.
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time, finding spouses for the founder’s children was a crucial and difficult
affair, as was the case for other migrants who were not considered of noble
(Bedouin) descent. It was therefore a great relief when his grandchildren (the
3rd generation, level 3 in fig. 1), could intermarry, following the practice of
cousin marriages. (To this day consanguineous marriages are the prevailing
marriage pattern among the Negev Bedouin). Four of these initial cousinmarriage unions bore the first deaf descendants among the Al-Sayyid; these
constitute Al-Sayyid’s 4th generation, represented in level 4 of fig. 17.
Hadra and her three deaf brothers were the first deaf descendants of the
Al-Sayyid family. They were born between 1924-1940, under the British
mandate of Palestine, preceding the establishment of the state of Israel, and
grew up under significantly different circumstances than their, by now, over
four and a half thousand relatives and descendants.
Hadra, 1924-2003 (fieldnote excerpts)
When I first met Hadra in the winter of 1995 she was in her early
seventies, her husband had passed away and she was living with her
youngest son, his wife and their ten children. Nearby were the homes of
her elder sons, one of her daughters and several married grandchildren,
all surrounding a small dale with a plot of scarcely arable land.
“I no longer leave this dale, not even to go to the doctor. They can all come
to me now, and so did you” she laughed.
“If you sit here with us you will learn” she responded to my wish to learn
the local sign language, “but I don't sign like that!” she warned me sharply,
she then used a restricted signing space under her chin to mimic the
small and quick fingerspelling she had seen her grandchildren use. The
deaf and hearing children who were sitting with us around the fire,
sheltered from the rain in the half open shed, all burst out laughing.
Only one of Hadra’s (hearing) sons attended school, and his sign name
was appropriately “[the one who can] write”. Hadra’s grandchildren all
went to school. Her hearing grandchildren attended the school on the top
of a small hill in the centre of the village. The deaf children however were
daily bussed out of the village to a school for the deaf in the nearby city of
Beersheba. Two of Hadra’s deaf grandchildren -by then already
graduated and married - were among the first Bedouin cohort of students

7 In

contrast to the 5th generation reported by Aronoff et. al. (2004), (2008); Meir
(2010); Meir et. al. (2010a); Sandler et. al. (2011).
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in the early 1980s. Her younger deaf grandchildren were still attending
this school.
Sitting around the fire was also one of Hadra’s deaf grandchildren,
drawing big Hebrew letters in the dry earth; he was figuring out the
names of his cousins with the help of one of his hearing cousins who was
old enough to have learned some Hebrew (as a second language at
school). The two cousins were absorbed in their exchange; the hearing
girl (a fluent signer) was intrigued to learn the fingerspelling he learned
at school and the deaf boy needed her help; at the school for the deaf they
only learned Hebrew. It was their signing that Hadra was referring to and
poking fun at just now. She has also observed her deaf grandchildren
immersed in long conversations in ISL, and watched simultaneous ISL
interpreting on TV, all of which she reported not to understand the
smallest bit of. “NOTHING UNDERSTAND.”
It might seem most straightforward - even redundant - to classify signers
according to generations of descent; Hadra- being the first deaf person among
the Al-Sayyid, her children as second generation (hearing signers, in this case),
her (deaf and hearing signing) grandchildren, third generation, and so on.
However, when considering a way to account for the different
generations of signers in the Al-Sayyid signing community as a whole,
generations of descent will not suffice. Actually, such a classification would
run into confusion even within Hadra’s own descendants, given the intragenerational age gap that is characteristic of societies with high fertility rates.
Additionally, due to prevailing endogamous marriage patterns, individuals are
often related in more than one direction and degree, and a single individual
can simultaneously be traced to different generations of descent. In a
polygynous society this is further complicated by the age/ generational gaps
between husband and wives and of half-siblings.
The relatively young age of the Al-Sayyid descent-group allows us to trace
practically all individuals back to their common ancestor. But from the third
generation onwards the dense kin relations form an increasingly convoluted
genealogical network. Some of Hadra’s grandchildren overlap in age with her
own children while others overlap in age with her great-grandchildren. The
birth dates of Hadra’s grandchildren born from just one of her sons span 41
years. Thus, for the purpose of considering intergenerational transmission of
language, generations of descent might be not only insufficient but misleading.
To avoid such confusion I will first distinguish two common denotations
of the term generation, namely, structural generations of descent versus social
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or cultural generations of actual contemporaries. In kinship studies the
concept of a generation generally refers to structural generations. Note that it
is erroneous to consider either of these categories to be biological. A
structural generation includes those descendants with the same distance from
their apical ancestor. In conventional kinship diagrams (see example fig. 1)
such generations are represented horizontally and are staked vertically
according to descent. Social or cultural generations, as a broader social
category, are based on groups of contemporaries. These are assumed to have
shared socio-cultural experiences or at least to have been subject to similar
social settings and developments. Years of birth can serve as a starting point
to group contemporaries but it is essential to identify their shared
circumstances.
While both categories are relevant for the task of identifying generations
of signers, generations of signers are in essence social generations that may or
may not correspond to structural generations of descent. Confusion may arise
with regards to shared signing communities where kinship is indeed a
dominant factor in shaping social relations. However, even when kinship is
observed to be a primary mode of social organization (and frame of meaning),
this is often context-dependent and seldom the only source of networks of
affiliation and collaboration. For instance, when kin-endogamy is preferred
and serves as a cultural idiom, the actual rates, as well as the flexible nature of
the practice, are often downplayed in local (emic) discourse. In practice, kinendogamy is rarely sweeping; even high consanguinity rates such as those
found among Negev-Bedouin (with over 60% of marriages between relatives8)
leave many marriages involving non-kin. An additional source of confusion is
related to the common (etic) representation of kinship; kinship diagrams
seemingly provide an overview of such relations but may also be a source of
confusion.
Kinship diagrams- like most representations- can only illustrate a limited
number of features simultaneously. In fact, many conventional kinship
diagrams are designed to illuminate prototype social structures rather than
actual social relations. Below two diagrams are presented, a conventional

Exact figures vary depending on definitions of consanguinity, ranging from first
degree cousins to all but non-relatives (e.g. Weitzman 2000; Vardi-Saliternik et. al.
2002; Zlotogora et. al. 2009; The Galilee Society 2011).

8
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(fig. 1) and a modified skewed9 kinship diagram (fig. 2), both depicting the
same selected Al-Sayyid relatives: apical ancestors and first deaf
descendants. While the diagrams convey important information regarding
the Al-Sayyid genealogy, they were also designed to demonstrate how
ambiguous conventional diagrams can be, that is if one hopes to extract
information from them regarding generations of signers, or actual social
relations. Generations of coevals cannot be inferred from the level of descent
in such a conventional chart, for instance those on level 5 of fig.1(for whom
Al-Sayyid the founder is the grandfather of their paternal- grandfather)
range in age from 1950- 2011. This is made visible in the skewed chart
(fig.2). While this diagram is designed to facilitate identification of
generations of signers based on their contemporaries, such skewed
diagrams are not suitable to conclude who people actually interacted with.
For instance, patrilocal residence is partially represented by locating
offspring under their father rather than their mother, but this is not
sufficient to determine actual proximity.

9

For other forms of skewed diagrams see Tjon Sie Fat (1983, 1990).

Figure 1: Horizontal (“conventional”) kinship diagram of Al-Sayyid apical ancestors
and first deaf descendants, representing selected individuals of 6 out of 8 structural
(patri)generations of descent.
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Figure 2: Skewed kinship diagram of Al-Sayyid apical ancestors and first deaf descendants,
indicating years of birth on the vertical time line, (socio-linguistic) generations of (deaf)
signers (marked by broad horizontal stripes), and several selected clusters of deaf siblings
(marked by dotted ovals).
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Annotations10 for figures 1 and 2:

1. Both diagrams adhere to the local rule of patrilineal descent. Distribution
to generational levels in fig. 1 will alter if computed through matrilineal or
bilateral descent.
2 Only a selection of deaf relatives and their hearing ancestors are
represented, consequently, the diagram does not represent the actual ratio
between deaf and hearing relatives.
3. Figure 1: level 1 represents the apical ancestor of the Al-Sayyid descent
group, in level 2 only sons that are considered to be the apical ancestors of the
Al-Sayyid lineages are represented. All deaf individuals of the fourth (patri)
generation are represented. Only few deaf individuals of subsequent
generations are represented, descendants of the 7th and the 8th
(patri)generation are not represented at all.
4. The skewing of figure 2 is based on birth years, which were registered for
all individuals born after 1950 and for a few older individuals. Other years of
birth are estimated, and for those born before 1880, unknown.
5. Figure 2 :All deaf signers of the first and second generation are represented
in this diagram, but only very few of the hearing ones. Only a random
selection of third generation deaf signers is represented. For instance the deaf
siblings in cluster V are only 4 out of a total of 32 offspring of their father,
himself one of the 19 offspring of his father. Representing them all would
result in an unmanageably large diagram.

GENERATIONS OF SIGNERS AMONG THE AL-SAYYID
Age determines one’s contemporaries, both peers and existing adult models,
and in the case of Al-Sayyid also neatly corresponds to school attendance. Age
and schooling therefore form the basis for distinguishing the four generations
and sub-cohorts of deaf Al-Sayyid signers (summarized in table 1 below).
Schooling is prominent due to its role in transforming the sociolinguistic
landscape of entire age groups. Moreover, only a small minority of the deaf AlSayyid have not experienced some form of schooling (14 out of the 134 deaf
descendants among all generations of Al-Sayyid). Although schooling for deaf
students has been re-structured several times within a relatively short period,

10 I am grateful to Prof. Tjon Sie Fat for kindly offering to compose these digital
kinship diagrams, meticulously transforming several versions of my drawings.
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these changes involved entire cohorts of students, and very few deaf students
(10 so far) have had a significantly different trajectory than their age group.
The age range of approximately 20 years for each generation is also in
accordance with the average generational length among the Negev Bedouin
today. Before proceeding to the profiles of the distinct generations of signers
summarized in the table below, the generational classification of hearing
signers -not included in this table - should be considered.

Hearing signers
The introduction of deaf education in the early 1980’s was a major factor in
transforming the Al-Sayyid sociolinguistic landscape. Not only did it introduce
deaf students to a new sign language and a new sign community – it restricted
the daily interaction between deaf and hearing peers and consequently
reduced the social space shared by deaf and hearing signers in the Al-Sayyid
shared signing community.
However, this should not be understood to reduce the importance of
hearing signers; on the contrary, hearing signers should be considered
important participants in the study of shared sign languages, and it is equally
important to recognize which generation of signers they belong to. While
fewer hearing Al-Sayyid may be regularly exposed to signing, those that do
sign are increasingly vital for the maintenance of ABSL, as is typically the case
for other shared sign languages11. From its onset, hearing signers participated
in the development and intergenerational transmission of the local signing
system. It has mistakenly been assumed that deaf Al-Sayyid children are
typically “raised in homes with at least one older deaf person who signs”
(Senghas 2005:R464). In fact fewer than half (22/49) of the deaf signers of
the second and third generations grew up in homes with older deaf signers:
nine had deaf parents, and the rest had one or more older deaf siblings (some
only 3 years older). More than half (27/49) of the second and third deaf
generation signers grew up in homes with no older deaf person, but rather
acquired much of their initial signing from hearing signers.

11 It is also reported to be the case for Algerian Jewish Sign Language ( see Lanesman
and Meir, this volume)
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Roughly a third of the hearing population is observed to sign regularly.
From early on hearing signers outnumbered deaf signers. Even the most
conservative estimate, counting only the most immediate hearing signing
relatives of deaf individuals, would amount to several hundred, compared
with 130 deaf signers. A minimum estimate of 700 signing relatives is based
on a survey I conducted that considered only those hearing signers who were
regarded as competent signers by other household members (including at
least one deaf relative). This survey considered only immediate relatives such
as siblings, half-siblings, partners, and children of deaf individuals.
Furthermore, ethnographic data indicates a significant number of proficient
hearing signers without immediate deaf relatives.
All hearing signers are bilingual, having acquired their signing skills along
with the development of their spoken language skills in Arabic, or as a second
language. The latter is the case for those whose sign language skills were
enhanced only later in life, such as some of the elder siblings or partners of
deaf individuals. While many linguists may be primarily interested in samples
of signed output from fluent signers, the more general practices of signing
should not be overlooked. It is not uncommon for hearing signers to sign and
speak simultaneously, in various combinations including signing their speech.
Such practices can also be observed for fluent signers12, depending on their
interlocutors. Less fluent hearing signers will regularly sign and speak at the
same time.
It is also important to keep in mind that the actual ease of communication
between deaf and hearing, as well as the status of signed communication, does
not merely depend on the number of fluent hearing signers (Kisch 2000,
2008a). Many signers not considered fluent can still communicate practical
matters with relative ease. In addition, the hearing members of the
community who are considered poor or non-signers recognize sign language
as a proper language and often demonstrate awareness of the pragmatics of
signed communication. Moreover, they can easily find hearing signers to act
as mediators, translators, or for instruction in improving their own signing
skills (for more on such intermediary practices see Kisch 2008a)

12 Emmorey et. al.(2008) have introduced the term code-blending to refer to such
simultaneous speech–sign production, found to be common among bimodal bilinguals
blending English and American Sign Language.
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Generally hearing signers can be grouped with their corresponding age
group of deaf signers. Yet, for both hearing and deaf signers, age cannot be
considered alone; generations are grouped taking into account their shared
social networks and sociolinguistic settings.
Until recently the schooling of hearing signers did not play a role in
(differential) exposure or use of sign language. Schooling may become
increasingly relevant for hearing signers of the youngest generation (4.2) now
that many have deaf schoolmates. However, for most of the hearing Al-Sayyid
particular social relations, rather than cohorts of students, are the primary
factor in determining their exposure to signed communication and eventual
signing skills. Thus, it is important to examine their social networks and
establish which signing relatives and individuals they communicated with
regularly as indicated by the recording of genealogies, residential patterns,
observations and interviews.
Both deaf and hearing signers refer to ABSL with a variety of terms:
“khurs” (literally ‘mute [language]’). LOCAL/OUR-SIGNS or ARAB-SIGNS, are
used both in Arabic and ABSL, (recently some deaf signers have also started
using an ISL sign for BEDOUIN-SIGNS). JEWISH- SIGNS or SCHOOL-SIGNS (in
ABSL) and “Jewish (sign) language” and “School (sign) language” (in spoken
Arabic) are used to refer to ISL. ISL is generally perceived by both deaf and
hearing people to be the language of education and it is increasingly
understood to be prestigious. Some deaf and hearing Al-Sayyid consider
SCHOOL-SIGNS to be of a higher status, comparable to the perceived diglossic
hierarchy between ‘high’ (classic) literary Arabic language and ‘low’
(colloquial) languages. Although this can be understood to imply the
devaluation of ABSL there are no explicit negative attitudes expressed
towards ABSL and bilingualism is generally valued. ISL is also increasingly
associated with deaf sociality. While both deaf and hearing signers commonly
refer to ABSL as “our signs,” hearing signers also increasingly refer to ISL not
only as ‘Jewish’ or ‘school’ signs but as “their signs,” referring to deaf people,
and thus, to something not shared by deaf and hearing.
Some hearing signers have acquired some ISL vocabulary (such as color
and place names) but none has been observed, or claims to be capable of,
conversing in ISL. They recognize ISL as distinct from ABSL and unintelligible,
and unlike many deaf signers, refrain from judging others’ ISL proficiency:
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Hadil is 10 years old, she is deaf and so are her father and several of her
many maternal uncles and aunts. Her hearing mother and deaf father
communicate in ABSL, as do most of her immediate relatives. With her 30
years old deaf aunts Hadil regularly communicates in ISL. Hadil also
makes lucid assessments of the signed proficiency of her deaf and hearing
relatives. She was praising the (ABSL) signing of the hearing wife of her
deaf uncle: “she signs very well, she is the best. But school signs –
nothing!”. About her older deaf uncle she says“his school signs are so-so,
he uses Arabic sings most of the time anyways. But my [hearing] mother?
beware, she can understand a good deal of school signs!”.

Table 1. Generations and (sub)cohorts of deaf Al-Sayyid signers. (NIV refers to
the Hebrew Deaf School)
Generation/
cohort

Years of
birth

Number
of deaf
signers

1

1924-1950

6
(5 †)

2

1950
1953-1969

1
10
11

1+2

Major sociolinguistic factors
17

Pre- NIV
3

3.1

1970-1991
1970-1980

First deaf descendants.
x No signed input other than the homesigns developed
by them and their hearing relatives.
x Clusters I and II (fig. 2)
Second generation
x The first likely to have had adult (hearing or deaf)
models.
x Cluster VI (fig. 2) deaf parents and paternal uncles
and aunt.
x 4 of the siblings in Cluster IV (fig. 2) were the first to
attend formal education (albeit for one year only) in a
West Bank Palestinian school for the deaf.
38

10

NIV

Early Niv [Hebrew deaf school]
x Signers exposed from young age to input in ABSL
x All but 2 spent 5-10 years at Niv school for the deaf,
exposed to ISL and written Hebrew.
x 1-2 deaf instructors.
x Signers in this cohort differ greatly in their ISL
fluency.
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Generation/
cohort
3.2

Years of
birth
1981
-1991

Number
of deaf
signers
26

Major sociolinguistic factors

NIV

Late Niv [Hebrew deaf school]
x Signers exposed from a young age to input in ABSL,
and to ISL and written Hebrew, in school.
x Average of 13 years of schooling, including Deaf
instructors.
x Additional exposure to ISL on TV.
x Many use Internet, SMSs and other written
communication in Hebrew.
x Most men continued education in residential school for
the deaf; many of the women participated in vocational
training or deaf empowerment programs in ISL. All
programs included Deaf instructors.
x Often prefer communication in ISL among themselves.
x Deaf-deaf marriages: 7/14 marriages of deaf women
are to a deaf partner.
x Deaf individuals born with Cerebral Palsy. Neither
attended school in the village or with their deaf peers;
one has been institutionalized at a young age, the
other deceased in his late teens.

2
(1 †)
4
4.1

4.2

1992
-2011
1992
-1999

Post- NIV

2000
-2011
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79
32

Andalus [Arabic schools]
x New classes for deaf students in Arab schools.
x ISL vocabulary used by teachers to codify/sign spoken
and written Arabic.
x One deaf staff member.
Al-Sayyid [local village school(s)]
x lasses for deaf students in Al-Sayyid local school(s).
x Staffed by several deaf teaching assistants (of the
late-Niv 3.2 generation)
x Increased interaction with hearing signing peers in
ABSL.
x Practically no direct contact with first generation deaf
signers.
x 14 children with Cochlear Implants who are
increasingly segregated from their deaf peers.

47

Total deaf signers:
Total (living) congenitally deaf

134
130

(- 6 † deceased)
(=134 - 6 † deceased +213)

13 These last 2 are non-signing individuals who independently developed intelligible
speech previous to school intervention or oral training and are considered “hard of
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Deaf Signers
1. First generation of Al-Sayyid signers
The first generation of signers includes the first deaf siblings (cluster I, fig. 2:
Hadra and her 3 deaf brothers) and 2 deaf sisters. All but the youngest of them
were born during the British mandate of Palestine. Interviews conducted in
the late 1990s with five out of these six individuals as well as with some of
their hearing relatives confirm that while growing up, they were not exposed
to signed input other than the homesigns developed by them and their
hearing relatives. Indeed the youngest of these siblings were exposed to a
slightly more elaborate signing system used by their elder siblings (when her
youngest deaf brother was born Hadra was already 16 years old)14.
Two deaf sisters (cluster II, fig. 2) can be considered first generation
signers despite being younger than Hadra and her deaf brothers. They
migrated with their families to Jordan at a young age, and returned following
the arranged marriage of one of the sisters. While one might claim their
homesigns developed separately, their parents (both siblings of Hadra’s
parents) migrated after their deaf niece and nephews were born and had been
exposed to their emerging linguistic system. During their years in Jordan their
communication was largely restricted to homesigns with their parents and a
few other relatives. The sisters report having had no formal education or
contact with other deaf people before returning to Al-Sayyid.
The majority of the Al-Sayyid remained in the Negev, under the patronage
of the Qderat alliance. Most Bedouin fled or were driven out of the Negev
during the aftermath of the 1948 war (Marx 1967; Falah 1989). Those
remaining were confined to a restricted area and kept under military rule
until 1966. However, within the closure zone Bedouin interacted in various
ways (Marx 1967). One of Hadra’s brothers told me that during this time he

hearing” or HALF DEAF by both deaf and hearing members of the community. They
are however relevant for the calculation of the rate of congenital hearing loss.
14 As mentioned above, four of the initial Al-Sayyid cousin-marriage unions bore 9
deaf descendants among Al-Sayyid’s 4th structural generation of descent, however
given the age gaps and overlaps, the youngest was born when Hadra was already 44
years old and a mother of 7. Furthermore, within this time span eight more deaf
descendants were born. It is therefore best to frame this generation too by year of
birth, rather than following structural generations of descent.
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befriended a deaf man from the neighbouring Qderat settlement (see the
sociolinguistic sketch by Kisch, this volume, for more details).
Thus it is not the case, as claimed elsewhere (Aronoff et. al. 2005:31),
that the first two generations had no contact with other deaf people; this is
even less true for the second generation discussed below. However, other
than occasional contact with a few neighbouring deaf Bedouin and the partial
Arabic literacy of one of the first deaf siblings15, there is no reason to believe
these first-generation deaf signers were exposed to other (sign) languages,
except of course the Arabic-speaking hearing signers with whom they created
and shared their homesigns from the onset.
2. Second generation signers
The 11 deaf individuals classified as second generation signers were born
between 1950 and 1969: they include several paternal cousins (clusters III
and IV. fig. 2), their maternal cousins growing up in different Al-Sayyid
lineages, and two of the sons of a first generation deaf signer (cluster VI, fig. 2).
This context clearly provides opportunities for intergenerational contact.
However, other than the two sons of the deaf father, this generation did not
grow up in households with older deaf or hearing signers. I conducted
interviews and consulted my records of genealogies, residential patterns and
interpersonal relations to establish how frequently these deaf children or
their hearing parents and siblings actually communicated with the available
adult models (deaf and hearing).
Let us consider the mother of the deaf siblings in cluster III (fig. 2): her
much older half-sister bore the first deaf siblings (cluster I, fig. 2), in fact she
herself is the same age as her niece Hadra. She does not recall spending much
time visiting her much older half-sister or interacting with her deaf nephews,
but she is likely to have picked up some signing that inspired her initial signs
with her own deaf children. It is thus possible that with limited or no direct
contact, new homesigns evolved in several families. These homesigns were
inspired by hearing signers that had occasional exposure to the earlier signing
of relatives.

15 Hadra’s father ran a British mandatory supply store and one of his deaf sons who
assisted him in the store was at least partially literate. At the time most of his (deaf or
hearing) peers could not read nor write.
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The first and second generation signers all grew up before deaf education
was offered to Bedouin in the Negev. In fact, their hearing siblings did not
always attend school either. The first elementary school was opened in AlSayyid in the early 1960s and was attended by mainly boys. A few deaf boys
had joined their hearing siblings but soon stopped attending, when they
realize the hearing teacher lacked the competence to communicate with them
(Kisch 2004). However, two developments are worth noting that exposed
some of these deaf signers to other sign languages and some Arabic literacy.
Soon after the Israeli military rule was lifted in the Negev (1966), Israel
occupied the West Bank (during the 1967 war). Negev Bedouin could renew
contacts with relatives in the West Bank and Jordan and new contacts were
established. Consequently, four deaf siblings (cluster IV fig. 2) spent a year in
a school for deaf students in Halhul. Their father had married a third wife
from this West Bank Palestinian town, and her family hosted his deaf children
during one school year. While their schooling did not last long, they acquired
some basic literacy in Arabic and were exposed to signing that was most likely
related to Jordanian Sign Language (LIU). While it is difficult to determine
what impact this exposure had on their language development, it does further
demonstrate that is not the case that this generation had no contact with
other deaf people or sign languages.
Additionally, at least three men of this generation had as young adults
attended occasional activities organized by the Deaf club in the nearby district
town of Beersheba, which was established by Jewish-Israeli deaf women and
men, and is associated with the national Association of the Deaf in Israel. One
of them also visited other deaf clubs in the north of the country. Another
recounted several mutual visits with a deaf man he had befriended from a
Jewish town. While these contacts were not long-lasting they did provide
these men with some exposure to ISL, as did television, which started to
appear in households only after most of this generation reached adulthood.
Several of the deaf signers in this generation have younger siblings who
were not included here; practically all deaf Al-Sayyid born after 1970
attended school, which drastically changed their sociolinguistic environments.
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3. Third generation signers [Niv, Hebrew school for the deaf ]
This generation of signers can also be labelled the Niv (school) generation;
they are distinguished from the earlier generations of deaf signers by
systematic exposure to signed instruction in school, including few deaf staff
members.
Of the 36 third generation signers, all but two attended the Niv school.
And all but one of the men in this group spent an additional 2-4 years at a
program for deaf students in the Onim vocational boarding school. Most
special education schools for the deaf in Israel generally take the total
communication approach using (written and signed) Hebrew as the language
of instruction, and some ISL (Weisel & Zandberg 2002). Both Niv and Onim
generally take such a total communication approach and employed at least
one deaf instructor.
However, third generation signers are marked not only by their exposure
to formal instruction but also by being schooled separately from their hearing
peers. For years they rose early in the morning, before their hearing siblings,
to gather with their deaf relatives at the intersections of the dirt roads
crossing the village to be bussed to the nearby district capital of Beersheba.
Initially Niv was a mixed school with mostly Jewish students but
gradually Bedouin students made up the majority of the school’s population. It
did however remain a school belonging to the Hebrew (Jewish) sector of the
Israeli education system and thus for years it employed solely Jewish teachers
and used content designed for Jewish students; until shortly before the closing
of the school no Arabic was taught and the curriculum typically marked
Jewish (rather than Muslim) holidays. The mostly hearing staff was generally
trained to use total communication based on Hebrew and ISL.
This generation can be further grouped into two cohorts of signers; the
later Niv cohort (3.2) are mostly bilingual (in ABSL and ISL) and often prefer
communicating in ISL among themselves, while the early Niv cohort (3.1) vary
in the degree of fluency achieved in ISL, and in the extent they continued to
use ISL after graduation.
Cohort 3.1: “Early Niv cohort”
This cohort includes 10 deaf adults: all are married and all but 2 have children.
Three of the 10 grew up in households with older deaf siblings or a deaf
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parent. Another is a half sibling of a second generation deaf signer. Thus they
mostly did not grow up in homes with elder deaf signers; two grew up with a
competent hearing signing parent, and the remaining signers in this
generation had only more distant signing relatives, and no immediate deaf
neighbours.
This cohort includes only one woman who never attended school and
another who attended for one year only. The remaining individuals had
between 5-12 years of schooling (with an average of nine years). Three of
these early Niv graduates are bilingual and fluent ISL signers; they all
participated in some additional programs or activities in ISL. The remaining
signers in this cohort vary in the degree of fluency developed in ISL and they
mostly did not continue to use ISL on a daily basis after graduating. They also
differ in their literacy skills, but mostly do not have functional literacy.
While one could consider including the two unschooled women with the
previous generation despite their years of birth, such a classification would
have to be supported by careful analysis of the signing used in their parental
households, in order not to overlook the signed input. It would be however
unreasonable to include those schooled signers with their previous
generation. Sandler et. al.(2005) include at least one of the more fluent ISL
signers of this cohort in their initial sample (labelled second generation
signers) despite the signer’s clearly divergent linguistic output. In a later
article the researchers report that in the 2005 study this young woman
consistently produced clauses with SVO (the basic word order in Hebrew and
spoken Arabic), rather than the SOV used by the other second generation
informants, thus acknowledging possible influence from her contact with
Arabic and Hebrew (Padden et. al. 2010: 394). This pattern confirms that,
despite belonging to the same structural generation as her older (second
generation) siblings, she is better classified with the next sociolinguistic
generation, 3.1, as she is classified here), consistent with her age and
schooling.
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Cohort 3.2 “Late Niv cohort”
This cohort includes 26 young deaf adults born between 1981 and 1991. All
but one16 are graduates of the Niv school. Unlike the early Niv cohort the
majority of this cohort are fully bilingual and competent ISL signers. While
many prefer to communicate in ISL among themselves, they are also all
capable ABSL signers. As is the general figure for Al-Sayyid, slightly over 20%
of this cohort have a deaf parent. Additionally some have older deaf siblings,
meaning that roughly a third of this group grew up in households with older
deaf signers. They all communicate with their hearing relatives in ABSL.
The eldest four men and more than half of the women of this cohort are
married (like their hearing relatives, women are on average younger at
marriage than men). Most notable however is the fact that more than half of
these young married deaf women are married to deaf men who are not from
Al-Sayyid, while all married deaf men of this cohort are married to hearing AlSayyid relatives. Later I will further discuss the sociolinguistic impact of the
changing marriage patterns of this generation.
The Niv school was not the only source of exposure to ISL for this cohort.
All of the men of this cohort received vocational training in the Onim
residential school for 2-4 years. Most of the women participated (using ISL
interpreters) in a vocational training program lasting several months
provided by the rehabilitation centre in Beersheva. Most of these young
women also participated in an empowerment program organized by The
Institute for the Advancement of Deaf Persons in Israel, led by a (Jewish) deaf
instructor and a hearing Arab instructor trained as an ISL interpreter17.
Additionally this cohort was the first to have access to TVs from a
younger age, providing additional exposure to ISL (and LIU) interpreted
programs. Despite the fact that most of the village is still dependent on
generator power and many in this cohort have only basic poor literacy skills

16 This young woman was from a young age enrolled in Arabic schools. Her father, a
teacher himself, was the first to be captivated by oral training and mainstreaming,
only to be disenchanted later. His daughter (whose name sign alludes to her hearing
aid) later joined her slightly younger peers (of the 4.1 cohort) at the Andalus school.
17 http://www.sela.org.il/index.php?page=מסע---( מסירהin Hebrew)
http://www.sela.org.il/%d7%a2%d7%a8%d7%91%d7%99%d7%aa/ (in Arabic) no
English page available other than general site http://www.dpii.org/.
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many regularly use internet and mobile phones for video-calls, chat, SMSs and
other written communication in Hebrew.
Those born in 1991 were the last to be admitted to the Niv school; the
school was finally closed in 2005.18
It might be the case that some individuals can be better grouped with the
previous or succeeding cohort than their actual age group. This might be of
particular relevance to some of those born in years that distinguish between
different cohorts. For instance, one might consider grouping the only woman
in the (3.1) early Niv cohort (among the oldest of the women in this cohort did
not attend school at all with the previous second generation signers (2), as
indicated by analysis of her kin and non-kin networks.
Another example would be the youngest of the late Niv cohort (3.2), born
in 1991; she is the only member of this cohort who did not go to the Niv
school but rather was the first to be schooled in Arabic and mostly attended
the Andalus School, (see also f.n. 16).
4. Fourth generation signers
All those born from 1992 onwards are for now grouped in this fourth and
youngest generation of deaf signers. Like the previously identified generations,
the birth years of this group too range over approximately 20 years. However,
the infants among them are in their early phases of first language acquisition,
and it is too early to conclude which sociolinguistic circumstances will shape
their mature signing.
Only very few members of this fourth generation have had regular or
direct communication with first generation deaf signers. They are all schooled
in Arabic rather than Hebrew, and no longer attend the special schools for
deaf children that brought together deaf Bedouin children from all over the
Negev. In this respect they can be labelled the post-Niv generation.
They can be further grouped into two cohorts of signers: the first cohort
(4.1) were the first to attend Arabic Bedouin schools, and went to the Andalus

18 The remaining students continued their studies in the Onim School and the last
female students were relocated to the newly opened classes for deaf students in two
high schools in Bedouin townships. Four of these female students from Al-Sayyid
were aged 14-16 years old when the Niv school closed.
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School in the nearby town of Tel–Sheva. The younger (4.2) cohort includes the
first to be schooled in the local (Arabic) school in Al-Sayyid and benefits from
instruction by deaf teaching assistants (all Al-Sayyid Niv graduates) from
kindergarten onward. This is however not the case for a growing number of
children in this cohort who are singled out as candidates for cochlear implants
or oral education. This cohort is thus increasingly subject to segregation based
on their audiological status.

Cohort 4.1 Andalus, classes for deaf students in Arabic schools.
Like the older Niv generation these students too were daily bused out of the
village for schooling. But unlike Niv students, they were the first cohort to
attend classes in Arabic schools.
In 1996 the Ministry of Education19, displease with the primarily Bedouin
population of this (Hebrew) school, decided to gradually close the Niv School
for the Deaf. The 2003 mainstreaming act and growing pressure from Bedouin
parents concerned with their deaf children's exclusively Hebrew education
and poor outcomes, further reinforced this decision. By the time the Niv
School was finally closed (2005) deaf Bedouin students were enrolled in
classes for deaf students in seven different Arab schools throughout the Negev.
All the Al-Sayyid deaf students born from 1992 to 1999 were enrolled in
classes for deaf students in the Andalus School in the Bedouin town of TelSheva. Here they mostly received instruction from inexperienced and
untrained hearing teachers who used irregular and inconsistent ISL
vocabulary to codify written and spoken Arabic. While the staff were Arabicspeaking and thus more familiar with their students' socio-cultural
background, they received little to no specialized training and none had any
experience instructing deaf students. Two deaf assistants (both non Al-Sayyid
Bedouin graduates of the Niv School) were employed in the Andalus School
(not simultaneously).

19 The Ministry of Education’s 1996 resolution closing the school asserted that
students born after 1990 would be referred to (at the time nonexistent) special
classes in Arab schools. In fact, all but one of the students born in 1991 were still
assigned to Niv.
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After completing primary school at the Andalus School most female
students in this cohort began attending classes in other towns, where there
were no deaf staff. Most male students proceeded to the Onim vocational
boarding school, with its signed program for deaf students.
The population of deaf students in the Andalus School grew rapidly; deaf
students from all major Bedouin groups with high incidences of deafness were
assigned to this school, and together they constituted roughly a third of the
deaf students. Catering to the needs of this rapidly growing group of deaf
students soon became a burden for the inexperienced staff. In this context the
proposal to open deaf classes at the Al-Sayyid school was finally approved. In
2010 most of the remaining Al-Sayyid students from this cohort were
relocated to one of the schools in Al-Sayyid.
The ISL signing of Andalus students is considered “different” by many of
the younger Niv (School) cohort signers. While some Niv cohort signers use
less neutral terms to describe this variation, such as “broken” and “inaccurate,”
they do recognize it as ISL. I have recorded several persistent sign variants
commonly used by Andalus students, all based on ISL (mostly with variations
in hand shape or movement)20.
Cohort 4.2 Al-Sayyid school
Practically none of the deaf children in this cohort have had any direct
exposure to first generation signers, even though this group includes
grandchildren and great-grandchildren of first generation signers. They do
however enjoy increased interaction with hearing signing peers, as they share
the same school grounds. Those born in 2000/1 were the first to attend the
preschool class opened in Al-Sayyid in 2006. By now more than half of the
children in this cohort attend such classes.
From the very start each of these classes had a deaf Al-Sayyid teaching
assistant from the late Niv cohort (3.2). Notwithstanding their lower rank (as
mostly untrained teaching assistants) the role these deaf instructors play in
the education of their students cannot be overrated; not only do they translate
the (hearing) teachers’ intentions, in several cases they essentially became the

20 At least one of these signs was introduced by one of the senior (hearing) teachers
who taught sign language to her fellow teachers. Though a veteran teacher, she had
only taken one basic ISL course herself.
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primary instructor due to the main instructor’s inadequate training. During
breaks the deaf assistants often gather and provide a signing environment. As
noted above, this cohort (3.2) has a clear preference for using ISL to
communicate with one another. They do use local signs on school grounds
when communicating with hearing students and local staff. However, they
insist on using ISL when communicating with their deaf students or with the
mostly non Al-Sayyid21 teachers of deaf students.
These young deaf assistants make a clear distinction between “school
signs (ISL)” and “local signs” and see it as their duty to teach their young
students (4.2) ISL. In interviews many have emphasized that ISL will enhance
their students’ communication beyond the local community and allow them to
utilize various services. They point out that unlike themselves and the 4.1
cohort, the members of the Al-Sayyid (4.2) cohort will encounter non AlSayyid deaf students later in their educational trajectory. While in this respect
the young instructors appear to favour the Niv School compared with the new
educational setting, they are more often ambivalent, pointing out the various
advantages and disadvantages of each setting.
Students of the Al-Sayyid classes enjoy better communication on school
grounds than did the Andalus students, despite the fact that their teachers are
non Al-Sayyid, untrained, and inexperienced, as was the case at the Andalus
School. However, in the Al-Sayyid classes, in addition to their deaf instructors,
they are surrounded by hearing siblings and relatives among staff and peers,
many of whom use local signs.
Half of the 50 deaf children in this cohort are attending primary school
(including kindergarten classes) in Al-Sayyid. One of the classes is reserved
for implanted children, and several children are “mainstreamed” in hearing
classes (9 of the 14 implanted children are enrolled in supposedly non-signing
classes). Some younger children in this cohort are enrolled in daily oral
preschool programs for deaf children outside of Al-Sayyid or attend weekly

21 These teachers are non-Bedouin Arab teachers or Bedouin from other Negev towns
or villages. Roughly 40% of the teachers in Negev Bedouin schools are recruited from
northern or central Israel where there is a surplus of Arab teachers (Abu Rabia 2000;
Abu-Rabiyya et. al. 1996). Consequently those teaching in the Negev are often young
and inexperienced and there is a high turnover rate.
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sessions at such programs22. Accordingly, the students in this cohort are
increasingly subject to segregation and classification according to audiological
criteria and oral expectations. While it is becoming increasingly common for
deaf children to receive some oral training, systematic oral training in
articulation or speech reading is mostly restricted to Cochlear Implant (CI)
candidates or implanted children. However, few of these implanted children
can actually rely on oral input for instruction. Consequently instructors as
well as parents may produce a rather irregular, often denied form of signed
communication.
Thus I conclude by repeating the earlier mentioned indefinite
classification of this later cohort. The youngest children of this cohort are
infants in the early stages of language acquisition. It is too early to conclude
what shared sociolinguistic circumstance will shape their future linguistic
development. Hence, this relatively large group of roughly 80 youngsters
might prove to include signers who will have more in common with the
succeeding fifth generation of Al-Sayyid signers.

THE MAJOR FACTORS TRANSFORMING THE AL-SAYYID
SOCIOLINGUISTIC LANDSCAPE
Bi/multilingualism and Schooling
One of the most obvious manifestations of the transforming sociolinguistic
landscape among the Al-Sayyid over the last 30 years is the widespread
bi/multilingualism among both deaf and hearing (see fig. 3). The increase in
literacy rates is another significant yet unequal sociolinguistic development,
with deaf students having relatively poor literacy skills compared to their
hearing counterparts. Primarily the result of separate schooling, increases in
bilingualism and literacy are accompanied by the shrinking of the social space
shared by deaf and hearing. Not only did they attend separate schools, the

The main program providing such training is the local branch of Micha, a
rehabilitation center for preschool infants and toddlers. Although other Micha centers
in Israel provide services in Arabic, Micha Beersheba was established in 1964 but did
not have any Arabic speaking staff until 2007. Earlier only few Bedouin children were
welcomed by this center, this has changed now that increasingly more Bedouin
children have CIs and with the passing of the rehabilitative day care act. The center is
known for its oral approach and strongly encourages CIs.
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different social networks and social resources obtained through schooling
result in different life trajectories and opportunities for deaf and hearing. For
example, so far deaf people have no access to higher education nor a place
among the related emerging class of Bedouin young professionals. At the same
time, the employment of several deaf women as teaching assistants at local
schools results in their slightly higher employment rate compared with their
hearing sisters. Increased participation in social activities reserved for deaf
people as well as the more recent deaf-deaf marriages of several deaf women
all mark a new “sense of Deafhood” (Ladd 2003) and deaf sociality emerging
among deaf Al-Sayyid and other Negev Bedouin (Kisch 2007a).
Largely mediated by the introduction of deaf schooling, changes in both
labour and marriage patterns generally correspond to the grouping of the deaf
signers presented in the previous section. Towards the end of this section I
will review the major differences in these respects between generations of
signers and their sociolinguistic implications.
Despite the differences between deaf and hearing, men and women, the
members of the Al-Sayyid shared signing community regularly move between
languages; primarily Arabic, Hebrew, the local Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign
Language and Israeli Sign Language. Accordingly, code switching and mixing
are increasingly common. Hearing signers often switch between speech and
sign, or sign their Arabic. Deaf signers who prefer to communicate in ISL with
their peers (those in cohorts 3.2, 4.1, and some from 4.2) increasingly use ISL
with (schooled) deaf relatives in home settings where they otherwise
communicate in ABSL. Deaf children in the youngest cohort who do not have
immediate deaf relatives have most often been observed to introduce ISL
signs to hearing relatives at home. Both result in common code-switching and
mixing23.

23 Another form of mixing, namely the mouthing of Hebrew or Arabic words or names,
is uncommon in daily communication (with exceptions among children with CIs, the
few deaf signers with significant residual hearing, and some less-fluent hearing
signers).
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Figure 3. Bi/Multilingualism among deaf and hearing Al-Sayyid signers.
Hearing signers’ bilingualism in the local spoken and signed languages
(bimodal bilingualism, Emmory et. al. 2008) is one of the notable attributes of
shared signing communities. With the introduction of schooling, increased
access to media, and increased participation of hearing men in the labour
market, unimodal bilingualism also gradually became more common for both
deaf (ABSL and ISL) and hearing (spoken Arabic and Hebrew) people. Deaf
people were introduced to the national sign language through schooling, but
also through electronic media (such as signed interpretation on TV and more
recently also virtual social networks with video communication). When
literacy is considered as an additional modality (c.f. Grosjean 2010), deaf
people are also increasingly becoming bimodal bilinguals, as literacy
introduced deaf people to a new language (Hebrew or Arabic). Yet, not all Niv
students have functional literacy skills; others have relatively poor skills24 but
regularly use Hebrew vocabulary for SMS (Short Message Service).
While the social space shared by deaf and hearing is generally
accommodating for deaf people in shared signing communities, social

24 The education available to deaf Negev Bedouin is comparable to the education
available to their hearing Bedouin peers and to deaf Jewish students, that is to say, all
groups fare worse than do hearing Jewish students .
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structures and practices should be examined for how they may both facilitate
and restrict deaf people (Kisch 2007a, 2008a). Even though separate deaf
schooling and new marriage and work patterns have reduced the social space
shared by deaf and hearing, these processes also allow deaf people to gain
valuable resources (such as an education, some literacy, a vocation, work and
income, and new social networks) to better their lives and opportunities.

Changing marriage and labour patterns
Finally I will review the major differences in marriage and labour patterns
between the previously demarcated Al-Sayyid generations of signers, and
their sociolinguistic implications.
For the first generation of deaf and hearing signers, marriage across the
Al-Sayyid lineages was crucial to exposing a greater number of hearing
relatives to frequent signed communication in the then-emerging signing
system. All Al-Sayyid lineages included second generation (deaf or hearing)
signers. All the deaf signers of this generation married hearing partners25, and
half of them married across the lineages. This further contributed to the
spread of signed communication and the increase of fluent hearing signers.
The more recent occurrence of deaf-deaf marriages of third generation
(3.2) brides, have quite a different sociolinguistic effect, enhancing the use of
and preference for ISL. Generally, deaf-deaf marriages involve the migration
of deaf women from the Al-Sayyid settlement to neighbouring, even distant,
locations - reducing their own as well as their children’s interaction with both
deaf and hearing local signers. Most of these brides gradually adjust to their
primarily hearing in-laws’ homesigns but communicate in ISL with their
husbands.
With one exception, deaf-deaf marriages are restricted to women of the
(3.2) cohort who are married to non-Al-Sayyid deaf husbands: one second
generation deaf man married a much younger third generation deaf woman as
a second wife. They constitute the first and - so far, only - local Al-Sayyid deafdeaf couple. While they generally communicate in ABSL, the young deaf bride
encourages her husband to learn ISL and to use it with their infant deaf
daughter. At least three third generation deaf Al-Sayyid men considered

25

Two of these men married hearing women from outside of the community.
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finding a deaf partner but ended up marrying hearing relatives. For most of
the partners involved, deaf-deaf marriages constitute a new form of deaf
sociality corresponding to an emerging and gendered sense of Deafhood
among the Negev Bedouin (Kisch, 2007).
The marriage and residential patterns of hearing signers are equally
important for tracing the avenues of linguistic transmission and variation.
While most men and women remain in the village after marriage, women
rarely remain in the same residential compounds or clusters, as many marry
across the major Al-Sayyid lineages. Thus, concluding that there are strong
bonds within but not across families (Goldin-Meadow 2005:2271), is
inaccurate.

Labour and social networks
Lastly, generations of signers also differ in the labour patterns that inform
their sociolinguistic networks. Mostly, Bedouin (men) inhabit the lower strata
of the Israeli labor market. Negev Bedouin’s unemployment rates are among
the highest in the country (Marx 2000, Jakubowska 2000, Abu-Rabia 2000).
Thus, finding work does not only generate social networks but almost entirely
depends on them.
Among the Negev Bedouin, the shift from household production to wage
labor introduced new inequalities and social gaps. Thus while a class of
Bedouin young professionals is emerging, the Bedouin labour pool is still
mostly made up of unskilled men with primary school education.
In the era that corresponds to the adult lives of first generation deaf
signers, Bedouin were largely kept out of the labour market (Marx 1967), and
wage labour was rare. Also farming and animal husbandry- previously the
dominant sources of livelihood- were then limited by the restrictions of
military rule. Mostly unskilled wage labour started to occur in the next
generation (corresponding to second generation signers), but labour was still
largely organized through family networks. Most common were families
pooling for seasonal agricultural labour; later family cooperations among the
Al-Sayyid often involved father and sons, or several brothers sharing the
contracting of heavy equipment. In the age group of third generation signers,
increasingly more men work in occasional or more stable manual-labour jobs.
Yet, kin-based networks often remain important in finding work. For many
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work involves weekly commuting to the centre of the country, sharing
lodgings with co-workers and relatives.
It was also during this generation that the already existing occupational
differentiation among the Negev Bedouin grew significantly. Among the AlSayyid of this generation sources of income are as diverse as: seasonal
agricultural workers, watchmen on construction sites, construction workers
and several successful building contractors, tractor and truck drivers and
several owners, and mechanics’ assistants and teachers. While many keep
some livestock for domestic use, only very few among the Al- Sayyid maintain
larger herds for profit.
Increasingly, deaf men from the third generation of signers found
employment mediated by their vocational school and their non-kin deaf social
network. Vocational training mostly provided them with skills such as
welding, assistant mechanics or cooking. However they also entered the
labour market at a time of a general slowdown in the national economy and a
sharp decline in the number of gainfully employed Bedouin. Despite the fact
than more young deaf men have at least some vocational training, the recent
recession and further rise in already exceptionally high unemployment rates
has left many hearing and most deaf men unemployed and dependent on
welfare benefits and occasional informal day work.
Only a small portion of Bedouin women participate in the labour market;
those who do are mostly employed as trained and untrained educational staff
at the local schools, as is the case for most employed hearing young women
among the Al-Sayyid. Employment rates among young deaf women are even
slightly higher than those of hearing women of their age.
With some vocational training but poor literacy, deaf men and women
occupy the middle range of occupations. Disparities between deaf and hearing
are mainly manifested in the ease of access to a (limited) number of
vocational training opportunities and the lack of access to higher education
and consequently to the highest strata of the labour market26. These shifts in
the structure of labour have had several sociolinguistic consequences.

26 This would include not only certified teachers and higher ranking educational staff
but also more than a dozen (hearing) young men who have studied dentistry,
medicine, pharmacology and law abroad.
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Work in the community or through kin-based networks and cooperation
enhanced the use of local sign language and the social space shared by deaf
and hearing signers. The individual integration of deaf people in the labour
market was assisted by some degree of literacy in Hebrew for basic workrelated communication, and often did not enhance any signed communication
other than some ad hoc gesturing. Joint employment of deaf young men
(commuting and sharing lodging) is mostly an extension of their school
networks and enhanced their daily use of ISL.
Deaf women’s employment as assistants at the local schools enhanced
both their communication with hearing relatives in ABSL as well as their use
of ISL with fellow deaf assistants and their students. Their lack of training in
Arabic (all assistants so far are of the 3.2 Niv cohort) had occasionally been
used to question their qualification for the job. However, their employment
has generally contributed to their own status as well as to the
acknowledgement of the value of signed communication. Most significantly it
has contributed to the shaping of their young students’ sociolinguistic
environment.

CONCLUSION
Based on analysis of kin and non-kin social networks, the major shifts in the
sociolinguistic settings, and the actual observed communication practices of
deaf and hearing signers, this paper identifies four generations of Al-Sayyid
deaf signers (including 4 sub cohorts). Hearing signers can generally be
classified in accordance with the deaf relatives of their age group. However, it
is equally important to examine their social networks and establish which
signing relatives and individuals they communicated with regularly as
indicated by the recording of genealogies, residential patterns, observations
and interviews.
The availability and range of signed input is the major factor
distinguishing generations of signers. The primary factor distinguishing first
and second generation signers was the absence of adult models for the first
generation versus the second generation signers’ exposure to an emerging
sign system and adult (hearing or deaf) signers. As the community grew,
births of deaf people were increasingly spread throughout the community.
Homesigns have most likely evolved in the hearing families of several second
generation signers, inspired by hearing signers who had some exposure to the
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earlier signing of relatives. Hearing signers soon outnumbered deaf ones and
play an important role in the development of the local signing system and in
its maintenance and intergenerational transmission.
Besides tracing avenues of intergenerational transmission I underscore
the exposure and input from other languages. Here, as is the case for all
shared sign languages, the spoken language of all hearing signers is most
obvious. Moreover, in the case of Al-Sayyid, deaf signers are exposed to other
sign languages and are increasingly bilingual. For first and second generation
signers, encounters with other sign languages occurred only in their teens or
later and thus interference might be limited. Yet, it is not the case, as
concluded, for example, by Aronoff and colleagues (2005), that the first two
generations had no contact with other deaf people. Once formal deaf
education was introduced, exposure to ISL and to written language (Hebrew
or Arabic) could no longer be ignored when defining criteria to distinguish
between second and third generation signers. Thus, I urge meticulous
consideration of the potential influences of such factors in demarcating the
generations that are compared for the purpose of detecting variation in
linguistic properties.
Regardless of the linguistic skills developed in those languages, exposure
to other languages cannot be dismissed or rendered negligible. Even in the
absence of fluency or full bilingualism, it has been suggested that very partial
linguistic knowledge held by only a few of those involved in the emergence of
a novel language may have an influence (Arbib 2009). It would thus be
remarkable if widespread (signed, spoken and bimodal) bilingualism did not
leave recognizable marks on the development of ABSL 27 . Before such
influences can be persuasively ruled out, it is essential to first group signers in
accordance with their different linguistic inputs and sociolinguistic settings. In
other words, only careful prior consideration of potential linguistic models
and interfaces would corroborate claims regarding their insignificance.
Padden et. al.(2010) briefly mention finding support for the effect of schooling
on signers’ word order in ABSL. Yet, most of the publications on ABSL28
overlook widespread bilingualism and schooling among Al-Sayyid signers.

27
28

As claimed by Aronoff et. al. 2005, 2008; Sandler et. al. 2005.
With the exception of Meir 2010 and Padden et. al. 2010.
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The most prominent sociolinguistic factor distinguishing second and
third generation (deaf) signers among the Al-Sayyid is access to education.
The four cohorts of the third and fourth generation deaf signers are primarily
distinguished by their increased and partially formalized linguistic exposure
and their social networks resulting from different educational settings.
Schooling in general introduced students to a new signing system, and at least
some literacy. Additionally, it introduced deaf students to an additional
signing (student) community and reduced the social space shared by deaf and
hearing. Consequently, deaf schooling transformed the Al-Sayyid
sociolinguistic landscape for both deaf and hearing.
Only 14 out of the total of 134 deaf descendants among all generations of
Al-Sayyid have not experienced some form of schooling. Two aspects of
schooling need to be considered: the exposure to the language used for
instruction, and the way schooling shaped students’ sociolinguistic networks.
These social networks inspired new labour and marriage patterns among deaf
people and enhanced the prestige attached to ISL. These factors contribute to
students’ language development and their use of ISL as much as, if not more
than, the official instruction.
In other shared signing communities social factors might interact
differently in shaping the sociolinguistic landscape. Factors might not
correlate as neatly as Al-Sayyid age groups correspond to school attendance.
Additionally, social factors might not be as markedly interrelated; among the
Al-Sayyid major shifts in both labour and marriage patterns of deaf men and
women are mediated foremost by schooling. In Adamorobe (Ghana),
employment is strongly related to migration but few deaf people engage in it
(Nyst, 2007; Kusters 2012). In Desa Kolok (Bali), deaf men and some deaf
women commonly participate in several deaf labor teams, performing
distinctive tasks in the village and beyond (Marsaja 2008; deVos, this volume).
Such employment patterns create social space and roles reserved for deaf
people. In addition, in Desa Kolok, deaf-deaf marriages occurred early on in
the history of the community (Marsaja 2008) unmediated by deaf schooling.
Many social factors have gendered effects, differently shaping men’s and
women’s networks. This is most obviously the case for marriage in both
Adamorobe and Al-Sayyid though in utterly different ways. In Adamorobe
marriage options are more severely limited for deaf men (Kusters 2012),
possibly restricting their social network and the intergenerational transition
of AdaSL. In Al-Sayyid while married men mostly remain in the same
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residential environment, married women move to a new environment within
the village, and more recently away from the village to be wed to deaf
partners with whom they communicate in ISL. Also work and schooling
differently inform the social networks of Bedouin (deaf and hearing) men and
women.
Many more differences exist between these communities (see Kisch
2008a; Nyst 2012) but these few examples indicate that the sociolinguistic
impact or relevance of social factors may vary significantly. My point is that
exploring social networks remains a key factor in recognizing the factors
transforming sociolinguistic landscapes (c.f. Milroy 1980). Furthermore, when
variation in sociolinguistic networks does not correspond to age-related
factors there is no reason to assume variation in signing is solely -or even
primarily- along generational lines. All possible avenues for language
exposure, spread, and transmission should be considered
For shared sign languages that linguists may consider to be emerging,
tracing kinship and descent is essential for the identification of the first
assumed signers, and for revealing possible avenues for the intergenerational
transmission of their linguistic practices. In studies of shared sign languages
that are no longer traceable to their first users, identifying sociolinguistic
generations of signers might be less consequential. Nevertheless, given the
often prominent role of kinship in shaping social relations and language
acquisition, tracing kinship and descent can be instructive in understanding
the social and sociolinguistic setting and history. In both cases it remains
important to recognize that kinship charts do not represent actual social
relations. Moreover, as descent-groups grow their genealogies become
increasingly convoluted and ambiguous. It is thus essential to distinguish
between structural generations of descent (typically represented in kinship
diagrams) and generations of actual contemporaries assumed to have shared
socio-cultural experiences. Next the shared circumstances they were actually
subject to need to be identified, and their potential sociolinguistic effects
analysed. When kinship is assumed to be a dominant factor in shaping social
relations, it can be an even greater source of confusion on both the emic and
etic levels. Despite cultural idioms, kinship is seldom the only source for
networks of affiliation and collaboration. Based on my data, I illustrate the
importance of complementing kinship diagrams with an analysis of actual (kin
and non-kin) social relations. I show how critical it is to situate such
information in its social and historical context, and to consider intra-
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generational age gaps, residential patterns and actual social relations
whenever genealogies are recorded in order to reconstruct the language
environment, contemporaries and adult models of past generations.
Finally, to return to the Al-Sayyid shared sign language,
bi/multilingualism is characteristic of its sociolinguistic landscape. Deaf and
hearing Al-Sayyid signers are embedded in several diverse language
communities. Bilingualism and preference for ISL should not only be
acknowledged for the sake of recognizing (or refuting) possible influences on
ABSL. From an anthropological perspective, it is equally important to
recognize how these practices may transform social relations. Among the AlSayyid -as is often distinctive to shared signing communities - signing is not
used only by deaf people to communicate among themselves. Rather signing is
what deaf and hearing people do to communicate. This remains the case for
the use of the local sign language (ABSL). Yet, the use of Israeli Sign Language
(ISL) is increasingly becoming an instrument of deafness, and something not
as readily shared between deaf and hearing people. Thus ISL is emerging as a
marker of deaf sociality; it is what young deaf people use among themselves.
For younger generations, ABSL might increasingly become the language
largely reserved for communicating with hearing people. Such developments
both underscore the shared nature of such sign languages and further indicate
the shifting boundaries of the Al-Sayyid shared signing community.
Ethnographically sound methods reveal that even when the distinctiveness of
community boundaries seem apparent to its members and to outside
observers, it is important to remember that networks of relationships and
related sociolinguistic practices have far less distinct boundaries.

Chapter 5:
Disablement, Gender and Deafhood among the Negev
Arab-Bedouin1
Abstract
A high incidence of deafness occurs among the native Arab inhabitants of the
Negev (the southern arid region of present-day Israel). Dynamics both within
the Bedouin population, as well as Bedouin encounters with state services and
the Israeli-Jewish deaf community, are leading to the gradual emergence of a
new sense of Deafhood among the Negev Bedouin. This paper concerns the
differential impact of these processes on deaf Bedouin women and men. The
first aim of this paper is to consider the state of deaf people among the Negev
Bedouin. The second is to provide an analysis of the intersection of deafness
and gender, focusing on the way marriage and schooling inform the lives of
deaf Bedouin women and men, and shape their different lived experience and
structure of opportunities.

INTRODUCTION
The extent to which deaf people among the Negev Bedouin are disabled or
isolated varies considerably. The following account of two exceptional young
women and their reunion with an old classmate outlines some of the issues
explored in this article.
Aziza and Kifah are the first of the very few deaf Bedouin women that are
employed in a paid job. They are both in their early 30s and unmarried. Aziza
works in the laundry department of an old-age home in Beersheba. Kifah was

1

Originally published in Disability Studies Quarterly. 27(4) .2007.
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recruited when the first deaf class was opened at a local Arab school and
became the first Bedouin deaf preschool teacher-assistant. Aziza and Kifah are
old classmates; they both attended the deaf school in Beersheba. Nowadays,
they exploit every opportunity for short meetings after work, before hurrying
home where they are expected. They keep in touch by SMSs [text messaging],
using the little Hebrew they learned at school.
When I told Aziza and Kifah that I had met their old classmate Amina,
they started to devise a plan for us to visit her together. A month later, we set
out to find Amina in a distant encampment that none of us had ever visited
before. Amina was overjoyed, and they talked for hours before we had to
hurry back. On our way back, Kifah and Aziza expressed great frustration with
Amina's miserable state. She used to be so lively and witty, they said; now her
signing was poor and "her heart turning sour." Her mother seemed to be the
only one making an effort to sign to her. Yet her mother pitied her and
repeatedly expressed her grief over Amina's deafness. "They don't know what
to do with a deaf daughter," said Aziza. "If she was a boy, it would not be the
same," said Kifah; "they are mourning her as if she was dead, how stupid."
Kifah and Aziza, too, had their struggles to fight; "it is not easy to be an
unmarried daughter" they confessed. But they had never imagined how
miserable Amina was.
Aziza and Kifah's exceptional vocations are on par with a growing
number of pioneering hearing young Bedouin women. Kifah obtained a
driver's license and commutes daily to a nearby township. A driver's license is
a much desired asset which only few Bedouin women possess. Before our visit
to Amina, Kifah had told her parents she would be late because of a staff
meeting at school. Venturing into unrelated Bedouin locations was not
appreciated. Like many of her hearing sisters, she negotiates her mobility and
independence based on the esteem associated with education. While Amina is
the only deaf person in her community, Aziza and Kifah grew up surrounded
by many deaf relatives and many of their hearing relatives are familiar with a
locally developed sign language. Thus, some of the internal variation within
the Bedouin deaf population may correspond to the community of origin.
However, the obstacles met by Bedouin deaf women are not internal only;
their restricted access to proper education presents them with further
drawbacks.
This paper examines the intersection of deafness and gender among the
Negev Bedouin. The analysis will focus on two factors of social life, namely
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marriage and schooling, and the way they inform the lives of deaf Bedouin
women and men, and shape their different lived experience and structure of
opportunities.
While most deaf Bedouin men are married to hearing women, the
majority of deaf women remain unmarried. This factor underscores not only a
clear disparity between deaf Bedouin women and men but also significant
differences between various Negev-Bedouin communities. Only in one of
these communities, the marriage rate of deaf women is similar to that of deaf
men or hearing women. Recently, however, the first deaf-deaf marriage took
place in the Negev, suggesting the emergence of a new sense of Deafhood.
The second factor shaping and amplifying gender differences, is schooling
and the social resources it provides, in terms of language, vocational skills and
social networks. This demarcates a generational difference between those
who have not received any formal schooling and those who have attended
school. The dismal state of deaf education, and its failure to provide even most
of this schooled generation with literacy, has created a new disparity between
deaf and hearing. Additionally, it produced a disparity between the younger
generations of deaf women and their cohorts of deaf men.
In the last two decades, a significant body of literature on the
sociopolitical affiliations of deaf people has documented the celebration of
deafness as a socio-cultural identity. The notion of linguistic communities of
(deaf) signers is based on the key role of the cultural identification with, and
preferred use of, a sign language, an identification not shared by all hearingimpaired people. Within Deaf studies, various manifestations of such deaf
alliances are commonly denoted by the use of a capitalized "Deaf," as in Deaf
culture, Deaf community and Deaf identity2.
Notwithstanding the conceptual and ideological significance of the
deaf/Deaf distinction, I only partly employ it here. I wish to avoid having to
draw the line between those who embrace a familiar Deaf identity, those who
don't, and those cultivating a less pronounced sense of being deaf. Put
differently, I wish to suspend the binary classification. Ladd (2003)
introduced the notion of "Deafhood" to underscore a Deaf sense of being and

2 The capitalized "Deaf" is commonly used in Deaf Studies, to mark cultural identity as
distinct from the audiological condition of impaired hearing. I thank Adam Schembri
for his correction of the previous inaccurate reference of this distinction to
Woodward 1972.
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becoming, both within an individual and throughout a collective. As an
analytical category of subjectivity, rather than labeling identities, it recognizes
the significance of the deaf/Deaf distinction without having to establish an
arbitrary boundary. Given the preliminary stages of emergent new
subjectivities and affiliations among D/deaf Negev Bedouin, a sense of
Deafhood can signify various degrees of such a sense of being, and it is
particularly useful for imagining the range of shapes it may take.
Another issue at stake is the existence of several Negev-Bedouin
communities where exceptionally high incidences of deafness occur, and
where a locally evolved sign language is at the heart of a signing community
shared by deaf and hearing members. Thus, they constitute a signing
community but not a deaf community. Several cases comparable to the
Bedouin shared signing communities have been documented in Martha's
Vineyard (USA), Bali (Indonesia), and Thailand (see Groce 1985; Branson et al.
1996; Woodward 2003; Nonaka 2004). These cases are often examined
merely as an absence (of a Deaf community), or in search of embryonic Deaf
communities. Elsewhere, I examined one of the Bedouin shared signing
communities3 in great detail (Kisch 2000, 2004) and cited my reservations
(Kisch, 2008a) for the existing typologies which classify such unique cases as a
kind of deaf community. I have argued that such shared signing communities
may facilitate the integration of deaf people and reduce their disablement, but
they may also pose unique challenges to the emergence of a distinct deaf
alliance.
Until recently, deafness rarely served as a basis for social identity among
the Negev Bedouin, nor was it a basis for social gatherings. The social
networks of most adult deaf people, like their hearing peers, are largely
derived from their kin relations, extended descent groups, and employment
histories. This is particularly true for those deaf adults who grew up in
communities where exceptionally high incidences of deafness occur, where
despite numerous deaf people and the existence of a locally developed sign
language, no distinct deaf community evolved.

3 I have presented the concept "shared signing community" in a forthcoming article, as
a linguistic community where a particular sign language is shared by hearing and deaf
people.
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Following developments in feminist theory, the awareness of the
intersection of gender with other social categories has emerged within
different disciplines. The concept of intersectionality has been introduced to
overcome the narrow concern with gender as a primary, rigid or universal
category. Rather than categories, intersections are overlapping zones where
social phenomena (such as oppression, stigma, or structural opportunities)
are intensified or transformed through the joining or confrontation of diverse
axes of identity and experience of social categories.
Gender, along with other social dimensions, has often been rendered
irrelevant in studies of people with disabilities, disability presumably
eclipsing the effect of other social dimensions (Asch & Fine 1988). In the
literature on women and disabilities, mostly published from the 80's onwards,
women with physical disabilities are typically conceptualized as subject to
double discrimination (c.f. Deegan & Brooks 1985). "This 'double disability' …
structures the experience of disabled women and compounds the oppression
of disability alone" (Oliver 1990:71). Indeed, disabled women are found to
fare worse than both relevant comparison groups (non-disabled women and
disabled men) in education, employment, economic security, and access to
sexuality and intimacy (Asch & Fine 1988). Nonetheless, being woman and
disabled may go beyond intensifying oppression, and may simultaneously
transform the experience of gender and disability.
The editors of the recently edited volume, Women and Deafness: Double
Visions, attempt to go beyond the additive kind of "doubling", and suggest
such visions may also "multiply, overlap, and refract one another"
(Brueggemann & Burch 2006:ix). Several articles in this volume focus on the
ways "gender complicates traditional views of deafness and vice versa"
(2006:4), and demonstrate how women negotiate the conservative gender
roles that mark their education and participation in community affairs (see
Robinson 2006; Lee 2006). Robinson (2006) reveals women's vital role in the
(late 19th and early 20th century) American deaf community and institutions,
at times when several deaf associations still denied admission to women and
most had conservative male leadership. Women gained influence and
recognition as social mediators and cultural promoters by creating auxiliary
organizations and taking charge of community social activities.
Another study showed that communication barriers and restricted access
to information have preserved traditional and conservative gender attitudes
among the American deaf community (Becker & Jauregui 1985). A case that
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best demonstrates that the intersection of gender and deafness cannot be
reduced to intensified oppression is that of gendered signs. In Ireland, two
very different sign vocabularies emerged at the gender-segregated Catholic
deaf schools, which dominated signed deaf education throughout the second
half of the 19th century up until the mid-20th century (LeMaster 2003).
Recently, Leeson and Grehan (2004) have demonstrated that Irish female
signs continue to be used today, by younger women as well as their older
counterparts, graduates of the Catholic girl's school. The focus of these studies
is linguistic, and they provide little information on how other aspects of the
experience of deafness may be gendered. It is also important to note that the
literature on women and deafness, as with women and disability, examines
mostly North American or European cases.

Background: the Negev Bedouin and deafness
The native Arab inhabitants of the Negev (Arab Al-Naqab) are former nomads
commonly referred to as Bedouin. Nowadays, however, pastoral nomadism
has practically disappeared. Nearly half of the Negev-Bedouin population
resides in semi-urban townships established by the state in its effort to settle
the Bedouin in a way that would minimize the use of land resources. The
remaining Bedouin settlements are formally unrecognized by the state and
thus lack basic infrastructure (i.e. roads, water, electricity, and sewage). The
Negev Bedouin4 constitute 25% of the population of the Negev sub-district,
and live separately from its Jewish inhabitants. Very few women are involved
in wage labor and most men are enrolled in the lower strata of the Israeli
labor market. Poverty rates and unemployment rates are among the highest in
Israel.
During the last five decades, the Negev Bedouin have undergone drastic
economic, social, and political upheavals following the establishment of the
state of Israel, profoundly restructuring their social organization. Within
contemporary Bedouin society, the socioeconomic gap is widening and there
are considerable differences among Bedouin in education, lifestyle and gender
segregation. As citizens of Israel, the Bedouin benefit from national health

4 The current Negev Bedouin population exceeds 160,000. This estimate is based on
data from the last Statistical Yearbook of the Negev Bedouin (2004).
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insurance and fall under the compulsory schooling law. However, neglect and
discrimination have led to severely inadequate health, education and welfare
services and facilities for most Bedouin, and fall short compared to those
available for most of Israel's Jewish citizens. Further, the use of existing
services remains subject to physical access obstacles and language barriers.
While facilities catering to people with disabilities are inadequate for most of
Israel's Arab population, the state of affairs in the Negev is particularly
deficient (JDC 2006).
In Israel, deaf adults are not eligible for a disability allowance from the
National Insurance Institute (comparable to social security benefits), based
solely on their hearing impairment. However, some of the more isolated adult
deaf women and a few men, mostly unschooled and unemployed, have been
found eligible for such a disability benefit. Since 2002 all deaf adults are
eligible for monthly communication benefits and a yearly communicationcosts refund. Since 1981 children (up to the age of 18) with a severe hearing
impairment have been eligible for a "Disabled Child Benefit."
The precise number of deaf people among the Negev Bedouin is
unknown, and is estimated to exceed 500. While the expected rate of
congenital deafness among Palestinians is 1.7 per 1000 (Shahin et al. 2002),
the incidence among the Negev Bedouin can be estimated to be 3 per 1000.
Consanguineous marriages (kin endogamy), the prevailing form of marriage
among the Negev Bedouin, is accountable for most cases of congenital
deafness. Accordingly, exceptionally high rates of deafness occur within
certain descent groups, as opposed to others where congenital deafness has
newly occurred and was unfamiliar until recently.
In one such community, the incidence amounts to 30 per 1000 (Kisch
2000, 2004), constituting one of the worldwide highest incidences of deafness
documented so far. These high incidences account for significant differences
in the experience of various deaf Bedouin people. Most significantly, deaf and
hearing members of these communities have, for generations, accumulated a
broad range of experiences with deafness. Consequently, a sign language has
evolved and the extent to which deaf people are disabled or isolated varies
considerably between different groups within the Negev-Bedouin society.
Two other broad distinctions can be made to generally characterize the
deaf Bedouin population. A generational distinction can be made between
Bedouin deaf people. Most of the deaf Bedouin women and men born before
1970, thus now in their late 30s and above, did not attend school. Only in the
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mid-1980s did Bedouin deaf children start attending a deaf school in the
district capital of Beersheba. Finally, gender conveys a distinction most
evident in marriage patterns: the majority of deaf Bedouin women remain
unmarried, while most adult deaf men are married. Those deaf women that
did marry all (but one) grew up in communities where high incidences of
deafness occur.
I have been studying deafness among the Negev Bedouin since 1995.
Over the years I have conducted a number of community-based fieldwork
blocks. I have resided with a family in one of the formally unrecognized
Bedouin settlements for periods of 2-6 months each. In 2004-2005, I
conducted multi-sited research during 16 months of fieldwork throughout the
Negev. However, my primary host family remained among the Al-Sayyid.

MARRIAGE: UNMARRIED DEAF WOMEN, DEAF-HEARING AND
DEAF-DEAF MARRIAGES
The first Bedouin deaf-deaf marriage signified an important development in a
process taking place among the younger generation of deaf Bedouin. However,
as stated earlier, most deaf Bedouin men are married to hearing women, and
the majority of deaf women remain unmarried. This section will first provide
the context of the changing marriage regimes among Negev Bedouin. Second,
it addresses the case of the Al-Sayyid descent group, where both deaf women
and deaf men are commonly wed. Finally, the first deaf-deaf marriage will be
addressed.
Several processes inform the current dynamics and constraints in the
customary marriage regimes among the Negev Bedouin. Political and social
change has, in many ways, restructured Bedouin society, rendering many of
its previous tribal hierarchies and alliances irrelevant. However, in the realm
of marriage these affinities remain of obvious significance, as evidenced by the
high kin endogamy rates, estimated at nearly 60% (Weitzman 2003) of all
marriages. Those marriages that are not within a descent group are also
subject to strict regimes and hierarchies, according to which some groups
consider other groups inappropriate for marriage.
When men marry women from another group, it is accepted and often
even considered desirable. Metaphorically, it may be considered an act of
domination. Accordingly, it is mostly undesirable to marry off women to
unrelated groups. Besides men's interest to avoid marrying off their daughters
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and sisters in ways that might subject their group status to domination by
other groups, marrying one's daughter to acquaintances is considered to be a
manifestation of care for her well-being. Women also have their preference
for kin endogamy; within her descent group or elsewhere where she has
relatives, kin relations provide women with social resources. This network
provides women with company and support that can be activated to apply
pressure on her husband and family when necessary. Polygyny, common
among the Negev Bedouin, can also facilitate keeping women wed within their
descent group. It is rare for men to remain unmarried but not uncommon for
women.
Unmarried women, though a small minority, do have their social roles.
Nonetheless, women's sexuality is a key cultural metaphor and unless
properly managed by marriage, is considered potentially disgraceful for
women and their kinsmen. Therefore, divorced or widowed women (of
reproductive age) will remain under the "protection" of the household of one
of her male kin (father, brother or son). Such unmarried women fully
participate in other tasks considered to be part of women's gender roles:
caring for the household, children and the elderly and participating in food
production (to the extent that it is still household based). Like most Bedouin
women, they are dependent on the male head of the household.
Sedentarization (permanent settling) and male proletarization have been
accompanied by a sharp decline in household production and Bedouin
women's roles and status (Jakubowska 1988; Lewando-Hundt 1984).
Consequently, motherhood has become even more significant for many
Bedouin women. Therefore, while many young women aspire for a more
intimate friendship from their partners and are increasingly apprehensive of
polygyny, most women would compromise on their marriage partner for the
sake of social stability and childbearing. Bedouin women are not expected to
be interested in sex, or in men for that matter. However, childbearing and
motherhood are essential constituents of their feminine subjectivities, only
attainable through marriage.
Some drastic changes have taken place in recent decades. The average
marriage age of men has increased far more significantly than that of women,
and men are expected to raise more funds before marriage while commonly
spending several years away from their homes working in other parts of the
country. Thus, for many young men, other social networks have replaced the
old ones. For them, descent-group solidarities have weakened and more men
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do not feel obligated to follow the marriages arranged for them. When
accepted, such arrangements are more often unsuccessful. Consequently,
finding a match for women is considered increasingly difficult and women are
considered more vulnerable in marriages. Finding an appropriate — trusted,
respectable, stable and preferably familiar — marriage partner is increasingly
perceived to be difficult and profoundly uncertain.
This being said, let me return to the case of deaf Bedouin women. While
they mostly remain unmarried, the Al-Sayyid descent group is exceptional in
this respect. Until recently, all deaf Al-Sayyid women were wed, as were most
of their hearing sisters, to one of their kinsmen. All deaf women are married to
hearing husbands. However, these men were often previously familiar with
sign language as well as with other deaf individuals within this shared signing
community. The unique experience and knowledge of deafness that informs
these marriages among the Al-Sayyid are not shared by the roughly hundred
other Negev-Bedouin descent groups.
However, at least two other descent groups (both of the Qderat alliance)
have comparable incidences of deafness as those occurring among the AlSayyid. There, too, a local sign language evolved, constituting shared signing
communities that, in many ways, facilitates the integration of deaf people.
Nonetheless, when it comes to marriage of deaf people, they resemble those
descent groups where fewer deaf people were born; deaf men marry hearing
partners and most deaf women remain unmarried. A comprehensive
comparison between the histories of these shared signing communities can
illuminate this striking difference (this however would be beyond the scope of
this paper). Still, married or unmarried women among the Al-Sayyid or the
Qderat cannot be considered socially isolated; they are surrounded by
abundant deaf and hearing people who master sign language.
Among those descent groups where deafness only recently occurred,
little attempt was made to find marriage partners for deaf women. Here,
unlike among the Al-Sayyid or Qderat, deafness often resulted in social
marginality or isolation due to the absence of a pre-existing sign language, the
lack of other deaf people and the consequent lack of experience of the hearing
parents and other kin with deafness.
While being unmarried is less uncommon or socially deviant for women
than for men, it remains that many deaf Bedouin women who remain
unmarried, are deprived of fulfilling their role as mothers. This deprivation
cannot be underestimated given the increasing significance of motherhood for
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Bedouin women's status. Deaf women are not considered unfit for women's
roles as nurturers, mothers and wives, but in most families, the absence of a
precedent and the increasing difficulty in finding marriage partners renders
their marriages unattainable. Thus, while fears of remaining unmarried are
not perceived to be unique for deaf women, the compromises accepted by
their hearing peers are often unavailable for them. Deaf women, then, are
more commonly forced to accept the role of childless unmarried daughters.
Such a prospect should be considered as severe disablement for most deaf
Bedouin women.
The ability to acquire women's traditional roles may not be regarded as
the best measure of women's social success. Some of the literature on women
with disabilities suggests that some women may not see marriage as a
preferred status. Asch and Fine (1988:13) comment that in view of the
exemption from traditional gender roles, women with disabilities might be
"freer" to be nontraditional. However, as Asch and Fine note, themselves, nondisabled women are more likely to have the possibilities to choose between
"traditional" and "nontraditional" lifestyles. Indeed, for most deaf (and
hearing) Bedouin women any "nontraditional" alternative which excludes
motherhood is regarded as a default rather than a preference.
Finally, the dramatic event of the first deaf-deaf marriage and the
prospect of it becoming a more common marriage pattern among young deaf
Bedouins should be considered. Unlike many other cases, where people
perceived to be impaired are expected to marry their like, the idea of deafdeaf marriages was unfamiliar to most Bedouin until recently and mostly
considered to be technically impractical. Where deafness constitutes a distinct
social identity, deaf-deaf marriages are the most common and preferred form
of marriage, and a key pillar and manifestation of deaf communities (Padden
& Humphries 1988; Schein 1989).
Unsurprisingly, the first young deaf Bedouin men who attempted to
marry deaf partners all graduated from the residential school up north, where
they have been increasingly exposed to deaf people affiliated with deaf
communities, and thus acquired a sense of Deafhood. In the past two years,
three deaf men have married deaf women. All three men grew up in
communities where deafness had newly occurred; thus no existing
expectations or solutions were available, possibly leaving more room for
innovation. However, for these young men this was not a self-evident
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enterprise. While it is gradually more acceptable for men to find their own
marriage partners, marriages remain formally arranged by family networks.
Nawwaf is one of the first deaf men to marry a deaf bride. Of his extended
descent group (comprised of several thousand people), only two more deaf
men were born, both of similar age and unmarried. His parents have invested
in their children's education, including Nawwaf, who grew up to be a wellmannered, hard working and educated young man. At first, Nawwaf's father
assured him they could find him the best of brides. "No one is too good for my
son," his father said. "There are many good-looking, hearing young brides we
can arrange for him."
At first irritated by his father's attitude, Nawwaf had gradually convinced
his father and brothers: "I will not marry a woman who believes she is better
than I am, and I need a bride who can understand me and communicate in my
language," he repeatedly explained. Finally, he managed to get his father and
uncle to join him in visits to several of his candidates' families. The first family
declined the offer because Nawwaf's family was one they did not have
previous marriage relations with and considered them to be of lesser descent.
However, Nawwaf had several more candidates and finally his marriage was
successfully arranged. Nawwaf's festive wedding became a major event
attended by many of his deaf classmates from all over the Negev, as well as by
some of his classmates and teachers from the residential school. The deaf staff
members in particular proudly maintained their contribution to Nawwaf's
deaf consciousness, and motivation to marry a deaf woman.
The two other deaf men, who married the same year, married nonBedouin Arab women. Additionally, both of them married women considered
by many deaf people to be hard-of-hearing, given their partial capacity to
communicate in spoken Arabic. Both young men argued that their wife was
better assimilated and schooled than any of the deaf women in the Negev and
was therefore more capable of communicating with their family.
Nawwaf, however, was critical of their choice, and following his own
marriage, become an active advocate of deaf-deaf marriages. He repeatedly
encouraged his yet unmarried deaf friends to seek a local deaf bride. On one
occasion, he even escorted a friend on a first attempt to visit the family of the
preferred bride. As it turned out, this attempt was unsuccessful and the groom
ended up marrying one of his hearing relatives. Soon afterwards, three of
their peers were married, all with hearing brides.
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The news of these marriages and marriage attempts travelled fast, the
schools where deaf students gathered being the major sites of exchange.
Speculations were made and rumors spread. Among the young deaf men, the
issue has become a common topic for debates. Masculinity is informed by the
act of domination to which gender relations are central. Thus, for Bedouin
men to express their desire to marry, and moreover, to have selective
preferences for marriage partners is well embedded in social norms and even
essential for the enactment of their sense of masculine subjectivity.
For young Bedouin women, the range of possibilities to embody such
desires is quite different. Young Bedouin deaf women's subjectivities are also
gradually becoming informed by a sense of Deafhood. Nonetheless,
manifesting such preferences (for instance, to marry a deaf man) is largely
perceived as presenting additional obstacles and further reducing any
prospects of marriage. Motherhood is a valid desire that can only legitimately
be achieved through marriage; but existing social norms do not allow women
to openly express their interest in men. Like their young hearing sisters, they
refrain from showing enthusiasm with regard to marriage and regularly state
they do not wish to marry at all. In more intimate gatherings though, young
deaf women express their wish that such deaf-deaf marriages would become
more common.
These first deaf-deaf marriages also caused tension, which further
underlines the discrepancy between young deaf Bedouin men and women.
The preference for deaf brides from the north suggested that the language
sophistication of their Bedouin female peers was insufficient. Additionally,
given the widening marriage-age gap (between Bedouin women and men),
many of the young women assume this innovation will not affect them but
only the younger deaf women. One young deaf woman was suggesting,
bitterly, that they might end up becoming the elder deaf men's second wives.

SCHOOLING: NEW SOCIAL SKILLS AND RESOURCES
The first deaf Bedouin students began attending school only in the 1980's.
They were sent to the "Niv school", a special education school for the deaf in
Beersheba. Most of the young deaf Bedouin (born between the 1970s and
1990s) discussed here spent several years in this school.
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This school belonged to the Hebrew-Jewish education section5, and the
language of instruction was signed Hebrew6. For those deaf Bedouin children
and teenagers who did not have other deaf relatives, this school provided the
first encounter with other deaf children of different ages, and the often
belated but extremely significant opportunity for the acquisition and use of
sign language. Over 90 percent of these children were born to hearing parents
and had very limited access to sign language before entering the school
system.
Those children from the Al-Sayyid and Qderat groups accounted for
approximately one-third of the students. Already fluent in their locally
developed sign language, the Niv School exposed them to Israeli Sign
Language (ISL) and most of them became bilingual signers. To this day, the
language spoken by most of the Niv graduates when communicating with one
another is ISL7.
Notwithstanding the importance of this school in bringing deaf Bedouin
students together, hardly any of its graduates achieved full literacy in any
language; to the extent they did, it was Hebrew literacy. Simultaneously, the
Jewish deaf students were increasingly being mainstreamed, accessing a
better level of education. Thus, the school was soon populated primarily by
Bedouin students. The Niv school, belonging to the special education division,
had a lowered educational level: the training provided was more vocational in
nature and more subject to gender biases8. Additionally, the school's staff
(entirely Jewish and Hebrew speaking)9 had little knowledge of their students'

Schooling in Israel is predominantly public, but segregated; the language of
instruction for preschool, primary and high-school education is either Arabic or
Hebrew. Arabic schools have a slightly different curriculum, and are under the
supervision of a separate section in the Ministry of Education.
6 Signed Hebrew is a signed variant of spoken language, that is, Hebrew accompanied
or coded by signs (borrowed from ISL, Israeli Sign Language).
7 Deaf schools and their student communities are often the site of the formation of
new coherent sign languages (LeMaster 2003; Senghas et al. 2004; Pinna et al. 1993).
However, the local Bedouin Al-Sayyid sign language and its Qderat dialects were not
familiar to the majority of Bedouin students in Niv, and did not become the basis for
the lingua franca of the students.
8 This condition has been documented to be a common characteristic of deaf
education (for example, Becker & Jauregui 1985; Lee 2006; Barnartt 2006)
9 For several years a single Arabic speaking teacher was employed part-time to
introduce the students to the Arabic language.
5
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cultural and social backgrounds, and often applied ultra conservative gender
stereotypes and cultural images of Bedouin society.
For the children from the Al-Sayyid and Qderat groups, deaf schooling
separates them from their hearing (often signing) peers. Consequently, the
youngest generations in these communities were less exposed to deaf peers
and to the local sign language. Additionally, though they often reached the Niv
School with the advantage of a fair level of language development, the failure
to provide them with literacy further increased the gap between them and
their hearing peers. Literacy is of great importance for deaf students, and
illiteracy further limits their future employment and educational possibilities,
Furthermore, literacy provides predominantly signing individuals with
another language and mode of communication and access to mainstream
society.
In the late 1990s, the Ministry of Education decided to gradually close the
Niv deaf school in Beersheba. Some of the supervisors of the Jewish-Hebrew
special education division had become displeased with the primarily Bedouin
population of this school. The growing pressure from a group of Bedouin
parents concerned with their deaf children's exclusively Hebrew and low level
education, added to this decision.
The new deaf Bedouin students were referred to the local Arab schools
with the promise that appropriate facilities would be developed gradually.
Subsequently, classes for deaf students were opened in primary schools in
various Bedouin townships, and in 2005 the Niv School was finally closed. By
2005, over 200 hearing-impaired students attended local Arab schools. The
staff of these new classes is Arabic-speaking and indeed more familiar with
their students' general socio-cultural environment. Yet, so far, little
specialized training has been introduced other than a basic course in ISL, the
signs of which are now mainly used to codify spoken and written Arabic. Not a
single one of the teachers was formally trained to be a deaf educator.
Within debates on deaf education, the choice between mainstreaming
versus separate special education schools has been a prominent
controversy10. In the case of deafness, the drawback of special education is not

10 Deaf schooling had been the subject of many struggles and controversies over the
preferred settings and pedagogical approaches (Lane 1984; Van Cleve 1993; Branson
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so much that segregation is seen as restrictive, but the consequent inferior
standard of education. Most special education schools do not meet standard
academic levels and therefore severely restrict their pupils' future
opportunities.
The schooling available for hearing-impaired Bedouin students can be
compared to both the schooling of their hearing Bedouin peers and that
available to their hearing-impaired Jewish peers. In both cases, they fare
worse. I do not suggest that the facilities available for Jewish deaf children are
without room for improvement. However, most Jewish-Israeli deaf students
are mainstreamed11, most of them acquire functional degrees of Hebrew
literacy and basic lip-reading and articulation skills and growing numbers are
eligible for matriculation certificates.
The educational infrastructures and achievements among the hearing
Bedouin, rate lowest on the national scale (c.f. Swirski & Schurtz 2005).
Though gradually more young hearing Bedouin, both women and men, attain
high school diplomas and a small, yet significant, minority pursue university
education, none of the young deaf graduates (men or women) have attained a
matriculation certificate and only a handful have functional literacy skills
(typically in Hebrew).
Thus, the state of deaf education for Negev Bedouin can, by itself, be
described in terms of a double disadvantage, before even integrating gender
as a variable. To fully comprehend the effect of the current state of deaf
schooling for deaf Bedouin women, we need to address the impact of the
residential school for the deaf attended by the present generation of young
deaf men.
Deaf schools, and residential schools, in particular, have often been
described by deaf people, members of deaf communities around the globe,
and scholars of deaf history as the birth place of deaf culture and the site
where many deaf people embraced and celebrated deafness as a social
identity for the first time (see for example, Lane 1984; Padden & Humphries
1988; Senghas & Monaghan 2002; Ladd 2003; Lee 2006).

& Miller 2002; Ladd 2003; Plaza Pust 2004). Rather than join in this debate, I am
simply outlining the effect of the existing educational setting.
11 75% of the deaf students in Israel study in regular classes (Weisel & Zandberg
2002).
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Since the early 1990s, more and more deaf teenage boys left Niv for Onim,
a vocational residential school in central Israel (two hours north of
Beersheba). This was the nearest high-school-level vocational school for the
deaf available for students previously schooled in Niv. Since then, more than
40 young Bedouin men (now in their 20s and 30s) graduated from the Onim
residential school, mostly with diplomas in cookery or welding. The school,
with its established program for hearing-impaired students, has enhanced the
students' (Hebrew) literacy skills and provided them with comprehensive
vocational training. Given the distance and required boarding, this enhanced
schooling has not been considered an option for the young Bedouin female
students.
The Onim school not only provided its students with occupational and
literacy skills. For many of its Bedouin students, it is the site that introduced
them to the notion of a Deaf community. There they met prominent Israeli
deaf educators and learned of the current struggles of the Deaf community,
such as the struggle for better TV sign translation and captioning. For many
Bedouin students, meeting teenagers of their own age that were engaged with
the deaf community also led them to visit the local Deaf clubs12 and later seek
out the Deaf club in Beersheba. Hence, the various schooling opportunities are
a vital factor informing new identities and social networks. It is in this respect
that the different opportunities available for deaf Bedouin women and men,
intentionally and unintentionally, further the disparity between them.
What, then, are the schooling alternatives available for the deaf Bedouin
girls? For many years, the teenage female students remained in Niv as their
male peers left for Onim. Concurrently, their school curriculum became more
crafts and household oriented as the girls grew older.
In the last years before shutting down, the Niv School extended its
collaboration with the Beersheba vocational rehabilitation center. This
government agency houses a sheltered workshop and provides vocational
training and assistance, with work placement for physically and cognitively
disabled people. The older Niv School girls attended a weekly work-training
course which was unappreciated by many of the girls, given the simple

12 Deaf clubs, along with deaf schools, are often referred to as the two constitutive
sites of Deaf culture (Ladd 2003; Senghas & Monaghan 2002). Deaf clubs are found in
most large cities and are run by deaf organizations housing a variety of social, cultural
and political activities.
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manual tasks involved and the general disability setting. However, when Niv
was about to close, it seemed unlikely that the older teenage Bedouin
students, unable to write any Arabic, could be mainstreamed at a local
Bedouin high school 13.Consequently, the vocational rehabilitation center
initiated two courses of several months each to train deaf women. The girls
were assigned to either a beautician-training course or to the course training
them to become deaf preschool assistants. The significance of such training
possibilities for these young women are twofold. First, it is a means to
maintain contacts with their deaf schoolmates. Second, it might provide future
work outside of their kin-based communities, possibly leading to relative
economic independence and greater physical mobility.
The integration of deaf staff into the newly developing educational setting
of deaf Bedouin students within Arabic schools is of great significance in itself,
and presents another gender-related feature of deaf education. Four deaf
Bedouin women have joined the Bedouin staff of deaf educators in recent
years. Earlier, I mentioned Kifah, the pioneer deaf preschool teacher-assistant.
Following her, three more young deaf Bedouin women were (with the
mediation of their fathers) employed as preschool teacher-assistants at the
more recently opened classes. However, now that Bedouin deaf education is
mainstreamed in the Arabic education system, the deaf assistants' capability is
being questioned, given their poor to non-existent Arabic language skills.

DISCUSSION: NEW VOCATIONS, SOCIAL NETWORKS AND ALLIANCES
Though an emerging sense of Deafhood is evident among young deaf Bedouin,
both marriage patterns and schooling opportunities shape it to vary along
gender lines. In this section, I integrate these factors by discussing the
differential social networks they produce and require.
As has been demonstrated, various schooling opportunities are a vital
factor in perpetuating different gender tracking and life trajectories. Bedouin
deaf men have more opportunities to participate in what are considered to be
key establishments of existing deaf communities. The Onim School is one such

13 Several younger teenage girls (aged 13-14) were referred to classes opened in two
of the Arab township's high schools.
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establishment. Furthermore, increasingly more young Bedouin men regularly
attend activities organized by the Deaf club in the district city of Beersheba.
Initially, they came mainly for the monthly gatherings of the signed news
edition, special festivities and parties (often organized on Jewish holidays)
and club football matches. Two Bedouin deaf men became members of the
local club's soccer team. This club was established by Jewish-Israeli deaf
women and men, and is linked to the national Association of the Deaf in
Israel14. Though most Bedouin men felt welcomed at the club, the increasing
numbers of Bedouin men attending the club gradually became a source of
tension. Old members complained that most Bedouin men didn't bother to
become members, and comments were made with regards to the fact "they
never bring their deaf sisters along." Several Bedouin men considered
negotiating separate gathering days for Bedouin (following the example of the
growing Russian immigrants' deaf community members) but most Bedouin
men were reluctant.
One of the first Bedouin members of the club, an early graduate of Onim,
was assigned by the management to encourage the Bedouin young men to join
as full members. However, many of them did not acknowledge the selfgoverning principle of the organization. Fakhri, a young man in his 30s, said to
me: "This is my right as a deaf man to have information and facilities. Why do I
need to join and pay membership fees?"
Some, following graduation from Onim, stay up north for a year or two,
where they have friends and work. They, too, often visit Deaf clubs and
associate with local deaf communities. When these men return to the Negev,
they increasingly seek each other's company. They gather in their neighboring
homes, and for some time, informal gatherings were regularly held in one of
the cafes of the local market in Beersheba.
None of the Bedouin deaf women had ever visited a Deaf club. The young
deaf Bedouin women, intrigued by the new ideas their deaf brothers brought
home, could often not fully embrace these ideas themselves. Yet, their sense of
being deaf resembles that of their male peers more than that of older deaf

14 "The Association of the Deaf in Israel was established in 1944 (before the
establishment of the state of Israel) it is "a mutual-help association of the Deaf and for
the Deaf…. for the purpose of advancing the welfare of Deaf individuals and the Deaf
community, and promoting the rights and the culture of the Deaf in Israel."
http://www.deaf.org.il/2.html
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Bedouin women. The social network of the somewhat older, unschooled deaf
women, and early graduates from the Niv School, is predominantly composed
of their immediate kin group and residential compound.
The younger deaf women have spent more years in school and often
consider their classmates their closest social network. Unlike their deaf
brothers, their possibilities of maintaining these contacts after graduation are
severely restricted. For Bedouin men, participating in social gatherings
outside the kin network is a source of status and respect; for women, it is
often perceived to be a hazard for improper encounters. However, education
is increasingly viewed as a legitimate activity. It does not only offer women
training and intellectual capital, but provides major means to negotiate
physical mobility and a legitimate pretext to travel outside of the immediate
kin-based neighborhood or village. This is true for the younger deaf women as
well.
In the spring before the final closure of the deaf school in Beersheba,
several young deaf women were regularly gathering at the school grounds.
They would mostly have a chat in the school yard and occasionally leave for
short shopping excursions. They traveled on the school buses now intended
for their younger siblings or neighbors. Many of these young graduates had
simply informed their parents that they were invited to school for some
educational activity.
These young women attempted to prolong and extend the physical
mobility they were granted (to obtain an education), in order to maintain
their school friendships. Attending the deaf school from a young age, they
were in effect routed into having mainly deaf contacts. After graduation they
are, like many of their hearing sisters, restricted to their kin community.
Unlike their hearing sisters who have attended local schools, deaf girls know
fewer boys and girls from their local age group. Thus, they have weaker social
networks within their home communities, further curtailing their marriage
prospects.
I return to Asch and Fine's (1988) suggestion to consider the denial of
traditional gender roles as liberation. With regard to marriage, I have rejected
this possibility, however, as the opening stories of Aziza and Kifah reveal,
some deaf women do seek out what are considered to be "nontraditional"
vocations. Some of the fathers of these young women insinuate, that in
supporting such trajectories, they hope to provide their daughters with some
future economic security, considering that they might not marry. In those
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communities where deafness has newly occurred, parents have difficulties in
estimating their deaf daughters' marriageablility. They are more often
extremely protective and fear employment might further reduce their deaf
daughters' chances of marrying.
It is therefore unsurprising that Kifah and Aziza, the first deaf Bedouin
women to develop an employment career, grew up in those Qderat
communities where deafness has been occurring for several generations, but
(unlike among the Al-Sayyid) most deaf women, remained unmarried. The
parents and relatives of such young women wholly recognize their
competence, at the same time they are aware of the low marriage prospects of
deaf women in their communities. Consequently, they are more likely to
support them in an innovative trajectory. For these women, themselves, such
a career is indeed considered "nontraditional," but they often secretly hope to
utilize it to find a spouse in equally "nontraditional" ways.
Ahlaam, training to become a beautician, had confessed to her close
friends that she is, indeed, not seriously interested in her training. She wishes
to meet up with her deaf girlfriends, but most of all she wishes to marry and
become a mother. In between classes, she has secretly been meeting an old
classmate of her brother. This hearing, married young man has been sending
her (SMS) love messages. Ahlaam's brother, deaf himself, and married to a
hearing relative, regularly visits his old deaf classmates and from time to time
attends activities at the Deaf club. Yet, he disapproves of his sister's wish to
maintain such contacts. He claimed her training was useless and only caused
him embarrassment and subjected her to a bad reputation. Like many other
men, Ahlaam's brother believes his kinswomen's social contacts should be
severely monitored and restricted. Some deaf men seem to be indifferent to
the prospect of deaf alliance as long as their immediate contacts (primarily
wives) will learn sign language; Ahlaam's brother seems to be mainly
concerned with a male deaf alliance.
These developments among deaf Bedouin raise several challenging
questions. Put most provokingly, one might ask if deaf alliance is possible
without embracing deaf-deaf marriages. Evidence from various deaf
communities around the world suggests that deaf-deaf marriages are vital to
the emergence and strength of a deaf community. Considering the role of Deaf
clubs and other joint social activities in introducing potential spouses, one
might argue that no deaf alliance is sustainable without such institutions. In
the study mentioned earlier, on the still gender-conservative American deaf
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community, most of the women that successfully gained influence and
recognition were educated wives of deaf men. The primary purpose of the
activities they organized in local clubs was social in character; providing,
among others, a meeting place to find spouses (Robinson 2006).
Within contemporary Bedouin society, however, gender segregation is
stricter and gender disparities in social resources greater. While there is no
explicit rejection of the emerging deaf alliance, several impediments are
evident. While gradually more young Bedouin women and men desire a deafdeaf marriage, this notion does not enjoy the existence of customary avenues
(such avenues do partially exist for deaf-hearing marriages). Marriages are
still arranged for most Bedouin, and thus remain within traditional social
networks. However, various social institutions and activities increasingly
provide acceptable, albeit informal and discreet, sites for encounters between
unmarried women and men. Primarily educational establishments, high
schools and universities (and to a lesser extent, workplaces and political
associations) constitute such informal sites for hearing Bedouin. Accordingly,
I emphasized the implications of the gendered educational disparities. Not
only are deaf Bedouin women deprived of better schooling and have fewer
opportunities to develop alternative deaf identities and networks, but existing
educational disparities keep adolescent deaf women separate from their deaf
male peers.
Gender segregation and gender disparities, amplified by the marginal
status of Negev Bedouin, jointly restrict deaf women's access to numerous
vital resources. It is within these constraints that most deaf Bedouin women
maneuver to negotiate their social positions and fulfill their desires. The
enhanced access deaf men have to Deaf clubs and associations compared to
deaf women cannot be merely explained by so-called Bedouin custom or
women's restricted mobility in public space. Before deaf schooling was
introduced among the Negev Bedouin, also deaf Bedouin men scarcely
attended the local Deaf club in Beersheba.
As mentioned earlier, for many young Bedouin men, descent-group
solidarities have weakened and new political, academic or work-related social
networks have at least partially replaced the old ones. This general process
inevitably also had an impact on deaf men previously embedded in their local
kin-based communities. Thus, while these emerging manifestations of deaf
cohesion cannot be attributed solely to the introduction of deaf schooling, I
have attempted to convey the contribution of deaf schooling to the emergence
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of Deafhood and its differential impact on gender variant experiences and
identities.
I have underscored both internal dynamics within Negev-Bedouin society
as well as the effect of state-provided services. The marginal status of Bedouin
society, and the traditional imagery attached to it, both contribute to the
inclination to overlook the role of state agencies in fostering gender
inequality. The essentialization of cultures and particularly their assumed
discriminatory gender component (Abu-Lughod 2002) are increasingly
evident when considering minority groups and Islamic societies.
Where ethnic minorities are concerned, state agencies — staffed mainly
by people belonging to the dominant ethnic group in society (in this case,
Jewish Israelis) — have an even greater tendency to rely on stereotypes
regarding traditional gender relations. Not only are most staff unfamiliar with
the internal dynamic and diversity within such minority groups, they are often
unmotivated to take an active role in supporting social change, either
individually or institutionally. On the contrary, they often desire some clear
working assumption about the social character of such distinct groups in
order to provide so-called culturally sensitive services, or simply in order to
deal with the unfamiliar. I do not wish to suggest there is no room for
informed modification of service provisions. Yet, rather than questioning the
relevance of advanced training for deaf women, it should be recognized that
currently it is unlikely that deaf Bedouin women will attend a distant school
requiring boarding. Though the geographical distance of the Onim School may
not be intentional, it is a major obstacle presented by state agencies. Here, I
have only addressed one factor introduced by state agencies in shaping the
lives of deaf Bedouin women and men. Other vital factors concern issues such
as the medicalization of deafness perpetuated by the introduction of cochlear
implants and genetic intervention programs.
Structurally speaking, being Arab, deaf and woman in contemporary
Israel manifestly constitutes a triple disadvantage. However, I did not pursue
a comprehensive theory of triple marginality; the margins are often entangled
with more than one or two overlapping power relations and mechanisms of
exclusion. Looking only at structural constraints limits the ability to detect
social dynamics and the ways being Bedouin, woman and deaf transform
these experiences, rather than simply intensifying oppression. Additionally,
such a triple marginality approach, though necessary to understand the
political context and the restricted access to resources, may mask the local
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resources on which people draw to maneuver within their limited structures
of opportunities. To do justice to the lived experience of Bedouin deaf women,
their positions and structural constraints were examined from within the
context of their own experience and the desires that inform their
subjectivities and strategies.

Chapter 6:
Reproductive Encounters: Negev Bedouin Women's Lay
Encounters at Childbirth in an Israeli Hospital1
Abstract
Though hospital studies have often focused on the vertical relationships
between patients and medical staff, the interactions between patients have
received much less attention. Whereas interaction with staff members is
episodic, patients often spend long hours sharing intimate space and daily
routines. Such encounters are particularly important when hospitals cater to
social groups embedded in socio-political tensions. This paper examines the
encounters between women on two sides of a socio-political divide: for
several days during and after birth, Israeli Jewish and Arab-Bedouin women,
share intimate proximity. Many Negev Bedouin women seldom interact with
women outside their own immediate social circles, let alone Jewish-Israelis.
Most do not move freely in public space, particularly in spaces that are mixed
by gender and ethnicity. I suggest that hospital maternity wards present an
unusual encounter zone embodying various contradictions. While birthing is
central to the political it also inspires the core metaphors of motherhood and
shared humanity. Employing such metaphors can be simultaneously
empowering and disempowering. Akin to the de-politicizing potential of
medicalization processes, it often conceals the body politics. I analyze the
significance of Bedouin women’s encounters with unfamiliar women both
Jewish and Bedouin, and argue that these encounters are particularly
revealing for what they betray of Bedouin women’s negotiation of self and
other. Bedouin women establish unmediated knowledge about the Other, and
refer to these observations to reflect critically on their own society.
Additionally, Bedouin women engage in complex deliberations among

1

Originally published in Anthropological Quarterly. 82(30):719-754, 2009.
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themselves, sharing experiential knowledge and concerns related to childcare
and motherhood, and in the process generate a critical debate that reaches far
beyond these specific issues. The hospital is thus, not merely a site where
health-related values and practices are enacted, but one where they are
formulated, negotiated and challenged, vis-à-vis others. I thus argue the
significance of studying what I here call “lay encounters” for what they betray
of the larger social context in which they are embedded.

INTRODUCTION
Inspired by Foucault (1973), anthropologists have approached hospitals as
institutional sites of power and surveillance that are inscribed by wider
historical and socio-political dynamics. They have also recognized that
hospitals differ across ethnographic contexts (van der Geest & Finkler 2004).
This has led them to argue that, while hospitals may constitute distinct social
worlds, like biomedicine, they are both the product and the producer of
specific social arrangements and historical moments. Some early works
(Caudill 1958; Goffman 1961; Coser 1962) explored the daily life in hospitals;
however, patients’ social worlds have since been abandoned as the primary
subject matter of hospital ethnography (Zussman 1993). What is often
missing from current otherwise useful analyses, is attention to the fact that
interaction in medical settings is not only organized vertically, i.e. between
doctors, other staff members and patients. In fact, given the little time
available to medical staff to interact with patients, vertically-organized
interaction between staff and patients constitutes only a small proportion of
everything that takes place in medical settings.
I propose that the social and cultural meaning of medicine is equally-if
not more dramatically-constituted horizontally through interaction among
patients, or what I here call “lay encounters”.2 Through these lay encounters,
which occur during prolonged waits and between brief encounters with
medical staff, people from vastly different walks of life who would otherwise
not meet share intimate space and daily routines, construct ideas about: each
other, the social positions they represent, and the context of the encounter.
While patients may seek privacy in the face of ailment and uncertainly, they

2 As opposed to encounters with hospital staff members, these encounters are with
fellow patients and visitors. “Lay” is used as opposed to “professional” rather than to
“clerical”, as is also the case with the now common use of the term “lay knowledge”
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also feel the need to provide and to acquire information about medical
procedures, to evaluate services and providers, and do emotional work
around anxiety, hope, joy and other kinds of affects. These lay encounters
entail far more that the mere exchange of information; for, people observe one
another and reveal themselves to each other, often in intimate ways they
would hardly- if never-see each other in other life circumstances. It is through
these lay encounters that people construct the cultural, social and political
meaning of biomedicine, its relevance for their lives, as well as the entire
social and political contexts of their lives.
It has long been established that decisions concerning when to seek
medical aid, whom to consult, whether to comply, and how to evaluate the
efficacy of treatment are made in the popular, non-professional
domain (Kleinman 1978). This was established even before the current
proliferation of self-help groups, and other patient organizations, which
likewise valorize and produce experiential knowledge to challenge and to
complement biomedicine (Kelleher 1994). Thus I suggest medical settings—
including hospital wards where patients, often subject to medical intervention
of the same kind—should be examined as important sites for negotiating such
knowledge. The hospital is not merely a site where health-related beliefs are
enacted, but a site where they are formulated and negotiated . I would venture
so far as to say that, in the ethnographic setting I analyze in this paper, lay
encounters render medical staff largely superfluous both as providers of
health information and conduits of ideology.
These encounters are particularly important when health institutions
cater to social groups that are deeply segregated, in conflict with one another,
or embedded in major socio-political tensions and mistrust. My ethnography
examines how two groups on each side of a deep social divide negotiate their
encounters by evoking the naturalness of bodies, birthing, and motherhood.
Birthing operates in a particularly charged domain of medical
intervention- the intersection of medical and reproductive regimes. The
encounter between feminist theory and anthropology has produced a
substantial body of literature analyzing the cultures and politics of birthing
and reproduction (Jordon 1978; Martin 1987; Handwerker 1990; Ginsburg &
Rapp 1991, 1995; Strathern 1992; Davis-Floyd & Sargent 1997; Yuval-Davis &
Anthias 1997; Lock & Kaufert 1998). Such studies have revealed the many
ways in which reproductive practices inscribe the body with particular
structures of power.
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While population control approaches—with their colonial heritage—
often perceive certain women primarily as producers of too many children,
the modern project of nation-building further complicates women's status,
this time by often promoting increased reproduction. Separate regulations are
introduced to incorporate women through their national mission of
motherhood; consequently, women's membership in their respective national
and ethnic collectivities is often ambiguous (Yuval-Davis & Anthias 1989).
Both Jewish-Israeli and Arab-Palestinian women have been shown to be
conscripted to “birth the nation” (Berkovitch 1997; Kanaaneh 2002
respectively). Reproductive regimes have always been categorically selective,
along lines of class, ethnic and bodily differences; thereby perpetuating
“stratified reproduction” by empowering some categories of people to nurture
and reproduce (Ginsburg & Rapp 1995). At the same time, Kanaaneh (2002)
has convincingly illustrated how women across such ethnic and class divides
adhere to similar ideas as to what constitutes “reproductively modern”
families. Reproductive health care systems play an important role in
endorsing such reproductive regimes. However, the assumptions and
ideologies underlying such reproductive regimes are not solely asserted by
state agencies or reproductive health care systems. My ethnography examines
how lay reproductive encounters convey powerful versions of these
ideologies.
While birthing is central to the political, it also serves as a core metaphor
for shared humanity. These may seem to be incompatible accounts of birthing:
in practice, however, they are deeply intertwined. The history of feminism and
anthropology demonstrate how metaphors of shared humanity or
womanhood can serve both as a compelling appeal for equity as well as a
barrier to acknowledge difference and subordination.
Lay hospital
encounters illustrate the enactment of both approaches. Moreover, I propose
that it is precisely on the basis of such assumed human communalities that the
body politics is conveyed and asserted in powerful, albeit implicit ways.
I will investigate these issues using ethnographic materials gathered
during visits to hospital maternity wards with Bedouin women, in Beersheba,
(the largest city in the Negev region), during a long-term ethnographic
engagement, ongoing since 1996. During my initial stay, to improve my local
dialect of Arabic and to learn a locally-developed sign language, I resided with
the inhabitants of a formally-unrecognized Bedouin settlement around
Beersheba. My original concern did not focus on hospital visits or childbirth.
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However, living in a household with four co-wives and more than a dozen
daughters, visiting with women to their relatives’ homes and to clinics,
occupied much of my fieldwork time. In the courtyard of my host family alone,
more that twenty new children have been born since my initial stay. I was
present at the hospital delivery of two of the baby girls, in both cases the
mothers planned my presence since early in their pregnancies.
What initially drew my attention to the significance of hospital
experiences was Bedouin women’s persistent reference to these encounters,
occasioned by childbirth, with Jewish-Israeli women of diverse extractions,
class and religiosity. Bedouin women often contrasted “the Arabs” and “the
Jews” even as they recalled diversity among Jewish-Israelis, and appreciated
differences among Bedouin women. Their observations confirmed as well as
disturbed existing perceptions and prejudices. Zenab, describing a fareskinned women she saw breast-feeding a black baby, proclaimed “This
woman actually agreed to marry an Ethiopian!” . She was equally shocked to
find out that another Jewish woman chose to become a single mother,
remaining unmarried. Sabriya told me that she was amazed that the JewishIsraeli woman lying next to her was actually a Yemenite, and that her
mother—who spoke Arabic—had ten children, “just like Arabs”. As to
comparisons within their social context, Jamila, for example, was impressed
by the fact that some Bedouin women visiting the hospital were more
independent , freer to come and go, than women in her own community.
Negev Bedouin women not participating in the labor market or in higher
education seldom have personal interactions with women outside their own
immediate social circles, let alone Jewish-Israelis. Most do not move freely in
public space, particularly in spaces that are mixed by gender and ethnicity.
Hospital maternity wards are one of the few places where encounters with
diverse unfamiliar women occur. For a few days during and following
childbirth, women share intimate proximity. They are exposed to a very broad
array of different reproductive and cultural practices and values, as well as to
the social, cultural and bodily practices of complete strangers.
Exploring these encounters leads me to a three-fold argument. The first is
that maternity wards provide a unusual “encounter zone,” placed as it is
within the urban and public, yet a stage of the intimate and gendered,
embodying diverse tensions and ambiguities about socio-political identities
and gendered behavior. The second argument is that Bedouin women
establish knowledge of Jewish-Israeli society, its conduct, and its diversity
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based on their hospital encounters, which they draw on as a source of
authority to confirm and challenge representations of the Other and to
develop an “indirect discourse of complaint” (Kelsky 1996:184) to criticize
their own society and, often, their own men. Actual exchanges between
Jewish and Bedouin women are brief and often entail mere observation rather
than more directly-mediated contact, whereas the most sustained exchanges
take place among Bedouin women, which brings me to my third argument.
While Bedouin women use Jewish women as a contrast, they engage in
complex deliberations among themselves, sharing views and concerns
relating to medical intervention, childcare and motherhood, and generating a
critical debate that reaches far beyond these specific issues, including
polygamy, breastfeeding, caesarean sections, and family size, indeed,
encompassing nearly every aspect of their socio-political positions.

“THE ARABS OF BEERSHEBA”
The native Arab inhabitants of the Negev region are former semi-nomads,
commonly referred to as Bedouin. Prior to 1948, they were known as ’Arab
an-Naqab or ’Arab as-Saba, “the Arabs of Beersheba,” and relied on a
combined agricultural and pastoralist economy. Following the establishment
of the state of Israel, they have undergone drastic economic, social, and
political upheavals. After 1948, only a minority of ’Arab as-Saba remained
within the boundaries of the Negev, confined to an enclosed area where they
were kept under military administration until 1966. 3 Through the
establishment of urban settlements, the Israeli government made a concerted
effort to concentrate the Bedouin into state-established townships and to
minimize their use of land resources.
The current Negev Bedouin population exceeds 170,000,4 half of whom
reside in seven such townships. The others inhabit settlements unrecognized
by the state, lacking basic infrastructures (e.g., roads, running water,
electricity, sewage and waste disposal). Bedouin townships soon became
large suburbs with limited employment opportunities; consequently, a

3

Whereas prior to 1948, the estimated number of Negev Arabs was between 65,00090,000 (Falah 1989), by the beginning of the 1950s it dropped to 11,000 (Marx 1967;
Falah 1989; Meir 1997).
4 Estimate based on the Statistical Yearbook of the Negev Bedouin 2004.
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marginalized, gendered urban proletariat emerged at Beersheba’s periphery.
Most men, but only a few women, participate in the Israeli labor market, and
Bedouin’s unemployment rates are among the highest in the country (Marx
2000; Jakubowska 2000; Abu-Rabia 2000). The Bedouin constitute 25 per
cent of the Negev population and mostly live apart from the Jewish
inhabitants. As citizens of Israel, the Bedouin officially benefit from national
health insurance and fall under the compulsory schooling law, but utilizing
such services is hampered by discriminatory state priorities, difficult physical
access, and language barriers. Supreme Court intervention is repeatedly
necessary to compel state authorities to establish health clinics in Bedouin
villages or to connect schools to the water system. (e.g Israel High Court of
Justice (HCJ) 1997 verdict #7115, HCJ 2000, #4540, HCJ 2001 #3586, HCJ
2004 #786).
Despite considerable diversity in livelihood, lifestyle, political identities,
education and gender segregation, the Negev Bedouin can be distinguished
from other Arab inhabitants of historical Palestine, 5 based on their shared
nomadic past and distinctive demographic features, including fertility rates
that are the highest in the country (50 per cent of the Bedouin population is
under the age of twelve), common consanguinity (which reaches 58%, of
which two-thirds are marriages among first cousins (Weitzman, 2003) ), and
common polygyny.
Sedentarization and male proletarization have produced a sharp decline
in women's productive roles and status (Jakubowska 2000; Lewando-Hundt
1984); consequently, for many Bedouin women, motherhood has become
central to their very raison d’être. Illiteracy rates are still high among women

The diverse identities of the citizens of Israel are not consistent with either religious
or national clarifications. This perceived inconsistency is an effect of the fact that most
Israelis relate to their Jewish extraction as belonging to a Jewish nation, rather than a
religious affiliation. The major divide in terms of identity is between Israelis who
identify themselves as Jews and those who identify themselves as Arabs. The majority
of Israel’s Arab citizens are Muslim. a minority is Christian. While struggling for their
civil rights as equal Israeli citizens, many wish to avoid the label Israeli as they
embrace a Palestinian identify. The term “Bedouin” indicates yet another distinction
made among Arab, denotes a former nomadic (rather than farming or urban)
tradition. The Arabs of the Negev are former nomads, Muslims and citizens of Israel.
In the current socio-political reality, the significant divide among Israeli citizens
inhabiting the Negev is between Jews and (Muslim) Arab-Bedouin.

5
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and most are monolingual Arabic speakers. Yet, an increasing number of
younger women obtain literacy and attend higher education at Beersheba
University; some are involved in paid labor that puts them in regular contact
with the Israeli majority. Although these women constitute a small, but
significant, minority, this paper focuses on the majority of Bedouin women for
whom the maternity wards provide what are unusual encounters with a
variety of unfamiliar women.
The diverse population make-up of current day Beersheba was largely
determined by the fact that after 1948, the Negev became a major destination
for Jewish immigrants from the Middle East and North Africa, as well as later
immigrants from the former Soviet Union. Today it is Israel's fourth largest
metropolis, and its population of over 180,000 also includes Ethiopian
immigrants, a small Jewish ultra-orthodox community, Jewish and Arab
university students from all over Israel, and, most recently, non-Jewish
migrant workers. Nowadays, only a few hundred Arab families reside in
Beersheba, mostly middle-class professionals from the north and the center of
the country, and some young Bedouin couples employed as teachers, doctors,
and other urban occupations. In sharp contrast to its few upper-middle-class
neighborhoods and suburbs, Beersheba and the Negev population as a whole
score low on national socio-economic measures.6
The city provides services for both the Arab and Jewish inhabitants of the
southern districts. As elsewhere in Israel, Arabs and Jews mostly live
separately and go to different schools, yet all Negev inhabitants use the
Soroka Medical Centre in Beersheba, a university teaching hospital and only
tertiary health service provider in the area. The wide-ranging clientele of the
hospital, therefore, brings together diverse people who normally do not share
social space.

The national socio-economic index evaluates all municipal councils’ population,
grouping them into 10 clusters. Beersheba itself scores in the fifth cluster, the
Bedouin towns score in the lowest cluster (1), the surrounding (Jewish) towns score
3-4, but Beersheba's suburbs score in the tenth and highest cluster (Israel's Central
Bureau of Statistics, 2003).

6
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BEDOUIN WOMEN AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH CARE
Israel has a resolute pro-natal policy: highly subsidized reproductive health
care services, one of the world’s highest rates of assisted fertility facilities per
population, various direct and indirect welfare incentives to increase family
size, and practically absent “family planning” services. Until recently, the
allowance per child, from the fourth child onwards, would more than triple.
Though child allowances are currently targets of disputed cutbacks7, still the
accumulated child allowances for a family with 9 children amount to more
than the national minimum wage. Under the existing National Insurance Law
and the National Health insurance Law, all Israeli citizens (Jews and Arab) are
entitled to these reproductive incentives. thuogh these incentives were
undoubtedly intended to reduce- rather than to increase - the gap between
Jewish and Arab fertility rates, child allowances are one of the more explicit
manifestations of Israel’s selective pro-natality. Until the mid 90s, military
service was one criteria in calculating the sum of allowances, thus denying the
vast majority of Arab citizens the full amount of benefits (Frish 2004).
At stake are some of the major paradoxes posed by the Zionist aspiration
for a modern, Jewish and democratic state. An anxiety, shared across the
Jewish-Israeli mainstream, is that Israel would cease to have a Jewish
majority, often denoted as the "demographic problem". In the Negev, this gap
is particularly large as the Arab-Bedouin population is characterized by one of
the highest fertility rates in the Middle East. According to Israel's Central
Bureau of Statistics, in 2003 the Total Fertility Rate (the average number of
children a woman is expected to give birth to throughout her lifetime) for
Jewish women in the Negev was 2.5 children, compared with 9 children for
Muslim women in the Negev. Both the Israeli state and society address its
Arab population with a modernist liberal discourse advocating restrained
fertility, a population-control discourse deployed because Arab birth rates are
perceived as a threat.8 In practice, however, and in sharp contrast to the

7 Child allowances might maintain many families on the edge of extreme poverty, but
it has recently been show that, unlike commonly assumed they do not increase the
birthrates among the poor (Frish 2004). The impact of such incentives on actual
fertility patterns is thus questionable, even if the intents are unmistakable.
8 Concern with declining Jewish fertility rates led to the establishment of a special
council in the 1960s, which was to recommend ways to encourage Jewish fertility. In
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demographic rhetoric, reproductive patterns are fashioned by reproductive
incentives, and the absence “family planning” services.
As a population with high fertility rates, most of Israel's Arab citizens are
substantial consumers of reproductive health services. Yet they often
encounter attitudes confirming that incentives to reproduce are, for them,
merely an unintended consequence of social policy. This commonly results in
alienation from the institutions providing health services (Kanaaneh, 1997,
2002). Though Arab doctors and other staff members are no longer unusual,
the health care services are primarily staffed with Jewish-Israeli men and
women. The obstetric unit at the Beersheba regional hospital has one Bedouin
nurse and three other Arab medical staff members: in 2006 they were joined
by a new medical resident, the first Bedouin female doctor.
Other factors associated with discriminatory reproductive health care
services involve language, physical accessibility, and clinic distribution. Infant
mortality among Negev Arabs is the highest in the country: more than three
times higher than among its Jewish inhabitants (Weitzman 2003; Almi 2003).
Poor living conditions and discriminative provision and accessibility of health
services clearly contribute to these alarming disparities. Another prominent
factor is a high incidence of congenital malformations9, which is associated
with intermarriage, limited accessibility to peri-natal care and selective
compliance to prenatal testing. National health services in Israel include
comprehensive peri-natal care (before and after birth). However, the
availability of health care facilities in the Negev is expanding; primary health
care facilities and Mother-Child Health clinics (MCH) now exist in all Negev
towns, including Bedouin townships. However, these and other health
services are inadequate or even absent for many of the residents of the

2002, "The Israel Council for Demography" was reassembled. When it convened for
its first meeting, human-right and feminist demonstrators called for the members to
resign, claiming a contradiction between their obligations as doctors or as women’s
representatives and as members of the council (Haaretz, Sep. 3,9; Nov. 28, 2002).
9 Infant mortality due to congenital anomalies was 4.4 times higher among the
Bedouin (6.6/1000) than among the Jewish population of the Negev (1.5/1000)
(Weitzman 2003). Congenital (fatal and non-fatal) anomalies are undoubtedly high
among the Negev Bedouin, however it is also the major factor addressed by a range of
state interventions; the remaining factors (some closely related to poor living
conditions, (Almi 2003)) do not receive any comparable attention in research or
actual intervention.
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unrecognized settlements (Meir 1997; Almi 2003; see also verdicts by High
Court of Justice mentioned in previous section). Despite these obstacles, the
vast majority (nearly 90 per cent) of Bedouin women visited MCH clinics for
prenatal care (Weitzman 2003)10.
Among the Negev Bedouin an exceptionally rapid transition from home
delivery to full rates of hospital deliveries has taken place, drastically
transforming childbirth. Just forty years ago, home deliveries were still the
rule and hospital delivery a rare exception. Nowadays, practically all Bedouin
women (98 per cent, Weitzman 2003) give birth in the hospital. Hospital
deliveries are perceived as desirable, and for elder Bedouin women still
largely associated with the reduced rate of infant and maternal mortality. This
sharp transition should be understood in the context of four additional
factors: fiscal incentive for hospital deliveries, improved access to the hospital,
the attractiveness of hospital birth in modern facilities as progressive, and the
absence of institutionalized midwifery.
Every woman giving birth in a hospital (or reporting to the hospital
immediately after birth) receives a national insurance "delivery reward". For
a population generally belonging to the under-classes, such a reward is not
economically insignificant11. The reward was introduced as early as 1953, as
part of the state’s modernizing project, its pro-natal campaign and its
demographic-monitoring population registry. In the same year only 5 per cent
of non-Jewish women in Israel gave birth in the hospitals (Shuval & Anson
2000). It can be assumed that such rates were even lower in the Negev. Until
1966 However, mobility restrictions were still enforced, and means of
transportation and roads were scarce. Walking to the hospital, even riding a
donkey, would take over an hour from most encampments, more than threehours from the more distant locations. However, once the hospital became
more accessible, women soon preferred birth there.
In many societies this transition was gradual, and involved a struggle
concerning gendered knowledge and authority. It seems that among the

10 This study among Bedouin women who gave birth at the Soroka Medical Center and
found that while 89 per cent visited MCH clinics for prenatal care, most women made
their first visit to the clinic late during pregnancy, too late for undergoing early
detection of fetal anomalies.
11 In 2004, it was the equivalent in shekels to roughly 280 Euros for the first child and
an additional 100 Euros for every additional child.
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Negev Bedouin, as possibly among other nomadic societies, there were no
local specialized birth attendants12. Some women were considered more
experienced and appropriate to attend birth than were others and so were
occasionally called upon. However, under nomadic circumstances, birth was
often either unattended or attended by the only kin present. Though there
seems to have been no established social institution of midwifery to act as a
source of possible resistance to change in practices, still childbirth was
drastically transformed from personalized domestic care into the territory of
strangers, including unfamiliar men. However, transition to hospital delivery
is not perceived as coerced13. On the contrary, it is mostly seen as a great
improvement.
To understand the encounter between Bedouin women and the Israeli
reproductive health care services, it is important to consider that women are
often “both subject of and advocates for the medicalization of birth" (Ginsburg
& Rapp 1991, p.322): and that medicalization can simultaneously be
empowering and disempowering. While, for people in industrial countries, the
experience of medicalization has often lead to a sense of disempowerment
and a desire for alternatives, for many “economically disadvantaged and rural
people …it is often the obstacles to access medical services that seem to
constitute disempowerment" (Gruenbaum 1998, p.58). Rather than merely
assert the dichotomy of submission or resistance, it is most useful here to
follow Lock and Kaufert (1998) and display the perspectives of Bedouin
women as pragmatic actors maneuvering among various networks of power.
Accordingly, the ways Bedouin women selectively utilize the available
services is of interest. Bedouin women’s lives are embedded not only in
distinct political and (mostly poor) material conditions, but in a social milieu
with its own health-related practices and preferences. Such affiliations have
been referred to as belonging to “therapeutic communities” such that certain

Also for tasks such as circumcision (normally performed by experts) Negev Arabs
commonly used to rely on outsiders who visited the encampment on an irregular
basis. Today, many people summon local doctors, and some travel with their infants
to the nearest Palestinian town of Dhahariya to have circumcisions performed. The
circumcision feasts studied by Marx (1967) were preformed by a Palestinian
especially invited from the north.
13 This is the case also in Galilee, where traditional midwives commonly attended
birth and birthing is more politicized (Kanaaneh 2002).
12
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health and illness-related practices and social roles are accepted or
negotiated. Most people adhere to certain horizons of expectation in terms of
how they deal with their health (Douglas 1996) 14. Such affiliations are
apparent in the way Bedouin women selectively utilize hospital services. For
example, Bedouin women reject spinal analgesia (epidurals) though it is
hospital-provided; and, while fathers can nowadays be present in the delivery
room, only a small minority of Bedouin husbands attend births.
Another feature of Bedouin women’s consumption of reproductive health
care services is that they also consult West-Bank clinics. Many Negev Bedouin
have relatives in the southern West-Bank, and until recently15, regularly
visited there for weekly shopping and other low-cost services, such as dental
care. Negev Bedouin women sometimes consult West-Bank clinics for the
insertion of intra uterine contraceptive devices (IUD). This procedure is also
available at Israeli clinics but, as it does not fit into the generally pro-natal
campaign, is not fully reimbursed, and involves various tests and bureaucratic
procedures16. West-Bank clinics are private but low-cost and procedures are
performed on the spot. One of the popular doctors visited in the West-Bank is
a Russian doctor (married to a local Palestinian); apparently, she often
criticizes Bedouin women for destroying their bodies by multiple pregnancies
and is a strong supporter of contraceptives. Pregnancy tests and ultrasounds
are also occasionally consulted in West-Bank clinics, often in addition to those
covered by the Israeli national health care. It is not uncommon for people to
draw on a variety of medical systems, seeking the best care available to them.

I use this somewhat outdated term here, which was explored by Douglas (1996)
following Janzen, in order to revive this useful way to understand partially
overlapping therapeutic milieus; however, I recognized the limitations of the term
“community”.
15 Movement is increasingly restricted by checkpoints, new bureaucratic procedures,
and construction of the southern section of the separation barrier started in 2004.
However, many Negev Bedouin still regularly cross the green-line for their weekly
shopping, dental treatment and a few other medical consultancies, circumcision of
newborn sons, visits of relatives, and importation of cheap labor and commercial
goods.
16 Not only are fees for contraceptive devices not covered by the Israeli National
Health Insurance, the procedure requires multiple visits to various clinics for medical
examinations and laboratory tests that would prolong the procedure, making it more
costly than performing this simple procedure at private West-Bank clinics, that
conduct the entire procedure then and there.
14
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It seems Bedouin women are caught up in the tension between much desired
services provided by suspect institutions.

ENCOUNTER ZONES
Even when social spaces are shared, Arab and Jews typically socialize
separately. In the hospital, this segregation is reinforced by an informal
protocol to group Arab and Jewish women in separate rooms. This is seldom
openly stated and, due to the considerable turnover, full separation is never
achieved. Both Bedouin and Jewish women occasionally request a change of
rooms if they find themselves "alone". Most Bedouin women would explain
this by pointing to the language barrier: "with the other Bedouin women we
gather and chat". Some highly educated or working Bedouin women, for
whom the hospital does not provide a unique opportunity for social
encounters, would rather not share a room with other Bedouin women. Some
express their desire for privacy and complain that Bedouin women receive too
many guests, and tend to spend the whole day sitting together, chatting, and
"being very noisy". These are also common reasons given by Jewish women
for not wanting to share rooms with Bedouin women. Against this context this
paper concerns precisely those Bedouin women for whom the hospital does
constitute an unusual encounter zone.
From the settlement where I reside during fieldwork, Um-Yusuf is the
first woman who gave birth in the hospital. Though Um-Yusuf delivered her
first three children at home, in 1963, she delivered this, her fourth child, in the
hospital.
“At home” she said "one would grab the tent pole ("bit'us fil 'amud").
Women would give birth standing on their feet and squatting in an
upright position.” “Other women would help”. But there would not always
be someone around; one of her cousins gave birth while herding the
sheep ("Sarahat ma'al ghanam, uwildet fil ga'"), with “not even a tree
stalk around to hold onto”. When Um-Yusuf was ready to deliver her
fourth child, she was in terrible pain for many hours, "I wanted to die.
And you know, many women did die giving birth then". At last someone
was sent by horse to call upon the only man in the neighboring tribes who
had a motor vehicle, in order to take her to the hospital. She was afraid
and didn’t want to go, but realized there was no choice. When I asked
what she was afraid of, she smiled and said that she had never been to
any hospital, nor even to Beersheba before. "I was afraid of everything,
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even from a ventilator [fan] I was afraid! I had never seen one in my life! I
don’t think I ever saw the Jews before". She did not remember much, only
that there were several Jews but not even one other Arab around, and
that “The Jews took good care of me and the baby, and I slept”. UmYusuf’s granddaughter, who had heard the story many times before,
recalled hearing that the Jewish women were impressed with her long
beautiful hair and braids. Um-Yusuf confirmed, "they said my hair was
beautiful and asked me how I get it so nice". However, Um-Yusuf too was
impressed - she called her son Dasa, after the name of the hospital at the
time ("Hadasa").
After this extraordinary experience Um-Yusuf gave birth to seven more
children, all in the hospital. A great deal has since changed, but the hospital
still presents Bedouin women with exciting unmediated encounters, as well as
with anxiety and fear.
Childbirth at the Soroka regional hospital inspires both images of coexistence
as well as disturbing rumors fed by political and ethnic tensions. For these
hospital encounters exist in a time and space marked by the IsraeliPalestinian conflict with all its related discriminations, prejudices, fears,
resentments, and suspicions. Contemporary Negev Bedouin experience should
be appreciated in this context. The following contrasting accounts illustrate
some of the tensions at play.
Having delivered eleven children in the hospital, Um-Salman said, “I
would not know how to deliver a child without a doctor. Without a doctor I
would die!".Such statements are often as personal as they are political; for
Um-Salman, the hospital provides a metaphor of life, peace and co-existence.
Telling me of her anxiety every time her son traveled through Tel-Aviv, “while
only yesterday another bus was blown up”, she sighed and said, "It must be
possible to live peacefully". Wanting to illustrate her vision, she then added:
"Look at the people at Soroka, how they all give birth together. And the
nurses and doctors-how they help, support and save lives. See their
deeds, grand are their deeds! God bless them".
Such reference to hospital delivery as a site of shared humanity—assisting
birth and birthing together—are not uncommon. But the hospital also
inspires truobling rumors, the most alarming of which involves a general
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distrust of cesarean sections owing to fears of un-consented sterilization17.
Other rumors suggest that hospitals “use Bedouin women's placentas for all
kinds of experiments and even sell them". Khaled has several children who
suffer from congenital diseases. He shared with me his fear that Jewish
doctors cause these defects when pregnant women go for “tests and
injections” at the hospital. Thus, the anxieties and uncertainties inherent to
childbirth and to medical interventions are enmeshed in a complex political
setting—rife with suspicion.
Frequently accompanying Bedouin women in their visits to the hospital, I
realized the spatial importance of the maternity wards. Bedouin women often
use the expression ’ind al-mwaldaat (literally meaning: with the women-inand-after-labor) to refer to the building that houses the delivery hall,
obstetrics emergency room, three obstetrics wards, and three maternity
wards. Altogether, these are the maternity wards. Following childbirth,
women commonly remain hospitalized for 2-3 days. Women also visit this
complex for other medical interventions, and frequently visit relatives after
birth or when hospitalized.
The manner in which Bedouin women describe and actually move in this
space suggests that maternity wards constitute an unusual socio-spatial site.
The hospital has two main entrances; the older one, adjacent to the maternity
wards, is often preferred by Bedouin women, even when heading to visit a
different ward: it is the more familiar one. Women are not merely familiar
with the location; it being the site of birthing makes it extra familiar and
proper. As one woman put it “this is a women’s place, it is fitting”. Women’s
instructions concerning the whereabouts of a sick relative often refer to the
maternity and children’s wards as orientation points. Even when at an

Medical staff, often encountering resistance to caesarean sections, were aware of
these rumours. Tubulation, a surgical procedure to block the fallopian tubes and
prevent fertilization, is typically recommended by doctors when a section is
performed after multiple pregnancies or repeated c-sections. A c-section might be
performed urgently, but tubulation requires separate consent. However, one doctor
admitted that in some cases doctors may be too keen to perform the procedure,
consequently compromising the informed-consent procedure. Bedouin women often
refer to tubulation as closing or inverting the womb. It is often Bedouin men who
suggest that doctors might take the opportunity to 'close her womb'. Interestingly,
some of the women say they do trust the doctors, but not their husbands who “might
sign to approve such a procedure just so he can then marry a second wife”.
17
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entirely different part of the hospital, women often come to fetch snacks or
beverages from the automat or coffee stand located at the entrance to the
delivery hall and maternity wards: it is familiar and distinct from the
surrounding public space.
Beersheba is a predominantly Jewish urban space, in which most Bedouin
women do not move freely. When going into town, Bedouin women are often
accompanied by a male kin. More than fear of being “unprotected”, they fear
being seen unescorted and thus raising questions among fellow Bedouin as to
the appropriateness and legitimacy of their wandering beyond their domestic
terrain. Urban space has often been portrayed as alienating and threatening.
Simmel’s observation that anonymous urban public space can, nonetheless,
grant a "kind of personal freedom" ([1903]1950, p.416) is still relevant here.
On one of my visits in town, while joining Hitam for a medical test of her son,
she suggested we have lunch there rather than in one of the Bedouin towns on
the way;
"Among the Jews we can grab our freedom. Since we are Arab, sitting
among the Arabs is not good. Among Arabs we will feel shy, everyone
looks and asks. The Jews, they don’t know where I'm from, and besides
they let their own wives travel alone".
Hitam's experience (as well as the following incident) both reveal the complex
nature of public space and the contextual nature of social identities and
gendered behavior. At the Soroka Hospital, delivery rooms are highly
equipped, but wards are still crowded, and both delivery compartments and
recovery rooms are partitioned off only by screens. I visited Faiga at the
hospital after she gave birth to her third daughter. She had suffered serious
bleeding and had to be rushed to the operation room.
"When I woke up in the recovery room, I did not know where I was or
what day it was. I realized the husband of the women behind the next
curtain had a mobile phone. I asked him if I could make a phone call and
called my sister. [As she has often told me she cannot speak any Hebrew, I
asked 'did he speak Arabic?' Faiga smiled] "for these things I can speak
Hebrew, I said 'sorry, me short phone?' Lying in bed like this, I would be
shy to ask an Arab man. This Jewish man was very kind; he saw my pain
and effort, and even offered to dial the numbers for me".
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As both Faiga’s and Hitam's accounts illustrate, Jewish men are not
necessarily relevant to their self scrutiny that is alert to social surveillance.
Although men do visit, maternity wards are dominated by the presence of
women. Among the staff, Bedouin women mostly encounter female nurses
and midwives, whom they often refer to as ‘doctora’s. For many of the
Bedouin women, women’s space back home is often, by definition, private.
Not only are maternity wards female space, Bedouin women often
constitute the majority of patients in maternity wards. Most Bedouin women
of childbearing age give birth frequently and regularly visit other women
following childbirth. While the Bedouin comprise 25 per cent of the Negev
population, the majority of births at the Soroka maternity wards involve
Bedouin women18.
Even in the face of other women, childbirth remains an intimate and
private event, while the hospital is a semi-public space. Traditionally, during
the forty days following childbirth, a woman is considered Nafasa: her grave is
said to be open. This custom is documented throughout the Arab Middle East
(e.g. Abu-Lughod 1986, Granqvist, 1947) and is known as Al-arba'in, the forty
days. During this time various restrictions apply to the newborn and mother’s
bodily practices, such as a postpartum sex taboo and the avoidance of visitors
beyond a restricted circle, excluding menstruating women even among those
otherwise permitted. In the context of the hospital, however, I have not
observed any practice -or even reference to - such customary restrictions,
even by those manifestly practicing them at home. When I had asked about
this hospital respite, Hajja Za'ila- an elderly and fervent promoter of the Alarba'in restrictions- firmly replied, “In the hospital? They are secure enough!”
Thus, maternity wards constitute an exception. While older women often
scorn the habits of the younger generation of women and would, at times,
cherish and champion various features of their previous lifestyle and
conditions, I seldom heard such longing expressed in relation to pre-hospital
childbirth. Many older women nostalgically remember earlier days, when an
even longer break from household responsibilities was offered, "it was a real
treat; we would stay in the maternity ward for nearly a week".

18 In the year 2002, Bedouin births comprised 56 per cent of all live births at the
Soroka Medical Centre.
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Birthing provides women with a legitimate manner to venture beyond
their households and common networks. It allows them to carve out a
intermission in both time and space. An unusual space within the public space,
maternity wards are placed within the urban, public and mixed space (by
gender and ethnicity), and yet accommodate a familiarized women’s sphere.
In this setting they observe, and engage with, both Jewish-Israeli and fellow
Bedouin women, encounters that both challenge and reaffirm tightly-drawn
social boundaries.

ON ASSUMED COMMONALITIES AND OBSERVING THE OTHER
While the exchange between Jewish and Bedouin women in the hospital is
hampered by language barriers, political tensions, and attempts to maintain a
degree of segregation, it is not uncommon for Jewish and Bedouin women to
share rooms or food, to congratulate each other, or to admire each others
newborns. Such events are often framed to confirm an assumed commonality
and even affinity between women under some universal concept of
motherhood. Hamda, a young woman hospitalized in her last weeks of
pregnancy, told me:
“Some of them [the Jews] quarrel and some are the best, it is in the
personality. Today a very nice Jewish woman was put in the bed opposite
me. We chatted a lot, she realized I should lie down and offered to bring
me my lunch tray. Yet yesterday the Jewish-woman in the adjacent room
with whom we share the bathroom, was very obnoxious. She suggested
that I should use another bathroom. I told her ‘this is neither my house
nor yours’. We are all just women bearing our children”.
The emotional, vulnerable and intimate moments of birthing, as well as the
daily routines of washing, eating, breastfeeding, sleepless nights and healing
wounds may kindle the appeal to shared humanity, womanhood and
motherhood. However, as Hamda’s concluding comment illustrates, evoking
commonality is also a way to appeal for equity in the face of discrimination.
As often reflected in the attitude and scrutiny of hospital staff, as well as
Jewish women and their guests, the position of Bedouin women as members
of a marginal minority is-directly and indirectly-largely determined by the
hegemonic perspective of Israeli society. For many Jewish inhabitants of the
Negev, the Bedouin -especially Bedouin women- are for the most part
invisible or transparent; the exceptions are when Bedouin women are
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perceived to be markedly present, i.e., when giving birth or collecting welfare
allowances. Thus, while I do not here concentrate on the diverse impressions
hospital encounters may have on Jewish women, there are moments when the
assumed communalities are in painfully short supply and ethnic boundaries
are aggressively enforced. Take the following, rather extreme, case:
Rif'a had given birth to her seventh daughter. On that morning, in a Tel
Aviv bus, a Palestinian suicide-bomber had blown himself up along with a
dozen other passengers. After the delivery, Rif'a was accompanied by a
nurse to a room in the maternity ward. As soon as they appeared in the
room's doorway, one of the women in the room said we 'have had enough
of Arabs for today', and asked the nurse to find the woman another room.
"They were those kind of religious Jewish women," explained Rif'a.
Indeed, it is in the context of such tightly drawn boundaries that events
allowing individuals to emerge from fixed categories should be appreciated.
Whereas many encounters may reinforce existing prejudices, others may
reveal that differences are re-arranged in surprisingly new ways.
Sabriya had just given birth to her first son; she told me about the
Bedouin women in her room, about whom she knew quite a lot. In the
bed opposite her was an ultraorthodox Jewish woman whose husband
had just arrived for a visit. I asked her if she knew where the couple was
from. "No, I did not speak to them, they do not like Arabs" she replied.
“Who doesn’t like Arabs?” I asked. "Those religious people" she clarified.
“Why do you think so?” I asked. "That is what the women here say",
Sabriya said. Sabriya's husband arrived and suggested that we all go
outside, so he could smoke a cigarette. A few minutes later, while we
were sitting on a bench outside, the ultraorthodox man appeared and
asked Sabriya's husband for a cigarette. While the ultraorthodox man lit
his cigarette, he said; "so you must be the fortunate father". Sabriya tried
to hide her smile, and the man asks her husband, "Does she understand
Hebrew?" This Sabriya understood. Jokingly, her husband said "she
doesn't understand anything". Then the man added “I do not speak much
Arabic but I can sing some songs”, he then sang a line of "'Abdul
Wahab19". Sabriya and her husband looked at each other in surprise and,
with some doubt, her husband said, "So sing to us!" The man kept singing.

19 Abdul Wahab (1910-1991), an Egyptian composer and performer, is one of the
most prominent modern classical musicians in the Arab world.
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Then Sabriya's husband excitedly joined in and further suggested, "And
how about this song?" Later, Sabriya told me that the ultraorthodox
man's wife was Tunisian and she could actually speak even better Arabic
than he could!”
In response to such stories, women would often offer their comparable
experiences. Sabriya's neighbor (present when the incident with the
ultraorthodox singer was told) said: "When I gave birth to Thabit [now in his
30s], the woman right next to me was Jewish, but could speak excellent
Arabic; she herself was born in Iraq". Women call on their hospital experience
to point out that there are some Jews who are actually more like them then
are others.
At other moments they recall extraordinary differences, for instance, by
conveying with excitement that they observed an unmarried Jewish woman
can have an accepted child. While one woman may talk of “the Jews”, another
may point out that some actually prepare malfuf (stuffed vine leafs) “just like
we do”, and/or speak Arabic. While one woman might be complaining that we
Arabs “breed like sheep”, another women might knowledgeably remark:
“some Jews have many kids, too”. Such encounters seem to disturb established
categories, producing potentially unsettling but also exciting new experiences.
Bedouin women also observe that some (mostly middle class Jewish women)
are more obviously keen on their privacy than they, wishing to minimize their
hospital stay, shying away from social exchange, and avoiding revealing their
bodies when breastfeeding.
Unfamiliar with the etiquette of Jewish women, and often inhibited in
approaching strangers in general, many Bedouin women would not make the
first attempts to start a conversation. However, it seems that some Jewish
women exercise their curiosity more freely and take opportunities to ask
Bedouin women about their private lives: how does she cope with having a cowife or with her many children? Why she was married so young? Or, why does
she bears a child every other year? During such investigations, Jewish women
often express their conviction that such practices are undesirable:
Jewish women to the women in the bed next to her: “Is it a boy or a girl?”
Bedouin woman: “It is a boy”.
Jewish women: congratulates her in Arabic “Mabruk” and continues in
Hebrew: “How many children do you have?”
Bedouin woman: “Three girls and four boys”.
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Jewish women: “And you are so young. Four boys and four girls, isn’t that
a blessing, isn’t that enough? You might want to take some time off now
[from birthing] to raise them, it must be a lot of work”.
Jewish women seem to feel entitled, if not obliged, to make suggestions that
betray their cultural convictions. In many cases, the attitudes of JewishIsraelis so profoundly reflect state ideology/policy that one does not need to
read established policy to know it. Most Jewish women do not, however,
necessarily make such comments with a conscious political agenda; indeed
they may do so based precisely their sentiments of affinity and assumed
commonality.
Such exchanges are also facilitated by the fact that many Jewish-Israeli
and Bedouin women share certain perceptions of what constitutes the
modern/progressive versus the backward. Indeed, as Kanaaneh (2002) puts
it, “reproductive measures are key markers used to negotiate and daily
recreate essential categories of identity: the modern, the primitive, the urban,
the rural, the Bedouin, the clan, the Muslim, the Christian, the Druze, the local,
the foreign, the Jew, the Arab" (2002, p.105). Thus many of the women share
what Kanaaneh (2002) has termed “reproductive measures”, the perception
that certain reproductive practices (such as hospital deliveries) constitute the
modern whereas others are markers of backwardness (as in multiple births,
boy preference). Jewish women thereby mark themselves as modern by
undertaking the task of modernizing their Bedouin neighbors. Various
reproductive practices are often denounced, not by labeling them as
backwards but, simply for being “unhealthy”. Consequently, medical
discourses (such as stating that multiple deliveries wear out women’s bodies),
conflated with implicit and explicit cultural assumptions, have the forceful
power seemingly to de-politicize while obscuring the highly politicized realms
of reproduction and demography.
Bedouin women’s references to differences between Arabs and Jews
often feature Jewish-Israeli society as more progressive. Unlike observations
that underscore the diversity among Jewish-Israelis, these references refer to
a generalized Other. The following conversation unfolded shortly after Jamila
returned home from the hospital, having given birth to her fifth son. One of
the women present inquired about her hospital stay, wanting to know if
Jamila had rested, if she met so and so who had also given birth, and if the
wards were crowded with women or visitors.
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Jamila: "The Jews are not like us. They work; they are busy, so they
mostly visit in the evening. Arab, they come and go in the middle of the
day, that is, if they come at all, they [Arab men] beget and then dump
("bikhalfu ubirmu".) When I gave birth to Abir, there was a Jewish woman
next to me at the ward. While she was resting in the hospital, her husband
took care of the household and her two other little kids. Only his cooking
was not so good she said”.
Amnah, Jamila’s co-wife who was also present, added: “Oh, the Arabs. The
only thing they know is how to breed, like sheep! They forget something
should follow”. Amnah was referring to care and attention, but Jamila
responded with a smile: “oh no, they don’t forget, they collect [the child
allowances]. That is the truth. We bear birth and hardship, and they
collect!”
Amnah added enthusiastically: "Unlike the Jews they [the Arabs] don’t
bring their wives flowers or anything that will please her and make her
feel nice. They just bring food, snacks and sweets and then eat it up
themselves when they come to visit with their many kids ".
Though Jamila and Amnah’s mocking of Bedouin men was very explicit, I
regularly heard Bedouin women praise the conduct of Jews, without making
such explicit comparisons- just mentioning that some Jewish men change
diapers or buy their wife’s underwear. These reflections could best be
described as instances of an “indirect discourse of complaint” (Kelsky
1996:184). Bedouin women rhetorically use such references to contrast, to
negotiate, and to criticize gender relations in their own society. I say
“rhetorically”, because in the course of contrasting their own society with
observations of others, they often praise “Jewish” conduct, not for the sake of
praising “the Jews”, but in order to denounce forms of conduct to which they
are accustomed and the perceived shortcomings of ordinary Bedouin men.
Finally, while women gain knowledge about diversity within Jewish
society as well as about similarities between Jews and Arabs, the dualism
between Jews and Arabs remains intact. I have, therefore, suggested that
Bedouin women employ these insights to draw contrasts between their
respective societies, and critically to reflect on self and society. While some
women might, long after, recall these significant hospital encounters, such
reflections also occur before leaving the hospital. This way, the hospital itself
becomes a meeting point, providing many Bedouin women with the
opportunity and context within which to discuss their lives and predicaments,
to form and share opinions with Bedouin women from all over the Negev.
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FROM THE WATER WELLS TO THE MATERNITY WARD
Though Bedouin women often refer to their hospital encounters as a source of
knowledge of “the Jews”, in reality such encounters are quite sporadic,
consisting of only brief exchanges. Compared to these limited interactions,
interaction among Bedouin women, who were previously complete strangers,
is markedly intense. To my surprise, many of the Bedouin women I visited
soon knew of most of the other Bedouin women in their ward, including
where they were from (i.e. the settlement or township and family of origin),
how many children they had, and whether they had co-wives, or not. In short,
Bedouin women bond together in ways that exceed merely assisting each
other with translation or polite exchange of information.
In her late twenties, Noha was having a difficult third pregnancy, during
which she was often hospitalized for a few days. On one of my visits to the
hospital, she told me: “Friendship can come about in half an hour and still
remain for a lifetime. There is a woman who gave birth with me when I
delivered my first child; she still calls me once in a while and might visit
me at the hospital when I give birth. This is an opportunity for us. It is
something you do not forget; still today, my mother recalls, ‘when I gave
birth to so and so, I came to know so and so’. Once they would meet near
the well on the pasture, now it’s the maternity ward”.
Although Noha’s new friend never visited her at home, she was planning to
visit her in the hospital after learning (from a relative just released from the
hospital) that Noha was once again in the hospital. Even though most hospital
relations are not maintained outside of the hospital, I suspect that the waterwell metaphor reveals that these encounters are not just about friendship, but
about appropriating a legitimate space where strangers meet and exchange
news and opinions, exchanges that enact shared cultural terrain and sociopolitical locations.
Whether in their rooms, at mealtime, or in the evening after visiting
hours, one can often see groups of Bedouin women sitting together. On one
occasion, I accompanied a woman to visit her niece, Sarah, who had just given
birth. When we did not find her in her room, another Bedouin woman
directed us to the next room: "they all sit there and chat," she said. There we
found Sarah enjoying the company of a few other women she had not
previously known. She got up to welcome us and said it was an opportunity to
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talk, "You know, women's talk, about marriage and children and problems"20.
Later Sarah told me more about such women's talk:
"Women talk can be not only good things you know. But some time you
get some advice. When I was little I heard many things this way, also bad
things". With a smile she said, "Do all the guests in a wedding dance? Do
all the mourners -gathered at the deceased home- weep?" Then she said,
"but for us women there are no better opportunities [to talk] than at the
clinic [MCH] or the hospital".
Comparable in many ways to maternity wards, Mother-Child Health
(MCH) clinics are meeting places for Bedouin women . Therefore I understand
women’s decisive and consistent attendance at MCHs to be related not only to
the care provided, but also to the lay encounters and knowledge they offer.
Though there are other opportunities for women to meet and chat, these are
mostly special events, and the women encountered there are mostly relatives
or other familiar community members. The hospital, then, becomes a place
where women-who generally are inexperienced with more public encountersgenerate a lively public debate.
For women inexperienced in actively engaging with strangers however,
the maternity-ward encounter zones are not without challenges. Though
hospital encounters perpetuate new solidarities between women, it is unlike
the typically private and protected, gendered familial space. I heard the
following “urban legend” from three different women:
The story goes that recently there has been an impostor, dressed in
women's clothes; he would join gatherings of Bedouin women at the
hospital wards. He wore a black Jilbab, and a face veil, of the kind only a
few exceptionally religious young women use of late. Occasionally 'she'
introduced herself as unmarried, thus looking for a fiancé. Not only would
he infiltrate the social world of women's talk, he would also further
exploit their trust and steal from their handbags or hospital cupboard.

20 The term “haki an-niswan” (“women's talk”) is often used in a pejorative manner to
imply nonsense or gossip one cannot trust. Back in the village I witnessed a woman
confirm her own statement by saying "this is no women's talk, its true". Such informal
or lay knowledge is often underestimated , in deference to male, professional or other
authoritative discourses.
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This rumor betrays the peculiar intimacy of this distinct social space and the
fears emanating from it. Though these fellow Bedouin women are not
personally familiar, the situation and ensuing conversation often stage the
very intimate. Such fears of intrusion reveal the value of this, albeit liminal
space. For Bedouin women usually confined to the private sphere of the
home, this can be a significant though somewhat awkward experience.
Many references to hospital encounters include comparisons to other
Bedouin women's conduct and relationships. These are, then, often
formulated in collective terms:
"I saw the women from Rahat. They are not like us - their women come
and go. The woman in that room, her aunt, mother and sister came to
visit her after dark, alone [unescorted by men]. The aunt even has a
driving license and a car… Some Arabs, are not closed like us. This family,
they have many educated daughters. They are open, they take the new
model".
The expression she used "Mish zai 'arabna", literally meaning “not like our
Arabs”, “our Arabs” referring to her own extended descent group and village.
Extended families and tribal affiliations still partially inform some collective
identities-as well as tensions-within Bedouin society. Whereas interpersonal
interactions transcend these affiliations, such classifications inspire various
generalization and comparisons. Women commonly rate fellow Bedouin on a
scale of open versus closed (progress versus backwardness) corresponding to
the reproductive masseurs mentioned earlier. Unlike Jewish women, other
Bedouin women allow for closer identification, thereby providing a more valid
model for evaluating conduct. Shared circumstances and cultural idioms
facilitate drawing analogies to and embracing someone else’s experience thus
extending individual experiential knowledge 21 . Seeing new options for
themselves it also becomes a fertile setting to reflect upon-even questionthose largely shared circumstances and cultural idioms.
Childbirth stands central in most Bedouin women's lives; however, this is
not to say that women's lives are entirely consumed by reproduction. The
reproductive encounters discussed here reveal Bedouin women’s concern

21 “Experiential knowledge” is a term often used to refer to the construction of
intersubjective knowledge, based on communication and reflection on individual
experience (e.g Abel and Brown 1998; Kelleher 1994)
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with diverse social processes and social relations at large. In their encounters
some topics constantly re-occur: polygyny, the burdens of childbirth and
raising children, gender roles, and the significance of education. One such
example is the debate on breastfeeding and provision of infant formula, which
triggers discussions not only on mother and infant health, but also on far more
general issues, such as husbands’ duties and the standard of living. Several
Bedouin women conveyed to me their belief that, the promotion of
breastfeeding is merely a result of the overcrowded wards and the need to
save on infant milk-formula expenses. (The same financial logic is often
assumed to account for the change from newborn nurseries to rooming-in22
arrangements). It seems that the advantages of breastfeeding are sometimes
completely overshadowed by women’s demand from men to provide- and
thus to buy- the best for the baby, which is often perceived as infant-formula.
Sabha's mother sat quietly during most of the visit. It was the afternoon
visiting hour, and women were coming and going. Entering the room,
they passed Sabha's bed and the open partition curtain and greeted the
heavy women, practically blocking the entrance. She generally enjoyed
passively listening to the other young mothers sharing Sabha's room. Yet,
on one occasion, she excitedly interrupted the conversation: one of
Sabha’s roommates urged her to breastfeed, instead of having to beg her
husband for infant-formula. Upon hearing this, Sabha's mother
interrupted, "her husband can perfectly well afford to buy infant-formula.
Imagine! If he would refuse to buy food for his child!"
This was in spite of the fact that Sabha's mother raised eleven children and
had breastfed all of them. Because providing for one's children is one of men’s
primary responsibilities, women can gain social support and backing to
accuse their husbands if not met. Even when (as is now generally the case)
women’s claims on material means have decreased, infant formula is an
important exception. This shift reflects, in part, the change in women's status
from producers to consumers, coupled with reduced household productivity
and increased market consumption. Accordingly, the way fellow Bedouin
women confront similar structural predicaments becomes a valuable part of

22 ”Rooming-in” is a term used when the infant does not stay in the newborn nursery,
but in the mother’s room during her hospital stay.
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one’s own experiential knowledge, thereby informing their opinions of what
can be demanded and how.
Indeed, much of what is discussed among Bedouin women in the hospital
is their perceived shared predicaments- two of the most dominant themes
being polygyny, and kuthrat el awlaad (literally, multiple children) i.e. family
size and high birth-rates. This latter topic often evokes lively debates among
Bedouin women, leading to a wide range of debates as diverse as: the rising
cost of living, the gendered division of care and nurture-related labor,
education, polygyny, and state incentives.
Though they mostly remain dependent on their reproductive role and on
the status of their male progeny, Bedouin women often criticize high fertility.
To negotiate this contradiction, women may portray themselves as passive
agents in managing their fertility. But of course, even when under serious
constraint and control, in practice women are seldom merely passiveprocreators; to which the presence of these debates well attests. Bedouin
women often explain the gap between their desired and actual family size by
reference to the discrepancy between men’s and women's dispositions. They
express discontent with their own reproductive practices, buthold men
responsible. Even women of poor economic means criticize the state’s policy,
specifically its high child allowances, by suggesting that men are wrongly
motivated to enlarge family size, some engage in even more extreme rhetoric,
expressing contentment with recent welfare payment cutbacks, or suggesting
that they be canceled altogether so as to force men to find jobs and to consider
the expenses of childbearing. Some of these statements reproduce clichés
about Bedouin backwardness or the corruption of Israeli Arabs by state
policies, often heard among neo-liberal Israelis, as well as among Palestinians
from the West-Bank.
Actual sociological explaintions for high fertility rates23 are beyond the
scope of this paper. More significant to this discussion are the actual
processes by which Bedouin women form and reform opinions and practices.
Within the Arab-Palestine society in Israel, concern is often expressed that

Marx (2000) suggests that economic uncertainty among the Negev Bedouin
promotes large families as people put their trust in children. Additionally, segmentary
politics, religion, polygyny, deficient family planning services, and child allowances
have all been evoked in the debate considering the nature of the pressure on women
to maintain high fertility rates.

23
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one of the negative effects of the Israeli demographic rhetoric is that it
hampers a more critical internal public debate concerning the repercussions
of the high birth rates24. Though seldom shared by men, I suggest it is
precisely this debate in which Bedouin women are engaged in gathering in
maternity wards.
Thus, Bedouin women engage in complex deliberations among
themselves, sharing views and concerns, generating a critical debate that
reaches far beyond specific reproductive issues, encompassing nearly every
aspect of their socio-political position. These debates, nonetheless, reveal that
Bedouin women often juggle between various incompatible power relations
(AbuLughod 1990).
In addition to patriarchal gender relations, political discrimination, and
changing regimes of production, Bedouin women are also subject to medical
regimes that introduce new technologies and dilemmas. Their response to the
latter involves selective compliance to medical procedures and medicalied
discourses, such that medical options are differently sorted. Whereas most
Jewish women consent to the routinely-offered spinal analgesia (epidural),
only a minority of Bedouin women do. However, most Bedouin women if any
would typically ask for intravenous analgesia (parenteral pethidine). The
important thing to recognize is that many Bedouin women first hear about
these procedures from other women in the hospital. Intravenous analgesia is
provided through an infusion already in place, whereas spinal analgesia is
injected near the spinal cord, and is thus perceived to be far more invasive.
The dangers of spinal analgesia are well known to many Jewish women, yet
for many of them the risk is rendered more acceptable than suffering
"unnecessary" labor pain. In contrast, most Bedouin women expect less
support from others when they suffer epidural after-effects, however- unlike
many Jewish-women- they do obtain compassion with labor pain. This is
precisely what belonging to a specific “therapeutic community” entails. At the
hospital, women explore and negotiate the constraints defining the horizons
of expectation on which they rely; however, new horizons may result from
their encounters. In other words, the hospital is not merely a site where

24 In his article “The Demographic Plumb”, Shalahat (former editor of two leading
Palestinian Arabic newspapers published in Israel) called for such an internal public
debate (Haaretz, 25 May 2004).
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shared health-related values are enacted, but also a site where they are newly
formulated and negotiated.
Bedouin women are subject not only to information from medical staff
and mainstream norms of compliance. For their experience also includes
networks of relatives who are subject to alternative practices and norms; they
are familiar with the West-Bank's practices of birthing where home-delivery
and midwifery are common practice, but caesareans and spinal analgesia are
not. By contrast, most Jewish-Israeli women barely know anyone their own
age that did not use spinal analgesia, Unless they are informed by alternative
“therapeutic community” such as “back to nature” childbirth movements
which are increasingly popular in Israel, but only marginally manifested in
common hospital practice. Among Bedouin women, However little or no
enthusiasm or interest in such ideas can be found.
While such selective practices are obviously beyond individual decisionmaking, they can also not be reduced to mere acts of distrust or withdrawal
predetermined by social categories. Shared experience and knowledge, as
well as social networks and conditions, encourage Bedouin women to relate
and to learn from each other’s experience. This enables them to maintain
critical distance not only from medical authority, but also from the implicit
authority of the dominant society. Thus, while lay encounters at maternity
wards provide fertile ground for the sharing of experiential knowledge, it also
marks the boundaries of such shared knowledge. Bedouin women draw
contrasts with Jewish women to evoke and provoke critical reflection and
differentiate their experiences. In contract, fellow Beduoin women provide
more valid models. Among Bedouin women -despite internal diversity - they
extend their identification to select from among contested practices.
Finally, without serious consideration of those incompatible power
relations in which Bedouin women are enmeshed, much of their deliberation
is rendered incomprehensible. I am here informed by Abu-Lughod’s (1990)
analysis of the changing network of power in which the Awlad ’Ali Bedouin
women are enmeshed. More specifically, I follow her compelling illustration of
how young women resist their elders’ coarseness while becoming involved in
new forms of sexualized femininity by purchasing cosmetics and lingerie. In
turn, argues Abu-Lughod, these practices bind these young women both to
local and global consumerism and to their husband’s power to buy things. One
of their few legitimate domains for insisting upon their husband’s investment
is in childcare by having a say in his expenditures. Most pointedly, Negev-
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Bedouin women’s principal demand often is to be provided with infant milk
formulas. However, in this attempt to tackle the changing gender and
production relations, they render themselves increasingly dependent on their
husbands and on costly consumption goods (often, finally, having to settle for
cheap powdered milk).
That challenging one axis of power might involve embracing another,
should also be kept in mind when considering the Bedouin women’s praise of
Jewish-Israeli society, the reiteration of various clichés and prejudices
concerning their (men’s) reproductive patterns, and abuse of child
allowances, or portraying themselves as passive-procreators. In the process of
challenging internal gendered power relations and reproduction regimes,
women submit themselves to stereotypes that are more commonly used in
their disadvantage.

CONCLUSION: REPRODUCTIVE ENCOUNTERS
In hospital maternity wards, Bedouin women-who are largely confined to
their household and kin network-encounter diverse unfamiliar women: both
Jewish and Bedouin women from different classes, ethnicities and religious
backgrounds. I have argued for the significance of studying such lay
encounters for what they betray of the larger social context in which they are
embedded.
Despite the limited interaction between Arab-Bedouin and Jewish
women, Bedouin women’s frequent reference to these encounters attest to
their significance. Given the brief direct interactions Bedouin women
otherwise have with members of Jewish-Israeli society, the intimate proximity
offered by adjacent hospital beds, provide them with a lively glance into the
lifeworld of the culturally- and politically- dominant Other. Bedouin women
often evoke their hospital encounters with Jewish women to establish their
unmediated knowledge of Jewish-Israeli society, its social conduct, and
cultural diversity. Furthermore, Bedouin women rhetorically use such
references to draw contrasts with their own society. In fact, based on this
pattern I venture that the brevity of such contacts-coupled with the need to
establish first-hand knowledge of the Other- conspire to provide the gravitas
of these brief encounters not only for Bedouin women, but for any underclass
or subaltern.
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Among themselves Bedouin women engage in elaborate discussions
sharing knowledge and concerns, as they consider and negotiate the horizons
of their expectations regarding health and childcare in terms of their social
locations and relations. But, as Bedouin women generate critical reflection
concerning gender relations even challenging the internal gendered power
relations and reproduction regimes within Bedouin society, they also often
reproduce common prejudices and clichés. That is, immersed as they are in
incompatible power relations, in the course of challenging one power relation,
Bedouin women may submit themselves to discourses that in another context
are used to subjugate them to other power relations. However, by establishing
their shared experiential knowledge that inform their selective practices,
Bedouin women also maintain critical distance from medical authority and,
indirectly, from the authority of the culturally and politically dominant.
Thus my threefold argument, I have argued that maternity wards present
an unusual encounter zone embodying various contradictions. For many
Bedouin women it constitutes an exception both in time and space, a familiar
women’s space within the predominantly Jewish urban public space. This is a
space in which the private and intimate is transformed and reversed to
encompass nearly every aspect of the socio-political and the public; setting a
stage upon which tensions regarding the body physical, the body social and
the body political are played out.
Birthing, central to both the political as well as to what is perceived to be
most essentially human, is deeply implicated in these tensions. Many women
conceive of the maternity ward as a female space, a space where women share
the commonality of birthing, womanhood and motherhood. This assumed
commonality is then confronted with considerable differences in practices
and values related to reproduction as well as with the divisive politics of
reproduction and its selective reproach of high fertility. In Israel, reproductive
politics are partially masked by universal health and welfare services.
However, demographic ideologies and fears are so profoundly ingrained in
mainstream dispositions that they are frequently reproduced in seemingly
benevolent lay encounters. I have proposed that, by way of disregarding the
wider context, this assumed communality can simultaneously be empowering
and disempowering. Employing such metaphors can also serve as appeals for
equity and attempts to defeat the constructed dualism between Jews and
Arabs, or simply to overcome the awkwardness of intimate exposure in the
face of strangers. Women often evoke and centralize metaphors of shared
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humanity and womanhood to bridge difference and dissonance. But
comparable with the workings of medicalization, the de-politicizing and decontextualizing force of such appeal to shared humanity makes some women
especially vulnerable to the power relations embedded in a supposedly
neutral context.
In short, the reproductive activity of birthing not only sets the stage for
the lay encounters examined here, but are themselves pregnant with social
and political tensions. In the extraordinary context of bearing new life, these
encounters potential lyt disturb existing divides and enable individuals to
emerge from fixed categories. Amongst themselves, not alienated by political
tensions Bedouin women’s lay hospital encounters provide a valuable context
to share experiential knowledge and to reflect on the wide range of themes
related to their reproductive roles and health. However, as long as the forces
that construct certain people (and their babies) as a threat remain
unchallenged, these encounters may largely re-produce the social boundaries
and conditions that make them so extraordinary. Fortunately, Bedouin
women do challenge these forces- albeit mostly among themselves- even as
they also appropriate certain elements of the dominant culture’s imposed
critique for their own purposes.
Hospitals mirror biomedicine’s efforts to remove patients from their
social context. However, hospitals hardly mask the social realities in which
they are situated: to the contrary, they reflect them in multiple and, at times,
amplified ways (van der Geest & Finkler 2004). Still, I maintain that hospitals
do generate an exceptional social space. Precisely because hospitals are not
isolated social enclaves, the intimacy they impose on strangers provokes lay
encounters that are loaded with social and tensions, as well as social
potentials for negotiating these tensions.
Particularly when catering to a universal health care system, public
hospitals, bring together people that would otherwise not meet. People whose
social worlds do not ordinarily intersect- some utterly invisible to each other,
others who might meet as masters and servants, political rivals or even
enemies - share intimate space and daily routines. It has been suggested that
the decline in hospital ethnographies is related to the continuing decrease in
length of hospital stays (Zussman 1993). Yet the present study focuses on the
significance of information gleened from brief encounters that nonetheless
generate social experiences that women recall and share for years after. Upon
hospitalization, even for brief and simple interventions, people find
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themselves in an extremely awkward public space: sharing rooms with
strangers, mostly lying in beds wearing nightwear, often overhearing groans,
snores, and private information on bodily functions and personal life. While,
for some, this might prompt a more zealous seeking of privacy than ever, it
still remains that such encounters impose intimate observations of both social
and bodily practices. Moreover, such encounters often involve portentous
moments in life and anxieties of death. In the face of uncertainty and
complicated medical procedures, people often feel a need to compare and
share information and doubts. Such moments, along with the focal concern
with the body, often evoke a sense of what is perceived to be fundamentally
shared and human.,
I would, in fact, venture to say that significant lay encounters occur in
other medical settings as well where patients spend hours resting or waiting
for often extremely short medical interventions; medical knowledge is
translated, questioned and health-related practices are thereby negotiated in
lay encounters. For example, the waiting rooms of pediatricians- where
mothers perform nurturing tasks while waiting, connecting through their
children with other mothers- provide a promising site to explore how
knowledge is shared and produced though lay encounters. As illustrated by
the intensive interaction amongst Bedouin women, the hospital is not merely
a site where health-related values and practices are manifested and enacted,
but also a site where they are formulated, negotiated, and contested. In this
way the Negev-Bedouin women negotiate their selective use of medical
interventions by relying on encounters that are facilitated by the very
medicalization of reproduction. Thus, as social arenas, medical settings
function as sites where people are subjugated to medical routines and logic as
well as where reflective responses to these forces are negotiated.
Paradoxically, the increased medicalization of life generates settings where
people share experience and knowledge, which allows them to maintain and
develop critical distance from medical and culturally dominating authority.

Chapter 7:
Conclusion
In this concluding chapter, I revisit my main arguments and indicate new
directions for research. In doing so I follow the three lines of inquiry outlined
in my introduction to the study of deafness among the Negev Bedouin: (a) I
start by revisiting my main arguments related to the study of what I have
termed shared signing communities and the comparative study of deafness. In
revisiting my second and third lines of inquiry: (b) State services and
interventions, and (c) the myth of isolation, I revert to my claims to go beyond
the study of deafness. Shifting the focus to the Negev Bedouin more generally
and beyond, I indicate two directions for further research into processes of
marginalization and de-politicization.

SHARED SIGNING COMMUNITIES AND THE COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
DEAFNESS AND SIGNING
Within the Negev-Bedouin society the consequences of deafness vary
considerably between different Bedouin groups as well as along gender lines.
Compared to those groups in which deafness has only recently occurred, this
variation is most evidently the result of the long experience accumulated by
Bedouin groups with high incidences of congenital deafness. Among the AlSayyid and Qderat Bedouin, where high rates of deafness are found over
several generations, local sign languages have emerged that provide the
foundation of signing communities shared by deaf and hearing. At the same
time, there have also developed significant differences between these groups,
most evident in their marriage practices affecting the perceived
marriageability of deaf men and women.
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Some of the challenges posed to deaf Bedouin and their relatives by the
medicalization of deafness and by the introduction of formal education are
familiar from other parts of the world. And yet, such challenges and the
various responses to them are shaped by the differences mentioned above, as
well as by their occurrence in times and spaces marked by the tensions
between the Negev Bedouin as a disadvantaged minority group and the
dominant Jewish-Israeli society, policy makers and service providers.
A growing body of literature is available that illustrates how
sociolinguistic expressions of deafness are situated culturally and embedded
in particularly historical trajectories (e.g. Monaghan et.al. 2003; LeMaster
2003; Nakamura 2006; Friedner 2011). Nonetheless, Deaf Studies is still
largely dominated by binary thinking that contrasts the Deaf and the hearing,
and distinguishes the culturally Deaf from others (Senghas & Monaghan 2002;
Dirksen and Bauman 2010; Bruggemann 2010). The latter often marked by
the Deaf/deaf distinction to highlight cultural identity as distinct from
physiological deafness. Whereas the Deaf/deaf distinction is conceptually
significant in separating audiological issues from those of sociality, it has
contributed to binary thinking, based as it is on a rather uniform and
homogenous notion of the culturally Deaf.
The dominance of this notion can be understood in two contexts. First,
Deaf Studies is in many ways a transdisciplinary enterprise that emerged from
a social movement. Second, much of the ethnographic work addressing
deafness has been done within the United States or Europe (Senghas &
Monaghan 2002). Grounded mostly on studies of the American Deaf
community, Deaf studies recognize deaf peoples’ shared experience and
history; most significantly, it recognizes deaf people as constituting a
linguistic minority, having a “different center” that is anchored in the use of
sign language (Padden & Humphries 1988). Consequently, the notions of a
signing community is often perceived to be one and the same as a Deaf
community.
Among the Negev Bedouin, both the Al-Sayyid and Qderat present the
case of signing communities shared by deaf and hearing, where signing is not
necessarily a marker of so-called Deaf identity. It is not my intention to
undermine the notion of a d/Deaf community where it is applicable, but
rather to establish that signing communities do not necessarily neatly
coincide with d/Deaf communities.
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This dissertation hopes to contribute to the literature that illustrates the
multiplicity and specificity of the meaning of deafness and signing, revealing
the ways they are embedded in particular practices and contexts. However, it
also suggests that the study of deafness among the Negev Bedouin can be
relevant to the study of deafness more generally, just as I have benefited from
the study of deafness elsewhere.
Since the publication of “Everyone here spoke sign language” (Groce
1985), shared signing communities have often been used to illustrate an
utterly different deaf experience, albeit in a similarly binary form. Whereas
deaf and disability scholars show how being deaf need not be disabling, this
claim is shown most compellingly in a situation where deaf and hearing
people recognize and experience the viability of signed communication. But
contrasting shared signing communities to d/Deaf communities of the kind
that have been most commonly documented limits the possibility both to
recognize their shared features and differences, and to examine the
complexities and dynamics of each shared signing community.
Using the term “integrated signing communities” in my first publication,1I
also initially used such contrast to highlight the unique sociolinguistic
conditions in shared signing communities. But I soon realized2 that, I do not
wish to subscribe to the notion that deaf people are inevitably integrated
under such circumstances, rather, underscoring the unique sharing of signing,
identifies the most significant shared feature of how hearing and deaf signers
jointly participate in visual language from an early age, leaving room for
variation in its actual social consequences in each separate case.
Subsequently, I introduced the term shared signing community (Kisch 2008a,
chapter 2 this volume) to capture these unique sociolinguistic circumstances
where sign languages are developed and used by deaf and hearing alike, a fact
often downplayed by both linguists and Deaf Studies scholars. The usefulness
of this term goes beyond underscoring the sharing of one (or more) forms of
speech: as pointed out in Hymes’ (1974:51) original definition of a linguistic
speech community, members of speech communities also share knowledge of

1 A modified version of this publication (Kisch 2004) makes for chapter 3 of this
dissertation.
2 My exchange with Annelies Kusters in which she shared some of the thoughts later
published in her 2009 article were helpful in realizing the shortcoming of this term. I
wish to thank her for her critical reading and feedback.
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its patterns and rules of use. This is significant in the distinct sociolinguistic
realities of shared signing communities, grounded as they are in daily
experiences and practices related to deafness and signing. Significantly this
also means, for instance, that less fluent hearing signers not only recognize
sign language as a proper language but often demonstrate awareness of the
pragmatics of signed communication.
In most shared signing communities, deaf and hearing members, are
exposed to adult models of deaf and hearing signers in the community, from
the second generation of signers onwards. My analysis of the different
generations of signers among the Al-Sayyid, however shows that more than
half of the second and third generations of deaf signers did not grow up with
older deaf signers in their immediate households. This reveals how significant
hearing signers are in the generational transmission of shared sign languages.
Relevant to the comparative study of sign languages and sign language
typology, these findings suggests the need for a closer examination of the
possible role of hearing signers in the emergence, development, and
maintenance of sign languages, as well as the impact of cross-modal (signedspoken) language contacts.
High rates of deafness distributed throughout the community, dense
social networks and the familiarity with both deaf and hearing signers from a
young age – all conspire to facilitate the production and sharing of a unique
experiential knowledge of deafness and signing. Given that even among
scholarly linguistics it was not until the late 1960s that sign languages were
finally accepted as genuine languages, the revealing nature of such experience
and knowledge cannot be underestimated.
My work also shows that while the social space shared by deaf and hearing is
generally accommodating for deaf people, it also involves a structural
sociolinguistic asymmetry; whereas deaf people mostly rely on signed
communication, hearing people have access to both spoken and signed modes
of communication. In the case of the Al-Sayyid, I have demonstrated that
when considering the multiple languages and language modes involved
(including writing and more than one spoken and signed language), this
asymmetry is not easily reduced to a one-dimensional hierarchy
subordinating deaf people. When Nonaka (2009), based on her accomplished
study of the Ban-Khor, suggests the term speech/sign community, my main
reservation about her term is that it ignores precisely this asymmetry, for
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most deaf signers do not share the use of spoken language; thus the term
speech/sign community partly excludes them.
The remaining models and terms that are used to refer to these cases
range from efforts to classify sign-languages to attempts to group whole
societies according to their acceptance of or adaptation to deafness. Shared
signing communities are then perceived to be a product of assimilative
societies (Lane et. al. 1996; Bahan & Nash 1996; Lane et. al. 2000) in contrast
to the condition of deaf people in what are labeled as differentiating or
oppressive societies (Bahan & Nash 1996; Lane et. al. 2000). Both deaf and
hearing refer to the former with idyllic terms (Woll & Ladd, 2003). My
analysis of the Al Sayyid signing community shows, to the contrary that social
structures and practices in shared signing communities should be examined
for how they may both facilitate and restrict deaf people.
This literature considers the integration of deaf people to be the result of
a so-called “traditional” character of these societies assumed to be
geographically isolated, egalitarian and assimilative, with low occupational
and educational differentiation. These accounts evoke the impression of some
‘‘natural integration’’ of the disabled. But such a frame encourages a
romanticized and ahistorical approach. In my analysis of the Al-Sayyid, I
underscore the dynamic nature of this sociolinguistic landscape,
demonstrating how it is precisely the complexity of social structure and
arrangement that plays a significant role in shaping this unique social reality.
As unique as shared signing communities might be, they do not exclude
the possibility of deaf sociality. Triggered by different factors, shared signing
communities demonstrate different forms of deaf sociality. They cannot be
considered as embryonic Deaf communities, particularly where deaf sociality
is enhanced by encounters with national sign languages and pre-existing
(mostly national) deaf institutions. Such institutions often promote what
Friedner (2010; 2011) calls “global Deafness” referring to concepts of a
universal Deaf culture and community.
My data suggests that young deaf Bedouin from shared signing
communities rearticulate such notions in different ways than those growing
up in families where deafness has newly occurred. For instance, in recent
years several young deaf Bedouin men have been cultivating the idea that they
have a responsibility towards young deaf Bedouin women to marry them and
redeem then from remaining unmarried or marrying to an elderly man as his
second or third wife. Young deaf men from shared signing communities seem
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less compelled by this idea; even when they entertain the idea of a deaf bride,
they do not employ this same logic. As I have illustrated, the perceived
marriageability of deaf men and women varies in different Bedouin
communities, and, as in any social configuration, established social
arrangements and expectations may very well prove to get in the way of
innovation. As can new social arrangements. Hence my insistence that
practices in shared-signing communities need to be examined for how they
may both restrict and facilitate deaf people.
Among the Negev Bedouin the emergence of a new sense of Deafhood is
partly related to the encounters with pre-existing deaf institutions, to which
deaf Bedouin men and women are differently exposed and engaged. My data
illustrates how such subject positions vary along gender lines, and further
indicates the significance of gender in the comparative study of deaf sociality.

DEPOLITICIZATION, STATE SERVICES AND INTERVENTIONS
The case of deafness among the Negev Bedouin provides a unique insight to
the encounters between various state agencies and the Negev Bedouin. I have
analysed some of the unintended consequences of state interventions that
target deafness and consequently single-out deaf people, leading to the
gradual stigmatization of deafness, the emergence of new disparities between
deaf and hearing and the intensification of gender disparities.
The first schools established by the state of Israel for the Bedouin
population in the late 1960’s were not designed to accommodate both hearing
and deaf students (as many among the Al-Sayyid and Qderat naturally
expected). Introduced in the early 1980’s special schooling for deaf students –
was thus the first state intervention that singled out deaf people. This
educational structure transformed the sociolinguistic landscape of the AlSayyid, reducing the social space shared by deaf and hearing signers so
distinctive of shared signing communities. While also somewhat enhancing
the educational opportunities of deaf people separate and mostly vocational
deaf schooling restricted the structure of opportunities—of deaf people
compared to their hearing peers—and created differential vocational and life
trajectories. However, these processes also transformed deaf people’s social
networks, and gradually gave rise to new forms of deaf sociality.
Other obvious interventions that targets deafness are the introduction of
various medical procedures and technologies. Communities with high rates of
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deafness attract the attention of medical researchers and practitioners who
unwittingly impose the medical model of disability, by offering various
procedures such as genetic counselling to reduce the incidence of deafness or
intrusive surgical intervention for Cochlear Implants. For the Bedouin shared
signing communities this is especially ironic, considering their unique
experiential knowledge, grounded as it is in the familiarity from a young age
with well-integrated deaf adults and signed communication. I have argued
that in these communities deafness is not considered to require cure and is
not easily subjugated to its medical model.
And yet, it is precisely in this context that the underlying premises of
such interventions are accentuated: those promoting them need to repeatedly
and explicitly proclaim deafness as undesirable, even devastating in order to
render their interventions necessary and meaningful. While the medical
discourse does not easily impress its logic on local perceptions of deafness,
medical discourses are translated and partially reproduced locally. This
process can be understood in terms of the inequality of languages (Asad
1986), referring to the permeability of local discourses to dominant and
authoritative forms of discourse, moreover the eventual stigmatization of
deafness is the result of heightened efforts to promote the medical model in
light of local resilience.
The data I have collected since the first Bedouin child was implanted with
a cochlear implant in 1998-indicate another direction for further
investigation. Further research into the promotions of these medical
procedures can provide insight into processes of disablement as well as into
less familiar modes of its contestations. My data indicates that hearing and
deaf members of the shared signing communities of Al-Sayyid and the Qderat
were initially more resilient in response to medical authority promoting
surgical intervention by questioning it in different ways than did other NegevBedouin. However, in particular Cochlear Implants – typically presented as a
remarkable success of modern medical-technology (Blume 1999, 2000) – are
gradually becoming more acceptable also among the Al-Sayyid. Such process
raise important questions related to the perceptions of self, “progress”, and
technology3 .

I have presented some of my data and analysis on this topic in two conference
papers:

3
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Although state services and interventions that target deafness occur in
the more general context of neglect and discrimination, the politics of such
specialized interventions are often overlooked. Studying deafness among the
Negev Bedouin compels me to identify sites and processes of de-politicization.
Studies, policies and public discourses related to the Negev Bedouin often
suffer from de politicization. De-arabization (Yonah, Abu-Saad and Kaplan
2004), a preoccupation with “Bedouin culture” and the constructing of a sense
of ethnicity, are probably the most evident instances. However, I suggest
investigating those instances that take place in domains perceived to be most
remote from politics, thereby rendering these processes of de-politicization
most effective.
Decisions about whether to use hearing aid or undergo surgery for a
Cochlear Implant (CI), or where a deaf child should be schooled, whether
spoken or signed language should be used for instruction- occur to many as
questions that should be left for experts to answer. However, the context of
such interventions reveals that they cannot be understood in a void. They
must be understood as existing in time and space marked by discrimination
and distrust. How can parents residing in an unrecognized settlement relate
to the state’s sudden concern with the wellbeing of their children (or potential
progeny) - for instance, by offering genetic counselling or funding the
implantation of an extremely expensive hearing device - when the same state
seems indifferent to the fact they have no running water or electricity and
their children have to cross an open sewage stream to reach school. Clearly it
would be misleading to evaluate compliance to such interventions without
considering those circumstances; nevertheless, more often than not this is the
case.
Yet, politics resides in more than the mere circumstances and political
climate that frame such interventions. My materials suggest several additional
aspects of de-politicization. Chapter 6 addresses the de-politicization that is
involved in seemingly benevolent lay encounters where ideologies profoundly
ingrained in mainstream dispositions are frequently reproduced. Chapters 3

“Notions of ‘Progress’ and ‘Rehabilitation’: the introduction of CI among the Negev
Bedouin. Annual conference of the Society of Disability Studies. Seattle, June 2007.
““A Five Star Hotel in the Desert – With No Water or Electricity”: Cochlear Implants
among the Negev Bedouin” European Association for the Study of Science and
Technology and 4S. Rotterdam, Aug 2008.
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and 4 reveal the politics concealed in the priorities that lead to certain
interventions but not to others. Considered separately, many interventions
seem well intended, but come to light as problematic when considering the
priorities behind them or their differential accessibility. As for the latter, most
services are not available in Arabic. Communication in Hebrew too often
implies that women particularly mothers are excluded. When they are neither
informed nor instructed directly, they are also too often left outside of the
decision-making regarding their lives and their children’s lives. Similarly,
chapter 5 illustrates that while gender disparities are perceived to be solely a
“cultural problem”, the lack of improved schooling within the Negev in fact,
perpetuates gender disparities.
Politics is perhaps best revealed by analysing the priorities that engender
certain interventions rather than others. During the 16 years I have been
conducting research among the Negev Bedouin, the state has funded several
medical and educational projects to reduce the occurrence of deafness (so far
with little success, one might add). The logic of state incentives and coverage
is that of most welfare states: the hope to lower future costs by supporting
students with special needs and adults that might potentially place a burden
on welfare expenditures. Besides, cochlear implants, relatively expensive
devices, are aggressively promoted through manufacturers’ programs for
global penetration (Komersaroff 2007).
However it is important to realize that literate deaf people who have
received a proper level of education, can readily participate in the labour
market as well as utilize universally-available services, so they need not
become clients of special welfare services. It is significant that during those
same 16 years, only minor improvements have been made to the level of
education available to deaf students. Despite the fact that they have typically
received over 10 years of ( poor) schooling, the majority of the Bedouin deaf
adults now in their 20’s and 30’s have very poor literacy skills. Little to no
investment was made to assure better education in the future by establishing
training programs for teachers for the deaf or for other professionals that
could provide services in Arabic or sign language.
However, it seems there is more institutional responsiveness to ‘internal’
and ‘cultural’ factors involving intermarriage or supposedly culturally
selective compliance to services (such as prenatal testing or audiological
testing). The appeal of such factors reveals a common development and
modernization approach. James Ferguson (1994), in his classic study of the
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development industry (in Lesotho), describes it as an “anti-politics machine”.
Among others he points out the de-politicization effects of stereotypical ideas
about so-called traditional societies and the avoidance of contemporary
factors such as migration. Additionally the avoidance of structural factors
conveniently allows displacing responsibility for a project’s ‘failure’ onto the
target population refusing to ‘advance’. Accordingly, I found that the
evaluations of interventions to reduce deafness often focused on the Bedouin
population’s supposed (non)compliance and (un)awareness. Deafness is then
treated as a symptom of Bedouin society’s “developmental lag” perceived to
be manifested in their general “traditional” character and phenomena such
as, “cultural beliefs” (or “superstitions”), intermarriage, illiteracy or the
subordinate position of women. It is in this context that in chapter 3, I analyse
the discursive function of local accounts of deafness: releasing them from the
narrow question of knowledge or ignorance, allows recognizing that they are
offered in response to concern with the implications of the genetic
intervention program, as attempts to negotiate and challenge it.
Let me clarify that whereas the need to reduce the occurrence of deafness
is controversial, it seems much less so for many incomparable fatal congenital
diseases. Certainly there is room to address intermarriage practices as one or
the factors responsible for the alarmingly high infant mortality rates among
the Negev Bedouin. Yet I would argue that elevating the general level of
education, and especially providing all Bedouin students a basic high school
level in mathematics and biology that allows understanding basic concepts
such as probability, and recessive and dominant genetic patterns, would not
only be far less patronizing and more empowering, my data suggests it would
also be more effective in informing the marriage and medical screening
choices made by young Bedouin men and women. Such investments in
education would not address young Bedouin as a problem, but rather would
be a materialization of their civil right to equal educational opportunities.
Another instance of de-politicization takes place during Bedouins’ the
actual encounters with professionals involved in interventions and provision
of services. The authority of professionals rests on assumptions about
(scientific) rationality and political neutrality. In most social contexts,
encounters with professionals entail an a-symmetry in status and authority.
But, the impact of this asymmetry increases along lines of class, educational
gaps or other factors that define the access people have to information, or to
relevant institutional settings.
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Where ethnic minorities are concerned, professionals often belong to the
dominant ethnic group in society. In their interactions with Bedouin clients,
my data indicates that many Jewish-Israeli professionals rely on various
cultural stereotypes that they apply indiscriminately because they are
unaware of the diversity and dynamics within Negev Bedouin society. The
most evident case of cultural stereotypes that were applied unanimously to
Negev Bedouin society concern patriarchy and gender, as mentioned earlier.
These encounters are not only influenced by the assumptions and
dispositions held by the providers of services, but also by those of the
receivers. Many Bedouins treat experts with awe, uncritically submitting
themselves to the authority of professionals’ assumed neutrality. However, I
have also illustrated how in the case of genetic counselling and reproductive
health, the social and cultural meaning of medical procedures can be equally-if
not more dramatically-constituted horizontally through interaction among
patients, or what call “lay encounters”. As illustrated in chapter 6, in the more
obviously political contexts, such as those concerning reproductive health,
encounters may be characterized by profound distrust. Thus, attitudes may
result in uncritical compliance or unwarranted distrust. Either way, people’s
ability truly to consult the expert and to share their doubts and hesitations are
severely hampered.
For their part, experts may displace “the problem” to the individual:
reproaching parents for not caring properly for their children, having too
many children, being unable to speak the language, or missing appointments,
et cetera. Critics might respond by relocating the problem onto the individual
service provider: the doctor who does not speak Arabic, the teacher that
assumes all Bedouin women are wed against their will, or the counsellor that
fears to make house calls. While individuals located in power positions should
be held responsible for their failures or malfunctioning, the performance of
many well-intended professionals reveals what are foremost malignancies of
structural indifference and neglect. Ignoring the categorical nature of this
discrimination hampers the possibility for social action, debate and possible
change on the part of those receiving no or poor services, as well as on the
part of professionals. Intentional or unintentional de-politicization forecloses
denies new space for political action and change.
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MARGINALIZED RATHER THAN ISOLATED
The third line of inquiry that informed my investigation was provoked by the
recurrent references to the Al-Sayyid as an “isolated community”. Some
scholars have categorically labelled shared signing communities as “isolated
deaf communities” (e.g. Washabaugh 1979, 1981a); others have listed
isolation as one of the preconditions for the formation of shared sign
languages (Lane et. al. 1996).
The Al-Sayyid in particular, have repeatedly been portrayed as isolated
and remote. As illustrated in the previous chapters, the Al-Sayyid are neither
socially nor geographically isolated. Indeed although consanguinity rates are
high (with over 60% of marriages between relatives), they are not sweeping,
for many marriages involving non-kin. Nor are the Al-Sayyid confined to their
settlement and social networks are far from restricted to kin networks. Many
(deaf and hearing) men daily travel out of the village to work, to attend highschools or universities; some men and women join weekly prayers in
Jerusalem, yet others have travelled abroad for higher education or for
pilgrimage. Despite the high unemployment and poverty rates, most Bedouin
men are enrolled in wage labour, albeit in the lower strata of the Israeli labour
market, daily or weekly commuting to work all over the country. The village of
Al-Sayyid lies only 15 km away from Beersheba, Israel’s fourth largest
metropolis. For over 30 years, deaf students have attended deaf schools in
Beersheba, as well as a vocational boarding school in the central region of
Israel.
Despite all this, the Al-Sayyid are repeatedly portrayed as a remote,
isolated, and insular community. The most extreme example is Fox’s book
“Talking Hands: What Sign Language Reveals About the Mind”, that goes so far
as to present the Al-Sayyid sign language as one that “no outsider had ever
seen before” (Fox 2007:272). On the publisher’s website the author is
presented as “One of the only few journalists in the world to have set foot in
the village”4. More than publicity stunts of commercial publishers; comparable
misconceptions persist in the academic debate where most scholars are led to
believe the Al-Sayyid constitute an isolated community. It is consistently
labelled as isolated, remote, and insular - and is some cases even as “closed”

4

http://www.talkinghandsbook.com/theauthor.html last accessed 4 July 2012.
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(Meir et. al. 2010b) and “self-containing” (Goldin-Meadow 2005). I suggest
that these are more than merely uncritical applications of social concepts by
linguists.
Such a narrative resonates with one with which anthropologists are all
too familiar: the classic case being “lost tribes” that typically use an unknown
language, whose speakers are ignorant of the outside world that, therefore,
has very little impact on their lives. Also the early tendency of anthropologists
often treated societies as closed systems isolated from neighbouring groups,
the global and even national level. In the anthropology of the Middle East,
such an “isolationist” tendency was reinforced by the analytical model of
segmentary political systems (Marx 1980; Abu-Lughod 1989). However, for
contemporary anthropologists the sighting of so-called “lost tribes” is
fortunately no longer a scholarly practice (Kirsch 1997); rather, the very
production of this narrative itself has become another cultural phenomena to
study. Such studies reveal that the cultural passion to exotify involves treating
societies as if they exist independently of historical time (Fabian 1983), often
ignoring people’s agency as well as their structural constraints. By the erasure
of colonial and post-colonial relations, exotification also functions to mask
contemporary power relations and political responsibilities (Lutz & Collins
1993).
In the linguistic context, there seems to be an enlightenment-like
scientific enthusiasm: “isolated cases” function to support claims for a “pure
case”, supposedly free of distorting variables. The portrayal of emerging sign
languages as insular nourishes hopes of witnessing “a naturally occurring
forbidden experiment” (Fox 2007:130); that is to say, witnessing the birth of
human language. The term forbidden experiment refers to 18th and 19th
century naturalists’ and philosophers’ preoccupation with the question of
human nature, on the one hand and the rise of humanism that prohibits
production of knowledge by for instance isolating pre-lingual humans in the
hopes of discovering “natural language” (Shattuck 1980).
Depiction of the Al-Sayyid as remote and isolated conveniently
corresponds to the myth of- and desire to- discover such an alleged “linguistic
vacuum” (Fox 2007:13, 280). But the Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL)
did not emerge in a “linguistic vacuum”, nor can it be reduced to a “Language
out of nothing…developing without a language model” (Meir & Sandler
2008:292). The main linguistic feature that challenges this reduction is the
inherent bilingualism of all hearing signers (see chapter 4).
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All hearing signers, bilingual in the local sign language and the local
spoken dialect of Arabic, have spoken language as a readily-available language
model. In this respect, no shared sign language can be considered to develop
without a language model. I have introduced the term shared signing
community precisely to emphasize that sign languages arising in these
circumstances are shared by deaf and hearing, a fact too often downplayed by
both linguists and deaf studies scholars. Deaf Al-Sayyid are also increasingly
bilingual. Schooling has introduced most deaf signers to a second (sign)
language as well as to some literacy in Arabic or Hebrew. Improved access to
internet and television with sign language interpreters further enhances their
exposure to other sign languages. In fact, most young adult deaf signers now
prefer to communicate in Israeli Sign Language.
Linguists hoping to identify independent developments within a language
tend to dismiss as negligible this exposure to spoken, written, and other sign
languages. Moreover, many linguistic publications on ABSL simply fail to
mention the fact of widespread bilingualism and schooling among Al-Sayyid
signers. In chapter 4, I argue that it is imperative to consider the possibility of
contact-induced change so as to acknowledge this complex and dynamic
sociolinguistic landscape.
Not all linguists ignore these complexities of young sign languages. Some
sign language linguists express concern about the evolutionary concepts
regaining ground in sign linguistics, concepts that have long been refuted in
general linguistics (Nyst, 2012 Russo & Volterra 2005; Fusellier-Souza 2006).
In direct response to publications on Nicaraguan Sign Language (also
supposedly emerging out of scratch), two Italian scholars express their
reservations, concluding that emerging sign languages “must not be
considered as experiments of a language "in vitro"… completely self
developing original language”, Rather, they call for careful evaluation of
“social, pragmatic and environmental aspects … in each case … and each
developmental stage of the acquisition” (Russo & Volterra 2005:56b). Even so,
researchers of ABSL maintain that “emerging sign languages provide natural
laboratories for the study of some fundamental theoretical issues in language
evolution, emergence and development.” (Meir et. al. 2010a:276). This
tendency is amplified in the popular media and in the book written about the
ABSL research project, where the author speaks of “The natural Forbidden
Experiment that Al-Sayyid is” (Fox 2007:284). She also writes that the
linguistic research team asked her to keep the community’s locale
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confidential5, warning that this “traditional community might be overrun with
curiosity-seekers and members of the news media” (Fox 2007:2). It seems
however that beyond a concern with the privacy of the people studied, this
approach might be motivated by an attempt to maintain one’s “natural
laboratory”.
Isolated neither linguistically nor socially, many among the Al-Sayyid are
however marginalized. Recognizing this fundamental difference between
isolation and marginality is grounded in different disciplines’ notion of
context. The case of the Negev Bedouin, the Al-Sayyid Bedouin in particular,
illustrates that marginality can imply quite the opposite from isolation.
Whereas Isolation suggests autonomy, marginalization involves asymmetry
within multiple power relations and dependencies.
The socially, economically and politically marginal position of the Negev
Bedouin in general makes them more dependent on-rather than autonomous
from-the surrounding social and political structures. Bedouin men reliant on
the Israeli labour market must inevitably learn Hebrew. Low literacy rates,
despite an average of 10 years of schooling, are sociolinguistic manifestations
of bad schools and marginality.
On the front cover of Fox’s book about the ABSL research project is a
large-font text printed over the background of a yellowed desert view seen
from the Al-Sayyid hill top. Taken from a distance, the nearby road junction is
hardly detectable on the picture nor are the large gas station and McDonald’s
that are only a 10 minute drive away. The cover text reads: “In a remote
village where everyone speaks sign language, scientists are discovering the
essential ingredients of all human language- and uncovering the workings of
the human mind” (Fox 2007). Though living in a village overlooking the
McDonald’s at the nearest road intersection, does not imply it is part of one’s
culinary world, living in the shadow of the “double arches” does shape social
lives in various ways. Yet many would considerate it irrelevant.
Our world is not neatly or naturally divided into research topics and their
relevant environments; hence context is by definition boundless. Context is
not just a question of scope, Fabian (1995) argues for a dynamic and

“Consider Al-Sayyid a kind of signing Brigadoon (although it is very real, and I have
seen it), a place utterly impossible for any outsider to find” (2007:2).
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dialectical notion of context as a property arising through interaction and
practice, rather than being another “thing in itself”.
Accordingly, contextualizing is itself a practice of power, of inclusion and
exclusion. It can be seen as a practice allowing to construct material in a
particular way (Hobart in Dilley 1999: 21). Recognizing this calls for
reflexivity with regard to our own (as well as our collaborators’) choices of
contextualization. It is in this context that I understand de-contextualisation
as evidenced by an insistence to depict the Al-Sayyid as isolated, remote and
insular. Whether the erasure of context is the result of romanticized wishful
thinking or blindness enhanced by enlightenment-like enthusiasm, it is a
reminder for anthropologists of the significance (and frustrations) of
interdisciplinary dialogue and the need for addressing our work to
neighbouring disciplines-not to mention making it accessible to the general
public.

Appendix
Book Review1
Margalit Fox, Talking Hands: What Sign Language Reveals About the Mind. New
York: Simon & Schuster, 2007, Hardcover: € 20.00/$ 27.00; Paperback: €
12.00/$ 15.00 (354 pages). ISBN: 0-7432-4712-4 (hardcover); 0-7432-4713-2
(paperback).
Reviewed by Shifra Kisch (University of Amsterdam)
This book, covering an impressive range of linguistic topics, is written for the
general audience. As the title and subtitle of this book suggest, the book will
introduce readers to the field of sign linguistics and to its contributions to
some of the key questions in modern linguistics. The set up of the book
presents the readers with dual narratives that alternately unfold in the
seventeen chapters.
The nine odd-numbered chapters provide the narrative frame and
sensationalism as related in the text on the front cover: “In a remote village
where everyone speaks sign language, scientists are discovering the essential
ingredients of all human language- and uncovering the workings of the human
mind”. In this narrative, the protagonists are four leading linguists — Carol
Padden, Irit Meir, Wendy Sandler, and Mark Aronoff — and their study of the
emerging sign language among the Bedouin inhabitants of a kin-based village
in the southern Negev region of present day Israel, where deafness has a high
prevalence. Following negotiations with the linguists’ team leader, Margalit
Fox, a former student of Aronoff, was invited to join the team during their

1
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second visit to Al-Sayyid. Fox was invited under strict conditions: she was at
no time allowed to interview her host independently (p. 1) and all four team
members had a chance to edit the entire manuscript for corrections (p. 2).
Talking Hands was released less than two years after the linguists published
their first findings in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science. In
these rather brief odd-numbered chapters, Fox describes her three-day field
trip with the linguists and chronicles their work on their project.
The eight even-numbered chapters review the birth and development of
sign language linguistics and place the field in the broader context of modern
linguistics. For the purpose of introducing and illustrating the relevance of
sign language linguistics, Fox has integrated materials from numerous
linguistic studies ranging from detailed findings from specific studies (mostly
of American Sign Language) to accounts of the work and lives of Abbé de
l’Épée, Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet (p. 24–37), Noam Chomsky, William Stokoe,
and others. The author also heavily cites various canonical sources by authors
like Harlan Lane, Carol Padden, Tom Humphries, Susan Fisher, Jane Maher,
and Oliver Sacks. The author incorporates many of the examples and accounts
widely published in linguistics into a flowing storyline with many tangents.
Given these side tracks and the amount of reprinted materials, it would not be
practical to provide a summary of the entire book or its individual chapters.
The task of reviewing a popular science book for a highly specialized
journal is not a simple one. Additionally, the protagonists in the book are
prominent members of the academic community working within the sign
linguistics field. I have witnessed their first steps in the field and introduced
them to some of their informants, including their research assistant. I have
been conducting community-based anthropological fieldwork among the
Negev Bedouin since 1996 and have written on the unique social and
linguistic conditions and practices of translation among the Al-Sayyid, as well
as other Negev Bedouin groups. From the deaf and hearing members of my AlSayyid host family, I have learned the local Arabic dialect as well as the local
sign language. Throughout my 25 months of fieldwork so far, I have resided
with the same host family. In fact, during the first year of my fieldwork, their
grandmother, one of the very first deaf descendants of the group, was still
alive.
In what follows, I focus on the framing of the linguistic narrative in the brief
odd numbered chapters dedicated to the story of the Al-Sayyid, and the story
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of the research project. My main concern is with the romantic depiction of AlSayyid as remote and isolated and the ways this portrayal corresponds to the
myth of a linguistic vacuum. I will also suggest that Fox’s intriguing choice to
place the linguists’ team in the center of her narrative is a missed opportunity.
It could have produced a valuable depiction of the research process if Fox
would have included the debates and controversies involved in the research
process, rather than reducing the academic endeavor to a linear process of
questions answered by extraordinary discoveries alone.
Too often, popular science is dismissed for being oversimplified, and
compromising the accuracy and complexity of scientific findings. I do not
share such reluctance and believe that it is important to translate insights
gained from academic labor into texts that are accessible to the lay public.
This is especially true for fields of inquiry where, despite an abundance of
academic work, widespread ignorance among the general public has concrete
consequences for groups and individual members of our societies. For
example, the devaluation of sign languages and consequently of their
communities of users is still commonplace among the general public as well as
among members of closely related disciplines and professionals. In this
respect, the appearance of Talking Hands 18 years after Oliver Sacks’ Seeing
Voices, which the author mentions as one of her models, cannot be
underestimated.
With respect to making sign language linguistics accessible to the lay
reader, this book is a fine accomplishment. Fox’s writing is clear, engaging,
and noticeably grounded in comprehensive reading, which she composes into
an intelligible text. To address the obstacles presented by the deep-rooted
depreciation of sign language, Fox spells out the questions that an interested
yet skeptical reader might ask. The book includes nearly 30 pages of endnotes.
However, there is no indication of their existence in the text itself. Although
one of the undeniable pleasures of well written accessible popular science is
relief from endless footnotes and references, the choice of this user-unfriendly
referencing method is unhelpful when the book extensively builds on
examples and insights from numerous publications. Apart from that, Fox
manages to rephrase complex theoretical questions and detailed studies into
an agreeable read.
The main issue with the book lies in the framing of the linguistic story. In spite
of providing a rich linguistic framework, the book is thin on providing insights
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into the Al-Sayyid sign language and its social context. The author attempts to
interlace several stories; a rather elaborate survey of the academic interest in
sign languages; the story of an ambitious research project; her own travel log
accompanying the linguistic expedition; and finally the story of the Al-Sayyid
Bedouin. This ambitious yet uneven setup results in the decontextualisation of
the subjects of the linguistic study. Reduced to clichés, the landscape and
people of Al-Sayyid are mere figurants providing the mise en scène. Though
no less than nine chapters are dedicated to the visit to Al-Sayyid, these
chapters are meager: the reader learns little about this unique social and
linguistic reality.
When finally reading about Al-Sayyid, the reader is soon diverted into
detailed examples from other linguistic studies. In Chapter 13, for example,
more than half of the pages provide a detailed report on Goldin-Meadow’s
study of homesigns — the reader learns more about David, one of GoldinMeadow’s subjects, than about any of the Al-Sayyid hosts mentioned in that
chapter. The text that is dedicated to the actual report on the visit includes
repetitive descriptions of people signing lists of lexical items and Sylvester &
Tweety cartoons, accompanied by observations such as the Hebrew
(translation) providing “Tweety with biblical grandeur” (p. 172), or the
“quality of liturgy” (p. 77). Additionally, only in the very last chapter (Chapter
17) does the reader receive some information on the properties of the AlSayyid sign language.
Following her site visit to Al-Sayyid, Fox traveled across the United States
to complete her linguistic inquiry, and throughout the book, she engages the
reader by presenting intriguing linguistic questions as broad and complex as
“What is language, really?” (p. 63). But not a single question is presented with
regard to who her hosts were. Fox devotely describes how her hosts are
dressed and what is writ206 ten on their T-shirts; this could have been a good
start for revealing that contradictions and tensions are abound, but Fox does
not go beyond that. Perhaps that should not come as a surprise; Fox
accompanied the linguistic team on a brief yet busy work program, and had
little means or permission to communicate directly with her hosts (p. 1). Still,
rather than addressing the problem of working under such restricted
conditions or consulting the existing literature on the Negev Bedouin, she
presents the readers with unfounded generalizations and stereotypes.
Erroneous and simplistic statements range from those related to the
general context, to those directly related to the linguistic study. While Fox
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dedicates two pages (p. 115–117) to a study on folk linguistics contextualizing
the ways that people refer to their own language, she does not apply the same
logic to statements people make about their own culture. Sweeping
generalizations are made on issues such as gender relations or local marriage
regimes — matters highly relevant for the understanding of the social
relations (of deaf and hearing people) that constitute this unique social fabric.
Other inaccuracies replace essential concrete information on the rates of
deafness, the status of deaf people, or the genealogy of the Al-Sayyid descent
group (the latter information possibly distorting the classification of first and
second generation signers).
Al-Sayyid is often referred to in the book as an insular, isolated, and
remote village. Al-Sayyid is, however, one of the many Bedouin shanty
settlements surrounding Beersheva that have for decades been refused
connection to national electricity, water or sewage systems. Depicting it as a
remote desert village surrounded by camels and olive trees is more than mere
romanticizing. Many live in poverty, raising animals and crops for mere
subsistence. No one makes a living from farming, and no more than a handful
can make a living from herding in the absence of grazing permits. The
government does not recognize their land claims nor allocates water for
agriculture. More than once, their crops have been destroyed by poisonous
aerial spraying and by uprooting trees. Rather than being farmers that have
fancy furniture (p. 118) and that are “even middle-class” (p. 6), most Bedouin
occupy the lowest strata of the Israeli labor market and suffer the highest
poverty and unemployment rates in the country. Physically, the Bedouin
settlements in the Negev are no more isolated than Jewish towns are from one
another (most Al-Sayyid dwellings overlook the McDonalds at the nearest
road intersection, which is no more than a fifteen-minute drive away). In
social terms, however, most Bedouin belong to another sphere. Rather than
being isolated, the Negev Bedouin are marginalized, subject to neglect and
discrimination. These circumstances have direct consequences, for instance,
for the differential structure of opportunities and social networks of deaf and
hearing members of the community (Kisch 2007a, 2008a). It also means
farming or herding are not good criteria for illustrating the integration of deaf
people into society (p. 119).
Also, I wonder about the secrecy surrounding the location of this village.
While the author states, “Consider Al-Sayyid a kind of signing Brigadoon
(although it is very real, and I have seen it), a place utterly impossible for any
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outsider to find” (p. 2), Sandler et al. (2005) have consciously used the actual
name rather than a pseudonym in an interview with the science section of the
New York Times as well as in their first publication.
Furthermore, suggesting that the Al-Sayyid are socially isolated even
from other Bedouin is erroneous. In fact, in several neighboring communities,
what might be considered as dialects of the Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language
are used. Historical tribal hierarchies and alliances that gradually have less
bearings on social relations are indeed partially responsible for strict
marriage regimes and high rates of kin endogamy, yet statements such as
“[C]ontact with other villages is limited […] few other Bedouins condescend to
associate with them” (p. 118) are exaggerated; friendships, mutual visits, and
other political and economic collaborations are common. Most teenagers
attend high school in a nearby town; increasingly, more young men and
women attend university in Beersheba (as well as abroad), and most men
commute to work all over the country. Unsurprisingly, the people of Al-Sayyid
also host classmates, colleagues as well as occasionally strangers, including in
recent years more than a few journalists, filmmakers and politicians. Thus,
phrases like “one of only a few journalists in the world to have set foot in the
village”, are odd. In fact, I have suggested (Kisch 2000, 2004) that the status of
deaf people among the Al- Sayyid should be understood in light of the multiple
lifeworlds that many inhabit.
It is interesting to consider to what extent the portrayal of the Al-Sayyid as a
remote and isolated place serves the linguistic claim of an isolated language,
its location in the desert further providing the metaphor for the unexplored
terrain and the expedition-like project and storyline, apropos claims like “a
communication system that no outsider had ever seen before” (p. 272),
“witnessed by few outsiders and never before described” (p. 1).
Based on my own research experience and the data that I have collected
over the past 14 years, there is little doubt that the sign language of Al-Sayyid
is indeed a language-isolate in the strict sense of the word; a natural language
with no demonstrable ancestral language. However, this is quite different
from insisting on a “linguistic vacuum” (p. 280 and elsewhere) or “a language
out of nothing” (p. 72). If indeed the “Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language has
arisen entirely on its own, outside the influence of any other language” (p. 7–
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8),2 is this then not even more significant if we recognize that it did not
develop in a linguistic vacuum?
For instance, one of the main linguistic consultants is bilingual if not
multilingual. Being among the first generation to attend the deaf school in the
nearby city, she is fluent in Israeli Sign Language. Though this school has
failed to provide most of its students with a proper education including full
literacy, this young woman is at least partially literate (I regularly receive
letters from her written in Hebrew). Her older brother has spent some time at
a school for the deaf in the West Bank as a young boy. Deaf students attending
this school (which was and is still strictly an oral school) confirm that they do
sign among themselves; their signs are apparently influenced by Jordanian
Sign Language. These siblings are both classified by the linguists as second
generation signers assumed to use “the pure isolated form” (p. 242) of the
village sign language. This is the same generation which has been claimed to
bring the “first systematic grammatical structure” (p. 278) to the emerging
sign language. Additionally, among the first deaf descendants of the family,
one man was partially literate in Arabic. Such examples underscore the
problems related to the urge to speak of “The natural Forbidden Experiment
that is Al-Sayyid” (p. 284).
Yet the most significant issue regarding the myth of the linguistic vacuum
is the relative downplaying of the participation of hearing signers. The
number of hearing signers and their fluency is marveled at, they are rightfully
considered to have a significant contribution to the preservation of the
language (p. 71), but their bilingualism is not seriously considered. Though it
seems to be unpopular among students of sign language and deafness to
consider the role of hearing signers in the creation of a sign language, it seems
unavoidable in this case. Rather than referring to Al-Sayyid and comparable
cases as “signing villages”, I have suggested the term “shared signing
community” (Kisch 2000, 2008a) to capture what these cases have in
common: the pervasive use of signing by both hearing and deaf members (for
a similar emphasis, see also Nonaka 2009). This is not to say that these
communities should be romanticized. On the contrary, I have suggested that,

“free of influences of other languages, signed or spoken” (quoting an unpublished
manuscript by Sandler et al. (2005: 72).
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as is the case for most social structures and practices, each shared signing
community should be examined for the ways they may facilitate and restrict
their deaf members. Additionally, I believe that if hearing signers are taken
into account, the linguists’ classification of first, second and third generation
signers should be reconsidered. The Al-Sayyid sign language did not “sprung
from the hands of ten deaf children” (p. 242). As in the Nicaraguan case,
initially, there were homesigns, but in the Al- Sayyid case, these evolved into a
sign language that might in fact better be understood as the result of a
collaboration between hearing and deaf signers.
I have presented some of the above comments at the workshop in Nijmegen
(Kisch 2006), which was also attended by the author (for Fox’s account of this
workshop, see p. 286–288 in the book). However, pointing out these and other
possible communicative inputs and language contacts is just one example of a
broader academic debate that has been ignored by Fox. I have in mind
perspectives such as those expressed by Russo and Volterra in their
comments on the study of the emerging Nicaraguan Sign Language. Russo and
Volterra (2005: 56b) have underscored the different communicative inputs
young deaf signers may rely on and suggest that “studies on emerging sign
languages must not be considered as experiments of a language “in vitro” —
that is, of a completely self-developing original language. Social, pragmatic,
and environmental aspects have to be carefully evaluated case by case and in
each developmental stage of the acquisition of these languages”.
On the Nicaraguan case, Fox also makes little use of the work by Polich
(2005). Another example of one of the many themes pertaining to Fox’s
narrative that are left unchallenged is her mention of the linguists’ expectation
to find a modality driven language, and instead finding a syntax-driven one (p.
280). Here too an entire academic debate is of relevance that I trust Fox, if she
would have chosen to do so, could have skillfully integrated into her narrative
for the benefit of the lay reader, who would then have a better understanding
of the fascinating process of doing science.
One might tolerate the relative absence of the Al-Sayyid from Fox’s story
under the pretext that the team of linguists is the object of her study (p. 43),
and the story is that of the scientists and their research project. However, one
would still expect that science not be reduced to a linear process of questions
answered by extraordinary discoveries alone. Fox does a good job of placing
the Al-Sayyid research in the context of the team members’ histories and
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academic interests and contributions, as well as in the broader context of
modern linguistics. However, it is unfortunate that Fox’s thorough reading of
the literature did not lead her to portray a more complex depiction of the
scientific endeavor, one that would reveal the critical dialogues and debate
presenting complementary, and at times contrasting, data and perspectives
that are so essential to any scientific project.
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Summary
The articles assembled in this doctoral dissertation address diverse aspects of
deafness among the Negev Bedouin, the native Arab inhabitants of the
southern arid region of present-day Israel.. Of special interest are several
Bedouin communities where the use of Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language
(ABSL) provides the foundation of a signing community shared by both
hearing and deaf people. Diverse research question arise from the Negev
Bedouin experience with deafness and with the various state interventions.
State interventions related to deafness are set in the context of general neglect
and discrimination of the Negev Bedouin, analysing these interventions, as
well as other encounters between predominantly Jewish-Israelis and Negev
Bedouin, offer the opportunity to examine the complex relations between a
disadvantaged minority and the dominant society, its institutions and
ideologies.
The articles are all based on intermitted ethnographic fieldwork, carried
out mostly among the Negev Bedouin over a period of more than 16 years.
Although my fieldwork was not restricted to the Al-Sayyid Bedouin, the village
of Al-Sayyid and the same host family remained my residential base for over
32 months of in-residence fieldwork throughout these years. Within NegevBedouin society, the consequences of deafness vary considerably between
different Bedouin groups as well as along gender lines. The majority of deaf
people among the Negev Bedouin are – like the majority of deaf people
worldwide – born into families with no previous experience of deafness or
signed communication. Within several Bedouin groups, however,
exceptionally high rates of deafness occur; as compared with the expected
rate of 0.17 per cent of congenital deafness in the general population, the AlSayyid Bedouin with an incidence of 2.5-3% constitute one of the highest
worldwide incidences of congenital deafness documented so far. Among the
Qderat Bedouin too, are comparable high rates of deafness found over several
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generations. These high incidences and the consequent emergence of a local
sign language account for significant differences in the experience of deafness
by both deaf and hearing. Most significantly, both deaf and hearing people are
exposed to visual language from a early age.
Over the last decade comparable signing communities and their signlanguages have drawn the attention of scholars from various disciplines, most
notably in genetics, disability studies, Deaf studies and sign language
linguistics. Each article assembled here represents a dialogue with these
different fields of knowledge production. While the articles attempt to make
an anthropological contribution to these fields of enquiry, this dissertation
also reflects critically on the concepts employed by these debates by engaging
with their underlying assumptions.
Hence, various interrelated lines of inquiry inform this research project. I
started with a set of rather simple questions concerning the social practices
that constitute the distinctive sociolinguistic reality among the Al-Sayyid
Bedouin. These questions led to several conclusions relevant to the study of
deafness and sign-languages. Foremost, it led me to develop the notion of a
shared signing community, emphasizing the unique sociolinguistic
circumstances where sign languages are developed and used by deaf and
hearing alike, a fact often downplayed by both linguists and Deaf studies
scholars. The term is now also used by several other researchers to denote
comparable cases found elsewhere over the globe. The term has been
instructive in shifting the attention to the role of both deaf and hearing signers
and the impact of cross-modal (signed-spoken) language contacts. Though not
all hearing Al-Sayyid master the local sign language, potential translators are
readily available; in fact, skilled hearing signers among the Al-Sayyid
outnumber deaf signers.
However, I have shown that not only fluent signers are significant in
constituting this sociolinguistic reality. Also those less proficient in
communicating in the local sign language, share knowledge grounded in daily
experiences and practices related to deafness and signing. Significantly this
means that also non-signers appreciate sign language as a proper language
and, often demonstrate awareness of the pragmatics of signed
communication. Given the still common devaluation of sign language in the
hearing world, and given that even within scholarly linguistics it was not until
the late 1960s that sign languages were finally recognized as genuine
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languages, the widespread nature of such experiential knowledge cannot be
underestimated.
My analysis of local communication practices among the Al-Sayyid
reveals the importance of practices of translation and mediation. Most deaf
and hearing Al-Sayyid are embedded in several diverse language communities
such that a multiplex of languages, language modes and domains involve
different forms of translation, including signed, spoken and written language
modes in Hebrew, Arabic and more than one sign language (ABSL as well as
ISL, Israeli Sign Language). Among the Al-Sayyid I show that reliance on
translation and mediation is not restricted to deaf people. This enables me to
conclude that so long as deaf people are located in positions that allow them
also to provide translation, their reliance on translation of spoken
communication need not result in disablement or cause social isolation.
At the same time, however, my work also shows that while the social
space shared by deaf and hearing is generally accommodating for deaf people,
it also reveals to how social structures and practices in shared signing
communities should be examined for how they may both facilitate and restrict
deaf people.
Finally, shared signing communities do not exclude the possibility of deaf
sociality. Triggered by different factors, shared signing communities
demonstrate different forms of deaf sociality. Whereas the use of Israeli Sign
Language and a preference for deaf-deaf marriages are increasingly
associated with deaf sociality, my data suggests that based on the comparison
between deaf Bedouin from different communities, young deaf Bedouin from
shared signing communities rearticulate such notions in different ways than
those Bedouin growing up in families where deafness has newly occurred.
Moreover, deaf Bedouin men and women are differently exposed and engaged
with such notions.
Another line of inquiry that informs this study of deafness among the Negev
Bedouin concerns the impact of interventions targeting deafness. The politics
of such specialized state interventions are often overlooked; for they are
concealed in state priorities that engender certain interventions rather than
others, and by the lay perception that interventions are solely based on the
judgment of experts. The Negev Bedouin constitute one of Israel’s most
marginalized minority groups; many still reside in settlements formally
unrecognized by the state, lacking basic infrastructure, including running
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water or electricity. Nonetheless, various state services and intervention
programs target deafness.
Encounters with the medical establishment (specifically, via the
introduction of genetic counselling, audiometry and Cochlear Implants) and
educational establishment present a series of challenges. My data shows that
Bedouin from shared-signing communities respond differently to such
interventions; though deafness here is not easily subjugated to its medical
model, local experiential knowledge and practices are challenged by the
authoritative knowledge claimed by pedagogical and medical discourses and
professionals. The medical establishment presumes that deafness requires
fixing or preventing. Accordingly the high rate of deafness necessitates
intervention into one of the most sensitive social arenas: marriage
arrangement. My analysis suggests that, rather than reflecting ignorance of
the genetic explanation, local accounts of deafness among the Al-Sayyid are
mainly offered in response to the genetic counselling project and attempt to
negotiate local concerns with its implications. Although deafness is generally
perceived as manageable, finding suitable marriage partners (for deaf or for
hearing individuals) is a growing source of concern. The genetic explanation is
partly employed when convenient, but in seeking a marriage partner, people
consider many factors over the avoidance of one specific “genetic risk”.
Interventions targeting deafness have diverse unintended consequences:
not only do they introduce stigmatizing narratives, they also create
differential life trajectories, reducing the social space shared by deaf and
hearing. For instance, unequal access to education for deaf versus hearing—
and for deaf men versus women— create gaps in literacy, thereby restricting
deaf people’s relative structure of opportunities and amplifying gender
disparities.
Gender disparities among the Negev Bedouin are often simply ascribed to
so-called traditional gender relations. But my analysis reveals the role of state
agencies in reinforcing such disparities when opportunities are not equally
available to men and women. The introduction of genetic testing for deafness
has also had a gendered impact. Given local marriage practices, and despite
efforts to avoid carrier labelling, genetic testing is more likely to hamper
women’s marriage prospects than those of men.
Still, I argue against an approach that would reduce the condition of deaf
Bedouin women to a triple marginality of cumulative oppression: deaf,
Bedouin, and female. To do justice to the lived experience of Bedouin women,
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their positions and structural constraints are examined from within the
context of their own experience and the desires that inform their
subjectivities and strategies. My work demonstrates how both deaf and
hearing Bedouin women employ their local resources to manoeuvre within
their albeit limited structures of opportunities.
I further explore Bedouin women’s experience of childbirth in an Israeli
hospital and their brief -but significant- encounters with other Bedouin and
with Jewish Israeli women. While hospital ethnographies often focus on
patient-staff encounters, public hospitals in particular, often impose intimate
proximity on strangers whose social worlds do not ordinarily intersect. Such
“lay encounters” are loaded with social tensions, as well as social potentials
for negotiating these tensions. I suggest these encounter are significant for
what they betray of the larger social context in which they are embedded.
The third line of inquiry that informed my investigation was provoked by
recurrent references to shared signing communities as isolated. The quest to
study the conditions that engender language have made the study of relatively
young shared sign languages a cutting edge theme in modern linguistics and
cognitive sciences. Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL) is currently one
of the most celebrated cases of a so-called emerging (sign) language isolate.
Since 2005, more than a dozen linguistic articles have been published on ABSL:
all portray the Al-Sayyid as remote, isolated, and insular.
Though there is little doubt that ABSL is indeed a language-isolate in the
strict sense of the word (a language with no demonstrable ancestral
language), it certainly did not emerge in the absence of any linguistic models
or external influences. All hearing signers, bilingual in the local sign language
and the local spoken dialect of Arabic, have spoken language as a readilyavailable language model. As schooling has introduced most deaf signers to a
second (sign) language as well as to some literacy in Arabic or Hebrew, Deaf
Al-Sayyid are also increasingly bilingual.
I thus argue that the slippage from “language isolate” to “isolated
community” conveniently corresponds to scientists’ longing for a natural
laboratory. I respond to this tendency to depict the Al-Sayyid as isolated by
analysing of social networks, revealing the dynamic nature of this
sociolinguistic landscape and underscoring the significant difference between
isolation and marginalization. Isolated neither linguistically nor socially, many
among the Al-Sayyid are, however, marginalized. The case of the Negev
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Bedouin illustrates that marginality can imply quite the opposite from
isolation. Whereas isolation suggests autonomy, marginalization involves
asymmetry within multiple power relations and dependencies. The socially,
economically and politically marginal position of the Negev Bedouin, in
general, makes them more dependent on-rather than autonomous from-the
surrounding social and political structures.

Samenvatting
De artikelen die in dit proefschrift samen zijn gebracht gaan over
verschillende aspecten van doofheid onder de Negev Bedoeïenen, de
Arabische inwoners van de zuidelijke regio in het hedendaagse Israël.
Bijzonder zijn een aantal Bedoeïenengemeenschappen waar de Al-Sayyid
Bedoeïenen gebarentaal (ABSL) is ontwikkeld. Dit heeft geleid tot een gebaren
taalgemeenschap, waarin zowel horende als dove mensen participeren. De
ervaringen van de Negev Bedoeïenen met doofheid, als ook de interventies in
dit gebied hebben tot verschillende onderzoeksvragen geleid.
Overheidsinterventies gericht op doofheid vinden plaats in de context van de
in het algemeen slechte voorzieningen en discriminatie van de Negev
Bedoeïenen. Het analyseren van deze interventies, zowel als andere
interacties tussen voornamelijk Joodse Israëlis en Bedoeïenen, biedt de kans
om de complexe relaties tussen een benadeelde minderheid en de dominante
samenleving, haar instituties en ideologieën te bestuderen.
De artikelen zijn gebaseerd op verschillende periodes van etnografisch
veldwerk, voornamelijk uitgevoerd onder de Negev Bedoeïenen, verspreid
over meer dan 16 jaar. Hoewel mijn veldwerk niet beperkt was tot de AlSayyid Bedoeïenen, waren het dorp Al-Sayyid en mijn gastfamilie mijn
thuishaven voor meer dan 32 maanden van in-residence veldwerk.
De gevolgen van doofheid onder de Negev Bedoeïenen variëren zowel
tussen de verschillende Bedoeïenengroepen als ook op basis van gender. De
meerderheid van de Negev Bedoeïenen zijn, zoals de meerderheid van de
doven wereldwijd, geboren in families waar er geen eerdere ervaring met
doofheid of gebarentaal was. Onder de Bedoeïenen komen opvallend hoge
aantallen doven voor; in vergelijking met 0,17 procent aangeboren doofheid
onder de Palestijnse bevolking in het algemeen, zijn onder de Al-Sayyid
Bedoeïenen 2,5 tot 3 procent van de mensen doof. Dit is een van de hoogst
geregistreerde doofheidcijfers wereldwijd. Ook onder Qderat Bedoeïenen in
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de Negev komen al meerdere generaties lang veel doven voor. Deze hoge
aantallen, en de ontwikkeling van een lokale gebarentaal, hebben geleid tot
opmerkelijke verschillen in de ervaringen van doofheid, zowel onder doven
als onder horenden. Het meest significante is dat zowel doven als horenden al
vanaf jonge leeftijd in contact komen met visuele taal.
In de afgelopen tien jaar hebben vergelijkbare gebarengemeenschappen
de aandacht getrokken van wetenschappers uit verschillende disciplines,
waaronder voornamelijk genetica, disability studies, dovenstudies en
gebarentaalkunde. Elk artikel in dit proefschrift gaat een dialoog aan met
deze disciplines. Terwijl ik een antropologische bijdrage heb willen leveren
aan deze verschillende onderzoeksterreinen, bekijk ik de concepten die
gehanteerd worden kritisch en bespreek ik de onderliggende
vooronderstellingen.
Verschillende onderzoekslijnen hebben dit project geïnspireerd. Ik ben
mijn onderzoek begonnen met een aantal vrij eenvoudige vragen over de
praktijken die ten grondslag liggen aan de sociolinguïstische realiteit van de
Al-Sayyid Bedoeïenen. Deze vragen hebben tot een aantal conclusies geleid die
van belang zijn voor de studie van doofheid en gebarentaal. Het introduceren
van de term shared signing community is een van de belangrijkste uitkomsten.
Hiermee doel ik op de unieke sociolinguïstische omstandigheden waarin
gebarentalen worden ontwikkeld en gebruikt door zowel doven als horenden.
Dit is een aspect dat in taalwetenschappen en dovenstudies vaak over het
hoofd wordt gezien. Deze term is door andere onderzoekers overgenomen om
vergelijkbare gemeenschappen elders aan te duiden. De term heeft geleid tot
een verschuiving van de aandacht naar de rol van zowel dove als horende
gebruikers van gebarentaal en de impact van cross-modaal taalcontact (bijv.
contacten tussen gebarentalen en gesproken talen). Niet alle horenden onder
de Al-Sayyid beheersen de lokale gebarentaal, maar potentiële vertalers zijn
gemakkelijk beschikbaar. In feite is het aantal horenden dat gebarentaal goed
beheerst groter dan het aantal dove Al-Sayyid.
Ik heb in mijn onderzoek ook aangetoond dat niet alleen diegenen die de
gebarentaal goed beheersen bijdragen aan deze sociolinguistische realiteit;
ook diegenen die niet zo bekwaam zijn in de lokale gebarentaal delen de
kennis die voortkomt uit de dagelijkse praktijken van doofheid en gebaren.
Diegenen die de gebarentaal niet beheersen erkennen het als een volwaardige
taal en passen hun kennis van de pragmatiek van communicatie in gebaren
toe. In het licht van de nog steeds overheersende lage waardering van
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gebarentaal in de wereld van de horenden, en gezien het feit dat zelfs binnen
taalwetenschappen gebarentalen pas in de jaren zestig van de vorige eeuw
volledig werden geaccepteerd als talen, kan de sociale waarde van deze
collectieve ervaringskennis niet worden onderschat.
Mijn analyse van lokale communicatiepraktijken onder de Al-Sayyid toont
het belang aan van vertaling en bemiddeling. De meeste dove en horende AlSayyid maken deel uit van meerdere taalgemeenschappen. Op deze manier
ontstaat er een veelvoudig systeem van talen, taalmodaliteiten, en domeinen.
Dit systeem brengt verschillende vormen van vertaling en bemiddeling met
zich mee, tussen verschillende taalmodaliteiten, en in meerdere talen zoals
gesproken en geschreven Hebreeuws en Arabisch en meerdere gebarentalen
(ABSL zowel als ISL, Israëlische gebarentaal). Ik laat zien dat niet alleen doven
afhankelijk zijn van vertaling en bemiddeling in hun dagelijkse communicatie.
Op basis hiervan heb ik geconcludeerd dat, zolang dove mensen in een situatie
zitten waarin zij voor anderen kunnen vertalen, hun afhankelijkheid van
vertaling van gesproken taal niet hoeft te leiden tot beperking of sociale
isolatie.
Mijn onderzoek toont ook aan dat het belangrijk is om te onderzoeken
hoe sociale structuren en praktijken in shared signing communities doven
faciliteren en belemmeren, ook al wordt de sociale ruimte door doven en
horenden gedeeld en is die in het algemeen aangepast aan doven.
Tenslotte betoog ik dat shared signing communities de groepsvorming van
doven niet uitsluit. Door verschillende factoren neemt deze groepsvorming
andere vormen aan in de verschillende shared signing communities. Terwijl
het gebruik van Israelische gebarentaal en een voorkeur voor huwelijken
tussen doven in toenemende mate geassocieerd worden met
gemeenschapsvorming van doven, laten mijn gegevens zien - gebaseerd op
een vergelijking tussen dove Bedoeïenen van verschillende gemeenschappen dat jonge dove Bedoeïenen in shared signing communities zulke opvattingen
op andere manieren articuleren dan Bedoeïenen die opgroeien in families
waar doofheid pas recentelijk zijn intrede heeft gedaan.
Een andere onderzoekslijn die in dit onderzoek naar doofheid wordt
uitgewerkt betreft de impact van interventies gericht op doofheid. De
machtsverhoudingen die ten grondslag liggen aan zulke gespecialiseerde
interventies worden vaak over het hoofd gezien; ze zijn verhuld in de
overheidsprioriteiten die bepaalde interventies de voorkeur geven boven
andere, en door het algemeen aanvaarde idee dat interventies gebaseerd zijn
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op het oordeel van deskundigen. De Bedoeïenen in de Negev vormen een van
Israël’s meest gemarginaliseerde minderheden, velen van hen leven in
nederzettingen die niet officieel erkend zijn door de staat, waardoor zij de
meest essentiële infrastructuur, zoals stromend water of elektriciteit, missen.
Niettemin zijn er verschillende overheidsdiensten en interventieprogramma’s
die zich op doofheid richten.
Interactie met de medische wereld (met name via de introductie van
genetische counseling, audiometrie en Cochleaire Implantaten) en
onderwijsinstellingen leiden tot nieuwe uitdagingen. Mijn gegevens laten zien
dat Bedoeïenen uit shared signing communities anders reageren op zulke
interventies: terwijl doofheid hier niet makkelijk ondergeschikt wordt
gemaakt aan het medische model, worden de lokale ervaringskennis en
praktijken uitgedaagd door de gezaghebbende kennis die opgelegd wordt
door de pedagogische en medische vertogen en professionelen. De medische
wereld gaat er vanuit dat doofheid verholpen of vermeden moet worden, en
het veel voorkomen van doofheid vereist daarom interventies in een van de
meest gevoelige sociale arenas: huwelijksbemiddeling. Mijn analyse wijst erop
dat de lokale vertogen en verklaringen van doofheid onder de Al-Sayyid
Bedoeïenen geen onwetendheid op het gebied van genetische verklaringen
tonen maar vooral een manier zijn om om te gaan met de gevolgen van het
project van genetische counseling. Terwijl doofheid in het algemeen wordt
gezien als iets waarmee om kan worden gegaan, is het vinden van de juiste
huwelijkspartners (zowel voor dove als voor horende mensen) een bron van
toenemende zorg. De genetische verklaring wordt aangewend als het uitkomt,
maar in het zoeken naar een huwelijkspartner nemen mensen veel factoren in
beschouwing, en niet alleen die van het “genetische risico”.
Interventies gericht op doofheid hebben verschillende onbedoelde
gevolgen, niet alleen introduceren ze stigmatiserende narratieven; ze creëren
ook verschillende levenstrajecten die de sociale ruimte tussen doven en
horenden verminderen. Zo creeërt ongelijke toegang tot onderwijs voor
doven versus horenden en voor dove mannen versus vrouwen een kloof in
geletterdheid, die de kansen van dove mensen vermindert en
genderongelijkheid doet toenemen.
Genderongelijkheid bij de Negev Bedoeïenen wordt vaak toegeschreven
aan zogenaamde traditionele genderrelaties, maar mijn analyse laat de rol van
overheidsinstanties zien in het versterken van zulke ongelijkheden aangezien
mannen en vrouwen niet dezelfde kansen hebben. Zo heeft ook de introductie
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van genetisch testen op doofheid een verschillende invloed op mannen en
vrouwen. Gezien de lokale huwelijkspraktijken, en ondanks pogingen om het
labelen van dragers te vermijden, beïnvloedt genetisch testen de
huwelijkskansen van vrouwen meer dan die van mannen. Echter, ik verwerp
een benadering waarin dove Bedoeïenenvrouwen als drievoudig
gemarginaliseerd worden gezien en dus het slachtoffer zijn van cumulatieve
onderdrukking: doof, vrouw, en Bedoeïen. Om recht te doen aan de geleefde
ervaringen van Bedoeïenenvrouwen, worden hun positie en structurele
beperkingen onderzocht vanuit hun eigen ervaringen en de wensen die hun
subjectiviteit en strategieën vormen. Mijn onderzoek laat zien hoe zowel dove
als horende Bedoeïenenvrouwen lokale netwerken en middelen aanwenden
om zich binnen de beperkte structuren te bewegen.
Daarnaast onderzoek ik de ervaringen van Bedoeïenenvrouwen in een
Israëlisch ziekenhuis en hun korte maar significante ontmoetingen met
andere Bedoeïenen en met Joods-Israëlische vrouwen. Terwijl
ziekenhuisetnografieën zich vaak richten op de interactie tussen patiënten en
staf, leggen in het bijzonder overheidsziekenhuizen een extreme nabijheid op
aan vreemden wiens sociale werelden normaal gesproken niet samenkomen.
Zulke “lay encounters” zijn vol van sociale spanningen, alsook van de
mogelijkheden om met deze spanningen om te gaan. Ik suggereer dat deze
ontmoetingen betekenisvol zijn om wat ze laten zien van de bredere sociale
context.
De derde onderzoekslijn is voortgekomen uit de herhaalde verwijzingen
naar shared signing communities als geïsoleerd. De zoektocht naar de condities
die taal voortbrengen heeft ertoe geleid dat het bestuderen van relatief jonge
gebarentalen een cutting edge thema is geworden in moderne linguïstiek en
cognitieve wetenschappen. De Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL) is
tegenwoordig een van de meest bekende voorbeelden van een zogenaamde
“emerging sign languages”. Sinds 2005 zijn er meer dan een dozijn
linguïstische artikelen verschenen over ABSL, en allemaal beschrijven zij AlSayyid af als geïsoleerd en afgezonderd. Terwijl er weinig twijfel over bestaat
dat ABSL inderdaad een geïsoleerde taal is (die niet bij een taalfamilie kan
worden ingedeeld), is de taal beslist niet ontstaan in de afwezigheid van
mogenlijke externe invloeden of andere taalen die als communicatie modellen
zouden kunnen dienen. De meerderheid van de gebruikers van deze
gebarentaal, namenlijk alle horenden, zijn tweetalig in de lokale gebarentaal
en in het lokaal gesproken Arabische dialect, en hebben dus gesproken taal
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direct voorhanden. Dove Al-Sayyid zijn ook in toenemende mate tweetalig
aangezien onderwijs er toe heeft geleid dat de meeste geschoolde dove ook
ISL gebruiken en enige alfabetisatie in het Arabisch of Hebreeuws hebben
geleerd.
Ik betoog daarom dat de verwarring of uitbreiding van het begrip
“geïsoleerde taal”
naar “geïsoleerde gemeenschap” gunstig is voor
wetenschappers die op zoek zijn naar een “natuurlijk laboratorium”. Ik ga in
op deze tendens door de sociale netwerken die in Al-Sayyid een rol spelen te
analyseren, en zo het dynamische karakter van dit sociolinguistische
landschap bloot te leggen alsmede het significante verschil tussen isolatie en
marginalisatie te benadrukken. Alhoewel de Al-Sayyid zowel wat taal betreft
als sociaal niet geïsoleerd zijn, zijn veel Al-Sayyid wel degelijk
gemarginaliseerd. Het voorbeeld van de Bedoeïenen in de Negev laat zien dat
marginalisatie het omgekeerde kan betekenen van isolatie. Terwijl isolatie
autonomie verondersteld, betekent marginalisatie vaak asymmetrie in een of
meer van meerdere machtsverhoudingen en afhankelijkheden. De sociale,
economische en politieke marginalisatie van de Negev Bedoeïenen in het
algemeen maakt hen, in plaats van autonoom, juist méér afhankelijk van de
sociale en politieke structuren om hen heen.

